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ADVERTISEMENT.

1 HE design, in making this Compihtion, is

to collect suitable exercises to be performed by the

Classes at the private Lectures on Mathematics, given

in the University. The view, which the Corpora-

tion had of the great advantages, that the Students

might derive from a judicious work of the kind, pro-

duced this attempt to promote their improvement.

The parts of the most approved writings, selected for

the purpose, are copied, with only such alterations, as

appeared to be useful. The Authors of the principal

part of most of the branches are Dr. Hutton and

Mr. BoNNYCASTLE
; the Nwvigatioii is principally

from that of Mr. Nicholson; and much use has

been made of a Manuscript^ containing certain mathe-

matical exercises to be performed by the Students,

Mqi.'e.'s Algebra^ \\iQWorks of Emerson, Crakelt's

tractslation of Mauduit's Treatise en Spheric Trigo-^

nomety^ and Kelly's Spherics.



ADVERTISEMENT

Respecting the Second Edition*

In compiling this work, when I was HoUis

Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy,

such parts of the most approved writings on the seve-

ral branches of Mathematics, contained in it, as seem-

ed best adapted to the purpose, were selected
;

and

such alterations and additions made, as appeared to be

useful, or conducive to the accomplishment of the pro-

posed object. Some variations from the first are to

be found in this edition, which, having occurred to ob-

servation in using and reviewing the work, were deem-

ed to be advantageous. To diminish the difference of

the two volumes in bulk, the first is extended to the

end of Mensuration of Superficies,
Beside this the

most material alterations in the first volume are reduc*

tion, in a few arithmetical articles, of matter merely

practical, and unnecessary for the purpose of illustrat-

ing the principles ;
and the addition of Notes to most

of the Geometrical Problems, containing the princi-

ples, on which their solutions respectively depend.

Notice of the principal alterations in the second vol-

ume is prefixed to it. S. W»

dambnd^e^ April 18, 1808.
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ARITHMETIC.

>®®(

NUMBER is the abstract ratio of one quantity to anoth*

er of the same kind, taken for unity.

Theoretic Arithmetic is the science of numbers.

Practical Arithmetic is the art of numbering.

In Arithmetic there are five principal or fundamental rules

for its operations, namely. Notation, Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, and Division.

NOTATION.*

Notation teaches how to read any proposed number, ex-

pressed in characters, and to write any proposed number in

chai'acters.

* As it is absolutely necessary to have a perfect knowledge of

our excellent method of notation, in order to understand the

reasoning made use of in the following Notes, I shall endeavour

to explain it in as clear and concise a manner as possible.

1 . It may then be observed, that the charactcre, by which all

numbers arc expressed, are these ten; 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9 ; is called a cyfiher, and the rest, or rather all of them,

are called Jigures or digits. The names and signification of

these characters, and the origin or generation of the numbers

they stand for, are as follow j nothing ;
1 one, or a single

Vol. I. B



10 • MATHEMATICS,

1, To read Nwiibers*

RULE.

To the simple lvalue of each figure join the name of its

place, beginning at the left and reading toward the right.

EXAMPLES.

Read the following numbers.
• 37 30791 111000111

101 70079 1234567890

1107 3306677 10203040506070S090

"thing, called an unit; 1 and 1 are 2 two; 2 and 1 are 3 three;

3 and 1 are 4 four ; 4 and 1 are 5 five ; 5 and 1 are 6 six ;

6 and 1 are 7 seven ; 7 and 1 are S eight ; 8 and 1 are 9 nine ;

and 9 and 1 are ten, which has no single character ; and thus by
continual addition of one, all numbers are generated.

2. Beside the simple value of the figures, as above noted, they
have each a local value according to the following law, namely,
in a combination of figures, reckoning fror^i right to left*

the figure in the first place represents its primitive simple val-

tie ; that in the second place, ten times its simple value ; that in

the third place, a hundred times its isimple value, and so on ; the

value of the figure in each place being ten times the value of it

in that immediately preceding it.

3. The names of the places are denominated according t*

their order. The first is called the place of units ; the second,

that of tens ; the third, of hundreds ;
the fourth, of thousands ;

the fifth, of ten thousands ; the sixth, of hundred thousands ;

the seventh, of millions, and so on. Thus, in the number 3456789 ;

9 in the first place signifies only nine ;
8 in the second place sig-

nifies eight tens, or eighty ; 7 in the third place is seven hun-

dred ; 6 in the fourth place is six thousand ; 5 in the fifth place

is fifty thousand ; 4 in the sixth place is four hundred thousand ;

and 3 in the seventh place is three million; and the whole

number is read thus, three million, four hundred and fifty sis

thousand, seven hundred and eighty nine.
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II. To write Numbers.

RULE.

Write the figures in -the same order as their values are ex-

pressed in, beglning at the left, and writing toward the right;

remembering to supply those places of the natural order

with cyphers, which are omitted in the question.

4. A cypher, though it signifies nothing of itself, yet it occu-

pies a place, and, when set on the right of other figures, in«

creases their vakie like any other in a tenfold proportion ; thus,

5_ signifies only fi:^'e ; but 50, five tens or fifty ; and 500, five

hundred, 8cc.

5. For the more easy reading of large numbers, they are dif

vided into periods, and half periods, each half period consisting

of three fissures ;
the name of the first period being units ; that

of the second, millions ; of the third, billions ; of the fourth

trillions, kc. Also the first part of any period is tlic part of

units ; and the latter part, that of thous.uid3.

Zhefollowing Table contains a summary of the "jofiole doctrine^

Periods.

Half Per.

Figures.

Qu .dril. Trii. BiLiuns. Miiiions. Ui;ii-

th. un. th. un. th. un. th. un. cxt cxu

123,456 789,098 765,432 101,234 567,800

ji Syno/isis of the Roman JVorATioif.

1=1
2=11 As often as any character is repeated, so many
S=III times is its value repeated.

^^^

4 =11 II or IV A less character before a greater dimin-

5=V
6=VI
7=VII
8=VI II

9=IX

ishcs its value.

A less character after a greater increa-

ses its value.
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EXAMPLES.

Write in figures the following numbers.

Eighty one. Two hundred and eleven. One thousand

and thirty nine. A million and a half. A hundred and

four score and five thousand. Eleven thousand million,

eleven hundred thousand and eleven. Thirteen billion, six

hundred thousand million, foui* thousand and one.

EXPLANATION OF CHARACTERS.

Note. It may be proper to explain here certain 'signs^

used in this work.

==: SIGNIFIES equality ; as 20 shillings = 1 pound sig-

nifies, that 20 shillings are equal to one pound.

-|- Signifies plus^ or addition ; as, 4 -f- 2 = 6*

•—
Signifies viinusy or subtraction ; as, 6—2=4.

X or., Into^ signifies multiplication ; as, 3 x 2 or S»2= 6.,

-r- Bt/^ or ) ( signifies division ; as, 6 -r- 2 = 3, or

2)5(3, I

Division may also be denoted by placing the dividend ov-

er a line, and the divisor under it ; thusf=6-^2=3.

10=X
50=L
iOO=C
500=D or 13 For every 3 affixed, this becomes 10

times as many.

1000=M or CIO Eor every C and 3, put one at each end,

2000=MM it becomes ten times as much.

5000=733 : or V A line over any number increases it

,.,6000=VI 1000 fold.

l0000=x'orCCI0O
50000=1333
,60000=LX

lOOOOOrsC'or CCCIOOO

tOOOOOO=M or CCCCI3333
5000000=MM

&C. S;c,
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.. : :
..

Signifies arithmeticalproportion ; thus 2 •• 4 :: 6 •• 8 ;

here the meaning is, that 4—^2=8—6=2.

: : : : Signifies geometrical proportion ; thus 2 : 4 : : 3 : 6,

which is to be read, as 2 to 4, so is 3 to 6.

-^ Signifies continual arithmetical proportion^ or arithmeti-

cal progression ; thus 2 •• 4 •• 6 •• 8 -r- signifies, that 2, 4, 6,

and 8 are in arithmetical progression.

—T Signifies continual geometrical proportion^ or geometri-
cal progression ; thus, 2 : 4 ; 8 : 16 -H- signifies, that 2, 4,

8, 16 are in geometrical progression.
.•. Signifies therefore.

"Y Signifies the secondpower^
or square ; thus, .v""]^ sig-

nifies the square of x,

""j^ Signifies the thirdpoxver^ or cube.

]" Signifies any power*

\/, or
|^\ Signifies the square root ; thus \/r, or x^

signifies the square root of x,

\_

3v^, or "~1% Signifies the cube root,

I.
*

n^^ or ~~]" , Signifies any root.

"^'^ Signifies any root of any power.

The number, or letter, belonging to the above signs of

powers and roots, is called the index^ or exponent.
A line, called a vinculum^ draA\Ti over several numbers, sig-

nifies, that the numbers under it are to be considered joint-

lij ; thus, 20—7+8=5 ; but without the vinculum, 20—7+8
=21. The same thing is also sometimes expressed by a pa-

renthesis, inclosing two or more numbers or quantities ; thus,

20—(r+s)=5.
Two or more letters, joined together like those of a word,

signify, tliat the numbers, which they represent, are to be

multiplied togetlier J thus,fl Z'=f7Xt'/ 'mwCLahc-^axhxc.
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SIMPLE ADDITION,

Simple Addition tG^chts to collect several numbers of the

^anie denomination into one number, called the sian^

RULE.*

1. Place the numbers under each other, so that units may
stand under units, tens under tens, &c. and draw a line un-r

der them.

* This rule, as well as the method of proof, is founded on the

linown axiom,
" the whole is equal to the sum of all its parts/*

All, that requires explaining, is the method of placing the

numbers, and carrying for the tens, both which are evident from

the nature af notation. For any other disposiuon of the num-

bers would entirely alter their value ; and carrying one for eve-

ry ten, from an inferior row or column to a superior, is evidently

right, since an unit in the latter case is of the same value as ten

in the former.

Beside the method here given, there is another very ingenious

one of proving addition by casting out the nines.

RULE.

1. Add the figures in the first line, and find how many nines

are contained in their sum.

2 . Reject the nines and set the remainder in the same line,

on the right.

3. Do the same in each of the other lines, and find the sum
of the row of excesses. Then the nines of this sum, and of the

sum of the given numbers being rejected, if the two excesses

|>e equal, the addition is proved to be rightly performed.

EXAMPLE.
3782
5766
8755

18303

.2

^7

^6
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^, Add the figures in the row of vinits, and find how

many tens are contained in their sum.

3. Set the remainder under the line, and carry as many
units to the next row, as there are tens, with which proceed

as before ; and so on till the whole is finished.

This method depends on a property of the number 9, which

belongs to no other clic^it whatever, except 3, namely, that any

number divided by 9 leaves the same remainder, as the sum of

its figures or digits divided by 9 ; which may be thus demon-

strated.

. Demon. Let there be any number, as 5467 ; this separated

into its several parts becomes 3000 -f- 400+ 60+ 7 ; but 3000=:X

X 1000=3x999+1=3x999+ 3. In like manner 400=4X
99+ 4, and 60=6x9+ 6. Therefore 3467= 3x999+ 3+4X
99_j-4_(_6x9+ 6+ 7=3x999+4x99+6X9+ 3+ 4+ 6+ 7. And

;U67^3X999+4x99+
6x9_^

3+ 4+ 6+ 7
^ 3^,3^,999^4^99 9

99+ 6x9 is^evidently divisible by 9 ; therefore 5467 dividedby

9 will leave the same remainder, as 3+ 4+6+7 divided by 9 ;

and the same will hold for any other number whatever. Q. E.D-

The same may be demonstrated universally thus.

Demon. Let ./V= any number whatever, a, b^ c, Sec. the dig-

its, of wMch it is composed, and 77= as many cyphers as «, the

highest digit, is places from unity. Then JSf^a with n Os+6
with ^7—1 Os+c with 7^—,2 Os, &c. by the nature of notation;

r=aXn 9s+a+^X'/— 1 9s+^+cX"—2 9s+c, Sec. =aXn 9s+ A

X7z— 1 9s+c x^^—2 9s, Sec. +a+6+c. Sec. but axn 9s+/>X«— I

9s -\~cXn— i 9s, &c. is plainly divisible by 9 ; therefore .'V di-

vided by 9 will leave the same remainder, as a-^b-}-c, Sec, divi*

ded by 9. Q. E. D.

In the very same manner, this property may be shown to belongs

to the number three ; but the preference is usually given to the

number 9, on account of its being more convenient in practice.

Now from the demonstration here given, the reason of the

rule itself is evident j for tlie excess of nines in each of two or
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METHOD OF PROOF.

1. Draw a line between the first and second lines of figures

to cut off the first number.

2. Add all the other numbers, and set their sum under the

sum of all the numbers.

3. Add the number last found and the number cut off; and

if their sum be the same, as that found by the first addition,

the sum is right.
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4, Add 8635, 2194,7421, 5063, 219G, and 1245 together.

Answer 26754.

5. Add 246034, 298765, 47321, 58653, 64218, 5376, 9821,

and 340 together. Ans. 730528.

6. Add 562163, 21964, 56321, 18536, 4340, 279, iind 83

together. Ans. 663G86.

7. How many days are there in the twelve calendar

months ? Ans. 365.

8* How many days are there from the 1 9t1i day of April,

1774, to the 27th day of November, 1775, both days exchi-

sive ? Ans. 586.

SIMPLE SUBTRACTION.

Simple Subtraction teaches to take a less number from a

greater of the same denomination, and thereby shows the

difference or remainder. 7"he less number, or that which is

to be subtracted, is called the siihtrahend; the other, the mi*

nuend ; and the number, that is fomid by the operation, the

remainder or difference,
RULE.*

1. Place the less number under the greater, so that units

may stand under units, tens under tens, &c. and draw
line under them.

* Demon. 1. When all the figures of the less number are

less than their correspondent figures in the greater, the differ-

ences of the figures in the several like places must, taken to-

gether, make the true difference sought ; because, as the sum
of the parts is equal to the whole, so must the sum of the dif-

rences of all the similar parts be equal to the difference of the

wholes, or given numbers.

2. When any figure of the greater number is less than its

correspondent figure in the less, the ten, which is added by tlie

rule, is the value of an unit hi the next higher place, by the na-

ture of notation ; and the one, that is added to the next place of
the less number, is to diminish the correspondent place of tlie

greater accordingly ; and therefore the operation m this case is

Vol. I. C



la MATHEMATICS,

2. Beginning, at the right, take each figure in the subtra-

hend from the figure over it, and set the remainder under

the line.

3. If the lower figure be greater than that over it, add ten

to the upper figure ; from which figure, so increased, take

the lower, and write the remainder, carrying one to the next

figiue in the lower line, with which proceed as before ; and

so on till the whole is finished.

Method of Proof.

Add the remainder to the less number, and if the sum be

equal to the greater, the work is right*

(1)
From 3287625
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8. Sir Isaac Newton was bom in the year 1642, and died

in 1727 ; how old was he at the time of his decease f

Ans. 8o years-
>

SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION.

Simple Multiplication is a compendious metliod of addi-

tion, and teaches to find the amomit of any given number

of one denominotion, by repeating it any proposed numbet

of times.

The number, to be multiplied, is called the multiplicand.

The number, to multiply, is called the multiplier.

The number, found from the operation, is called the pro^
duct.

Both the multiplier and multiplicand are, in general, call-

cd terms orfactors*

3Iultiplication and Division table.

I
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Use of the table in Diwslon,

Find the divisor in the first cokimn on the left, and the

dividend in the same line ; then the quotient will be, over

the dividend, the first number of the column*

1. Place the multiplier under the multiplicand, so that

units may stand under units, tens under tens, &c. and draw

a line under them.

* Demon. 1. When the multiplier is a single digit, it is

plain, that we find the product ; for by multiplying every fig-

ure, that is,, every part of the multiplicand, we multiply the

^vhole ; and writing down the products, that are less than ten,

and the excesses above tens respectively in the places of the

figures multiplied, and carrying the number of tens in each

product to the product of the next place is only gathering together
the similar parts of the respective products, and is therefore

the same thing> in efi'ect, as writing the multiplicand under it-

self so often as the multiiplier expresses, and adding the seve-

ral repetitions together ; for the sum of each column is the pro-

duct of the figures in the place of that column ; and these pro-

ducts, collected together, are evidently equal to the whole re-

quired product,

2. If the multiplier consist of more than one digit ; having
then found the product of the multiplicand by the first figure of

the multiplier, as above, we suppose the multiplier divided into

parts, and find, after the same manner, the product of the muld-

plicand by the second figure of the multiplier ; but as the figure

we are multiplying by stands in the place of tens ; the product
must be ten times its sirnple value ; and therefore the first fig-

ure of this product must be placed in the place of tens ; or,

which is die same thing, directly under the figure we are mul-

tiplying by. And proceeding in this manner separately with all

the figures of the multiplier, it is evident, that we shall multiply
all the parts of the multiplicand by all the parts of the multipli-?

pr ; or the whole of the multiplicand by the whole of the miiltii-
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2. Begin at the right, and multiply the whole multiplicand

severally by each figure in the multiplier, setting the first

figure of every line produced directly under the figure, you
are multiplying l^y,

and canying for the tens, as in addition.

3. Add all the lines together, and their sum is the product.

plier ; therefore the sum of these several products will be equal

to the whole required product. Q. E. D.

The reason of the method of proof depends on this proposition,

namely,
" that two numbers being multiplied together, either of

them may be made the multiplier, or the multiplicand, and the

product will be the same." A small attention' to the nature of

the numbers will make this truth evident ; for 3x7=2 1 =7x3 ;

and, in general, 3x4x5x6, Sec.=4x3x6x5, Sec. without any

regard to the order of the terms ; and this is true of any number
of factors whatever.

The following examples are subjoined to make the reason ot

the rule appear as plain as possible.

(0 (2)

37565 . 1375435

5 4567
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Method of Proof,

Make the former multiplicand the multiplier, and the

multiplier the multiplicand, and proceed as before ; and if

the product be equal to the former, the product is right.

EXAMPLES.

(1) (2)

Multiply 23456787454 Multiply 32745654473

by 7 by 234

164197512178 Product. 130982617892
98236963419

65491308946

Product 7662483146682

of nines in their product be equal to the excess of nines in the

total product, the answer is right.

EXAMPLE.
4215 3=excess of 9's in the multiplicand.

878 5=ditto in the multiplier*

33720

29505

33720

3700770 6=ditto in the product= excess of 9s in 3X5.

Demonstration, OF the Rule. Let ikf and A*be the num-
ber of 9 s in the factors to be multiplied, and a and b what re-

inains ; then M-\-a and J\^-{-b will be the numbers themselves,

and their product is Mx^+ Mxb-\-J^xa-\-aXb; but the

first three of these products are each a precise number of 9s, be-

cause one of their factors is so ; therefore, these being cast

away, there remains only axb ',
and if the 9s be also cast out

cf this, the excess is the excess of the 9s in the total product ;

but a and b are the excesses in the factors themselves, and «X^
their product j therefore the rule is true. Q. E. D.
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3. Multiply 32745675474 by 2. Ans. 65491350948.

4. Multiply 84356745674 by 5. Ans. 421783728370.

5. Multiply 3274656461 by 12. Ans. 39295877532,

6. Multiply 273580961 by 23. Ans. 6292362103.

r. Multiply 82164973 by 3027. Ans. 248713373271.

8. Multiply 8496427 by 874359. Ans. 7428927415293.

CONTRACTIONS.

I. When there are cyphers on the right of one or both the

factors,

RULE.

Proceed as before, neglecting the cj^phers, and on the right

of the product place as many cyphers as are in both the

factors.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 1234500 by 7500.

12345

75

61725

86415

9258750000 the Product.

2. Multiply 461200 by 72000. Ans. 33206400000.

3. Multiply 815036000 by 70300. Ans. 57297030800000.

«

This method is liable to the same inconvenience with tliat in

addition.

Multiplication may also very naturally be proved by division ;

for the product being divided by either of the factors, the quo-
tient will evidently be the other ; but it would have been contra-

ry to good method to give this rule in tlie text, because the pu-

pil is supposed as yet to be ui\acquainted with division.
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II. When the multiplier is the product of two or more nuvi'

bers in the table,

RULE.*

Multiply continually by those numbers or parts, instead of

the whole number at once.

EXAMPLES.
1. Multiply 123456789 by 25.

123456789

5

617283945

3086419725 the Product.

2. Multiply 364111 by '56. Ans. 20390216.

3. Multiply 7128368 by 96. Ans. 684323328.

4. Mtiltiply 123456789 by 1440. Ans. 177777776160.

SIMPLE DIVISION.

Simple Division teaches to find how often one number is

contained in another of the same denomination, and thereby

performs the work of many subtractions.

The number, to be divided, is called the dividend.

The number, to divide, is called the divisor.

The number of times, the dividend contains the divisor,

is called the quotient,

* The reason of this method is obvious ; for any number,

multiplied by the component parts of another number, must

give the same product, as if it were multiplied by that number

at once ; thus, in example the second, 7 times the product of

8, multiplied into the given number, makes 56 times that given

number, as plainly as 7 times 8 me^kes 56
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If the dividend contain the divisor any 'number of times

and an excess, that excess is called the remabidcr*

'^ RULE.*

1. On the right and left of the dividend, draw a curved

line, and write the divisor on the left, and the quotient, as it

rises, on the right.

*
According to the rule, we resolve the dividend into parts,

and find by trial the number of times, the divisor is contained in

each of those parts ; the only thing then, which remains to be

proved, is, that the several figures of the quotient, taken as one

number, according to the order, in which they are placed, is the

true quotient of the whole dividend by the divisor, which may be

thus demonstrated.

Demon. The complete value of the first part of the dividend

is, by the nature of notation, 10, 100, or 1000, Sec. times the

value of which it is taken in the operation according as there are

I, 2, or 3, Sec. figures standing on the right of it ; and conse-

quently the true value of the quotient figure, belonging to that

part of the dividend, is also 10, 100, or 1000, Scc.dmes its simple

value. But the true value of the quotient figure, belonging to that

part of the dividend, found by the rule, is also 10, 100, or 1000, Sec.

times its simple value ; for the number of figures on the right

of it is equal to the number of remaining figiu^es in the dividend.

Therefore this first quotient figure, taken in its complete valu^

at the place it stands in, is the true quotient of the divisor in tlie

complete value of the nrst part of the dividend. For the same

reason, all the rest of the figures ofthe quotient, taken accord-

ing to their places, are each the true quotient of the divisor, in

the complete value ofthe several parts of the dividend, belonging

to each ; because, as tlie first figure on the right ofeach succeeding

part of the dividend has a less number of figures, by one standing

on the right ofit, so ought their quotients to have ; and so tlicy are

actually ordered j consequently, all the quotient figures being tak-

en in order as they are placed by the rule, they make one number,
which is equal to the sum of the true quotients of all the several

parts of the dividend ; and dierefore is the true quotient of the

whole dividend by the divisor. Q. E. D.
*

Vol. I, D *
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2. Find how many times the divisor may be had in so ma-

ny figures of the dividend, as are just necessarj', and write

the number in the quotient.

To leave no obscurity in this demonstration, I shall illustrate

k by an example.
EXAMPLE.

Divisor 36)85609 Dividend.

1st part of the dividend 85000

36 X 2000 = 72000 - - 2000 the 1st quotient-

1st remainder - 13000

add 600 •»

2d part of the dividend 13600

36 X 300 = 10800 - - 300 the 2d quotient-

2d remainder - 2800

add 00

3d part of the dividend 2800

36 X 70 = 2 520 - - 70 the 3d quotient.

3d remainder - 280

add 9

4th part of the dividend 289

36 X 8 = 288 - - 8 the 4th quotient.

Last remainder - 1 2378 sumof the quotient^——- or the answer.

Explanation. It is evident, that the dividend is resolved into

these parts, 85000+600-J-004-9 ; for the first part of the dividend

is considered only as 85, but yet it is truly 85000 ; and therefore

its quotient, instead of 2, is 2000, and the remainder 13000 ; and

so of the rest, as may be seen in the operation.

When there is no remainder after the operation of dividing is

finished, the quotient is the absolute and perfect answer to the-

tjuestion ; but where there is a remainder, it may be observ-

ed, tliat it gives a part of ivnother unit for the quotient, wliich ii
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Multiply the divisor by the quotient figuix*, and set the

product under the pait of the dividend used.

greater as it approaches nearer to the divisor. Thus, if the

remainder be a fourth part of the divisor, the part is one fourth,

or one fourth of the divisor is contained in the dividend bcsid(j

the quotient already found ; if half the divisor, the part is one

half, or one half of the divisor is, in addition to the quotient al-

ready found, contained in the dividend ; and so on. In order

therefore to complete the quotient, put the last remainder at the

end of it, above a small line, and the divisor under it.

It is sometimes difficult to find how often the divisor is con-

tained in the numbers of the. several steps of the operation ; the

best way will be to find how often the first figure of the divisor

is contained in the first, or two first, figures of the dividend, and

the answer, made less by one or two, is generally the figure

wanted. Beside, if after subtracting the product of the divi-

sor and quotient from the dividend, the remiundcr be equal to»

or exceed the divisor, the quotient figure must be increased acr

cordingly.

If, when yoti have brought do^yn a figure on the right of the

remainder, it be still less than the divisor, a cypher must be put in

the quotient, and another figure brought down, and then proceed
as before.

The reason of the method of proof is plain ; for since the qnoticnt

is the number of times the dividend contains the divisor, the product
of the quotient and divisor must evidently be equal to the dividend.

There arc several othe^r methods, used to prove division
; the

best and most usefid are the folio sving.

Rule I. Subtract the remainder from the dividend, and divide

this remainder by the quotient, and the quotient, foimd by this di-

vision, will be equalto the former devisor, when the work is right.

The reason of this rule is plain fiHDm v/hat has been observed

above.

Mr. Malcolm, in his Arithmetic, has fallen into an error con-

aerning this method of proof, by making use oi particular num-
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4. Subtract the last found product from that part of the

dividend, under which it stands, and on the right of the re-

inainder bring down the next figure of the dividend ; which

number divide as before ; and proceed in this manner till the

whole is finished.

bers, instead of a general demonstration. He says, the dividend

being divided by the integral quotient, the quotient of this divi-

sion will be equal to the former divisor, with the same remain-

der. This is true in some particular cases ; but it will not hold,

when the remainder is greater than the quotient, as may be easi-

ly demonstrated ; but one instance will be sufficient ; thus 17,

divided by 6, gives the integral quotient 2-, and remainder 5 ; but

17, divided by 2, gives the integral quotient 8, and remainder 1.

This shows how cautious we ought to be in deducing general
rules from particular exiimples.

Rule II. Add together the remainder, and all the products
of the several quotient figures by the divisor, accordmg to the

order, in which they stand in the work, and the sum will be

equal to the dividend, when the work is right.

The reason of this rule is extremely obvious ; for the num-
bers, that are to be added, are the products of the divisor by each

figure of the quodent separately, and each possesses, by its place,

its complete value ; therefore the sum of the parts, together with

the remainder, must be equal to the whole.

Rule III. Subtract the remainder from the dividend, and

what remains will be equal to the product of the divisor and quo-
tient ; which may be provedby casdng (Out the nines, as was done-

in multiplication.

This rule has been already demonstrated in multiplication.

To avoid obscurity I shall give an example, proved t^ccording
to all the different methods.

EXAMPLE.

87)123456789(1419043 123456789

87* 87 43
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Method of Proof.

Multiply the quotient by the divisor, and this product, ad-

4ed to the remainder, will be equal to the dividend, when the

work is rights
EXAMPLES.

28

25

(1)

5)13545728(2709145|
10
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S. Divide 3/56789275474 by 2. Ans. 1878394637/37.

4. Divide 12345678900 by 7. Ans. 1763668414f.
5. Divide 9876543210 by 8. Ans. 1234567901|.
€. Divide 1357975313 by 9. Ans. 150886145|.
7. Divide 3217684329765 by 17. Ans. 189275548809l|.
8. Divide 3211473 by 27. . Ans. 118943if.
9. Divide 1406373 by 108. Ans. 13021-iJf.
la Divide 293839455936 by 8405. Ans, 34960078/5^^^.
il. Divide 4637064283 by 57606. Ans. 80496im|-.

CONTRACTIONS.

I. To divide by any number with cyphers annexed,

RULE^.

Cut off the cyphers fi-om the divisor, and the same num»
ber of digits from the right of the dividend ; then divide^

making use of the remaining figures, as usual, and the quo-
tient is the answer ; and what remains, written before the fig-

ures cut off, is the true remainder.

For illustration, we need only refer to the example ; except

for the proof by addition ; where It may be remarked, that the

asterisms show the numbers to be added, and the dotted lines

their order.

* The reason of this contraction is easily perceived ; for cut-

ting off the same figures from each is the same as dividing each

•«>f them by 10, IQO, 1000, Sec. and it is evident, that as often as

the whole divisor is contained in the whole dividend^ so often

must any part of the divisor be contained in a like part of the

dividend. This method is only avoiding a needless repitition of

cyphers, which would happen in the comnK>n way, as may be

seen by working an example at large.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 310869017 by 7100.

71,00)3108690,17(43784fffJ the quotient.
284

268
213

556
497

599
568

310
284

2617

2; Divide 7380964 by 23000. Ans. 320|f|^
3. Divide 29628754963 by 35000. Ans. 846535-||jl^

II. When the divisor is the product oftivo or more numbers

in the table*

RULE.*

Divide continually by those numbers, instead of the whole

<livisor at once.

* This follows from the second contraction in multiplication,

of which it is only the converse ; for the third part of the half of

any thing is evidently the same as the sixth part of the whole ;

and so of any other parts. I have omitted saying any thing
in the rule about the method of finding the true remiiinder; for

as the learner is supposed, at present, to be unacquainted with

the nature of fractions, it ^^ould be improper to introduce them
m this part of the work, espcciidly as the integral quotient is suf-

ficient to answer most ofthe purposes of practical division. How-
ever, as the quotient is incomplete without this remainder, and

itx sgme comput;\tions it is i^ecessury it should be known, I shal!
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EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 31046835 by 56=7X8.

7)31046835(4435262 8)4435262(554407 the- quotient,

28 40
N

30 43

28 40

24 35

21
^

32

36 32

35 . 32

18 62

14 ' 56

43 6
42

15
14

here show the manner of finding it, without any assistance from
fractions.

Rule. Multiply the quotient by the divisor, and subtract the

product from the dividend, and the result will be the true remain-

der.

The truth of this is extremely obvious ; for if the product of

the divisor and quotient, added to the remainder, be equal to the

dividend, their product, taken from the dividend, must leave the

remainder.

The rule, which is most commonly used, is this.

Rule. Multiply the last remainder by the preceding divisor,^

or last but one, and to the product add the preceding remainder ;

multiply this sum by the next prcc^c\ing diyisor, and to the pro-
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2. DivrJe 7014596 by 72= 8x9.

8)7014596

9)876824 4

97424 8 the quotient.

3. Divide 5130G52 by 132. Ans. 38868^Vj.
4. Divide 83016572 by 240. Ans. 34590 r^^W.

duct add the next preceding remainder j and so on till you have

used all the divisors and remainders.

EXAMPLE.

9)64865 divided by 144 1 the last remainder.

Mult. 4 the preccdhig divisor.

4)7207 2

4

4)1801 3 Adds the second remainder.

450 1

Mult. 9 the first divisor.-

63

Add 2 the first remainder.

Ans. 450-f^. 65

To explain this rule from the example, we may observe, that

every unit of the first quotient may be looked upon as containing
9 of the units in the given dividend ; consequently every unit of

it, that remains, will contain the same ; therefore this remain-

der must be multiplied by 9, in order to find the uiiits of the

given dividend, which it contains. Again, every unit in the next

quotient will contain 4 units of the preceding, or 36 of the given

dividend, that is, 9 times 4 ; therefore whi.t remains must be

multiplied by 36 ; or, which is the same thing, by 9 and 4 con-

tinually. Now this is the same as the rule ; for instead offii^'ing

the remainders separately, they are reduced from the bottom

upward step by step, to the first, and the remauiing units of

the same class taken in as they occur.

Vol. I. E
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III. To perform division more concisely than hij the general
rule.

RULE.*

Multiply the divisor by the quotient figures as before, and

subtract each figure of the product when you produce it, al-

ways remembering to carry so many to the next figure as

were borrowed before.

EXAMPLES.
1. Divide 3104675846 by 833.

833)31(>4675846(3727101-J|| the quotient.

6056

2257

5915

848

1546

713

2. Divide 29137062 by 5317. Ans. 5479||^^.
3. /Divide 62015735 by 7803. Ans. 79474|i|.
4. Divide 432756284563574 by 873469.

'

Ans. 495445498|^|J|-|.

REDUCTION.
Reduction is the method of bringing numbers from one

name or denomination to another without changing the val-

ue.

In order to perform reduction it is necessaiy to be ac-

quainted with the relative value of the different denomina-
tions of coin, weight, and measure, that are used ; for which

purpose see the following

TABLES of com, WEIGHT, and MEASURE,

MONEY.
4 farthings make 1 penny
12 pence 1 shilling

20 shillings 1 pound

£ denotes pounds

/,or s shillings.

d pence.

* The reason of this rule is the same as that of the general

fulc.
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TROY WEIGHT.
24 grains make 1 penny-weight, marked grs. d\Tt.

20 d\vt. % ounce, oz.

12 oz. 1 pound, lb or lb.

By this weight are weighed jewels, gold, silver, com,

bread, and liquors.

APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.
20 grains make 1 scruple, marked gr. sc. or 9
3 sc. or 9 1 dram dr. or 3.

8 dr. 1 oimce oz. or §.

12 oz. 1 pound lb or lb.

Apothecaries use this weight in compounding their med-

icines; but they buy and sell their drugs by Avoirdupois

weight. Apothecai'ies' is the same as Troy weight, having

only some diiFerent divisions.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.
16 drams make 1 ounce, marked dr. oz.

16 ounces 1 pound lb.

28 lb. 1 quarter qr.

4 quarters 1 hundred weight cwt.

20 cwt. 1 ton T.

By this weight are weighed all things of a coarse or drossy

nature ; such as butter, cheese, flesh, grocer}^ wares, and all

metals, except gold and silver.*

lb.

* A firkin of butter . .is . 56

A firkin of soap 64

A barrel of pot-ashes ... 200

A barrel of anchovies .... 30

A barrel of candles 120

A barrel of soap 2 56

A barrel of butter 224

A fother of lead is 1
9|-

cwt

A stone of iron 14

lb.

A gallon of train oil 7|
A faggot of steel 120

A stone of glass 5

A seam of glass is 24 stone,

or 120

lb. oz. dr.

A peck loaf of bread

weighs 17 6 1

A half peck 8 11

A. stone of butcher's meat . 8
[
A quL\rtern 4 5 S
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DRY MEASURE.

Marked
2 pints make 1 quart pts. qts.

2 quarts

S ponies
2 gallons

4f pecks
2 bushels

1 pO'tle

1 gallon

1 peck
1 bushel

1 strike

pot.

gal.

pc-

bu

Marked
8 bushels 1 quarter qr.
5 quarters lweyi?rload wey
4 bushels 1 coomb co.

5 pecks 1 bushel water meas.

coombs 1 wey
2 weys 1 last L.

Note.—The diameter of a Winchester bushel is 1 8^ in-

ches, anl its depth 8 inches,—And one gallon by dry meas-

ure contains 26 Cj cubic inches.

By this measure, salt, lead, ore, oysters, corn, and other

dry goods^re measured.

ALE AND BEER MEASURE-

Markcd
2 pints niske 1 quart pts. qts,

4 quarts 1 gallon gci

8 gallons 1 firkin of Ale fix'-

9 gallons 1 firkin of Beer fir.

Marked
2 firkins 1 kilderkin kil.

2 kilderkins 1 barrel bar.

3 kilderkins 1 hogshead hhd.

3 barrels 1 butt butt.

Note.—The ale e-allon contains 282 cubic inches. In

London the ale firkin contains 8 gallons, and the beer firkin

9 J other measures being in the same proportion.

make a truss.
561b. old hay
60ib. new hay
S6 trusses a load.

4 pecks coal make 1 bushel.

9 bushels .... 1 vat or strike.

36 bushels i chaldroii*

21 chaldrons ..,,... 1 score

It lb, wool make .... 1 clove.

2 cloves 1 stone.

2 stones .1 tod.

, 6|tod.s 1 wey.
2 weys 1 sack.

J,2 sacks . . , 1 last.

lb.

A barrel of pork is .... 220.

A barrel of beef is 220.

A quintal of fish 112.

20 things make .... I score.

i2 1 dozen.

12 dozen 1 gross.
144 dozzen . . 1 greater gross.

Fariher^'-^5760 grains=l lb.

Troy ; 7000grains==l Ib.Avoir-

^luppis; therefore the weight
of the pound Troy is to that of

the pound Avoirdupois, as 5760

to 7000, or as 144 to 175.
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WINE MEASURE.

37

Marked! Marked

2 pints make 1 quart pts. qt3.l2 hogshead 1 pipe or

4 quarts 1 gallon gal. butt p. or b.

42 gallons 1 tierce tier. 2 pipes 1 tun T.

63 gallons 1 hogshead hhd.ilS gallons 1 runlet nmd.

84 gallons 1 puncheon pun. 1.31^. gallons 1 barrel bar.

By this measure, brandy, spirits, perry, cider, mead,

vinegar, and oil are measured.

Note.—'231 cubic inches make a gallon, and 10 gallons

make an anchor.

CLOTH MEASURE.

Marked

2i inches make 1 nail nls.

4 nails 1 quarter qrs.

4 quarters 1 yard yds-

3 qrs.

5 qrs.

6 qrs.

Marked

1 ell Flemish EU Fl.

1 ell Enghsh Ell Eng.
1 ell French Ell Fr.

LONG MEASURE.

Marked

3 barley corns make 1

inch

12 inches

3 feet

6 feet

5-| yards
40 poles

8 furlongs

3 miles

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

bar. c. in.

foot ft.

yard yd.

fathom fath.

pole pol.

furlong fur.

mile mis.

league 1.

Marked
60 geogi-aphical miles, or

69-| statute miles 1 de-

gree deg. or °

360 degrees the circumfer-

ence of the earth.

Note. 4 inches make 1 hand.

5 feet 1 geometrical pace*

6 points

12 hues

1 line.

1 inch.

TIME.
Marked

60 seconds make 1 min-

ute s. or" m, or'

00 minutes 1 hour h. or
^

24 hours 1 day d.

7 days 1 week w.

Marked

4 weeks 1 month m.

13 months, 1 day, and 6

hours, or

365 days and 6 hours, 1

Julian year V
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Note 1. The second may be supposed to be divided into

60 thirds, and these again into 60 fourths, &c.

Note 2. April, June, September, and November, have

each 30 days ; each of the other months has 31, except

February, which has 28 in common years, and 29 in leap

years.

CIRCULAR MOTION.

60 seconds make 1 minute, marked " '

60 minutes 1 degree
^

30 degrees 1 sign s

12 signs, or 360° 1 circle.

I. When the reduction isfrom a greater name to a less*

RULE.*

Multiply the highest name or denomination by as many as

one makes of the next less, adding to the product the parts of

the second name ; then multiply this sum by as many as one

makes of the next less name, adding to the product the parts

of the third name ; and so on through all the denominations

to the last.

II. When the reduction isfrom a less name to a greater*

RULE.

Divide the given number by as many as make one of the

next superior denomination
; and this quotient again by as

many as make one of the next following ; and so on through

* The reason of this rule is exceedingly obvious; for pounds
are brought into shillings by multiplying them by 20

; shillings
into pence by multiplying them by 12 ; and pence into farthings

by multiplying them by 4 ; and the contrary by division ; and
this will be true in the reducdon ofnumbers, containing any de-

nominations whatever.
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all the denominations to the highest ; and this last quotient,

together with the several remainders, will be the answer re-

quired.
The method of proof is by reversing the question.

EXAMPLES.

1. In 14651. 14s. 5d. how many farthings? .

20 4)1407092

29314 12)351773
12

2,0)2931,4 5

351773
4

,

Proof 14651. 14s. 5d.

1407092 the answer.

2. In 121. how many farthings ?
^

Ans. 11520.

3. In 6169 pence how many pounds ?

Ans. 25l. 14s. id-

4. In 35 guineas how many farthings \

Ans. 47840.

5. In 420 quarter guineas how many moidores ?

Ans. 8 If
6. In 2311. 16s. how many ducats at 4s. 9d. each \

Ans. 976.

7. In 274 marks, each 17s. 9d. and 87 nobles, each 8s.

lid. how many pounds t Ans. 2811. 19s. 3d.

8. In 1776 quarter guineas how many six penccs ?

Ans. 24864.

9. Reduce 1776 six and thirties to half-crowns sterling.
Ans. 25574f.

10. In 50807 moidores how many pieces of coin, each

4s. 6d. ? Ans. 406456.

11. In 213210 grains how many lb. ?

Ans. 37lb. 3dwt. 18gr.

12. In 59lb. 13dwts. 5gr. how many grains ?

Ans. 340157grs.

13. In 8012131 grains how many lb. ?

Ans. 13901b. lloz. ISd^ns. 19grs.
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14. In 33 tons, ITcwt. Iqr. 23lb. 7oz, 13dr. how many
drams ? Ans. 20571005dr.

15. In 37cwt. 2qr. IT'lb. how many pounds Troy, a pound

Avoh'dupois being equal to 14oz. lldwt. 15|grs. Troy ?

Ans. 51241b. 5oz. lOdwt. ll|grs.
16. How many barley corns will reach round the world,

supposing it, according to the best calculations, to be 8340

leagues ? Ans. 4755801600.

17. In 17 pieces of cloth, each 27 Flemish ells, how many
yards ? Ans. 344yds. Iqr.

18. How many minutes were there from the birth of

Christ to the year 1776, allowing the year to consist of

365d. 5h. 48' 53" ? Ans. :934085364' 48".

COMPOUND ADDITION.

Compound Addition teaches to collect several numbers of

different denominations into one sum,

RUXE.^

1. Place the numbers so, that those of the same denomi-

nation may stand directly under each other, and draw a line

under them.

2. Add the figures in the lowest denomination, and find

how many ones of the next higher denomination ajfi| con-

tained in their sum. ' ^

'

3. Write the remainder, and cany the ones to the next

denomination ;
with which proceed as before ; and so on

* The reason of this rule is evident from what has been said

in simple addition ; for, in addition of money, as 1 in the pence is

equal to 4 in the tarthings ;
1 in the shillings, to 12 in the pence ;

and 1 in the pounds, to 20 in the shillings ; therefore, carrying
as directed, is nothing more than providing a method of digest-

ing the money, arising from each column, properly in the scale

©f denominations ; and this reasoning will hold good in the ad-

dition of compound numbers of any description whatever.
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through all the denominations to the highest, Twhose sum

must be all written ; and this sum, together with the several

l-emainders, is the whole sum required.

The method of proof is the same as in simple addition*.

EXAMPLES.

MONEY.

jf, s. d. jf. s. d. ;f. s. d.

17 13 4 84 17 5\ 175 10 10

13
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AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

cwt.qr. lb. oz. dr. T.cwt. qr. lb* oz. dr. T.cwt. qr. lb. oz.dr.

15
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2. Beginning at the right, take the number in each denom-

ination of the lower line from the number in the same de-

nomination over it, and set the remainders in a line under

them.

3. But if the lower number be greater than that above it,

increase the upper number by as manny as make one of the

next higher denomination, and from this sum take the lower

number and set the remainder as before.

4. Cany one for the number borrowedto the next number

in the lower line, and subtract as before ;
and so on till the

whole is finished j and all the several remainders, taken to-

gether as one number, will be the whole difference required.

The method of proof is the same as in simple subtrac-

tion.

EXAMPLES.
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AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

cwt.qr.lb.oz.di% cwt.qr.lb.oz.dr. cwt»qrJb.oz,dr.

From S 17 5 9 22 2 13 4 8 21 1 7 6 13

Take 3 3 21 1 7 20 1 17 6 6 13 8 8 14
a«»KanMaBavai«ai«Ma^MawaftanM« mtBmmmmmm^tmmmmmmt^^immmiamm^mm tMHHWiWM««wMiHaaaM»«aaamHBMi>

Rem.
^^nwvMMBMBMMiMritaMMMaMMiW «MiiWB^»iaHMaiaaiiKaawM«HHgM»sD «ana«iKMaM«*MaaHaH»«MMMa«Mi*

Proof

LONG MEASURE.

Mls.fur.poLyd.ft.in.Mls.fur.poLyd.ft.in.Mls.fur.pol.yd.ft.in.
Fr.l4 3 17 1 2 1 70 7 13 1 1 2 70 3 10 3

Ta.lO 7 30 2 10 20 14 2 2 7 17 3 11 1 1 7

R.

P.

TIME.

m» w. d. h.
*"
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COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION-

Compound Multiplication teaches to find the amount of

any given number of different denominations by repeating
it any proposed number of times.

RULE.*

1. Place tlie multiplier under the lowest denomination of

the multiplicand.
2. Multiply the number of the lowest denomination by

the multiplier, and find how many ones of the next higher
denomination are contained in the product.

3# Write the excess, and carry the ones to the product of

the next higher denomination, with which proceed as before ;

and so on through all the denominations to the highest,
whose product, together with tlic several excesses, taken as

one number, will be the whole amount required.

The method of proof is the same as in simple multiplica-

tion.

EXAMPLES OF MONEY.

1. 9lb. of tobacco, at 2s. 8jd. per lb.

2s. 8|d.

-11. 4s. 4|d. the answer.

* The product ofa number, consisting ofseveral parts or denomi-

nations, by any simple number whatever ^vill evidently be ex-

pressed by taking the product of that simple number and each

part by itself, as so many distinct questions; thus, 25l. 12s. 6d.

multiplied by 9 will be 225l. 108s. 54d.=(by taking.the shillings

from the pence, and the pounds from the shillings, and placing-

them in the shillmgs and pounds respectively) 2301. 12s. 6d.

wliich is agreeable to the rule ; and this -will be true> when th«

multiplicand is any compound number whatever.
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2. Sib. of green tea, at 9s. 6d. per lb. Ans. U. 8s. 6d,

3. 5lb. of loai' sugar, at Is. 3d. per lb. Ans. 61. 3s..

4. 9cwt. of cheese, at ll. lis. 5d. per cwt.

Ans. 141. 2s, 94
5". 12 gallons of brandy, at 9s. 6d. per gallon.

Ans. 5l. 145>

CASE 1.

If the multiplier exceed 12, multiply succesively by its com-

ponent parts, instead of the whole number at once, as in sirn*-

ple multiplication.

EXAMPLES.

1. 16cwt. of cheese, at ll. 18s. 8d. per cwt;--

11. 18s. 8d.

4

7 14 8

4

^30 18 8 the answer.

2. 28 yards of broad cloath, at 19s. 4d. per yard.

Ans. 27L Is. 44»

3. 96 quarters of rye, at ll. 3s. 4d. per quarter.

Ans. 1121.

4. 120 dozen of candles, at 5s. 9d. per doz.

Ans. 341. 10s*

5. 132 yards of Irish cloth, at 2s. 4d. per yard.
Ans. 151. 8s.

6. 144 reams of paper, at 13s. 4d. per ream.

Ans. 961.

CASE. II.

If the midttplier cannot be produced by the mtdtipRcation of
small numbers^ find the product of such numbers nearest to it,

either greater or less, then multiply by the component piuts

as before ; and for the odd
})ai"ts, add or subtract as the

case requires.
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EXAMPLES.

1. 17 ells of hoUand, at 7s. 8jd. per ell.

7s. 8jd.
4

1
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COMPOUND DIVISION.

Compound Division teaches to find how often one number

is contained in another of different denominations.

RULE.#

1. Place the numbers as in simple division.

2. Beginning at the left, divide each denomination by the

divisor, setting the quotients under their respective dividends.

3. But if there be a remainder after dividing any of the

denominations except the least, reduce it to the next lower

denomination, and add to it any number, which may be in

that denomination ; then divide the sum as usual j and so on

till the whole is finished.

The method of proof is the same as in simple division.

EXAMPLES OF MONEY.

1. Divide 2251. 2s. 4d. by 2i

2)2251. 2s. 4d.

1121. lis. 2d. the quotient.

2. Divide 7511. 14s. r^d. by 3. Ans. 2501. lis. 6Ad.

3. Divide 8211. irs. 9§d. by 4. Ans- 2051. 9s. .5ld.

* To divide a number, consisting of several denominations, by

any simple number whatever is evidently the same as dividing
all the parts or members, of which that number is composed, by
the same simple number. And this will be true, when any of

the parts are not an exact multiple of the divisor : for by conceiv-

ing the number, by which it exceeds that multiple, to have its

proper value by being placed in the next lower denomination, the

dividend will still be divided into parts, and the true quotient

found as before ; thus 25l. 12s. 3d. divided by 9, will be the same
as 181. 144s. 99d. divided by 9, which is equal to 21. 16s. 1 Id. as

by the rule ; and the method of carrying from one denomination

to another is exactly the same.
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4. Divide 28l. 2s.
l-J-d. by 6. Ans. 4l. 13s. S^d.

5. Divide 1351. 10s. 7d. by 9. Ans. 151. Is. 2d.

6. Divide 2271. 10s. 5d. by 11. Ans. 201. 13s. 8d.

CASE I.

If the divisor exceed 12, divide continually by its compo-
ment parts, as in simple division.

EXAMPLES.

1.' What is cheese per cwt. if 16cwt. cost 30l. 18s. 8d. ?

4)301. 18s. 8d.

4)7 14 8

£l 18 8 the answer.

2. If 20cwt. of tobacco come to l^Ol. 10s. what is that per
cwt. ? Ans. 61. 6d.

3. Divide 571. 3s. 7d. by 35. Ans. U. 12s. 8d.

4. Divide 85l. 6s. by 72. Ans. ll. 3s. S^d.

5. Divide 311. 2s. lOjd. by 99. Ans. 6s. S^d.
6. At 18l. 18s. per cwt. how much per lb. ?

Ans. 3s. 4id.

CASE II.

If the divisor cannot be produced by the multiplication of

small numbers^ divide by long division.

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 741. 13s. 6d. by 17.

17)74 13 6 (4 7 10
68

6

20

133

119

Vol, L G
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14

12

ir4

IT

4
2. Divide 23l. 15s. 7^. by 27* Ans. 12s. lOld..

3. Divide 3151. 3s. 10|d. by 365. Ans., 17s. 3^ct.

EXAMPLES OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES^

!• Divide 23lb. 7oz, 6dwt. 12gr. by 7.

Ans. 3lb. 4oz. 9dwt. 12.gT.
2. Divide 13lb. loz. 2dr. lOgr, by 12.

Ans. lib. loz. 2sc. lOgr.
'J. Divide 1061cv/t. 2qrs. by 28.

Ans. 37c\vt. 3qrs. 18lb.

4.- Divide 375mls. 2 fur. 7pls. 2yds. 1ft. 2in. by 39.

Ans. 9ml s. 4fur. 39pls. 2ft. 8in.

5. Divide 120L. 2qrs. Ibu. 2pe. by 74.

Ans. IL. 6qrs. Ibu. 3pe.
6. Divide 120mo. 2w. 3d. 5h. 20' by 111.

Ans. Imo. 2d. lOh. 12'»

DUODECIMALS.

.LIUODECIMALS are so called because they de-

crease by twelves, from the place of feet toward the right.

Inches are sometimes called primeSy and are marked thus
'

;

the next division, after iaches, is called parts, or secondsy and

is marked thus
"

; the next is thirds^ and marked thus
"'

; and

so on.

Duodecimals arc commonly used by workmen and {trti-

licers in finding the contents of their work.
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^fiilt'iplkation ofDuodecimals ; or^ Cross Multiplkatkn.

RULE.

1. Under the multiplicand write the same names or de-

nominations of the multiplier, that is, ieet under feet, inches

under inches, &:c.

2. Multiply each term in the multiplicand, beginning at the

lowest, by the feet in the multiplier, and write each result

under its respective term, obser\'ing to carr}' an unit for eve-

ry 12, from each lower denomination to its next superior.

3. In the same manner multiply ever)' term in the multi-

plicand by the inches in the multiplier, and set the result of

each tei*m one place farther toward the right of those in the

multiplicand.

4. Proceed in like manner Vvith the seconds and all the

rest of the denominations, if tlierebe an\- more j and the -sum

of all the lines will be the product required.

Or the denominations of the particular products will be aa

follow.

Feet by feet give feetl

Feet by primes give primes.

F-eet by seconds give seconds,

&c.

Primes by primes give seconds.

Primes by seconds give thirds.

Primes by thirds give fourths,

8vc.

Seconds by seconds give fourths.

Seconds by thirds give fifths.

Seconds by fourths give sixths,

&c.

Thirds by thirds give sixths.

Thirds by fourths give sevenths.

Thirds by fifths give eights,

&c.

In gc neral thus ;

When feet are concerned, the product is of the samc^ de-

nomination with the term multiplying the fcx'.t.
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When feet are not concerned, the name of the product

will be expressed by the sum of the indices of the two faci^

tors, or of the strokes over them.

EXAMPLES.

1, Multiply lOf. 4' 5" by 7f. 8' 6

7 8 6

72 6 11

6 10 11 4
5 2 2 6

79 11 6 6 Answer.

2.. Multiply 4f. 7' by 6f. 41 O". Ans. 29f. 0' 4\
3. Multiply 14f. 9' by 4f. 6'.

Ans. 66f. 4' 6^
4. Multiply 4f. 7' 8" by 9f. 6'.

Ans. 44f. 0' 10".

5. Multiply 7f. 8' 6" by lOf, 4' 5".

Ans. 79f. ll'0''6"'6i-».

6. Multiply 39f. 10' 7" by 18f. 8' 4>".

Ans. 745f. 6' 10" 2'" 4iv.

7. Multiply 44f, 2' 9" 2'" 4iv. by 2f. 10' 3".

Ans. 126f. 2' 10"8'"l0iv, IIT.

8. Multiply 24f. 10" 8" 7"' 5iv. by 9f. 4' 6".

Ans. 233f. 4' 5" 9'" 6iv. 4v. 6vi,

9. Required the content of a floor 48f. 6' long, and 24f.

3' broad.

Ans. 1176f. 1' 6".

10. What is the content of a marble slab, whose length is

^f, 7', and breadth If, 10' ?

Ans. lOf. 2' 10".

11. Required the content of a ceiling, which is 43f. 3' long,
and 25f. 6' broad.

Ans. 1102f. 10' 6".

12. The length of a room being 20f. its breadth 14f. 6',

^nd height lOf. 4' ; how many yards of painting are in
it, der

ducting a fire place of 4f. by 4f. 4', and two windows, each

6f.by 3f. 2' ? Ans. 73 /^ yards,
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J 3. Required the solid content of a wall 53f. 6' long, lOf.

3' high, and 2f. thick.

Ans. 1310f. 9'.

VULGAR FRACTIONS.

1. Jr RACTIONS are expressions for parts of an inte-

ger or whole. Vulgar Fractions are represented by two

numbers, placed one above the other, with a line between

them.

2. The number above the line is called the numerator i

and that below the line, the denominator.

The denominator shows how many parts the integer is di-

vided into ;
and the numerator shows how many of those

parts are contained in the fraction.

3 A properfraction is one, whose numerator is less than

the denominator ; as |, 4, f, &c.

4. An improperfraction is one, whose numerator exceeds

the denominator ; as |, y^", &c.

5. A singlefraction is a simple expression for an)^ number

of parts of the integer.

6. A compound fraction \^\}[it fraction of a fraction ; as

1 nf 2 3 of 5 R.pJ "* -314 "^ 6' ^'-•

, 7. A mixed number is composed of a whole number and a

fraction; as gl, 17-^%,
&c.

Note.—Any whole number may be expressed like a frac-

tion by writing 1 under it
;
as ^.

8. The common measure of two or more numbers is that

number, which will divide each of them without a remain-

der. Thus 3 is the common measure of 12 and 15 j and

the greatest number, that will do this, is called the greatest

common measiae.

9. A number, which can be measured by two or more

numbers, is called their coinmon multiple ; and if it be the

least number, which can be so measured, it is called their
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least common multiple ; thus 30, 45, 60, and ^5, are multi-

ples of 3 and 5 ; but their least common multiple is 15."^

PROBLEM I.

To find the greatest common measure oftxvo or jnore numbers,

RULE.f

1. If there be two numbers onV, divide the greater by the

less, and this divisor by the remamder, and so on till nothing

* A firime number is that, which caji only be measured by an

unit.

That number, which is produced by muhiplying several num-'

bers together, is called a composite number.

A perfect number is equal to the sum of all its aliquot parts.

The following perfect numbers are taken from the Peters-

burgh acts, and are all, that are known at present.
6

28

496

8128

33550336

8589869056

1.37438691328

2305843008139952128

241785163922 8158837784576

9903520314282971830448816128
There are several other numbers, which have received differ-

ent denominations, but they are principally of use in Algebra,
and the higher parts of mathematics.

t The truth of the rule may be shown from the first exam-

ple.
—For since 54 measures 108, it also measures 108+54, or

162.

Again, since 54 measures 108, and 162, it also measures

5x162+ 108, or 918. In the same manner it will be found to

measure 2 X 9 1 8+ 1 6 2
, or 1998, and so on . Therefore 5 4 meas*

ures both 918 and 1998.
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temains, always dividing the last divisor by the la£t remain-

der J
then will the last divisor be the greatest common

measure required.

2. When there are more than two numbers, find the great-

est common measure of two of them as before ; and of that

common measure and one of the other numbers ;
and so on

through all the numbers to the last ; then will the greatest

common measure, last found, be the answer.

3. If 1 happen to be the c%mmon measure, the given num-

bers are prime to each other, and found to be incommeasur-

able.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the greatest common measure of 918, 1998,

and 522.

918)1998(2 So 54 is the greatest common measure

1836 of 1998 and 918.

Hence 54)522(9

162)918(5
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PROBLEM II.

Tojind the least common multiple of two or more nwnbers^

RULE.=*

1. If there be only two numbers, divide their product by
iheir greatest common measure ; and the quotient will be

their least common multiple.

2. V/hen there are more than two numbers, find the least

common multiple of two of them as before ; and of that com-

mon multiple and one ofthe other numbers ; and so on through
all the numbers to the last ; then will the least common mul-

tiple, last found, be the answer.

3. If the numbers be prime to each other, their productr
is their least common multiple.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the least common multiple of 3, 5, 8, and 10 r

3

5

15 the least common multiple of 3 and 5.

8

120 the least common multiple of 3, 5, and 8.

10 10)1200(120, hence 10 is the

10)1200(120 the answer. greatest common
measure of 10 &

\ 1200.

2. What is the least common multiple of 4 and 6 ?

Ans. 12.

3. What is the least number, that 3, 4, 8, and 12 will meas-

ure I Ans. 24.

4. "What is the least number, that can be divided by the

nine digits without a remainder ? Ans. 2520.

REDUCTION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.
Reduction of Vulgar Fractions is the bringing them out of

one form into another, in order to prepare them for the ope-

rations of addition, subtraction, &c.

i I ^1 H I I

'
I I r I II I I I I

I -

* The truth of this rule may in some measure hQ seen by an

examination of the first example. It may be easily asccrtainc^d
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CASE I.

To abbreviate or reducefractions to their loxueat terma*

RULE^.

Divide the terms of the given fraction by any number, that

will divide them without a remainder, and these quotients

that 15 is the least number, that can be divided by 3 and 5 with-

out a remainder ; and that 120 is the least number, that can be

divided by 3, 5, and 8 without a remainder
; but this can also be

divided by 10 without a remainder ; therefore 120 appears to be

the least common multiple of 3, 5, 8, and 10.

* That dividing both the terms of the fraction equally by any
number whatever will give another fraction, equal to the former,

is evident. And if those divisions be performed as often as can

be done, or the common divisor be the greatest possible, the

terms of the resulting fraction must be the least possible.

Note 1. Any number, ending with an even number or a cy-

pher, is divisible by 2.

2. Any number, ending with 5 or 0, is divisible by 5.

3. If the first place of any number on the right be 0, the

whole is divisible by 10.

4. If the first two figures on the right of any number be divisi-

ble by 4, the whole is divisible by 4.

5. If the first three figures on the right of any number be di-

visible by 8', the whole is divisible by 8.

6. IF the sum of the digits, constituting any number, be divisi-

ble by 3, or 9, the whole is divisible by 3, or 9.

7. All prime numbers, except 2 and 5, have 1> 3, 7, or 9, in

the place of units j and all other numbers are composite.
8. When numbers, witli the sign of addition or subtraction

between them, are to be divided by any number, each of the

4-f8-(-lO
numbers must be divided. Thus =2 -}- 4 -f 5= 11 .

9. But if the numbers have the sign of multiplication between
3x8x10

them, only one of them must be divided. Thus —"^2
—

^SX4X10_ 1X4X10_1X2X10__20_^
X6 1X2 IXl

Vol. I. H
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again in the same manner ; and so on till it appears, that

there is no number greater than 1, which will divide them,
and the fraction willl be in its lowest terms.

Or,
Divide both the tjCrms of die fraction by their greatest

conimon measure, and the quotients will be the terms of the

fraction required.

EXAMPLES*

1. Reduce |4| ^o its lowest terms.

(») (^) (3) (2) (a)
1^44 — 72 30126 — 3 fUa ntlQTfPra40~i2 0~''6'o^ ¥"0 'To"

—
T' "^^ aubvvci.

Or thus :

144)240(1
144

96)144(1
96

48)96(2
96

Therefore 48 is the greatest common measure, and

48)m=|, the same as before.

2. Reduce ^\% to its least terms; Ans. ^j.

S. Reduce -i|| to its lowest terms. Ans.
-|.

4-. Bring |-||.
to its lowest terms* Ans. ||.

S, Reduct,
"ll-J

to its least terms.
'

Ans.
^-.S'

6. Reduce |-|"|^ to its least terms. Ans. ^.

7. Reduce ~~^§ to its lowest terms.
• Ans.

|..

8* Abbreviate /sVoVtfV ^^ niuch as possible.
Anc; _4Sios

CASE II.

To reduce a mixed nitmber to its equivalent improperfraction*

RULE.^'

Multiply the whole number by the denominator of the

"
1 imii I - L I i« . i - r r

-
-] II 1 r 1

—
r

'-— » —

* All fractions represent a division of the numerator by t^e>
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fraction, and add the numerator to the product, then that

sum written above the denominator will fonn the fraction r^
quired.

EXAMPLES.

!• Reduce 2r| to its equivalent improper fraccion,

27
9

243

245

Or l?;i?±!=l^i. the 2answer.

2. Reduce 18C
-^-^

to its equivalent impAper fraction.

Ans. n\l^
5. Reduce 5l-i-j-*g to an improper fraction. Ans. ^\^*
4. 1^-duce 1<- 'yl :o an improper fraction. Ans. -^^-.
5. Reduce 47|^U to an improper fraction. Ans.^J^^l.

CASE III.

To reduce an improperfraction to its equivalent xvhole or mix-

ed number,

RULE.*

Divide the numerator by the denominator, and the quo-
tient will be the whole or mixed number required.

denominator, and are taken altoi^cther as proper and adequate

expressions for the quotient. Thus the quotient of 2 divided by
3 is

|- ; whence the rule is manifest ; for if any number be

multiplied and divided by the same number, it is evident the

quotient must be the same as the quantity first given.

* This rule is plainly tlic reverse of the fornierj ajid has its

Jt'eason in the nature of comjncn division.
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y EXAMPLES,

- 1. Reduce W to its equivalent whole or mixed number,

16)981(61-/^
96

21
16
——"•

5

Or,

9^^^ ~98 1-^ 16=6 1
-/g

the answer.

2. Reduce ^ ^^ its equivalent whole or mixed number.

Ans. 7*

5. Reduce -||- to its equivalent whole or mixed num-

ber. Ans 56||.

4. Reduce i.||i^
to its equivalent whole or mixed num-

ber. Ans. 183/-J..

5. Reduce li|-|ii. to its equivalent whole or mixed num-
ber. Ans. 1209A|J.

CASE IV.

To reduce a whole number to an equivalentfraction^, having a

given denominator*

RULE.^

Multiply the whole number by the given denominator, and

place the product over the said denominator, and it will form

the fraction required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce 7 to a fraction, whose denominator shall be 9.

7X9=63, and V ^'^e answer*

And «5?_53«^9_:7 the proof-

2. Reduce 1 3 to a fraction, whose denominator shall be

12. Ans. \y.
3. Reduce 100 to a fraction, whose denominator shall be

90. Ans. mi.

*
Muhiplication and division are here equally used, and con-

sequently the result is the same as the quantity first proposed,
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CASE V.

To reduce a compoundfraction to an equivalent single one.

Multiply all the numerators together for the numerator,
and all the denominators together for the denominator, and

they will form the single fraction required.

If part of the compound fraction be a whole or mixed

number, it must be reduced to a fraction by one of the for.

mer cases.

When it can be done, divide any two terms of the frac-

tion by the same number, and use the quotients instead

thereof.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce § of | of ^ of -f^ to a single fraction.

2^ 3v4> 8 _192 16

Or,
2X>' X^ X 8
o;
—

:::

—•-—r~ =-?!• as betore.

2. Reduce | of | of | to a single fraction. Ans. 1.

S. Reduce | of J of
|.
of

-^-^
to a single fraction. Ans.

^*^.

4. Reduce -|i
of

y'-j
of -^j of 10 to a single fraction.

Ans. V-AP.

* That a compound fraction may be represented by a single

one is evident, since a part of a part must be equal to some par*

of the whole. The truth of the rule lor this reduction may be

shown as follows.

Let the compound fraction to be reduced be f of
-f.

Then |
of |=^-r-^, and consequently f off=^X2=^ the same as by
the rule, and tlie like will be found to be true in all cases.

If the compound fraction consist of more numbers than 2^
the first two may be reduced to one, and that one and tlie third

mil be the same as the fi'actioa of two numbers ; and so on.
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CASE VI.

To reduce fractions of different denominators to equivalent

fractions^ having' a common denominator*

RULE 1.*

Multiply each numerator into all the denominators, ex*

cept its own, for a new numerator ; and all the denominators

continually for the common denominator.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce
|^, |, and

-J
to equivalent fractions, having a

common denominator.

1X5x7=35 the new numerator for -i.

3X2X7=42 do, for |.
. 4X2X5=40 do. for |.
2x5X7=70 the common denominator.

Therefore the new equivalent fractions are fj, 4§j and |J,
the answer. .

2. Reduce
-J-, |, |-,

and
-I-

to fractions, having a common
denominator,

'^

Ans. |||, -IH, |||, |||.
3. Reduce -J, f of

-J, 5-|,
and ^^^ to a common denomina-

tor Anc;190342313560*-^^* -Tviit). -jYo, 5 To' TTo 5 'sin'

4. Reduce
-}^, | of 1^, -j?j,

and f to a common denomina-

tor Anc; l.^LL'k 15015 13^104 11440^^^* ^J-iia. 130161 160' 165 T6 OTG'? T6 0T¥*

RULE. II.

To reduce anij givenfractions to others^ which shall have the

least common de?io)ninator.

1. Find the least common multipie of all the denomina-

*
By placing the numbers multiplied properly under one an-

othisr, it will be seen, that the numerator and denominator of ex-

ery fraction are multiplied by the very same number, and conser

quently their values are npt altered. Thus in the first example ;

1 X5X7
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tors of the given fractious, and it will be the common denom-

inator required.

2. Di\'ide the common denominator by the denominator

of each fraction, and multipy the quotient by the numerator,
and the product will be the numerator of the fraction re-

quired»

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce ^ |, and f to fractions, having the least corn?

mon denominator. «

2

3

6 the least common denominator.

&-^2xl=3 the first num.erator ; 6-r-3x2=4 the second nu-

merator; 6-7-6x5=5 the third numerator.

^Vhence the required fractions are J, J, -|-.

2. Reduce -^^
and

•J-'J
to fractions, having the least com-

mon denominator. , Ans. |.A,|-|,

3. Reduce ^, f , f ?
^md

|-
to the least comm-on denomina-

tOI. .f\.llb. "Y^, -j^, Y^, -j-^,

4. Reduce f , -J, f, and
-j^q-

to the least common deriomina-

tnr. Arm ^6 eo 50 63

5. Reduce i, J, |-, -|, ij, and -|5 ^^ equivident fractions,

having the least common denominator.

A„c 16 36 40 42 33 34-txno.
4-g-, ;jY, --g-, -^, --g-, .^-,

CASE VII.

Tofnd the value ofa fraction in the known parts of the in-

teger*

RULE.*

Multiply the numerator by the parts in the next inferior

the denominators, and coasequently will divide by any of them ;

it is tlierefore manifest that proper parts may be taken for all

the numerators as required.
* The numerator of a fraction maybe considered as a re-
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denomination, and divide the product by the denominator j

and if any thing remain, multiply it by the next inferior de-

nomination, and divide by the denominator as beiore j and

so on as far as necessary ; and the quotients placed after one

another, in their order, will be the answer required,

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the value of
-f-

of a shilling?

5

12

7)60(8d. 2fq. Ans".

56

16

14

2

2. What is the value of | of a pound sterling ?

Ans. 7s. 6d*

3. What is the value of ^ of a pound Troy ?

Ans. 7oz. 4dwt.

4. What is the value of ^ of a pound avoirdupois ?

Ans. 9oz. 2fdr.

5. What is the value of J of a cwt. ?

Ans. 3qrs. 3lb. loz. 12|dr.
6. Wliat is the value of -^j of a mile ?

^ Ans. Ifur. 16pls. 2yds. Ift. 9-/^in.

7. What is the value of
|-

of an ell English ?

Ans. 2qrs. 3-|-nis.

8. What is the value of
-|-
of a tun of wine ?

Ans. Shhd. 31gal. 2qts.

9. "Vp^at is the value of -f^ of a day ?

Ans. 12h. 55' 23^*^".

mainder, and the denominator as a divisor ; therefore this rule

has its reason in the nature of compound division.
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CASE VIII.

To reduce afraction of one denomination to that of another^

retaining the name value,

RULE.*

Make a compound fraction of it, and reduce it to a single i

«ne.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce
-|
of a penny to the fraction of a pound.

f of tV of A^T 4 T o"=-2k the answer.

And ^1^ of Y of ¥--||o ..|.d.
the proof.

2. Reduce f of a farthing to the fraction of a pound.

3. Reduce
^^^1. to the fraction of a penny. Ans. Y*

4. Reduce ^ of a dwt. to the fraction of a pound Troy.
Ans. sl-^.

5. Reduce
|^
of a pound avoirdupois to the fraction of a

cwt. Ans. -^^s*3 2

6. Reduce gjj-g^ of ahhd. ofwine to the fraction of a pint.
Ans. ~.

7. Reduce ^\ of a month to the fraction of a day. Ans. H.
8. f Reduce 7s. 3d. to the fraction of a pound. Ans. ||.
9. Express 6fur. 16pls. to the fraction of mile. Ans. |.

ADDITION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

RULE.:|:
Reduce compound fractions to single ones ; mixed num-

bers to improper fractions ; fractions of different integers

* The reason of this practice is explained in the rule for re-

. ducing compound fractions to sinj^le ones.

The rule might have been distributed into two or three differ-

ent cases, but the directions here given may very easily be ap-

plied to any question, that can be proposed in those cases, and
will be more easily understood by an example or two, than by a

multiplicity of words.

t Thus rs. 3d. == 87d. and 11. == 240d. .•.^VTy=f? the answer.

% Fractions, before they are reduced to a common denomina-
Vol. I, I
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to those of the same ; and all of them to a common denom-
inator j then the sum of the numerators, written over the

common denominator, will be the sum of the fractions re-

quired.

EXAMPLES.

X. Add 3|, -f , I of
-J,

and 7 together.

First 3|-V,f of ^=^VM-
2

Then the fraction^ are V, |, -j^, and y ;
•*.

29X8X10X 1=2320

rxSXlOX 1= 560

7X8X 8X 1= 448

7x8k 8x10=4480

rsos

=:12A|A=121.the answer.

8x8x10 l=r640.

2. Add |, r|, and -i of | together.
- Ans. B^,

3. What is the sum of |, 4 of -1, and 9^^^ ? Ans. 10^^*
4. What is the sum of /^ of 6|, t ^^ l» ^^^ ^l ^

Ans. 13 1-J|.

5. Add ^1. Js. and -/^ of a penny together.

Ans. 4JII, or 3s. Id. 1 J?.
6. Wliat is the sum of

f-
of 15l. 3|x. | of f of | of a

pound, and
-f

of
,^

of a shilling ?

Ans 71. irs. 5^d.
7. Add

-f
of a yai'd, J of a foot, and

-f
of a mile togeth-

er. Ans. 660yds. 2ft. 9in.

8. Add
"I
of a week, J of a day, and i of an hour togeth-

er.
' Ans. 2d. 141h.

tor, are entirely dissimilar, and therefore cannot be incorporated

with one another ; but when they are reduced to a common de-

nominator, and made parts of the same thing, their sum or dif-

ference may then be as properly expressed by the sum or dif-

ference of the numerators, as the sum or difference of any two

quantities whatever by the sUm or difference of their individu-

als ; Avhence the reason of the rules, both for addition and sub-

traction, is manifest.
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SUBTRACTION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

RULE.

Prepare the fractions as in addition, and the difference of

the numerators, written above the common denominator, wil|

give the difference of the fractions required.

EXAMPLES.

1. From I take | of ^.

I of *=,^7, and I ;

3

.'.
-14
—

-rr""!"!
'

T ^^^ answer required.

2. From -^W take 4. Ans ^JJ.
3. From 96| take 144. Ans. 8ll|.
4. From 141 take | of 19. Ans, 1^\.
5. From 11. take Js. Ans. 9s. 3d.

6. From 40Z. take |dwt. Ans. lldwt. 3gi-,

r. From 7 weeks take 9^^^ days. Ans. 5w. 4d. 7h. 12'.

MULTIPLICATION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

RULE.*

Reduce compound fractions to single ones, and mixed
numbers to improper fractions ; then the product of the nu-

merators is the numerator ; and the product of the denomi*

nators, the denominator of the product required.

EXAMPLES.

• 1. Required the continued product of 2-|, -J, ^ of
-J,

and 2.

r>i~s jL of * — ^ ^ ^ — --^ 11-id *^-- * •

"^2
—

2 • 1 '^^
6
— T—

;::

—
TT-j ""^^" '"— T »

Then I X 4 \ tV X 4 = lilli^iJLi-.rr-y. the answer.
S >i X 1

*
Multiplication by a fraction implies the taking some pari or

parts of the multiplicand, and therefore may be truly expressed

by a compound fraction. Thus ^ multiplied by | is the same as

f of
-^ ; and as the directions of the rule agree with the metlKxi

already given to reduce these fractions to single ones, it is shown
to be right.
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2. Multiply Jt^ by /^. Ans. ^V-
3. Multiph 4| by |. Ans. ^^.
4. Multiply I of 7 by |. Ans. 1|.

5. Multiply I of I by | of 3f . Ans. ||.

6. Multiply 4i, I-
of

4-1 and 18|, continually together.

Ans.
9-r5^.

DIVISION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

RULE.*

Prepare the fractions as in multiplication ; then invert the

divisor, and proceed exactly as in multiplication.

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 1 of 19 by | of |.
1X19

'

^ ^ ^X^
i of

19=53--j.=y,
and I of1=^—=|- ;

2

19Vo
••.yxf——-=y=7|- the quotient required.

2. Divide 4 by |.
Ans. f.

3. Divide 91- by | of 7,
'

Ans. 2|f
4. Divide

3|. by 9|-.
Ans. -i.

5. Divide | by 4. Ans.
^''L.

6. Divide I of I by | of |. Ans. |.

* The reason of the rule may be shown thus. Suppose it

were required to divide | by f . Now |-i-2 is manifestly
i of |

3
or —~ ; but 1=4 of 2,/ • -r of 2, or I must be contained 5 times

4X3'55^5 5

3X5
as often in | as 2 is ; that is -—r=the answer ; which is accor-

4; X "^

ding to the rule ; and will be so in all cases.

Note.—A fraction is multipUed by an integer, by dividing the

denominator by it, or multiplying the numerator. And divided

by an integer, by dividing the numerator, or multiplying the de-

pominator.
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DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

&

xjL DECIJMAI^ is a fraction, whose denominator is an

unit, or 1, with as many cyphers annexed, as the numerator

has places ; and is commonly expressed by writing the nu-

merator only, with a point before it, called the separatrix.

Thus, 0-5
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SCALE OF NOTATION.

fi
OT OS
t3 • CU

ej CO s "S

»-!
CO COw ;l ^ 3 ^ O

8 8 88 888.8888888
Cyphers on the right of decimals do not alter their value.

For '5 or /^ ir |
And '50 or

-/o-V
is |

And -550 or ^V% ^^ h
But cyphers before decimai ngurts, and after the separa-

ting point, diminish the value in a tenfold proportion for eve-

ry cypher.
1
2'

1
2T7

_1
2 015"

And so on.

So that, in any mixed or fFactional number, if the separa-

ting point be moved one, two, three, &c. places to the right,

every figure will be 10, 100, 1000, &c. times gi*eater than

before.

But if the point be moved toward the left, then every fig-

ure will be diminished in the same manner, or the whole quan-

tity will be divided by 10, 100, 1000, kc.

ADDITION OF DECIMALS.

RULE.

1. Set the numbers under each other according to the val-

ue of their places, as in whole numbers, or so that the de-

cimal points may stand each directly vmder the preceding.

So
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2. Then add as in whole numbers, placing the decimai

point in the sum directly under the other points.

EXAMPLES.

(1)

7530

16-201

3*0142

957*13

6'72819

*03014

851310353

2. What is the sum of 276, 39*213, 72014' 9, 417, 50.32,

and 2214-298 ? Ans. 79993-411.

3. What is the sum of '014, '9816, "32, "15914, '72913,

and '0047 ? Ans. 2'20857.

4. What is the sum of 27'148, 918*73, 14016, 294304,

'7138, and 22l'7?/ Ans. 309488*2918.

5. Required the sum of 312-984, 21'3918, 2700*42, 3*153,

27*2, and 581*06. Ans. 3646*2088.

SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS.

RULE.

1. Set the less number under the greater in the same man-

.ner as in addition.

2. Then subtract as in whole numbers, and place the de-

cimal point in the remainder directly under the other points.

EXAMPLES.

(1)
21*481

4*90142

209'9085S

2. From *91 73 subtract '2138. ^ Ans. '7035.

3. From 2-73 subtract 1*9185. Ans. 0*8115.
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4. What is the difference between 91*713 and 407?

Ans. 315*287.

5, What is the difference between 16*37 and 800*135 ?

Ans. 783*765.

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS.

RULE.*

1. Set down the factors under each other, and multiply
them as in whole numbers.

2. And from the product, toward the right point off

as many figures for decimals, as there are decimal places in

both the factors. But if there be not so many figures in the

product as there ought to be decimals, prefix the proper num-
ber of cyphers to supply the defect.

EXAMPLES.

0)
91-78

•381

9178

73424

27534

34*96818

2. What is the product of 520*3 and '417 ?

Ans. 216-9651.

3. What is the product of 51*6 and 21 ? Ans. 1083*6.

4. What is the product of *217 and *0431 ?

Ans. '0093527.

* To prove the truth of the rule, let '9776 and "823 be the

numbers to be multiplied ; now these are equivalent to -j^rdV

and J?^-.' xvhouro 9TJ6_y-?23___AP^'L648 =..8045648 by the na-

ture of notation, and^onsistini; of us many places, as there are

cyphers, that is, of as many places as arc in both the numbers ;

and the same is true of any two numbers whatever.
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5. What is the product of '051 and '0091 ?

Ans. •000464-1.

Note. When decuTials arc to be midtiplied by 10, or 100, or

1000, Sec. that is, by 1 with any number of cyphers, it is done

by only moving the decimal point so many places farther to

the right, as there are cyphers in the said multiplier ; sub-

joinhig cyphers, if there be not so many figures.

EXAMPLES.

1. The product of 5r3 and 10 is 513.

2. The product of 2'ri4 and 100 is 271*4.

I, The product of '9163 and 1000 is 91 6' 3.

4. ,The product of 21'31 and 10000 is 213100.

CONTRACTION.

When the product xvould contain several more decimals than are

necessaryfor the purpose in hand^ the ivork may be much

eontracted, ami only the proper number of decimals retained.

RULE.

1. Set the unit figure of the multiplier under such decimal

place of the multiplicand as you intend the last of vour pro-
duct shall be, writing the other figures of the multiplier in

an inverted order.

2. Then in multiphing reject all the figures in the multi-

plicand, which are on the right of the figure you are multi-

plying by ; setting down the products so that their figures on

the right may fidl each in a straight line under the preceding ;

and carrying to such figures on the right from the product of

the two preceding figures in the multiplicand thus, namely, 1

from 5 to 14, 2 from 15 to 24, 3 from 25 to 34, Svic. inclu-

sively ; and the sum of the lines will be the product to the

number of decimals required, and will commonly be tlie

nearest unit in the last figure.

Vol. L . K
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EXAMPLES.

I. Multiply 27*14986 by 92*41035, so as to retain only

four places of decimals in the product.

Contracted.
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!• There must be as many decimals in the dividend, as

in both the divisor and quotient ; therefore point off for ded-
mals in the quotient so many figures, as the decimal places
in the dividend exceed those in the divisor.

2. If the figures in the quotient are not so many as the

rule requires, supply the defect by prefixing cyphers.

3. If the decimal places in the devisor be more than those

in the dividend, add cyphers as decimals to the dividend,
till the number of decimals in the dividend be equal to those

in the divisor, and the quotient will be integers till all these

decimals are used. And, in case of a remainder, after all

the figures of the dividend are used, and more figures are

wanted in the quotient, annex cyphers to the remainder, to

continue the division as far as necessary.
4. The first figure of the quotient will possess the same

place of integers or decimals, as that figure of the dividend,
which stands over the units place of the first product.

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 3424*6056 by 43'6.

43'6)3424*6056(78*546

3052

3726

488

2380

2180

2005

1744

2616

2616

2. Divide 3877875 by '675. j\ns. 5745000.
3. Divide '0081892 by '347. Ans. '0236.

4. Divide 7*13 by 'IS. Ans. 39.
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CONTRACTIONS.

I. If the divisor be an integer with any number of cypher's
at the end; cut them off, and remove the decimal point in the

dividend so many places farther to the left,'as there were cy-

phers cut off, prefixing cyphers, if need be ; then proceed as

before.

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 953 by 21000. 21-000)

3)*953

7)' 3 1/66

'04538, &c.

Here I first divide by 3, and then by 7, because 3 times 7

is 21.

2. Divide 41020 by*32000. Ans. 1'2S1875.

Note. Hence, if the divisor be 1 with cyphers, the quo^
tient will be the same figures with the dividend, having the

decimal point so many places farther to the left, as there ai*e

cyphers in the divisor.

EXAMPLES.

217'3-f-100=2'173. 419 by 10=4r9.

5*16 by 1000=-00516.. :21 by 1000='00021.

II. When the number offigures in the divisor is great^ the

operation may be contracted^ and the necessary number of
decimal places obtained,

RULE.

1. Having, by the 4th general rule, found what place of

decimals or integers the first figure of the quotient will pos-

sess ;
consider hov/ many figures of the quotient will serve

the present purpose ; then take the same number of figures

on the left of the divisor, and as many of the dividend fig-

ures as will contain them less than ten times ; by these

find the first figure of the quotient.
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2. And for each following figure, divide the last remain-

der by the divisor, wanting one figure to the right more than

before, but observing what must be carried to the first pro-

duct for such omitted figures, as in the contraction of Mul-

tiplication ; and continue the operation till the divisor is ex-

haustedi

3. When there are not so many figures in the divisor, as

are required to be in the quotient, begin the division with all

the figures as usual, and continue it till the number of fig-

ures in the divisor and tliose remaining to be found in the

quotient be equal ; after which use the contraction.

EXAMPLES.

1. Divide 2508*928065051 by 92'41035, so as to have

four decimals in the quotient.
—In this case, the quotient

wuU contain six figures. Hence

Contraction.

92*41O3,5)25O8'928,O65O51(2r'1408
1848207

660721 .

646872

13849 . .

9241

4608 . . .

3696

ifi-^ . . • «

832

80

74
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Common Way.

92*41035)2508*928065051(27*1498
1 848207

660721
646872

13848

06
45

615
9241 035

460:

369-

911
831

79
73

5800

1140

16605
59315

-^72901

928280 /

5 544621

2. Divide 721*17562 by 2*257432, so that the quotieni

may contain three decimals. Ans. 319*467*^

3. Divide 12*1^9825 by 3*14159, so that the quotient

may contain five decimals. Ans. 3*87377.

4. Divide 87*076326 by 9*365407, and let the quotient

contain seven decimals. Ans. 9*2976559.

REDUCTION OF DECIMALS.

CASE 1.

To reduce a vulgar fraction to its equivalent decimal.

RULE.*

Divide the numerator by the denominator, annexing as

many cyphers as are necessary j and the quotient will be the

decimal required.

* Let the given vulgar fraction, whose decimal expression is

required, be ^. Now since every decimal fraction has 10, 100>
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EXAMPLES.

I. Keduce ^^ to a decimal.

4)5*000000

6)1'2jOOOO

'208333, he.

2. Required the equivalent decimal expressions for 1, 1,

and -. Ans. *25, '5, and '75.

3. Whcit is the decimal of
-J

? Ans. ':i75.

4. What is the decimal of ^^^
? Ans. *04.

5. What is the decimal of -^f^
? Ans. '015625.

. 6. Express -///^ decimall)'. Ans. *0ri577, &c.

CASE II.

To reduce numbers of different denominations to their equku-
lent decimcd values.

RULE.*

1. Write the given numbers perpendicularly under each

other for dividends, proceeding orderly from the least to the

greatest-

2. Opposite to each dividend, on the left, place such

a number for a divisor, as will bring it to the next superior

name, and draw a line between them.

1000, 8cc. for its denominator ; and, if two fractions be equal, it

will be, as the denominator of one is to its numerator, so is the

denominator of the olher to its numerator; therefore 13:7::

^f^r^r^ c 7XlOOO,&:C. 70000, ScC. . o o ^ •
,^1

1000, &c. : = =-5 384:;, the numerator
O 1 O

of the decimal required ; and is the same as by the rule.

* The reason of the rule may be explained from the first ex-

ample ; thus, three farthings are 4 of a penny, which brought to

a decimal is "75 ; consequently 9-M. may be expressed 9*75d.

but 9-75 is Ul of a penny =1^^% of a shilling, which brought
to a decimal is '8125 ; and therefore I5s.9?cl. maybe expressed

15-8125S. In like manner 15"8 125s. is VW^V ^f a shillings

?wolf of a pound=, by bringing it to a decimal, -7906251. »5

by the rule.
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3. Begin with the highest, and write the quotient of each

division, as decimal parts, on the right of the dividend next

below it ; and so on till they are all used, and the last quo-
tient will be the decimal sought.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce 15s. 9|d. to the decimal of a pound.
4
12
20

3*

9*75

15*8125

'790625 the decimal required.

^. Reduce 9s. to the decimal of a pound. Ans. '45

3. Reduce 19s. 5-|d. to the decimal of a pound.
Ans. '972916.

4. Reduce lOoz. I8dwt. 16gr. to the decimal of alb.

Troy. Ans. '911111, &c.

5. Reduce 2qrs. 14lb. to the decimal of a cwt.

Ans. '625, &c.

6. Reduce 17yd. Ift. Sin. to the decimal of a mile.

Ans. '00994318, &c.

7. Reduce 3qrs. 2nls. to the decimal of a yard. Ans. '875.

8. Reduce Igal. of wine to the decimal of a hhd.

Ans. '015873.

9. Reduce 3bu. Ipe. to the decimal of a quarter.

Ans. '40625.

10. Reduce lOw. 2d. to the decimal of a year.

Ans. '1972602, &c.

CASE III.

Tofind the dechnalofany number of shillings^pence^
andfar-

things by inspection^

Write half the greatest even number of shillings for the

first decimal figure, and let the farthings in the given pence

* The invention of the rule is eis follows ; as shillings are so

xnariy OOths of a poun^. h^lf of them mn^.<: be so maiw loths,
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and farthings possess the second and third places ; observ-

ing to increase the second place by 5, if the shillings be odd ;

and the third place by 1, when the farthings exceed 12
; and

by 2, when they exceed 36.
I

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the decimal of 15s. 8|d. by inspection.

7 =1 of 14s.

5 for the odd shilling.

34 = farthings in 8|^d.
1 for the excess above 12.

'7S3 =. decimal required.

2. Find by inspection the decim?d expression of 16s. 4-|d.

and 13s.
10-|(l.

Ans. '819 and '694.

3. Value tlie following sums by inspection, and find their

total, viz. 19s. ll^d. + 6s. 2d. + 12s. 8|d..+ Is. lO^d. -f

^d. 4- Ud. Ans. 2'042 the total.

CASE IV.

Tofind the value ofany given decimal in terms of the integer.

RULE.

1. Multiply the decimal by the number of parts in the

next less denomination, and cut off as many places for a re-

and consequently take the place of lOths in the decimal ; but

when they are odd, their half will always consist oftwo figures, the

first of which will be half the even number, next less, and the

second a 5 ; and this confirms the rule as far as it respects shil-

lings.

Again, farthings are so many 960ths of a pound ; and had it

happened, that 1000, instead of 960, had made a pound, it is

plain any number of farthings would have made so many thou-

sandths, and might have taken their place in the decimal accord-

ingly. But 960, increased by -^L part of itself, is=100O ; con-

sequently any number of farthmgs, increased by their
-^-^ part,

will be an exact decimal expression for them. Whence? if the

Vol. I. L
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mainder on tlie right as there are places in the given deci-

mal.

2. Multiply the remainder by the parts in the next inferior

denomination, and cut off for a remainder as before.

3. Proceed in this manner through all the parts of the in-

teger, and the several denominations, standing on the left,

make the answer.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the value of ^37623 of a pound*
20

7*-52460

12

6'29520

4

1*18080 Ans. rs. 6id.

2. What is the value of '625 of a shilling? Ans. 7|d.

3. What is the value of '83229161. ? Ans. 16s. 7-|d.

4* What is the value of *6725cwt. t Ans. 2qrs. 19lb. 5oz.

5. Wliat is the value of '67 of a league ?

Ans. 2ml3. 3pls. 1yd. Sin. lb.- c
6. What is the value of '61 of a tun of wine ?

Ans. 2hhd. 27gal 2qt. Ipt.

7. What is the value of *461 of a chaldron of coals?

Ans. 16bu. 2pe.

8. What is the value of '42857 of a month ?

Ans. Iw. 4d. 23h. 59' 56".

CASE V.

Tofind the value of any decimal of a pound by inspection,

RULE.

Double the first figure or place of tenths for shillings,

and if the second be 5 or more than 5 reckon another shil-

number of farthings be more than 12, a
-^-^ part is c:reater than

•i, and therefore 1 must be added ; and when the number of far-

things is more than 37, a ^^^ part is greater than 1|, for which 2

must be added ; and thus the rule is sho^vn to be right^
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ling ;
then call the figures in the second and third places, af-

ter 5, if contained, is deducted, so many farthings ; abating

1, when they are above twelve ; and 2, when above 36 ; and

the result is the answer.

EXAMPLES,

1. Find the value of '7851. by inspection.

14s. = double 7.

Is. for 5 in the place of tenths.

8| = 35 farthings.

J for the excess of 12, abated.

15s. S^^d. the answer.

2. Find the value of *875l. by inspection. Ans. ITs. 6d.

3. Value the following decimals by inspection, and find

their sum, viz. -9271. + '3511. + -2031. + '0611. -f *02l. -f

*009l.
.

Ans. U. lis. old.

FEDERAL MONEY.*

The denominations of Federal Moneij^ as determined by
an Act of Congress, Aug. 8, 1 786, are in a decimal ratio ;

and therefore may ht properly introduced in this place,

* The coins of federal money are two of gold, four of silver,

and two of copper. The gold coins are called an eagle and half-^

eagle ; the silver, a dollar^ half-dollar.^ double dimry and dhne ; and

the copper, a cent and half-ccfit. The standard for gcdd and sil-

ver is eleven parts fine and one part alloy. The weight of fine

gold in the eagle is 246*268 grains ; of fine silver in the dollar,

375"64 grains ; of copper in 100 cents, 2Mb. avoirdupois. The
fine gold in the half-eagle is half the weight ofthat in the eagle ;

the fine silver in the half-dollar, half the weight of that in the

dollar. Sec. The denominations less than a dollar arc expres-

sive of their values : thus, 7mll is an abbreviation of mille, a thou-

sand, for 1000 mills are equal to I dollar : rcntj o^ centum^ a hun-
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may be read 3 dimes, 6 cents, 5 mills, or 36 cents, 5 mills,

or 365 mills j
and others in a similar manner.

Addition^ subtraction^ inidtiplication^ and divhton of fede-

ral money are performed just as in decimal fractions ; and

consequently with more ease than in any other kind of money.

EXAMPLES.

1. Add 2 dollars, 4 dimes, 6 cents, 4D. 2d., 4d. 9c., lE.

3D. 5c. 7m., 3c. 9m., ID. 2d. 8c, Im., and 2E. 4D. 7d.

8c. 2m. together.

(2) (3)
E. D. d. c. m. E. D. d. c. m. E. D d. c. m.

2-46 34-123 30*671
4-2 1'178 3-123
•49 78-001 4-567

13*057 1-7 -03
•039 -32 70-308

1-281 61-789 7-17
24-782 6-341 8-231

4 6-309 Ans.
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8.

9.

io.

11.
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Dissimilar repetends begin at different places : as '253 and

•4752.

Conterminous repetends end at the same place : as *125 and

'009.

Similar and cojiterminous repetends begin and end at the

• • » •

same place : as 2*91()4 and '0613.

REDUCTION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

CASE I. *"

To reduce a simple repetend to its equivalent vulgar fraction*

RULE*.

1. Make the given decimal the numerator, and let the de-

nominator be a number, consisting of as many nines as there

are recurring places in the repetend.

2. Ifthere be integral figures in the circulate, as many cy-

phers must be annexed to the numerator, as the highest place

of the repetend is distant from the decimal point.

II " " - - . II- I .1 II.

* If unity, with cyphers annexed, be divided by 9 ad injimtum^

the quotient will be 1 continually ; i.e. if A be reduced to a dccl-

mal, it will produce the circulate •
1 ; and since

*

1 is the decimal
• • •

equivalent to -i, *2 will=|, 3=-|, and so on till '9=|=1.

Therefore every single repetend is equal to a vulgar fraction,

whose numerator is the repeating figure, and denominator 9.

Again, -g\,
or -^ , being reduced to decimals, makes '010101,

• • • •

&c. or '001001, Sec. ad injimtum=.'0\ or 001 ; that is, -3*3=:

** •• ... •*

*01, and ^|^=-001 ; consequently ^=*02, -^ss'OS, &c. and
• • • .

-^='002, -^Igss'oos, 5;c, and tlie sj\mc will hol^ universally-
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EXAMPLES.

1. Required the least vulgar fractions equal to -6 and T 23.

•6=1=1 ; and '123=^^^=^'^^ Ans.
m

2. Reduce '3 to its equivalent vulgar fraction. Ans.
|-.

3. Reduce 162 to its equivalent vulgar fraction.

4. Required the least vulgar fraction equal to '769230.

Ans^ 4|.

CASE II.

To reduce a 7nixed repetend to its equivalent vulgar fraction,

RULE.*

1. To as many nines as there are figures in the repetend,

annex as many cyphers as there are finite places, for a de-

nominator.

2. Multiply the nines in the said denominator by the finite

part, and add the repeating decimal to the product, for the

numerator.

3. If the repetend begin in some integral place, the finite

value of the circulating part must be added to the finite

part.

t^ma^mmm > n ^— iwih mwii ii.., ^. l^.l t^ -—». ».• i.i - »» .-i. ..-. , ..^^ .-, , ,^

* In like manner for a mixed circulate ; consider it as divisible

into its finite and circulating parts, and the same principle will be
•

seen to run through them also : thus, the mixed circulate
*

1 6 is

divisible into the finite decimal *1, and the repetend '06
; but

*

1
==-n^j and '06 would be=|, provided the circulation began imme-

diately after the place of units ; but as it begins after the place of

tens, it is I of-j^=:^, and so the vulgar fraction =*16 is -l^-f

^~9%+To=M» ^^'^ ^s the same as by the rule.
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EXAMPLES.

I, What is the vulgar fraction equivalent to '138 ?

9x13+8=125= numerator, and 900= the denomlna-

tor; .•. *1 3 8-111 -/^ the answer.

2. Wnat is the least vulgar fraction equivalent to '53 ?

Ans. -jy.

3. What is the least vulgar fraction equal to '5925X ?

Ans. If

4. What is the least vulgar fraction equal to '0084971 33 ?

Ans. g-ye-g'*

• •

5. What is the finite number equivalent to 31 '62 ?

Ans. 3 Iff

CASE III.

To make any number of dissimilar rcpetends similar and con-

terminous.

RULE.*

Change them into other repetends, which shall each con-

sist of as many figures as the least common multiple of the

several numbers of places, found in all the repetends, con-

tains units.

EXAMPLES.

1. Dissimilar. Made similar and conterminous.
• • . •

9-814 = 9*81481481

*
Any given repetend whatever, whether single, compound,

pure, or mixed, may be transformed into another repetend, that

shall consist of an equal or greater number of figures at pleas-
* • • • • •

ure : thus "4 may be transformed to '44, or '444, or '44, Sec.

Also 57=:'5757='5757=*575 ; and so on; which is too evi-

dent to need any farther demonsti-ation.

Vol. I, M
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» «

1'5 = 1*50000000
» • •

87*26 = 8r'26G66666
• • •

*084 = *08333333
• • • •

124*09 = 124*09090909
» • •

2. Make *3, *27 and °045 similar and conterminous.

3. Make •321, *8262, '05 and '0902 similar and conter-

minous.

4. Make '5217, 3*643 and 17' 123 similar and contermin-

CASE IV.

1 jind xvhether the decimal fraction^ equal toa g'lven vidgai-

one^ bejimte or hifinite^
and ofhow many places the repe-

tend xv'dl consist,

RULE.^

1. Reduce the given fraction to its least terms, and di-

vide the denominator by 2, 5, or 10, as often as possible.

* In dividing I'OOOO, Sec. by any prime number whatever, ex-

cept 2 or 5, the figures in the quotient will begin to repeat

as soon as the remdnder is 1. And since 9999, &c. is less

than 10000, Sec. by 1, therefore 9999, See. divided by any num-
ber whatever will leave for a remainder, when the repeating

figures are at their period, Nov/ whatever number of repeating

figures v/e have, when the dividend is 1
, there will be exactly the

same number, when the dividend is any other number whatever.

For the product of any circulating number, by any other given

number, will consist of the same number of repeating figures as

before. Thus, let '507650765076, Sec. be a circulate, whose re-

peating part is 5076. Now every repetend (5076) being equally

multiplied, must produce the same product. For though these

producta v.'tll consist of more places, yet the overplus in each,
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2. If the whole denominator vanish in dividing by 2, 5, or

10, the decimal will be finite, and will consist of so many

places, as you perform divisions.

3. If it do not so vanish, divide 9999, &c. by the result,

till norhing remain, and the num'jer of 9s used will show the

number of places in the repetend ;
which will begin after so

many places of figures, as there were 10s, 2s, or 5s, used in

dividing.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required to find whether the decimal equal to -jVA^ ^^

finite or infinite ; and if infinite, how many places the repe-

tend will consist of.

a a a

ttVo-2|T6 I

^ M I

^ M ' therefore the decimal is

finite, ana consists of 4 places.

2. Ler YY ^^^ ^^^ fraction proposed.
3. Let

|-
he the fraction proposed.

4. Let 4:^-^ be the fraction proposed.
5. Let

-8-5^^4^
be the fraction propo3ed.

ADDITION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

RULE.^

1. MalvC the repetends similar and conterminous, and find

their sum as in common addition.

being alike, will be carried to the next, by which means each

product will be equally increased, and* consequently every four

places will continue alike. And the same will hold for any oth-

er number whatever.

Now hence it appears, that the dividend may be altered at

pleasure, and the number of pJaces in the repetend will still be

• • • •

the same : thus
-j?^ ="90, and j?y,or-j^-j-x3='27,wherethe number

of places in each is alike, and the same will l:>e true in all cases.

* These rules are both evident from what has been said in re-

duction.
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2. Divide this sum by as many nines as there are places

in the repetend, and the remainder is the repetend oi the

sum ; which must be set under the figures added, with cy-

phers on the left, when it has not so many places as the repe-

tends.

3. Carry the quotient of this division to the next columi;,

and proceed with the rest as in finite decimals.

EXAMPLES.
• • • • • V •

1. Let 3'6-fr8'3476+r35'34-3r5+*27+187*4 be added to*

gether.

Dissimilar. Similar and conterminous.
• • •

3'6 = 3*6666666
• *. • •

78*3476 = 78*3476476
* » m

735*3 = 725'3S'33333

375- = 375*0000000
• « • »

*27 = 0*2727272
• • •

187'4 = 187*4444444

1 380*06481 93 the sum.

In this question, the sum of the repetends is 2648191,

which, divided by 999999, gives 2 to cany, and the remain-

der is 648195.
> • 9 •

2. Let 5391*357+72*38+187*21-f4'2965+217*8496

442*176-f'523-f58*30048 be added together.

Ans 5974' 10371.
• • » « •

S. Add 9'814-fr5+87'26-f-*083+124*09 together.

Ans. 222*75572390.

4. Add l62+134'09-f2*93+97'26-f3*769230+99*083+l*5
• • • •

+*814 together. Ans. 501*62651077.
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SUBTRACTION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

RULE.

Make the repetends similar and conterminous, and sub-

tract as usual ; observing, that, if the repetend of the sub-

trahend be greater than the repetend of the minuend, then

the figure of tJie remainder on the right must be less by unity,

than it would be, if the expressions were finite.

EXAMPLES,

• • • •

t. From 85*62 take 13*76432.
• • • •

85*62 = 85*62626 •

• • • •

13*76432 = 13*76432

71 "861 93 the difference.

• • •

2. From 476*32 take 84*7697. Ans. 391*5524.

3. From 3*8564 take *0382. Ans. 3*81.

MULTIPLICATION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

RULE.

1. Turn both the teiTns into their equivalent vulgar frac-

tions, and find die product of those fractions as usual.

2. Turn the vulgar traction, expressing the product, into

an equivalent decimal, and it will be the product required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply -36 by *25.

'.:jA_-3 6— _4.

*C)K— 2 3

I1^I4=AV=*^929 the product.
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• •

2. Multiply 37*23 by *26. Ans. 9*928.

3. Multiply 8574*3 by 87*5. Ans. 750730*518.
• • • •

4. Multiply 3*973 by 8. Ans. 31*791.

• • • •

5. Multiply 49640*54 by '70503. Ans. 34998-4199003.
• • » • • •

6. Multiply 3*145 by 4*297. Ans. 13*5169533.

DIVISION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

RULE.

1. Change both the divisor and dividend into their equiv-

alent vulgar fractions, and find their quotient as usual.

2. Turn the vulgar fraction, expressing the quotient, into

its equivalent decimal, and it will be the quotient required.

EXAMPLES.

1, Divide *36 by '25.

•qc 3 6 — 4.

•Oi-— 2 3^''—
9

^4__^23_,_4_ ;^ 90^36 0^11 07^1-4229249011857707509881.

the quotient.
* •

2. Divide 319*28007112 by 764-5. Ans. '4176325.

3. Divide 234*6 by '7. Ans. 301*714285.

4* Divide 13*5169533 by 4*297. Ans. 3*145.
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PROPORTION IN GENERAL.

NUMBERS are compared together to discover

the relations they have to each other.

There must be two numbers to form a comparison ; the

number, which is compared, being written first, is called the

antecedent ; and that, to which it is compared, the consequent.

Thus of these numbers 2 : 4 : : 3 : 6, 2 and 3 are called the

antecedents ;
and 4 and 6, the consequents.

Numbers are compared to each other two different ways ;

one comparison considers the difference of the two numbers,
and is called arithmetical relation^ the dift'erence being some-

times named the arithmetical ratio ; and the other considers

their quotient^ and is termed geometrical relation^ and the

quotient the geometrical ratio. So of these numbers 6 and 3,

the difference or arithmetical ratio is 6—3 or 3 i and the

geometrical ratio is | or 2.

If two or more couplets of numbers have equal ratios, or

differences, the equality is named proportion ; and their

terms similarly posited, that is, either all the greater, or all

the less, taken ai. antecedents, and the rest as consequents,
are called proportionals. So the two couplets 6, 4, and 6, 8,

taken thus, 2, 4, 6, 8, or thus 4, 2, 8, 6, are arithmeticJ pro-

portionals ; and the couplets 2, 4, and 8, 16, taken thus, 2, 4,

8, 16, or thus, 4, 2, 16, 8, are geometrical proportionals.^

•Proportion is distinguished into continued '^axd discontinued.

If, of several couplets of proportionals written in a

* In geometrical proportionals a colon is placed between the

terms of each couplet, and a double colon between the couplets ;

in arithemetical proportionals a colon may be turned horizontal-

ly between the terms of each couplet, and two colons written

between the couplets. Thus the above geometrical propor-

tionals are written thus, 2 : 4 : : 8 : 16, and 4:2:: 16:8; the

arithmetical, 2 •• 4 : : 6 •• 8, and 4 •• 2 : : 8 •• 6.
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series, the difference or ratio of each consequent and the

antecedent of the next following couplet be the same as the

common difference or ratio of the couplets, the proportion is

said to be continued^ and the numbers themselves a series of

continued arithmetical or geometrical proportionals. So 2, 4,

6, 8, form an arithmetical progression ; for 4—2=6—4=8—
6=2 ; and 2, 4, 8, 16, a geometrical progression ; for ^ f^
16 —9
g-
—^.

But if the difference or ratio of the consequent of one

couplet and the antecedent of the next couplet be not the

same as the common difference or ratio of the couplets, the

proportion is said to be discontinued. So 4, 2, 8, 6, are in

discontinued arithmetical proportion ; for 4—2=8—6=2, but

8—2=6; also 4, 2, 16, 8, are in discontinued geometrical

proportion; for |.: y =2, but ^-8.
Four numbers are directly proportional^ when the ratio of

the first to the second is the same, as that of the third to the

fourth. As 2 : 4 : : 3 : 6. Four numbers are said to be

reciprocally or inversely proportioned^ when the first is to the

second, as the fourth is to the third, and vice versa. Thus,

2, 6, 9, and 3, are reciprocal proportionals ;
2 : 6 : : 3 : 9.

Three or four numbers are said to be in harmoniccd prO'

portion^ when, in the former case, the difference of the first

and second is to the difference of the second and third, as

the first is to the third ; and, in the latter, when the differ-

ence of the first and second is to the difference of the third

and fourth, as the first is to the fourth. Thus, 2, 3, and 6 ;

and 3, 4, 6, and 9, are harmonical proportionals ;
for 3—2

=:1 : 6—3=3 : : 2 : 6 ; and 4—3=1 : 9—6=3 : : 3 : 9.

Of four arithmetical proportionals the sum of the extremes

fs equal to the sum of the means.=^ Thus of 2 •• 4 : : 6 •• 8

* Demonstration. Let the four arithmetical proportionals

be A, B, C, Z), viz. A- B -,'. C - D
-, then, A-^B^C—^D, and

B-\-D being added to both sides of the equation, A—B-\-B-\-D

=C—D-\-B-\-D ; that is, A-\-D the sum of the extremes

= C-fi5 the sum of the means.—And three A^B^C^ maybe
thus expressed, A- B : : B ^ C; therefore A-j-C=B-\-B—2B.

Q. E. D.
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the sum ofthe extremes (2-f 8)=the sum ofthe means (4-f6)

=10. Therefore, of three arithmetical proportionals, the

sum of the extremes is double the mean.

Of four geometrical proportionals, the product of the

extremes is equal to the product of the n»eans.* Thus, of

2 : 4 : : 8 : 16, the product of the extremes (2x16) is equal

to the product of the means (4x 8)^32. Therefore of three

geometrical proportionals, the product of the extremes is e-

qual to the square of the mean.

Hence it is easily seen, that either extreme of four geo-

metrical proportionals is equal to the product of the means

divided by the other extreme ; and that either mean is equal
to the product of the extremes divided by the other mean.

SIMPLE PROPORTION, or RULE OF THREE.

The Ride of Three is that, by which a number is found,

having to a given number the same ratio, which is between

two other given numbers. For this reason it is sometimes

named \he Rule of Proportion,

It is called the Rule of Three^ because in each of its ques-
tions there are given three numbers at least. And because

of its excellent and extensive use, it is often named the Gold-

en Rukm

RULE.f

1. Write the number, which is of the same kind with the

answer or number required.

* Demonstration. Let the proportion be ji : B : : C : D,
A C

and let -=-=r; then ./^=^r, and C=:Dr ; multiply the for^
B D

mer of these equations by Z), and the latter by B ; then ^B=
BrD, •nd CB=DrB, and consequently JD the product of the

extremes is equal to ^Ctlie product of the means.—And three

may be thus expressed, A : B : -. B : C, therefore AC=Bx
B=.B\ Q. E. D.

t Demonstration. The following observations, taken col^

N
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2. Consider whether the answer ought to be greater or

less than this number ; if greater, write the greater of the

lectively, form a demonstration of the rule, and of the reductions

mentioned in the notes subsequent to it.

1 . There can be comparison or ratio between two numbers,

only when they are considered either
abstractly, or as applied to

things of the same kind, so that one can, in a proper sense, be

contained in the other. Thus there can be no comparison be-

tween 2 men and 4 days ; but there may be between 2 and 4,

and between 2 days and 4 days, or 2 men and 4 men. There-

fore, the 2 of the 3 given numbers, that are of the same kind,

that is, the first and the third, when they are stated according to

the rule, are to be compared together, and their ratio is equal to

that, required between the remaining or second number and the

fourth or answer.

2 . Though numbers of the same kind, being either of the same
or of different denominations, have a real ratio, yet this ratio is

the same as tliat of the two numbers taken abstractly, only when

they are of the same denomination. Thus the ratio of U. to 21.

is the same as that of 1 to 2 =1
; Is. has a real ratio to 2L but

it is not the ratio of 1 to 2
; it is the ratio of Is. to 40s. that is,

of 1 to 40 =^(^. Therefore, as the first and third numbers have

the ratio, that is required between the second and answer, they

must, if not of the same denomination, be reduced to it; and

then their ratio is that of the abstract numbers.

3. The product of the extremes of four geometrical propor-

tionals is equal to the product of the means ; hence, if the pro-

duct of two numbers be equal to the product of two other num-

bers, the four numbers are proportionals ; and if the product of

two numbers be divided by a third, the quotient will be a fourth

proportional to those three numbers. Now as the question is re-

solvable into this, viz. to find a number of the same kind as the

second in the statement, and having the same ratio to it, that the

ereatcr of the other two has to the less, or the less has to the

'••reater ; and as these two, being of the same denomination, may
be considered as abstract numbers ;

it plainly follows, that the

fourth number or answer is truly found by multiplying the sec-

ond by one of the other two, and dividing the product by that,

which remains.
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two remaining numbers on the right of it for the third, and

the other on the left for the first number or term
; but if less

4. It is very evident, that, if the answer must 1)6 greater than

the second number, the greater of the other two numbers must

be the multiplier, and may occupy the third place ; but, if less,

the less number must be the multiplier.

5. The reductioii of the second number is only performed for

convenience in the subsequent multiplication and division, and

not to produce an abstract number. The reason of the reduc-

tion of the quotient, of the remainder after division, and of the

product of the second and third terms, when it cannot be divided

by the first, is obvious.

6. If the second and third numl)ers be multiplied together,
and the product be divided by the first ;

it is evident, that the

answer remains the same, whether the number compared with

the first be h\ the second or third place.

Thus is the proposed demonstration completed.
There are four other methods of operation beside the general

one given above, any of which, when applicable, performs the

work much more concisely. They are these :

1. Divide the second term by the first, multiply the quotient

by the third, and the product will be the answer.

2. Divide the third term by the first, multiply the quotient

by the second, and the product will be the answer.

3. Di^ide the first term by the second, divide the third by the

quotient, and the last quotient will be the answer.

4. Divide the first term by the third, divide the second by the

quotient, and the last quotient will be the answer.

The general rule above given is equivalent to those, which are

usually given in the direct and inverse rules of three, iuid which

are here subjoined.

The RULE OF THREE DIRECT teachcs, by having threehum-

bers given, to find a fourth, that shall have ths same proportion

to the third, as the second has to the first.

RULE.

1. State the question ; that is, place the numbers so, that the

first and third may be the terms of supposition and demand, and

the second of the same kind with the answer required.
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write the less of the two remaining numbers in the third place,
and the other in the first.

2. Bring the first and third numbers into the same denomina-

tion, and the second into the lowest name mentioned.

3. Multiply the second and third numbers together, and divide

the product by the first, and the quotient will be the answer to the

question, in the same denomination you left the second number
in ; which may be brought into any other denomination required.

EXAMPLE.

If 241b. of raisins cost 6s. 6d. what will 18 frails cost, each

weighing net 3qrs. 18lb.?

241b. : 6s. 6d. : : 18 frails, each 3qrs. 181b. :

12 28

rs 102

18

816

102

1836

78

14688

12852

12)

24)143208 ( 5967

232 '

160 2,0)49,7 3

168

Ans. 241. 17s. 3d. . £.24,17 3
•IT

The rule is founded on this obvious principle, that the magni-
tude or quantity of any effect varies constantly in proportion to

the varying part of the cause : thus the quantity of goods bought,

is in proportion to the money laid out ; the space gone over by
an uniform motion is in proportion to the time, Sec. The truth

of the rule, as applied to ordinary inquiries, may be made very

evident«by attending only to the principles of compound multi^
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o* Multiply the second and third terms together, divide

the product by the first, and the quotient will be the answer.

plication and division. It is shown in multiplication of money,
that the price of one, multiplied by the quantity, is the price of

the whole ; and in division, that the price of the whole, divided

by the quantity, is the price of one. Now, in all cases of valuing

goods, &c. where one is the first term of the proportion, it is

plain, that the answer, found by this rule, will be the same as

that found by multiplication of money ; and where one is the last

term of the proportion, it will be the same as that found by divis-

ion of money. In like manner, if the first term be any number

whatever, it is plain, that the product of the second and third

terms will be greater than the true answer required by as much
as the price in the second term exceeds the price of one, or as

the first term exceeds an unit. Consequently this product divid-

ed by the first term will give the true answer required, and is

the rule.

There will sometimes be difficulty in separating the parts of

complicated questions, where two or more statings are required,
and in preparing the question for stating, or after a proportion is

wrought ; but as there can be no general directions given for the

management of these cases, it must be left to the judgment and

experience of the learner.

The RULE OF THREE INVERSE tcaches, by having three

numbers given to find a fourth, that shall have the same propor-
tion to the second, as the first has to the third.

If more require more, or Less require less, the question belongs
to the rule of three direct.

But if more require less, or less require inore, it belongs to the

rule of three inverse.

Note. The meaning of these phrases,
" \imore require more,

less require less,'* 8cc. is to be understood thus : 7iiore requires

more, when the third term is greater than the first, and requires
the fourth to be greater than the second ; viore requires less,

when the third term is greater than the first, and requires the

fourth to be less than the second ; less requires 7norc, when the

third'term is less than the first, and requires the fourth to be

greater than the second ; and less requires less, when the tliird
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Note 1. It is sometimes most convenient to multiply and

divide as in compound multiplication and division
; and

term is less than the first, and requires the fourth to be less than

the second.

RULE.

1 . State and reduce the terms as in the rule of three direct.

2. Multiply the first and second terms together, and divide

their product by the third, and the quotient is the answer to the

question, in the same denomination you left the second number
in.

The method of proof, whether the proportion be direct or in-

verse, is by inverting the question.

EXAMPLE.

What quantity of shalloon, that is three quarters of a yard

wide, will line
7|- yards of cloth, that is li yard wide ?

1yd. 2qrs. : 7yds. 2qrs. : : 3qrs. :

4 A
\

6 30

6

3)180

4)60

15 yards, the answer.

The reason of this rule may be explained from the princi-

ples of compound multiplication and division, in the same man-

ner as the direct rule. Fo)^ example ; If 6 men can do a piece

of work in 10 days, in how many days will 12 men do it ?

As 6 men : 10 days : : 12 7nen : rz:5 days^ the answer.
12

And here the product of the first and second terms, that is, 6

times 10, or 60, is evidently the time, in which one man would

perform the work ; therefore 1 2 men will do it in one twelf part

of that time, or 5 days ; and this reasoning is applicable to any

other instance whatever.
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sometimes it is expedient to multiply and divide according

to the rules of vulgar or decimal fractions. But when nei-

ther of these modes is adopted, reduce the compound terms,

each to the lowest denomination mentioned in it, and the first

and third to the same denomination ;
then will the answer

be of the same denomination with the second term. And

the answer may afterward be brought to any denomination

required. .

Note 2. When there is a remainder after division, reduce

it to the denomination next below the last quotient, and di-

vide by the same divisor, so shall the quotient be so many
of the said next denomination ; proceed thus, as long as

there is any remainder, till it is reduced to the lowest denom-

ination, and all the quotients together will be the answer.

And when the product of the second and third tenns cannot

be divided by the first, consider that product as a remainder

after division, and proceed to reduce and divide it in the

same manner.

Note 3. If the first term and either the second or third

can be divided by any number without a remainder, let

them be divided, and the quotient used instead of them.

Direct and inverse proportion are properly only parts of

the same general rule, and are both included in the preced-

ing.

Two or more stutings are sometimes necessaiy, which

may always be known from the nature of the question.

The method of proof is by inverting the question.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let it be proposed to find tlie value of 14oz. Sdwt. of

gold, at 31. 19s. lid. an ounce.
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ox. f^ s.
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Breadth. Length. Breadth.
4 '5 ; 12 : : 12 :

12

4*5)l44-0(32=2f. 8in. the answer.

135

90

90

3. At 101 d. per lb. what is the value of a firkin of butter,
containing 5olb. ?

56=8xr
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First I of a yard=| of * of |=mil-4| of an ell.

Then 1| ell : ^^1. : : ^% ell :

5

2 3

=9s. 8d. I the answer.

5. If I of a yard cost | of a pound, what will J of an

English ell cost f

I = '375

I = "41.

lell=Jvyd.= -3125

'375yd. : *4L : : •3125yd. :

•3125

•3r5)'12500('333, &c.=6s. 8d. the answer.

1125

1250

112^

1250

1125

125

6. What is the value of a cwt. of sugar at 5|d. per lb. ?

Ans. 2l. lis. 4d.

7. What is the value of a chaldron of coals at ll^d. per
bushel? Ans. ll. 14-8. 6d.

8. What is the value of a pipe of wine at 10|d. per pint ?

Ans. 441. 2s.

9. At 3l. 9s. per cwt. what is the value of a pack of wool,

weighing 2cwt. 2qrs. 1 3lb. Ans. 9l. 6d. -^^^^

10. What is the value of l^cwt. of coffee at 5^d. per
ounce I Ans. 6ll. 12s.

11. Bought 3 casks of raisins, each weighing 2cwt. 2qrs.
25lb. what will they come to at 21. Is. 8d. per cwt. ?

Ans. 171. 4|d. -//j.
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12. What is the value of 2qrs. Inl. of velvet at 19s. 8jd.

per English ell ? Ans. 8s. IQi ..
»

J.

13. Bought 12 pockets of hops, each weighing Icwt.

2qrs. 17ib. ; what do they come to at 41. Is. 4d. per cwt. r

Ans. 801. 12s.
l^'J.. -1V2'

14. What is the tax upon 7451. 14s. 8d. at 3s. 6d. in the

pound t Ans. 1301. 10s. 0|d. ^*8y.

15. If I of a yard of velvet cost 7s. 3d. how many yards

can I buy for 131. 15s. 6d. ? Ans. 28^ yards.

16. if an ingot 01 gold, weighing 9lb. 9oz. 12dwt. be worth

41 ll. 12s. what is that per gi'ain ? Ans. l^d.

17. How many quarters of corn can I buy for 140 dol-

lars at 4s. per bushel ? Ans. 26qrs. 2bu,

18. Bought 4 bales of cloth, each containing 6 pieces, and

each piece 27 yards, at 161. 4s. per piece j >vhat is the value>

of the whole, and ihe rate per yard ?

Ans. 3881. 16s. at 1 2s. per yard.

19. If an ounce of silver be worth 5s. 6d. what is the

price of a tankard, that weighs lib. lOoz. lOdwt. 4gr. ?

Ans. 61. 3s. 9^d. ^^^'

20. WTiat is the half year's rent of 5^47 acres of land at

15s. 6d. per acre ?

Ans. 21 ll. 19s. 3d.

21. At r75D, per week, how many months' board caii J

have for lOOl. i

i\ns. 47m. 2w. J-^^,

22. Bought 1000 Flemish ells of cloth for 90l. how must

I sell it per ell in Boston to gain lOl. by the whole ?

Ans. 3s. 4d.

23. Suppose a gentleman's income is 1750 dollars a year,

and he spends 19s. 7d. per day, one dciy with another, how

much will he have saved at the year's end ?

Ans. 1671. 12s. Id.

24. What is the value of 172 pigs of lead, each weighing
3cwt. 2qrs. 17|lb.

at 8l. J 7s. 6d. per fother of 19^cwt. :

Ans. 2861. 4s. 4id.

25. The rents of a whole parish amount t) 17501. and a

rate is granted of 32l. 16s. 6d. what is that in the pound?
/\US. -ijU. 4 2 o^lTV-
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26. If keeping for my horse be ll|^d. per day, what will

be the charge of 1 1 horses for the year :

Ans. 1921. 7s. 8jd.
27. A person breaking owes in all 14901. 5s. lOd. and has

in money, goods, and recov^erable debts, 7841. 17s. 4d. if these

thiiigs be delivered to his creditors, what will they get in the

pound I" Ans. 10s. 6la- fSllf
28. What must 40s. pay toward a tax, when 65'zL 13s. 4d»

is assessed at 83l. 12s. 4d. ? Ans. 5s. li<i. 4||f|'
29. Bought 3 tuns of oil for 1511. 14s. 85 g.dions of

which being damaged, I desire to know how I may sell the

remainder per gallon, so as neither to gain nor lose by the

bargain t Ans. 4s. b^u. /y\.
30. What quantity of water must I add to a pipe of

mountain wine, valued at 331. to reduce the first cost to 4s 6d.

per gallon ? Ans. 20| gallons.

31. If 15 ells of stuff, I yard wide, cost 37s. 6d. what

will 40 ells of the same stuff cost, being yard wide I

Ans. 61. 13s. 4d.

32. Shipped for Barbadoes 500 pairs of stockings at 3s.

6d. per pair, and 1650 yards of baize at Is. 3d. per yard,
and have received in return 348 gallons of rum at 6s. 8d.

per gallon, and 750lb. of indigo at Is. 4d. per lb. what remains

due upon my adventure? Ans. 241. 12s. 6d.

33. If 100 workmen can finish a piece of work in 12 days,
how many are sufficient to do the same in 3 days ?

Ans. 400 men.

34. How many yards of matting, 2ft. 6in. broad, will cov-

er a floor, that is 27it. long, and 20ft. broad?

Ans. 72 yards.

35. How many yards of cloth, 3qrs. wide, are equal in

measure to 30 yards, 5qrs. w^ide ? Ans. 50 yards.

36. A borrowed of his friend B 250l. for 7 months,

promising to do him the like kindness ; sometime after B
had occasion for 3001. how long may he keep it to receive

full amends for the favor ?

Ans. 5 months and 25 days.

37. If, when the price of a bushel of wheat is 6s. 3d. the

penny loaf weigh 9oz. what ought it to weigh when wheat
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is at 8s. 2Jd. per bushel ? Ans. 6oz. 1 Gdr.

38. It 4^cwt. ma) be carried 36 miles for 35 shillings, how

many pounds can I have carried 20 miles lor the same mon-

ey r Ans. 9071b. /^.

39. How many yards of canvass, that is ell wide, will line

20 yards of say, that is 3qrs. wide ? Ans. 12yds.
40. If 30 men can perform a piece of work in 11 days,

how many men will accomplish another piece ol work, 4

times as big, in a filth part of the time ^ Ans. 600.

41. A wall, that is to be built to the height of 27 feet,

was raised 9 feet by 12 men in 6 days ; how many men
must be employed to finis) i the wall in 4 days at the same

rate of working.^ Ans. 36,

42. If fjz. cost -iil. what will loz. cost?

AuF., ll. 5s. 8d.

43. If f^ of a ship cost 2731. 2s. 6d. what is ^^ of her

woi-thf Ans. 2271. 12s. Id-

44. At l|l. per cv/t. what does 3-|lb. come to? .

Ans. lOfd.
45. If I of a gallon cost |1. what will f of a tim cost ?

Ans. 1401.

46. A person, having ^ of a coal mine, sells
|-
of his share

for 1711. what is the whole mine wortli ?

Ans. 3801.

47. If, when the days are lo| hours long, a traveller per-
form his journey in 35| days ; in how many days will he

perform tlie same jounicy, when the dajsare 1 1^ hours long?
Ans. 40fif days.

48. A regiment of soldiers, consisting of 976 men, are

to be new cloihed, each coat to contain 2-J yards of cloth, that

is l|yd. wide, and to be lined with shalloon, |yd. wide ; how

many yards of shalloon will line them ?

Ans. 4531yds. Iqr. 2yn].
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PRACTICE.

Practice is a contraction of the rule of three, when the

first term happens to be an unit, or one ; and has its name

from its daily use among merch^mts and tradesmen, being an

^asy and concise method of working most questions, that oc-

cui' in trade and business.

The method of proof is by the rule of three.

An aliquot part of any number is such a part of it, as, be-

iiig taken a certain number of times, exactly makes that num-

ber.

GENERAL RULE.*

1. Suppose the price of the given quanty to be ll. Is. or

Id. as is most convenient
; then will the quantity itself be

the answer, at the supposed price.

2. Divide the given price into aliquot parts, either of the

supposed price, or oi one another, and the sum ol the quo-

tients, belonging to each, will be the true answer required.

Note 1. When there is any fractional pari, or inftrior de-

nomination of die quantity, take the same part of the price,

that the given fraction, or inferior denomination, is of the

unit, of which the price is given, and add it to the price of

the whole number.

^ The rule will be rendered very evident by an explanation of tke

example. In this example it is plain, that the quantity 52 6 is the

answer at U. consequently, as 3s. 4d. is the
^-

of 11. \ of that

quantity, or 871. 13s. 4d. is the price at 3s. 4d. In like manner,
as 4d. is -jV of 3s. 4d. so -^^ of 871. 13s. 4d. or 81. 15s. 4d. is

the answer at 4d. And by reasoning;- in this way 4l. 7s. 8d. will

be shown to be the price at 2d. and 10s. 1 l|d. the price at 4-
—

Now as the sum of all these parts is equal to the whole price (3s.

10 id.) so the sum of the answers, belonging to each price, will

be the answer at the full price required. And the same will be

iiue in any example whatever.
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Note 2. The nile of practice is nearly superseded by the

use of Federal Money.

EXAMPLE.

What is the value of 526 yards of cloth at Ss. lOjd. per

yard ?

5261. Ans. at ll.

39. 4d. is J = 87 13 4 '

do. at 3s. 4d.

4d. is^*^= 8 15 4 do. at 4
2d. is I = 4 7 8 do. at 2

Id. is I = O 10 11| do. at Ol

101 7 21 do. at 3 loi the full price.

Ans. 1011. 7s. 3jd.

By Federal Money.

At g 0*6423 per yard.
526

38538

12846

32115

B 337*8498 Answer.

2. 8cwt. 2qrs. 16lb. at 21. 5s. 6d.

8

18 4

2qrs. is I 12 9

141b. is 1 5 8|
2lb. is

j- 9|

l9l. 13s. 3d. the answer.

S. 5275 yards at 2d. Ans. 431. 19s. 2cl<,

4« 1776 yai'ds at 3d. Ans. 221. 4s.

5. 273| at 2s. 6d. Ans. 341. 3s. l^d.
6. 937i at 31. 17s. 8d. Ans. 36401. 12s. 6d.
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TARE AND TRETT.

Tare and Trett are practical rules for deducting cer-

tain allowances, which are made by merchants and trades*

men in selling their goods by weight.

Tare is an allowance, made to the buyer, for the weight
of the box, barrel, pr bag, &c. which contains the goods

bought, and is either at so much per box, &c. at so much per

cwt. or at so much in the gross weight.

Trett is an allowance of 4lb. in every lC)4lb. for waste,

dust, &c.

Cloff is an allowance of 2lb. upon every 3cwt.

Gross weight is the whole weight of any sort ofgoods, to-

gether with the box, barrel, or bag, &c. that contains them.

Suttle is the weight, when part of the allowance is deduct-

ed from the gross.

Net weight is what remains after all allowances are made.

CASE I.

When the tare is a certain weight per box^ barrely or bag, £s?c.

RULE.*

Multiply the number of boxes, or barrels, &c. by the tare,

and subtract the product from the gross, and the remainder

is the net weight required.

EXAMPLES.

1. In 7 frails of raisins, each weighing 5cwt. 2qrs. 5lb.

gross, tare 23lb. per frail, how much net ?

23>:7=lcwt. Iqr. 211b.

*
It is manifest, that this, as well as every other case in this

rule, is only an application of the rules of propoition and prac^
tice
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cwt. qrs. lb.

5 2 5

18 3 7 gross.

1 1 21 tare.

37 1 14 the answer.

2. In 241 barrels of figs, each 3qrs. 19lb. gross, tare lOlb.

per barrel, how many pounds net? Ans. 22413.

3. What is the net weight of 14 hogsheads of tobacco,

each 5cwt. 2qrs. 17lb. gross, tare lOOlb. per hhd. ?

Ans. 66cwt. 2qrs. 14lb.

CASE II.

When the tare is a certain weight per cwt,

RULE.

Divide the gross weight by the aliquot parts of a c^vt.

contained in the tare, and subtract the quotient from the

^oss, and the remainder is the net weight.

EXAMPLES.

1. Gross 173cwt. 3qrs. 17lb. tare 16lb. per cwt. how
much net ?

cwt. qrs. lb.

173 3 17 gi-oss.

141b. is I 21 2 26

21b. is I 3 11

24 3 9

149 O 8 the answer.

2. What is the net ^/eight of 7 barrels of pot-asii, each

weighing 20 lib. gross, tare being at lOlb. per cwt. r

Ans. 12811b. ooz.

3. In 25 barrels of figs, each 2ov,t. Iqr. gross, tare 161b.

per cwt. how much net ? Ans. 48cwi. v4lb.

P
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CASE III.

When Trett is allowed xv'ith Tare,

RULE.

Divide the suttle weight by 26, and the quotient is the

trett, which subtract from the suttle, and the remainder is

the net weight.

EXAMPLES.

1. In 9cwt. 2qrs. 17lb. gross, tare 37lb. and trett as usual,

how much net ?

cwt. qrs. lb.

9 2 17 gross.19 tare

26)9 1 8 suttle.

1 11 trett.

8 3 25 the answer.

2. In 7 casks of prunes, each weighing 3cwt. Iqr. 5lb.

gross, tare 17-Jlb. per cwt. and trett as usual, how much net?

Ans. IBcwt. 2qrs. 25lb.

3. What is the net weight of 3 hogsheads of sugar weigh-

ing as follows : the first, 4cwt. 5lb. gross, tare 73lb. ; the

second, 3cwt. 2qrs. gross, tare 56lb. and the third, 2cwt.

3qrs, 17lb. gross, tare 47lb. and allowing trett to each as usu-

al t Ans. Scwt. 2qrs. 4lb.

CASE IV.

When tare, trett, a7id doffare all allowed,

RULE.

Deduct the tare and trett, as before, and divide the suttle

by 168, and the quotient is the cloff, which subtract from the

suttle, and the remainder is the net.
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the net weight of a hhd. of tobacco, weighing

15cwt. 3qrs. 20lb. gross, tare 7lb. per cwt. and trett and cloff

as usual ?

cwt. qrs. lb.

15 3 20 gross,

7lb. is -jV 3 27 tare.

26)14 3 21

2 8 trett.

168)14 1 13 suttle.

9 cloff.

14 1 4 the answer.

2. In 19 chests of sugar, each containing 13cwt. Iqr. 17lb.

^oss, tare 13lb. per cwt. and trett and cloff as usual, how

much uct, and what is the value at 5|d. per pound I

Ans. 21,5cwt. 17lb. and value 5771. 6s. 5^d.

COMPOUND PROPORTION.

Compound Proportion teaches how to resolve such ques-

tions, as require two or more statings in Simple Proporcion.
In these questions there is always given an odd number

of terms, as five, seven, or nine, &c. These are distinguish-

ed into terjns ofsupposition^ and teryns of demand^ the num-
ber of the former always exceeding that of the latter by one,
which is of the same kind with the term or answer sought.

This rule is often named the Double Rule of Three^ be-

cause its questions are sometimes performed by two opera-
tions of the Rule of Three.
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RULE* FOR STATING.

1. Write the term of supposition, which is of the same
kind with the answer, for the middle term,

2. Take one of the other terms of supposition, and one of
the demanding terms of the same kind with it ; then place
one of them for a first term, and the other for a third, ac-

cording to the directions given in the rule of three. Do the

same with another term of supposition and its correspondent

demaiKiing term ; and so on, if there be more terms of each

kind i writing the terms under each other, which fall on the

same side oi liie middle term*

METHOD OF OPERATION.

1, Bif several operations,—Take the two upper terms and

the middle term, in the same order as they stand, for the first

stating of the rule of three j then take the fourth number, re-

sulting from the first stating, for the middle term, and the

two next terms in the general stating, in the same order as

they stand, for the extreme terms of the second stating ; and

so on, as far as there are any numbers in the general stating,

always making the fourth number, resulting from each sim-

ple stating, the second term of the next. So shall the last

resulting number be the answer required.
2. By one operation,

—
Multiply together all the terms in

the first place, and also all the terms in the third place. Then

multiply the latter product by the middle term, and divide

the result by the former product ; and the quotient will be

the answer required.

Note 1. It is generally best to work by the latter method,

* The reason of this rule for stating, and of the methods of

operation, may be easily shown from the nature of simple pro-

portion ; for every line in this case is a particular stating in that

rule. And therefore with respect to the second method, it is

evident, that, if all the separate dividends be collected into one

dividend, and all the divisors into one divisor, their quotient imiSit

be the answer sought.
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namely, by one operation. And after the stating, and before

the coiiimencemcni of the operation, if one of the first terms,

and either the middle term, or one ofthe last terms, can be ex-

actly divided by one and the same number, let them be di-

vided, and the quotients used instead of them ; which will

much shorten the work.

Note 2. The first and third terms of each line, if of dif-

ferent denominations, must be reduced to the same denomi-

nation.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many men can complete a tiencli of 135 yards

long in 8 days, provided 16 men can dig 54 yards in 6 days ?

GENERAL STATING.

54 yds. or 21
. ^g ^^^ . . f 135 yds. or 5 ->

.

8 days, or 4 J
' * *

\ 6 days, or 3 J
*

54-7-27=2

135-^-27=5
8^ 2=4
6-T- 2=3

FIRST METHOD-

yds. men. yds. days. men. days
2 ; 16 : : 5 : 4 : 40 : : 3 :

5 3

2)80(40 men. 4) 1 20(30 men, answer.
8 12

O O

2
4

8

SECOND METHOD.

}
— ={3}

16

15

80

16

15

8)240(30 men, the answer ^ before.

24
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2. If lOOl. in one year gain ol. interest, what will be the

interest of 7501. for 7 years ? Ans. 2621. 10s.

3. What principal will gain 2621. 10s. in 7 years, at 51. per
cent, per annum ? Ans* 7501.

4. If a footman travel 130 miles in 3 days, when the days
are 12 hours long ; in how many days, of 10 hours each, may
he travel 360 miles ? Ans. 9|-| days.

5. If 120 bushels of corn can serve 14 horses 56 days ;

how many days will 94 bushels serve 6 horses I

Ans. 102l| days.

6. If ^oz. 5dwts. of bread be bought at 4|d. when com
is at 4s. 2d. per bushel, what weight of it may be bought
for Is. 2d. when the price of the bushel is 5s. 6d. ?

Ans. lib. 4oz. 5||| Iwts.

7. If the caiTiage of 13cwt. Iqr. for 72 miles be 21. 10s.

6d. what will be the carnage of 7cwt. 3qrs. for 112 miles?

Ans. 21. 5s. lid. I-iVVq*

8. A wall, to be built to the height of 27 feet, was raised

to the height of 9 feet by 12 men in 6 days ; how many men
must be employed to finish the wall in 4 days, at the same

rate of working ? Ans. 36 men.

9. If a regiment of soldiers, consisting of 939 men, can

eat up 351 quarters of wheat in 7 months ; how many sol-

diers will eat up 1464 quarters in 5 months, at that rate .'*

Ans. 5483^V^,
10. If 248 men, in 5 days of 1 1 hours each, dig a trench

230 yards long, 3 wide and 2 deep ;
in how many days of

9 hours long, will 24 men dig a trench of 420 yards long, 5

wide and 3 deep ? Ans. 2882^7.

CONJOINED PROPORTION.

Conjoined Proportion is when the coins, weights, or

measures, of several countries are compared in the same

question; or it is the joining together of several ratios, and

the inferring of the ratio of the first antecedent and the last

consequent from the ratios of the several antecedents and

their respective consequents.
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Note 1. The solution of questions, under this rule, may
frequently be much shortened by cancelling equal numbers,

when in both the columns, or in the first column and third

term, and abbreviating those, that are commensurable.

Note 2. The proof is by so many statements in the sin-

gle rule of three, as the nature of the question requires.

CASE I.

When it is required tofindhoxv manij of the last kind of coin,

weighty or measure^ mentioned in the question, are equal t»

a given number of thefirst*

RULE.

1. Multiply continually togcthc r the antecedents for the first

term, and the consequents for the second, and make the giv-

en nurnber the third.

2. Then find the fourth term, or proportional, which will

be the answer required.

EXAMPLES.

1. If lOlb. at Boston make 9lb. at Amsterdam; 90lb. at

A Tisterdam, 112lb. at Thoulouse ; how many pounds at

1'houlouse are equal to 50lb. at Boston ?

Ant. Cons.

10 : 9
90 : 112
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2. If 20 braces at Leghorn be equal to 10 vares at Lis-

bon ; 40 vares at Lisbon to 80 braces at Lucca ; how many
braces at Lucca are equal to 100 braces at Leghorn ?

Ans. 100 braces.

CASE II.

When it is required toJind houo many of the first kind of coin^

-weighty or measure^ mentioned in the question^ are equal to

a given number of the last*

RULE.

Proceed as in the first case, only make the product of the

consequents the first term, and that of the antecedents the

second.

EXAMPLES.

1. If lOOlb. in America make 95lb. Flemish ; and 19lb.

Flemish, 25lb. at Bolognia ; how many pounds in America

are tqual to 50lb. at Bolognia ?

Cons. Ant.

95 : 100

25 : 19

475

190

2375 : 1900 : : 50 ;

50

)95000(40lb. the answer.

9500

O

ed by dividing 90 and 9 by their common measure 9 ; the sec-

ond by dividing 10 and 50 by their common measure 10; the

third by dividing 10 and 5 by their common measure 5 ; and the

fourth, or answer, by dividing 2 and 1 1 2 by.their common meas-

ure 2.
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Or by abbreviation.

95 : 100 5 : 100 5:4
25 : 19 : : 50 25 : 1 : : 50 1 : 1 : : 50 1 : 4 ; : 10 :

4

Ans. 40lb.

2. If 25lb. at Boston be 22lb. at Narcmburg j SSlb. at

Nuremburg, 92lb. at Hamburgh ; 46lb. at Hamburgh, 49lb.

at Lyons ; how many pounds at Boston are equal to 98lb. at

Lyons ? Ans. lOOlb.

3. If 6 braces at Leghorn make 3 elJs English j
5 ells En-

glish, 9 braces at Venice ; how many braces at Leghorn will

make 45 braces at Venice ^ Ans. 50 braces.*

FELLOWSHIP.

Fellowship is a general rule, by which merchants, &c.

trading in company, with a joint stock, determine each per-

son's particular share of the gain or loss in proportion to his

share in the joint stock.

By this rule a bankrupt's estate may be divided among his

creditors ;
as also legacies adjusted, when there is a deficien-

cy of assets or eft'ects.

SIjVGLE FELLOlVSmp.

Single Fellowship is when different stocks are employed
lor any certain equal time.

* Barter is the exchanging of one commodity for anotlier, and

directs traders so to proportion their goods, that neither party may
sustain loss.

Loss and Gain is a rule, that discovers what is got or lost in

the buying or selling of goods ; and instructs merchants and

traders to raise or lower the price of their goods, so as to gaiii or

lose a certain sum per cent. Sec.

Questions in these rules are performed by the rule of Three-

Vol. I. Q
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RULE.*

As the whole stock is to the whole gain or loss, so is each

man's particular stock to his particular share of the gain or

loss.

METHOD OF PROOF.

Add all the shares together, and the sum will be equal to

the gain or loss, when the question is right.

EXAMPLES.

1. Two persons trade together ; A put into stock Si 30

and B ^220, and they gained ^500 ; what is each person's

share thereof I

130

220

350 : 500 : : 130:

500

35,0)6500,0(1 857l|f
35

30O

280

200

175

250

245

50

35

15

* That the gain or loss, in this rule, is in proportion to their

stocks is evident : for, as the times the stocks are in trade ar6

equal, if I put in ^ of the whole stock, I ought to have ^ of the

whole gain ; if my part of the whole stock be I, my share of the
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550 : 500 : : 220
500

35,0)1 1000,or314'28|$
105"

50
35

150

14P

100
70

300
280

20

^185*7144 = A\ share.

314*28|| = B's share.

g500*00 the proof.

2. A and B have gained by trading J5182. A put intc

stock g300 and B g400 ;
what is each person's share of the

profit ? Ans. A gr8 and B gl04.
3. Divide gl20 between three persons, so that their shares

shall be to each other as 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Ans. g20, g40, and g 30.

4. Three persons make a joint stock. A put iii Si 85*66,
B S98*50, and C S/'6*85 ; they trade and gain g222 ; what

is each person's share of the gain f

Ans. A S 104-1
7^-/-,^^,

B g60-57^VTVT' ^^d C g4r25l|7;4.
5. Three merchants A, B, and C ireight a ship with 6iO

whole gain or loss ought to be | also. And generally, if I put
in ^ of the stock, I ought to have ^ part of the whole- gain or

loss; that is, - the same ratio, t^at the whole stock- has to the

whole gain or' loss', mUst each person's particular stock have
to his particulai^ gain or lo^*;*
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tuns of wine
; A loaded 110 tuns, B 97, and C the rest. In

a storm the seamen were obhged to throw 85 tuns over-

board ; how much must each sustain of the loss ?

Ans. A 271, B 24^, and C 331.

6. A ship worth §860 being entirely lost, of which -|
be-

longed to A, 1 to B, and the rest to C ; what loss will each

sustain, supposing SJOO of her to be insured .^

Ans. A g45, B S90, and C g225.

r. A bankrupt is indebted to A %277'3S, to B §305*17,

to C S152, and to D SI 05. His estate is worth only S677*

SO ; how must it be divided ?

Ans. A S223*8 -llll^ B %9A6'2?.^%\f^,

C Si22*ot|||j; and D S847^||||.
S. A and B, venturing equal sums of money, clear by

joint trade S154. By agreement A was to have 8 per cent,

because he spent his time in the execution of the project,

and B was to have only 5 per cent.
;
what was A allowed for

his trouble ? Ans. !SJ5'5oj.l.

DOUBLE FELLOWSHIP.

Double Fellowship is when different or equal stocks are

employed for different times.

RULE.#

Multiply each man's stock into the time of its continu-

ance, then say,

As the total sum of all the products is to the whole gain

or loss,

So is each man's particular product to his particular share

of the gain or loss.

i'*^*"

'

EXAMPLES.

1, A and B hold a piece of ground in common, for which

they are to pay 836. A put in 23 oxen for 27 days, and

B 21 oxen for 35 days ; what part of the rent ought each

man to Dav ^

* Mr. Malcom, Mr. Ward, and several other authors have

given an analytical investigation of this rule j but the most gen-

/
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23X27=621

1356
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2. Three graziers hired a piece of land for 1^60*50. A
put in 5 sheep for 4^ months, B put in 8 for 5 months, and

C put in 9 for 6^ months ; how much must each pay of the

rent ? Ans. A Sf 1-25, B 1S20, and C ^29'25.

3. Two merchants enter into partnership for 18 months ;

A put into stock at first S200, and at the end of 8 months he

put in ^100. n>ore j B put in at first ^550, and at the end of

4 months took out Si40. Now at the expiration of the

time they find they have gained §526 ; what is each man's

just share ? Ans. A's §192-95y||^.
B's 333-04^|||.

4. A, with a capital of IS1000 began trade Januaiy 1,

1776, and meeting with success in business he took in B as

a partner, with a capital of §1500 on the first of March fol-

lowing. Three months after that they admit C as a thu'd

partner, who brought into stock §2800, and after trading to-

gether till the first of the next year, they find the gain, since

A commenced business, to be §1776*50. How must this be

divided among the partners ?

Ans. A's §457-46|||.
B's 571-83|||.
C's 747-19|||.

ALLIGATION.

AleigatIon teaches how to mix several simples of dif-

ferent qualities, so that the composition may be of a mid-

dle quality ; and is comiTKmly distinguished into tWo princi-

pal cases, called Alligation medial and Alligation alternate.

ALLIGATION MEDIAL.

Alligation medial is the method of finding the rate of the

compound, from having the rates and quantities of the seve-

ral simple|5 given.
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RULE.*

Multiply each quantity by its rate^; then divide the sum
of the products by the sum of the quantities, or the whole

composition, and the quotient will be' the rate of the com-

pound required.
EXAMPLES.

1. Suppose 15 bushels of wheat at 5a. per bushe!, and 12

bushels of rye at 3s. 6d. per bushel were mixed together ;;

how must the compound be sold per bushel without loss or

gain ?

60

15

300

60

900

42..
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V

gallons at 5s. od. per gallon, and 9| gallons at 5s. 8d. per

gallon ; what is a gallon of this composition worth f

Ans. 5s. 4^d.
4. A goldsmith melts 8lb. 5-|oz. of gold bullion of 14

carats fin^, with 12lb. 8|-oz. of 18 carats fine ;
how many

carats fine is this mixture? Ans. 16|J-| carats.
'

5. A refiner melts lOlb. of gold of 20 carats fine with

1 61b. of 1 8 carats fine ; how much alloy must he put to it to

make it 22 carats fine ?

Ans. It is not fine enough by 3^^^ carats, so that no alloy

must be put to it, but more gold.

ALLIGATION ALTERNA IE,

Alligation alternate is the method of finding what quan-

tity of any number of simples, whose rates are given, will

compose a mixture of a given rate ; so that it is the reverse

of alligation medial, and may be proved by it.

RULE 1.^

1. Write the rates of the simples in a column under each

other.

* Demonstration. By connecting the less rate to tVie

greater, and placing the diiferences between them and the mean
rate alternately, the quantities resulting are such, that there is

precisely as much gained by one quantity as is lost by the other,

and therefore the gain and loss upon the whole are equal, and

are exactly the proposed rate ; and the same will be true of any-

other two simples, managed according to the rule

In like manner, let the number of simples be what it may,
ai)d with how many soever each is linked, since it is always a less

with a greater than the mean price, there will be an equal bal-

ance of loss and gain between every two, and consequently an

equal balance on the whole. Q. E. D.

It is obvious from the rule, that questior.s of this sort admit

of a great variety of answers ; for having found one answer, we

may find as many more as we please, by only multiplying or di-

viding each of the quantities found by 2, 3^ or 4, &c. tlie rea-
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2. Connect or link with a continued line the rate of each

simple, which is less than that of the compound, with qjie or

•any number of those, that arc greater than the compr)und;

and each greater rate with one or any numlDer of the less.

3. Write the difference between the mixture rate and

that of each of the simples opposite to die rates, with which

they are respectively linked.

4. Then if only one difference stand against any rate, it

will be the quantity belonging to that rate j but if there be

several, their sum will be the quantity.

EXAMPLES.

1. A merchant would mix wines at 14s. 19s, 15s. and 22s.

per gallon, so that the mixture may be worth 18s. the gallon ;

what quantity of each must be taken I

U-
l5-

18<

19-

99-

4 at 14s.

1 at 15s.

3 at 19s.

4 at 22s.

18^
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3. How much cojtn at 2s. 6d. 3s. 8d. 4s. and 4s. 8d. per
bushel must be mixed together, that the compound may be
worth 3s. lOd. per bushel r

Aiis. 12 at 2s. 6d, 12 at 3s. 8d. 18 at 4s. and 18 at 4s. 8d»
4. A gold smith has gold of 17, 18,22, and 24 carats fine

;

how'much must be taken of each to make it 21 carats fine ?

Ans, 3 of ir, 1 of 18, 3 of 22, and 4 of 24.

3, It is required to mix brandy at 8s. wine at 7s. cider at

Is, and water at per gallon together, so that the mixture

may be worth 5s. per gallon?
Ans. 9 of brand}^7 9 of v/ine, 5 of cider, and 5 of water..

BrULE 2.*

TF/ien the xvhole co7npositto?i is limited to a certain quantity^

find an answer as before by linking ; then- say, as the sum

* .A great num])er of questions might be here given relating

to the specific gravity of metals, &c. but one of the most curious,

with the operation at large, may serve as a sufficient specimen.

HiERO,king of Syracuse, gave orders for a crown to be made

entirely ci pure gold ; but suspecting the workmen had debas-

ed it by mixing it with silver or copper, he recommended the

discovery of the fraud to the famous Archimedes ; and desir-

ed to know the exact quantity of alloy in the crown.

Archimei>es, in order to detect the imposiuon, procured two

other musses, one of pure gold, the other of silver or copper,

and each of tl>e same weia,ht with the former : and each being:

put separately into a vessel full of water, the quantity of water

expelled by them determined their specific bulks ; from which

and their given weights, the exact quantides of gold and alloy in

the crown may be determined.

Suppose the weight of each crown to be lOlb. and that t c

water expelled by the copper or silver was 92ib. by the gold

.52ib. and by the compound crown 641b. what will be the quan*

titles of gold and alloy in the crown I

The rates of the simples are 92 and 52, and of the compound

6'4 \ therefore

f92—

l52—

12 of copper^

28 of gokU
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•of the quantities, or differences thus determined, is to the

given quantity, so is each ingredient, found by iiaking, to the

requii'ed quantity of each.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many gallons of water at Os. per gallon, must b?

inixed with wine worth 3s. per gallon, so as to fiii a vessel o^^

100 gallons, and that a gallon may be aiiurdcd at 2b. 6d, ?

;0 6

30
'

1 36- 30

^6 100

6

36

36 100

30

30

36)600(16
36

2^.0

216
#

,36)3000(83
288

120

108

24 12-

Ans. 83-|| gallons of wine, and l^^f J of vvater.

2. A grocer has currants at 4d. 6d. 9d. and lid. per lb.

.and he would make a mixture of 240ib. so that it may be af-

forded at 8d. per pound j how much of each sort must he

take ?

Ans. r2lb. at 4d. 24 at 6d. 48 at 9d. and 96 at lid.

3. How much gold of 15, of IT, of 18, and of 22 carats

£ne must be mixed together to form a composition of 40

ounces of 20 carats fine ?

Ans. 5oz. of 15, of 17, and of 18, and 25 of 22.

And the sum of these is 12-|-28=40, wluch should have beer

but 10; whence, by the rule,

40 : 10 : : 12 ; 31b. of copper, >

4.0 : 10 : : 28 : 7ib. of gold, 5
^^^ ^''^''^'^
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RULE 3.*

When one of the mgredients is limited to a certain quantity
-

take the clilFerence between each price and the mean rate as

before ; then,

As the difference of that simple, whose quantity is given,
is to the rest of the differences severally, so is the quantity

given to th^ several quantities required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Hovv^ much wine at 5s. at 5s. 6d. and 6s. the gallon

must be mixed with 3 gallons at 4s. per gallon, so that the

mixture may be worth 5s. 4d. per gallon t

64<;

f48--
I
60—

I

66—

8+2=10
84-2=10

16-f-4=20

16+4=20

10

10

10

10

20

20

3

3

3

3

6

6

Ans. 3 gallons at 5s. 6 at 5s. 6d. and 6 at 6s.

2. A grocer would mix teas at 12s. 10s. and 6s. with 20lb,

at 4s. per pound ; how much of each sort must he take to

make the composition worth 8s. per. lb, ?

Ans. 20lb. at 4s. 10 at 6s. 10 at lOs. and 20 at 12s.

3. How much gold of 15, of 17, and of 22 carats fine,

* In the very same manner questions may be wrought, when

several of the ingredients are limited to certain quantities, by

finding first for one limit and then for another.

The two last rules can want no demonstration, as they evident-,

ly result from the first, the reason of which has been alre?i(}y

explained.
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must be mixed with 5oz. of 1 8 carats fine, so that the com-

position may be 20 carats line t

Ans. 5oz. of 1 5 carats fine, 5 of 1 7, and 25 of 22.

><^'

INVOLUTION.

A Power is a number produced by rn'oltiplying any giv-

en number continually by itself a certain number of times.

Any number is itself called theJirst power; if it be mul-

tiplied by itself, die product is called the second poxver^

or the square ;
if this be multiplied by the first power again,

the product is called the third poxuer^ or the cube ; and if

this be multiplied by the first power again, the product is

called the fourth power^ or hiquadrate ; and so on ; that is,

the power is denominated from the number, which exceeds

the multiplications by 1.

Thus, 3 is the first power of 3.

3x3= 9 is the second power of 3.

3X3X3=27 is the third power of 3.

3x3x3x3=81 is the fourth power of 3.

&c. &c.

And in this manner is calculated the following table of

powers.
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TABLE of the Jirst twelve Poxvers of the 9 Droits*

Ci
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Note I. The number, which exceeds the multiplications

by 1, is called the index^ or exponent^ of the power ; so the

index of the first power is 1, that of the second power is 2,

and that of the third is 3» &c.

Note 2, Powers are commonly denoted by writing their

indices above the first power ; so the second power of 3 rray

be denoted thus 3*, the third power thus 3^, the fourth pow-
er thus 3*, &c. and the sixth power ol 503 thus 503*v

Livolution is the finding of powers ; to do which wc have

evidently the following

RULE.

Multiply the given number, or first power, contirually by

itself, tiU the number of multiplications be 1 kss th.a- the

index of the povv'er to be found, and the last product will be

the power required.*

Note. Whence, because fractions arc multiplied by tak-

ing the products of their numerators and of th-.ir denomina-

tors, they v/ill be involved by raising each of their terms

to the powxr requiied. And if a mixed number be propos-

ed, either reduce it to an improper fraction, or reduce the

vulgar fraction to a decimal, and proceed by the rule.

* Note. The raising of powers will be sometimes shorten-

ed by working according to this observation, viz. whatever two

or more powers are multiplied together, their product is the

power, wiiose index is the sum of the indices of the factors ;

or if a power be muiiipiied by itself, the product will be the pow-

er, whose index is double of that, which is multiplied : so if I

would find the sixth power, I might multiply the given number

twice by itself for the tliird power, then the third power into it-

self wouid give the sixth power ; or if I would find the seventh

power, I Uiight first find the third and fourth, and their product,

would be the seventli ; or lastly, if I would find the eighth pow-

er, I mi^ht fii 3t find the second, then the second into itself

would be die fourth, and this into itself would be the eighth .
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the second power of 45 ? Ans. 2025.

2. What is the square of '027 ? Ans. •000/29.

3. What is the third power of 3'5 ? Ans. 42*8/5.

I 4. What is the fifth power of '029 ?

Ans. *000000020511149.

5. "What is the sixth power of 5*03

Ans. 16l96'005304479r29.

6. What is the second power oi f I Ans. ^»

EVOLUTION.

The Root of any given number, or power, is such a num-

ber as, being multiplied by itself a certain number of times,

will produce the power ; and it is denominated ihtj^rst, sec-

ond^ third, fourth, ^c, root respectively, as the number of

multiplications, made of it to produce the given power, is 0,

1, 2, 3, he. that is, the name of the root is taken from the

number, which exceeds the multiphcations by 1, like the

name of the power in involution.

Note 1. The index of the root, like that of the power
in involution, is 1 more than the number of multiplications,

necessary to produce the power or given number.

Note 2. Roots are sometimes denoted by wfiting ^
before the power, with the index of the root against it :

so the third root of 50 is y/ 50, and the second root of it is

v^50, the index 2 being omitted, which index is always un-

derstood, when a root is named or written without one.

But if the power be expressed by several numbers with the

sign -f- or—, &c. between them, then a line is drawn from the

top of the sign of the root, or radical sign, over all the parts
3

of it : so the third root of 47 — 15 is v' -*• — ^^' And
sometimes roots are designed like powers, with the reciprocal

.,of the index of the root above the given number. So the sec-

1 1

ond root of 3 is o* ; tlie second root of 50 is 50* ; and the
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third root of it is 50 ^
;
also the third root of 47 — 15 is

47— 15. p. And this method of notation has justly prevail-

ed in tlie modern algebra ; because such roots, being consid-

ered as fractional powers, need no other directions for any

operations to be made with them, than those for integral

powers.
NoTi': 3. A num!)er is called a complete' power of any

kind, when its root of the same kind can be accurately ex-

tracted ; but if not, the number is called an imperfect pow-
er, and its root a surd or irrational number : so 4 is a com-

plete power of the second kind, its root being 2
;
but an im-

perleci power of the third kind, its rooc being a surd num-
ber.

Evolution is the finding of the roots of numbers either ac-

curaceiy, or in decimals, to any proposed extent.

Tile power is first to be prepared for extraction, or evo-

lution, by dividing it from the place of units, to the left in

integers, and to the right in decimal fractions, into periods,

each containing as many places of figures, as are denominat-
ed by the index of the root, if the power contain a complete
number of such periods : if it do not, the defect will be ei-

ther on the right, or left, or both ; if the defect be on the

rigtit, it may be supplied by annexing c^*phers, and after thiS)

whole periods of cyphers may be annexed to continue the

extraction, if necessary ; but if there be a defect on the left,

such defective period must remain unaltered, and is account-

ed the first period of the given number, just the same, as if

it were complete.
Now this division may be conveniently made by writing a

point over the place of units, and also over the last figure of

every period on both sides of it ; that is, over ever}' second

figure, if it be the second root ;
over every third, if it be the

third root, &c.

Thus, to point this number 21035896*12735 ;

for the second root, it will be 2 1035896' 127350 ;

but for die third root

and for die fourth

Vol. I.

21035896*127350 ;

• • • •

21035896*12735000,
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Note. The root will contain just as many places of fig-

^ires, as there are periods or points in the given power j and

they will be integers or decimals respectively, as the periods
ai-e so, from which they are found, or to which they coiTes*

pond ; that is, there will be as many integral or decimal fig-

ures in the root, as there are periods of integers or decimals

in the given number.

TO EXTRACT THE SQUARE ROOT.

1. Having distinguished the given number into periods^
find a square number by the table or trial, either equal to,

or -next less than the first period, and put the root of it on
the right of the given number, in the manner of a quotient

figure in division, and it will be the first figure of the iX)ot

required.

* In order to show the reason of the rule, it will be proper to

premise the following

Lemma. The product of any two numbers can have at most

but as many places of figures, as are in both the factors, and at

least but one less.

Demonstratiok. Take two numbers, consisting of any num-
ber of places, but let them be the least possible of those places,

name!}', unity with cyphers, as 1000 and 100 ; then their pro-

duct will be 1 with as many cyphers annexed, as are in both the

numbers, namely, lOOOOQ ; but 100000 has one place less than

1000 and 100 together have ; and since 1000 and 100 were tak-

en the least possible, the product of any other two numbers, of

the same number of places, will be greater than 100000
; con-

sequently the product of any two numbers can have at least but

one place less than both the factors.

Again, take two numbers of any number of places, that shall

be the greatest of these places possible, as 999 and 99. Now
999X99 is less than 999x100; but 999x100 (=99900) contains

only as many places of figures, as are in 999 and 99 ; therefore

999x99, or the product of any other two numlxjrs, consistinjj of
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^, Si^btract the assumed square from the first period, and

to the remainder bring down tlie next period for a dividend.

3. Pluice the double of the root, ah-eadv found, on the kft

of the dividend for a divisor.

the same number of places, cannot have more places of figui-es

than are in both its factors.

Corollary 1. A square number cannot have more places

of figure* than double the places of the root, and at least but one

less.

CoR. 2. A cube number cannot have more places of figures

than triple the places of the root, and at least but two less.

The truth of the rule may be shown algebraically thus :

Let JV= the number, whose square root is to be found.

Now it appears from the lemma, that tliere will be always as

many places of figures in the root, as there are points or periods

in the given number, and therefore the fig\u"es of those places

may be represented by letters.

Suppose ^to consist of two periods, and let the figures in the

root be represented by a and b.

Then a+0 ssa^ -{-^ab-\-h^ ^JVs= given number ; and to find

the root of A'is the same, as finding the root oia^-^2ab-^d^y the

metliod of doing which is as follows :

1st divisor a)a^-f2ii^+^^(a-j-^~ J'oot.

c2

2d divisor 2a-\~d)2ab+b^

2ab+b^

Again suppose A* to consist of 3 periods, and let the figures of

the root be represented by a, b, and c.

Then a-\-b-\'C =a^-\-2ab-{-b^-\-'2ac-\-2bc-{-c^, and the manner
•f finding a, 6, and c will be, as before : thus,

1st divisor a)a^-^2ab-{-b^-i'2ac-^2bc+c- (a-\-b-^c^ root.

"

2d divisor 2a-\-b)2ab-^b''-

2ab-\-b^^
"

< >•' •
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4. Consider what figure must be annexed to the divisor,

so that if the result be multiplied by it, the product m.ay bfe

equal to, or next less than the dividend, and it will be the

second figure of the root.

5. Subtract the said product from the dividend,-andto the

remainder bring down the next period for a new dividend.

6. Find a divisor as before, by doubling the figures already

in the root ;
and from these find the next fig-Lire of the root,

as in the last article ; and so on through ail the periods to

the last.

Note 1. When the root is to be extracted to a great

number of places, the work may be much abbreviated thus :

having proceeded in the extraction by the common method till

you have found brie more than half the rt quired number of

figures in the root, the rest may be found by dividing the

last remainder by its corresponding divisor, annexing a cy-

pher to every dividual, as in division of decimals ; or rather,

without annexing c}^hers, by omitting continually the first

figure of the divisor on the right, after the manner of contrac- -

tion in division of decimals.

Note 2. By means of the square root we readily find the

fourth root, or die eighth root, or the sixteenth root, &c. that

is, the root of any power, whose index is some power of the

number 2
; namely by extracting so often the square root, as

is denoted by that power of 2 ; that is, twice for the fourth

root, thrice for the eighth root, and so on.

iMtP.

3d divisor 2a-\-2b-\-c)2ac-\-2bc-\-c^

2ac-\-2bc+c^

Now the operation in each of these cases exactly agrees with

the rule, and the same will be found to be true, when J\f consiaj^

of any number of periods whatever^
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TO EXTRACT THE SQUARE ROOT OF A
VULGAR FRACTION.

RULE.

First prepare all vuljjar fractions by reducing them to their

least terms, both for this and all other roots. Then

1. Take the root of the numerator and that of the denom-

inator for the respective terms of the root required. And
this is the best way, if the denominator be a complete power.
But if not, then i

2. Multiply the numerator and denominator together ;

take the root of the product : this root, being made the nu-

merator to the denominator of the given fraction, or the de-

nominator to the numerator of it, will form the fractional root

rcpuired.

I hat IS, ^.-— yi—= .

b b ^ab
And this rule will serve, whether the root be finite or infi-

nite.

Or 3. Reduce the vulgar fraction to a decimal, and ex-
tract its root.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the square root of 5499025*
• • • •

5499025(2345 the root.

4 . _

4:

3

149

129

464
4
2090
1856

4685 23425
23425
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2« Required the square root of 184'2.

> • • • «

184*2000(1 3*57 the root,

1

23 84

r.J.r.v
3 69-,
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6712

5657

1055

849

206

198

8

4. What is the square root of 152399025 ?

Ans. 12345.

5. What is the square root of -00032754 ?

Ans. '01809.

6. What is the square root of y% ? Ans. '645497.

7. What is the square root of 'f ? Ans. 2*5298, &c.

8. What is the square root of 10 ? Ans. 3*162277, &c.

TO EXTRACT THE CUBE ROOT.

RULE.'^

1. Having divided the given number Into periods of 3

figures, find the nearest less cube to the first period by the

tabic of powers or trial ; set its root in the quotient, and sub-

tract the said cube from the first period ; to the remainder

bring down the second period, and call this the resolvend.

* The reason of pointing the given number, as directed in the

rule, is obvious from Cor. 2, to the Lemma, used in demonstrat-

ing the square root ; and the rest of the operation will be best

understood from the following analytical process.

Suppose ^, the given number, to consist of two periods, and

let the figures in the root be denoted by a and b.

Then a-}-/;|'=a^4-3a26-f 3aA2_^53«_^y_ giygn number, and
-to find the cube root of jY is the same as to find the cube root of

a3 4-3a2^-{-3a62-f(^3
.

^\^q method of doing which is as follows:

a3-j-3a264-3a624-63 (a-f<&= root.

a3
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2. To three times the square of the root, just found, add
three times the root itself, setting this one place more to the

right than the former, and call this sum the divisor. Then
divide the resolvend, wanting the last figure, by the divisor,

for the next figure of the root, which annex to the former ;

calling this last figure e>,
and the part of the root before found

call a,

3. Add together these three products, namely, thrice the

square of a multiplied by e^ thrice a multiplied by the square

oi e^ and the cube of e, setting each of them one place farther

toward the. right than the former, and call the sum the sub-

trnhend ; which must not exceed the resolvend ; and if it

do, then make the last figure e less, and repeat the operation

for finding the subtrahend.

4. From the resolvend take the subtrahend, and to the re-

mainder join the next period ©f the given number for a new
resolvend ; to v/hich form a new divisor from the whole

root now foimd ; and thence>- another figure of the root, as

before, &c.

EXAMPLES.
1. To extract the cube root of 48228«544.

SX32 =
3X3 =
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3X3»X6 = 162

2X3 X6*- 324 J.
add

,2
-|524
y

216j

3X36*^3888
3X36 = 108

19656 subtrahend.

38988 1572544 resolvend.

3x36^x4 = 15552 1

3X36 X42= 1728 V add

43= 64J

1572544 subtrahend.

2. What is the cube root of 1092727 ? Ans. 103.

3. What is the cube root of 27054036008 ? Ans. 3002.

4. What is the cube root or'0001357 ?

Ans. *05138, 8^c.

5. What is the cube root of^4§J ? Ans. |.

6. What is the cube root ol | ? Ans. '873 &c.

RULE FOR EXTRACTING THE CUBE ROOT
BY APPROXIMATION.^H'

1. Find by trial a cube near to the given number, and call

it the supposed cube,

* That this rule converges extremely fast muy be easily

shown thus :

Let A'= given number, a^= supposed cube, and jr= correct

tion.

Then 2a^-|-7V : 2.V-\-a^ : : a : a-{-x by the rule, and con-

sequently 2tz^ -|-A"Xa+a7=2.'V-fa^ XCj or 2a^ -^a+x'^Xa-j-Jc

Or 2a4-f-2a3:r+a4 ^^a^x -\-6a'^x^ -]-4ax^ -i-x'^^^ajV -\-a*.

cOid by transposing the terms, and dividing; by 2a

JV*=fl3 ^2a^x -f-Sax^ +-^"'4-^^4-:;~i wluch by negleciin^ the

Vol. I. T
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2. Then twice the supposed cube added to the given num-

ber is to twice the given number added to the supposed

cube, as the root of the supposed cube is to the root requir-

ed nearly. Or as the first sum is to the difference of the

given and supposed cube, so is the supposed root to the dif-

ference of the roots nearly.

3. By taking the cube of the root thus found for the sup-

posed tube, and repeating the operation, the root will be had

to a still greater degree of exactness.

EXAMPLES.

1. It is required to find the cube root of 98003449.

Let 125000000 = supposed cube, whose root is 500 ;

iThen 125000000 98003449
2 2

250000000 196006898
98003449 1250©)000

348003449 : 321006898 : : 500
500

[root nearly.

348003449)160503449000(46l=corrected root, or

1392013796

2130206940
2088020694

421862460
348003449

73859011

2. Required the cube root of 21035'8.

Here we soon find that the root lies between 20 and 30,

terms x'^ -j , as being very small, becomes vV=5=a^ -^Za^x-^
2a

%ax^ -f^3_5 ^^Q Imown cube of a-\-x. Q. E. If
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and then between 27 and 28. Therefore 27 being taken,

its cube is 19683 the assumed cube. Then

19683 21035*8

2 2
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3. Wliat is the cube root of 157464 ? Ans. 54.

4. What is the cube root oi ^ ? Ans. *763, &c.

5. What is the cube root of 117 ? Ans. 4'89097.

TO EXTRACT THE ROOTS OF POWERS IN
GENERAL.

RULE.*

1. Prepare the given number for extraction by pointing
off from the units place as the root required directs.

* This rule will be sufficiently obvious from the work in the

foliowing example.
Extract the cube root of c® + 6a*—40^3 -f 96a—64*

flrfi 4- 6a*—40a3 -f- 96a—64(a2 4-2a-^4
c6

3a4)6a5(4-2a
.1
2

G6_f6a5+12a4-f-8a==a2-f2a
— 2

c2 4-2ax3=3a'*-j-12a3_|_i2a2^— 12a*—.48a3-}-96a—.64('—4
' ' ' 3

G;6-f-6««—40a^+96a—64=a2-j-2a—4

When the index of the power, whose root is to be extracted,

is a composite number, the following rule will be serviceable :

Take any two or more indices, whose product is the given in-

dex, and extract out of the given number a root answering

to one of these indices ; and then out of this root extract a root,

answering to another of the indices, and so on to the last.

Thus, the fourth root = square root of the square root.

The sixth root t= square root of the cube root, See.

The proof of all roots is by involution.

The following theorems may sometimes be found'useful incx-r

tracting the root of a vulgar fraction ;>/—=.^1_= r
=

/»
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5. Find the first figure of the root by trial, and subtract its

power from the given number.

3. To the remainder bring down the first figure in the

next period, and call it the dividend,

4. Involve the root to the next inferior power to that,

which is given, and multiply it by the number denoting the

given power for a divisor,

5. Fmd how many tines the divisor may be had in the

dividend, and the quotient will be another figure of the root.

6. Involve the whole root to the given power, and subtract

it from the given number as before.

7. Bring down the first figure of the fiext period to the

remainder for a new dividend, to which find a new divisor,

and so on, till the whole be finished.

EXAMPLES.

I, What is the cube root of 53157376 ?

...
27—3*

3«x3=27)261 dividend.

50653=37^

3»X 3=4107)25043 second dividend.

53157376

O

2. \\Tiat is the biquadrate root of 19987173376 ?

Ans. 376if

a
or universally, r

a
n..

«a°-'
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3. Extract the sursolid, or fifth root, of 30768282110671
5625.

Ans. 3145.

4. Extract the square cubed, or sixth root, of 43572838
1009267809889764416.

Ans. 27534.
5. Find the seventh root of 3448771746730751318249

2153794673.

Ans. 32017.
6. Find the eighth root of 11210162813204762362464

97942460481.

Ans. 13527*

TO EXTRACT ANY ROOT WHATEVER BY
APPROXIMATION.

RULE.

1. Assume the root nearly, and raise it to the same power
with the given number, which call the assumedpower*

2. Then, as the sum of the assumed power multiplied by
the index more 1 and the given number multiplied by the

index less 1, is to the sum of the given number multiplied

by the index more 1 and the assumed power multiplied by
the index less 1, so is the assumed root to the required root.

Or, as half the first sum is to the difference between the

given and assumed powers, so is the assumed root to the

difference between the true and assumed roots ; which differ-

ence, added or subtracted, gives the true root nearly.

And the operation may be repeated as often as we please

by using always the last found root for the assumed root,

and its power as aforesaid for the assumed power.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the fifth root of 21035*8.

Here it appears, that the fifth root is between 7*3 and 7*4.

7*3 being taken, its fifth power is 20730*71593. Hence then
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31055'8

20730*716
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metical Progression ; such are the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c,

7, 5, 3, 1
; and *8, '6, *4, '2. When the numbers increase

they form an ascending series ; but when they decrease, they
form a descending series.

The numbers, which form the series, are called the ter7ns

of the progression.

Any three of the five following terms being given, the oth-

er two may be readily found.

1. Tlie first term, "> commonly called the

2. The last team, J extremes.

3. The number of terms.

4. The common difference.

5. The sum of all the terms.

PROBLEM 1. .

Thejirst ter??i, the last term^ and the number of terms being

given, toJind the sum of all the terms.

RULE.*'

Multiply the sum of the extremes by the number of terms,

and half the product will be the answer.

EXAMPLES.

i. The first term of an arithmetical progression is 2, the last

term 5^, and the number of terms 18 ; required the sum of

the series.

*
Suppose another series of the same kind with the given one

be placed under it in an inverse order ; then will the sum of ev-

ery two corresponding terms be the same as that of the first and

last ; consequently any one of those sums, multiplied by the

number of terms, must give the whole sum of the two series,

and half that sum will evidently be the sum of the given series :

thus,

Let 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, be the given series;

and 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, the same inverted ;

then 8-|-8+ 8-f 8+ 3+ 8+8=8x7= 56 and 1+3+4+5+ f

+7=-^=28. Q. E. D.
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63
2

55

18

440
55

2)990

495

Or,

53-1-2x18 _
"495 the answer.

2..Tlie first term is 1, the last term 21,aiid tlie number of

terms 11 ; required the sum of the series. Ans. 121.

3. How many strokes do the clocks of Venice, which go

to 24 o'clock, strike in the compass of a day I

Ans. 300.

4. If 100 stones be placed in a right line, exactly a yard

asunder, and the first a yard from a basket, what length of

ground will that man go, who gathers them up singly, re-

turning with diem one by one to t' .^ basket ?

Ans. 5 miles and 1 300 yards.

PROBLEM II.

Thefirst tcnriy the last term, and the number of terms bcin^'

^iven^ to fnd the common difference,

RULE 3.*

Divide the difference of the extremes by the numl^er of

terms less 1, and the quotient will be the common difference

sought.

* The difference of the first and last terms evidently shows

the increase of the first term by all the subsequent additions,

till it becomes equal to the last ; and as the number of tliose ad-

ditions is evidently one less than the number of terms, and the

increase by every addidon equal, it is plain, that the total in-

crease, divided by the number of additions, must give the dif-

ference at every one separately ; whence tlie rule is manifest.

Vol. I.

'

U
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EXAMPLES.

1. The extremes are 2 and 53^ and the number of terms

is 18; required the common difference.

53 18
2 1

17)51(3 17
51

Or,
53—2 51

iQ— 1 i/
=3 the answer*'

2. If the extremes be 3 and 19, ^nd the number of

terms 9, it is required to find the common difference, and the

sum of the whole series.

Ans. The difference is 2, and the sum is 99.

3. A man is to travel from London to a certain place in

12 days, and to go but three miles the first day, increasing

every day by an equal excess, so that the last day's journey

may be 58 miles ; required the daily increase, and the dis-

tance of the place from London.

Ans. Daily increase 5, distance 366 miles.

PROBLEM III.

Give?i thejlrst terniy the last terni^ and the commo7i difference,

to jind the number of terms,

*

RULE.^

Divide the difl'erence of the extremes by the common dif-

ference, and the quotient, increased by 1, is the number of

terms required.

* By the last problem, the difference of the extremes, divided,

by the number of terms less 1, gives tlie common difference ;

consequently the same, divided by tlie common difference, must;

give the number of terms less 1
; hence this quotient, augment-

ed by 1, must be the answer to the question.
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EXAMPLES.

1. The extremes are 2 and 53, and the common difference

3 ; what is the number of terms i

53
2

3)51

17
1

18

53—2

3

Or,

fl=18 the answer.

In any arithmetical progression, the sum of any two of its

terms is eijuul to the sum of any other two terms, taken at an

equal distance on contrary sides of the former ; or the double

of any one term is eqiud to the sum of any two terms, taken at

an equai distance from it on each side.

The sum of any number of terms (n) of the arithmetical se-

ries oi odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 8tc. is equal to the square (n^)

of that number.
,

That is, if 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 8cc. be the numbers,
Then wi 1 1,22, 3^,42, 5^^ &c. be the sums of 1,2, 3, &c. of

-those terms.

For, 0-{-l or the sum of 1 term = 1^ or 1

l-j-'^ or the sum of 2 terms = 2^ or 4

4-^5 or the sum of 3 terms = 32 or 9

9-f-7 or the sum of 4 terras = 4^ or 16, Sec.

Whence it is plain, that, let n be any number whatsoever, th^

sum of n terms will be n^.

The following table contains a summary of the whole doctrine

of arithmetical progression*

Cases of .H uTHMEricAL t^'wc <ession. 1
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2, If the extremes be 3 and 19, and the common differ-

ence 2, what is the number of terms ? .Ans. 9.

.Civst
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3. A man, going a journey, travelled the first day 5 miles,

the last day 35 miles, and increased his journey every day

by 3 miles ;
how many days did he travel ?

Ans. 11 days.

Case

8

10

Giv.
j Keq.

a

dnl
<J

-

s

a

and «<

dL' <

n

Ins

a

<

d

Soiuiioa.

/—n— 1 X d.

ny^l—n—ix —
2

8 d >c 7/.—.1

n o

a dxn— 1

n 2

rf+v'iTTT'—^Us

2/-f a'^V 2^ -i-^
^—^^s

2d

2s

n

2X7//—^9

n— 1 xw

n

Here<^ s

d

a = least term.

number of terms,
sum of all the terms,

common difierence.
/ = j;rt atest term.
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GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION*

Any series of numbers, the terms of which gradually in^

crease or decrease by a constant multiplication or division^

is said to be in Geometrical Progression, Thus, 4, 8, 16, 32,

64, &c. and 81, 27, 9, 3, 1, &c. are series in geometrical

progression, the one increasing by a constant multipiicatioij

by 2, and the other decreasing by a constant division by 3.

The number, by which the series is constantly increased

or dnninished, is called the ratio,

PROBLEM I.

Given thejirst term, the last term, and the ratio, to find the

sum of the series,

RULE.*

Multiply the last term by the ratio, and from the product
subtract the first term, and the remainder, divided by the ra-

tio less 1, will give the sum of the series.

* Demonstration. Take any series whatever, as 1, 3,9,

27, 81, 243, Sec. multiply this by the ratici, and it will produce
tlie series 3, 9, 27, 81, 243, 729, &c. Now let the sum of the

proposed series be what it will, it is plain, that the sum of the

second series will be as many times the former sum, as is ex-

pressed by the ratio ; subtract the first series from the second,

and it will give 729—.1
; which is evidently as many times the

sum of the first series, as is expressed by the ratio less 1 ; con-

729—1
sequently = sum of the proposed series, and is the

rule ; or 729 is the last term multiplied by the ratio, 1 is the

first term, and 3— 1 is the ratio less one ; and the same will

hold, let the series be what it will. Q. E. D.

Note 1. Since, in any geometrical seriee of progression, when

it consists of four terms, the product of the extremes is equal

to the product of the means ; and when it consists of three, the

product of the extremes is equt\l to the square
of the mean ; it
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EXAMPLES.

1. The first term of a series in geometrical progression is

1, the last term is 2187, and the ratio 3 ; what is the sum of

the series ?

2187

3

3—1=2)G560

3280

Or,

3X218^— 1 = 3280 the answer.

2. The extremes of a geometrical progression are 1 and

65536y and the ratio 4 ; what is the sum of the series ?

Ans. 87381.

3. The extremes of a geometrical series are 1024 and

59049, and the ratio is l| ; what is the sum of the series i

Ans. 175099,

follows, that in any geometrical series, when it consists of an even

number of terms, the product of the extremes is ejual to tne

product of ony two means, equally distant from the extremes ;

and when the number of terms is ood, the product of the ex-

tremes is equal to the square of the mean or middle term, or to

the product of any two terms, equally distant from theiiL.

^OTE 2.
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PROBLEM II.

Given the first term and the ratio, to Jind any othet tti'in

assigned.

RULE.*

1. Write a fev/ of the leading terms of the series, and

place their indices over them, beginning with a cypher.
2. Add together the most convenient indices to make an

Index less by 1 than the nmnber, expressing the place of the

term sought.

3. Multiply the terms of the geometrical series together,

belonging to those indices, and make the product a dividend.

4. Raise the first term to a power, whose index is 1 less

than the number of terms multiplied, and make the result a

divisor.

5. Divide the dividend by the divisor, and the quotient
will be the term sought.

Note. When the first term of the series is equal to the

ratio, the indices must begin with an unit, and the indices

added must make the entire index of the term required ; and

the product of the different terms, found as before, will give
the term required.

EXAMPLES.

1. The first term of a geometrical series is 2, the number
of terms 13, and the ratio 2 ; required the last term.

* Demonstration. In example 1, where the first term is

equal to the ratio, the reason of the rule is evident ; for as every
term is some power of the ratio, and the indices point out the

number of factors, it is plain from the nature of multiplication,

that the product of any two terms will be another term corres-

ponding with the index, which is the sum of the indices standing

over those respective terms.
i^

And in the second example, where the series does not begin
with the ratio, it appears, that every term after the two first con-

tains some power of the ratio, midtiplied into the first term, and

therefore the rule, in this case, is equally evident.
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1, 2^ 3, 4, 5, indices.

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, leading terms.

Then 4+44-3-f2 =: index to the 13th term.

And 16X16X8X4=8192 the answer.

The following Table contains all the possible cases of geomet-

rical progression.

Cases of UEOMEtnicAL PHoGnE&::ioN.

Cist: rlV. Ke i.

am <

8

arl <

n

4

ars <^

n

asl <

n

Vol. I.

.!>OiULl(>ii.

ar

.«— 1

Xa.
r— 1

/—a

r— 1

Z, /—L^ a + 1.

r— lX-^4-'^.

-^»r— 1 Xs-ffl'— Z>,a

» ^M- -

fl-

W ' - 1
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In this example the indices must begin with 1, and such

of them be chosen, as will make up the entire index to the

term required.

2. Required the 12th term of a geometrical series, whose

first term is 3, and ratio 2.

OdSr
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0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, indices.

3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, leading terms.

Then 6+5 = index to the 12th term.

And 192x96:^18432 = dividend.

The number of terms multiplied is 2, and 2—1=1 is the

power, to which the term 3 is to be raised ;
but the first pow-

er of 3 is 3, and therefore 18432-r-3=6144 the 12th term

required.

3. The first term of a geometrical series is 1, the ratio 2,

and the number of terms 23
; required the last term.

Ans. 4194304.

QUESTIONS
TO BE SOLVED BY THE TWO PRECEDING PROBLEMS.

1. A person being asked to dispose of a fine horse, said

he would sell him on condition of having one farthing lor

., ^at vjiV. I RCm,

9

10

rls

a

n

a

Ills <

Solution.

s—rX-^—-/.

+ 1.

\n 1

CX6—
..'I
_ =/x.s-—

/|
^

Here<

a = least term.
/ = greatest term.
5 = sum of all the terms.
n = number of terais.

r = ratio.

.i^= Logarithms.
m^^m^mmi^f^m

,' .'•;•, M.>»
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the first nail in his shoes, 2 farthings for the second, one

penny for the third, ^nd so on, doubling the price of every
nail to 3t3, the number of nails in his four shoes ; what

would the horse be sold for at that rate i

Ans. 44739241. 5s. 3 Jd.

2. A young man, skilled in numbers, agreed witn aiarmer

to work for him eleven years without any other reward than

the produce of one wheat corn for the first year, and that

produce to be sowed the second year, and so on from year
to year till the end of the time, allovv^ing the increase to be

in a tenfold proportion ; v/hat quantity of wheat is due for

such service, and to what does it amount at a dollar per

bushel ?

Ans. 226056* bushels, allowing 7680 wheat corns to be a

pint ; and the amount is 22605- | dollars.

3. What debt will be discharged in a year, or twelve

months, by paying %1 the first month, ^2 the second, S4 the

third, and so on, each succeeding payment being double the

last ; and what will the last payment be ?

Ans. The debt is ^4095 and the last payment g2048.

SIMPLE INTEREST.

Interest is the premium, allowed for the loan of money.
The sum, which is lent, is called the principal.

Tiic sum of the principal and interest is called the

amount.

Interest is allowed at so ninch per cent, per ajiniim^ which

premium per cent, per annura^ or interest of lOOl. for a year,

is called the rate of interest.

Interest is of two sorts, simple and compound.

Simple interest is that, which is allowed only for the prin-

cipal lent.

Note. Commission, Brokerage, Insurance, Stocks,*

* Stock is a general name for public funds, a' id capitals of

trading companies, the shares of which are transferable from

pne person to another.
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and, in general, whatever is at a certain rate, or sum per cent,

are calculated like Simple Interest.

RULE.#

1. Multiply the principal by the rate, and divide the pro-

duct by 100; and the quotient is the answer for one year.

2. Multiply the interest for one year by the given number

of years, and the product is the answer for that time.

3. If there be parts of a year, as months or days, work

for the months by the aliquot parts of a year, and for the

days by Simple Proportion.

EXAMPLES. /

1. What is the interest of 450l. for a year, at 5 per cent,

per annum ?

4501.

5

1,00)22*50
20

10"00 Ans. 221. and J?^%.=:JL
= '5= iOs.

2. What is the interest of 7201. for 3 years, at 5 per cent.

per annum ?

7201. 36
5 3

36*00 1081. Ans.

3. What is the interest of 1071. for 117 days, at 4| per
cent, per annum ?

1071. 5 1 7 3*2 5 1 7 3*2

...

'

4| 11 7

* The rule is evidently an application of Simple Proportion
and Practice.
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428
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Ratio is the simple interest of ll. for 1 year, at the rate

per cent, agreed on ; thus the ratio

3 per cent, is f^S,

1 '035.

4 *04.

at <; 41 '045.

'05.

'055.

.6

1
IT

'06.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the interest of 9451. 10s. for 3 years, at 5 per
cent, per annum ?

945*5

•05

47*275

3

141*825

20

16*500
12

6*000 Ans. 1411. 16s. 6d.

2. What is the interest of 7961. 15s. for 5 years, at 4^

per cent, per aimum I

Ans. 1791. 5s. 41d.

3. VVhat is the interest of 5371. 15s. from November 11,

1764, to June 5, 1765, at'Sf per cent, t

Ans. 111. Id.

l.Jiir-\-/i=a.

III.
a

<r4-l
=/^.

r/i

IV. f=f=r
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COMMISSION.

Commission is an allowance of* so much per cent, to a fac-

tor or correspondent abroad, for buying and selling goods for

his employer.

EXAMPLES.

1. What comes the commission of 500l. 13s. 6d. to at 3J

per cent, l

5001. 13s. 6d.

1502
250
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the brokerage of 610l.

5s. is \ 6101.

at 5s. or \ per cent. ?

1*52 10

20

10*50

12

6 00 Ans. 11. 10s. 6d.

2. If I allow my broker
3-| per cent, what may he de-

mand, when he sells goods to the value of 8761. 5s. lOd. .^

Ans. 321. 17s. 2|d.
3. What is the brokerage of 8791. 18s. at | per cent, r

Ans. 31. 5s. ll|d.

INSURANCE.

Insurance i« a premium of so much per cent* given to

certain persons and offices for a security of making good
the loss of ships, houses, merchandize, &c. which may hap-

pen from storms, fire, &c.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the insurance of 8741. 13s. 6d. at 13| per
cent. ?

8741. 13s. 6d.

12

10496 2 O

874 13 6

437 6 9

118'08 2 3

20

Vol. I.
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1*G2

12

7*47

4

1'88 Ans. Il8l. Is. 7|d.

2. What is the insurance of 900L at 10| per cent. ?

Ans. 961. 15s.

3. What is the insurance of 12001. at 7| per cent. ?

Ans. 911. 10s.

DISCOUNT.

Discount is an allowance, made for the payment of any
sum of money before it becomes due

;
and is the difference

bet%yeen that sum, due some time hence, and its present

worth.

The present rvorth of any sum, or debt, due some time

hence, is such a sum, as, if put to interest, would in that

time and at the rate per cent, for which the discount is to be

made, amount to the sum or debt then due.

RULE.^

1. As the amount of lOOl. for the given rate and time is

to lOOi. so is the given sum or debt to the present worth.

* That an allowiuice ought to be made for paying money be-

fore it becomes due, which is supposed to bear no hiterest till af-

ter it is due, is very reasonable ; for, if I keep the money in my
own hands till the debt becomes due, it is plain I may make an

advantage oi" it by putting it out to interest for that time ; but if

I pay it before it is due, it is giving that benefit to another ; there-

fore we have only to inquire what discount ought to be allowed.

And here some debtors will be ready to say, that since by not

paying the money till it becomes due, they may employ it at in-

terest, therefore by paying it before due they shall lose that in-
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fi. Subtract the present worth from the given sum, and

the remainder is the discount required.

Or,

As the amount of lO-Ol. for the given rate and time is to

the interest of lOOl. lor that time, so is tiie given sum or

debt to the disco uat required.

EXAMPLES.

1. "V^Tiat is the discount of 5731. 15s. due 3 years hence,

at 'I per cent, i

terest, and for thut reason all such interest ought to be discount-

ed : but th.it is fhlse, lor tiiev Ctinnot be said to Icse that interest

till tiic time, when the debt shall become due ; whereas we are

to consider whut would properly be lost at present, by paying the

debt betore it becomes due ; and this can, hi pomt of equity or

justii e, be no otiier than such a sum, as, beini^- put out to inter-

est tiii the debt becomes due, would amount to the mteiest of the

debt for the same time. It is besici.e plcdn, tLat the advantuge

arising from disch art;ing a debt, due some time hence, by a pres-

ent piAyment, according to the principles we have mcndoned, is

exactly the same as employing the whole sum at interest tiii the

time, wUen the debt becomes due ; for, if the discount allowed

foi- present payment be put out to interest for that time, its

amouiit will ^ the same as the interest of the whole debt lor the

same dme : thus the discount of 1051. due one year hence, reck-

•nin^': interest at 5 per cent, will be 5i. and 51. put out to interest

at 5 per cent, for one year, will amount to 5l. 5s. which is exact-

ly equal to the interest of lOSi. for one year at 5 per cent.

The truth of the rule for working is evident from the nature

of simple interest ; for since the debt may be considered as the

amount of some principal, called here the present worth, at a

certain rate per cent, and for the given time, that amount must

be in the same proportion, either to its principal or interest, as

tlie amount of any other sum, at the same rate, and for the same

time, is to its principal or interest.
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DISCOUNT BY DFXIMALS.

RULE.*

As the amount of ll. for the given time is to 11. so is the

interest of the debt for the said time to the discount required.

Subtract the discount from the principal, and the remain-

der will be the present worth.

EXAMPLES.

What is the discount of 5731. l5s. due 3 years hence, at

4|- per cent, per annum ?

*045x3-fl=l*135=:amount of ll. for the given time.

And 573*r5x'045x 3=77*45625 = interest of the debt for ^

the given time.

* Let m represent any debt, and n the time of payment ; then

will the following Tables exhibit all the variety, that can happen
with respect to present worth and discount.

Of the Present HontH of Money paid before it is

DUE AT Simple iNTEnEsr.
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1*35 : 1 : : 77*45325

1*135)7? •45625(68*243
6810

9356
9080

2762
2270

4925
4540

3850
3405

*8*243 = 681. 4s. lOld. Ans. 445

2. What is the discount of 7251. 16s. for five moMths, at

3y per cent, per annum ?

Ans. 111. 10s. 7|d.

Of UlSCOUNf^i TO Bt ALLOWED FOK lAi^ING OF MovEY
BEFORE IT RECOMF.S DUE \T ^TMPLE f\1'E-iES7'.
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3. What ready money will discharge a del)t of 13T7h

li?s. 4d. due 2 years, 3 quarters and 25 days hence, ais-

eounting at 4| [y.r cent, per annum ?

Ans. 122G1. 8s. b|d.

EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

Equation of Payments is the finding a time to pay at

©nee several debts, due at different times, so tiiat no loss

shall be sustained by either party.

RULE.*

Multiply each payment by the time, at which it is due ;

then divide the sum of the products by the sum of the pay-

ments, and the quotient will be th.: time required.

* This rule is founded on a supposition, that the sum of the

interests of the several debts, which are payable be tore the equa-

ted time, from their terms to that time, ought to be equal to the

sum of the interests of the debts pi.yabic after the equated time,

from that time to their terms. Among others, who defend this

principle, Mr. Cocker endeavours to prove it tobe right by this

argument ; that what is gained by keeping some of the debts af-

ter they are due, is lost by paying others beiore they are due.

But tliis cannot be the case ; for, though by keeping a debt un-

paid after it is due there is gained the interest of it for that time,

yet by paying a debt before it is due the payer does not lose the

interest for that time, but the discount only, which is less than

the interest, and therefore the rule is not true.

Although this rule be not accurately true, yet in most ques-

tions, that occur in business, the error is so trifling, that it will

be much msed.

That the rule is universally agreeable to the supposition may
be thus demonstrated.

d = first debt payable, and the distance of its term of

payment t.

Let<v D = last debt payable, and the distance of its term T,
X = distance of the equated time.

^ r = rate of interest of 11. for one vear.

^i
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EXAMPLES.

1. A owes B 1901. to be paid as follows, viz. 50l. in 6

months, 60l. in 7 months, and 80l. in 10 months j what is the

equated time to pay the whole ?

50X 6=300
60X r=420
80X 10=800

.50+60+80= 1 90) 1 520(8
1520 Ans. 8 months.

2. A owes B 52l. Ts. 6d. to be paid in A\ months, 80l.

10s. to be paid in
S-J months, and 76i. 2s. 6d. to be paid in

5 months ; what is the equated time to pay the whole \

Ans. 4 months, 8 days.

3. A owes B 240l. to be paid in 6 months, but in one

month and a half pays him 60l. and in 4J months after that

80l. more ; how much longer than 6 months should B in

equity defer the rest? Ans. 2*7 months.

4. A debt is to be paid as follows, viz.
-I

at 2 months, \
at 3 months, -|

at 4 months, -|at 5 months, and the rest at 7

months ; what is the equated time to pay the whole ?

Ans. 4 months and 1 8 days.

f The distance of the time t and x
Then, since x lies be- J is = x-—t.

tween T and t "^ The distance of the time T and x

L is = 7'—^

Now the interest of d for the time x—^t is x—t%dr ; and the

interest of Z) for the time T—x is T—^xxDr; therefore x—t

yidr:=^T—x^Dr by the supposition ; and from this equation

X is found= ——
, which is the rule. And the same might

be shown of any number of payments.

The true rule is given in equation of payments by decimals.
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EQUATION OF PAYMENTS BY DECIMALS.

Txvo debts being- due at different tztne-y^ to Jind the equated

time to pay tlie whole.

RULE.*

1. To the sum of both payments add the continual pro-

duct of the first payment, the rate, or interest of ll. for one

year, and the time between the payments, and call this tiie

first number.

* No rule in Arithmetic has been the occasion of so many

disputes, as that oi Equation of Payments. Almost every writ-

er on this subject iias endeavoured to show the fallacy of the

methods, used by other authors, and to substitute a new one in

their ste^d. But the only true rule seems to be that of IVIr.

Malcolm, or one similar to it in its essential principles, derived

from the consideration oi interest and discount.

The rule, given above, is the same as Mr. Malcolm's, ex-

cept that it is not incumbered with tiie time before any payment
is due, that being no necessary part of the operation.

Demonstration of the Rule. Suppose a sum of money
to be due immediately, cuia anotiicr sum at the expiration ot a

certain given time, and it is proposed to find a time to pay the

whole at once, so that neither p-i.rty shall sustidn loss.

Now it is plain, th.it tne equated time must fall between those

of the two payments ; and that what is got by keeping the first

debt after it is due, should be equai to what is lost by paying the

second debt before it is due.

But the gain, arising from the keeping of a sum of money
after it is due, is evidei.t.y equal to the interest of the debt for

that time.

And the loss, which is sustained by the paying of a sum of

money beiore it is due, is evidently equal to the discount of the

debt lor that time.

Therefore it is obvious, that the debtor must retain the sum.

immediately due, or the first payment, till its interest shall be

equal to the discount of the second sum for the time it is paid

Vol.1. Y
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2, Multiply twice the first payment by the rate, and call

this tiie second payment.

3. Divide the hrst number by the second, and call the

quotlnir the third number.

belore cme ; because, in thdt case, the guin and the loss will be

equal, and consequently neither party can be loser.

New to find sucii a time, let a = first payment, b = second,

and t = time between the payments ;
r = rate, or interest of

11. for one year, and x = equwited time after the first payment.

Then urjc = interest of a for x time,

l)ir--—hrx

and , .

= discount of b for the time t—x.

But arx

1 -f I r—rx

htr——brx

1 -\-t)
by the question, from \vhich equation x

is found
a-\-b -\-u t r

I
a -- i -r -- '

|i

-f:

2ar 2ar at

aArh-{-atr ht
Let : be put equal to n. and —= tri.

Then it is evident, that 72, or its equal ny is greater thajj

it
2

,j3j and therefore a: will have two affirmative values, the

quantities n-\-n^—'ii\ and 72—?z — m\ being both positive.

But only one of those values will answer the conditions of the

question ; and, in all cases of this problem, x will be =n—
n -^iii

For suppose the contrary, and let x = n-\-n"—'.u\i.

* 2 \" \ 2

t^—2in-^K^\
^—n^—

///p =7^^-J-i^—2^u\^—n^—m'^.

. 1 1

Now, since a4-y-f«^rXTr-T=«) and ^^X—7-=^' ^^ ^^^^''*-

2ur ar

have from the first of these equutions /^—2fn=—/.u—„, ^^»

and conse(iuently t—.x=rr—oi—aix— •2
71.2 htX-^

But n'^—biy.
— '

is evidently greater than /i^—j^—«a^x—-P,
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4. Call the sqiiare of the third number the fourth number.

5. Divide the product of the second payment, and time

between the payments, by the product of the first payment
and the rate, and call the quotient the fifth number.

6. From the fourth number take the fifth, and call the

square root of the diiference the sixdi number.

7. Tiien the difference of the third and sixth numbers is

the equated time, after the first payment is due.

and therefore n^- •di\—
a'

'W a. X-
a ^', or its equal I—Xy

must be a negative quantity ; and consequently x will be great-

er than ^, that is, the equated time wid fall beyond the seconil

payment, wliich is absurd. The value of -r therefore cannot

1

be =—! 4-—!—
a A- ^-{-ofr -c -r w r

CD
, but must in all cases be

2.Lr 2ur

b

ar
,
which is the same as the rule.

From this it appears, that the double sign, made use of by Mr.

Malcolm, and every author since, who has given his method,

•tmnot obtain, and that there is no ambiguity in the problem.
In like manner it might be sliown, that the directions, usually

given for finding the equ.ited time, when there are more than

two payments, will not agree with the hypothesis ; but this may
be easily seen by working an example at large, and examining
the truth of the conclusion.

The equated time for any number of payments may be readily

found when the question is proposed in numbers, but it Vvould

not be easy to give algebraic theorems for those cases, on ac-

count of the variation of the debts and times, and the difficulty of

finding between wnich of the payments the equated time would

happen.

Supposhig r to be the amount of 11. for one year, and the oth-

cr letters as before, then t— v will be a cceneral theo-

Lg. r

rem for the equated time of any two paym.ents, reckoning com-

pound interest, and is found in the same manner as the former.
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EXAMPLES.

1. There is lOC^. payalole one year hence, and 1051. paya-
ble 3 years hence

; what is the equated time, allowing simple
interest at 5 p. r cent, per annum f

100 100
'05 2

5'00 200

2 '05

lO'oO 10'00== 2d number.
100
105

10)2i 5= ist number.

2i*5=:3d number.
21*5

1075
215

430

462*25^4th number. 105
2

1st payment X rate = 5)210

42^5th number.
462*25 21*5

42 (20*5=:6th number.

. • . 1= equated time from the first

420*25(20*5 payment, and .*. 2 yeais =
4 whole equated time.

405)2025
2025

2. Suppose 400l. are to be paid at the end of 2 years, and

21001. at the end of 8 years ;
what is the equated time lor

©ne payment, reckoning 5 per cent, simple interest ?

Ans. 7 years.
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S. Suppose 5001. are to be paid at one yervv's end, and
oOOl. more at the end of 1^ year ; it is required to find the

time to pay it at one papnent, 5 per cent, simple interest be-

ing allowed. Ans. 1" 248437 year.

COMPOUND INTEREST.

Compound Interest is that, which arises from the prin-

cipal and interest taken together, as it becomes due, at the

end ot each stated time of payment.

RULE.*

1. Find the amount of the given principal for the time of

the first payment by simple interest.

2. Consider this amount as the principal for the second

payment, whose amount calculate as before, and so oa

through all the payments to the last, still accounting the last

amount as the principal lor the next pajinent.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the amount of 3201. 10s. for 4 years, at 5 per
cent, per annum, compound interest ?

2^^)3201. 10s. 1st year's principal.

16 6d. 1st year's interest.

2d year's principal.

2d yeai 's interest.

3d year's principal.

Sd yeiu-'s interest.

4th year's principal.

4th year's interest.

389 11 41 whole amount, or the answer required.I'll I I I » • !

* The reason of this rule is evident from the definidon, an(3

the principles of simple interest.

3V)336
. 16
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2. What is the compound interest of 7601. 10s. forbom 4

years, at 4 per cent, f Ans. i29l. 3s. old.

3. What is the compound interest of 4101. forbom for 2-J

years, at 4^ per cent, per annum ; interest payable half-

yearly ? Ans. 48l. 4s. ll|d.
4. Find the several amounts of 50l. payable yearly, half-

yearly and quarterly, being forborn 5 years, at 5 per cent.

per aimum, compound interest.

Ans. 631. 16s. 3ld.;j54l. and 641. Is. Q^d.

COMPOUND INTEREST BY DECIMALS.

1. Find the amount of ll. for one year at the given rate

per cent.

* Demonstratiojj. Let ?* =s urnount of 11 tor one year,

and fi = principai or given sum ; then since r is the amount of

11. for one year, r^ will be its amount for two yecirs, r^ for 3

years, and so on ; for when the rate and time are the same, ail

principal sums are necessarily as their amounts ; and consequent-

ly as r is the principal for the second year, it will be as 1 : r : : r

: r^= amount for the second year, or principal lor the third ; and

again, as 1 : r : : r^ : 7*^= amount for the third ye^r, or princi-

pal for the fourth, and so on to any number of years. And it the

number of years be denoted by r, the amount of 11. for t years

will be r*. Hence it will Lippear, that the amount of any otner

principal sum fi for t years is /i/ ;
for as 1 : ?'* : : fi : fir*^ the

same as in the rule.

If the rate of interest be determined to any other time than a

year, as |, i, &c. the rule is the same, and then t will repi'esent

that stated time.

V = amount of 11, for one year at the given rate per

cent.

fi = principal, or sum at interest.

i = interest.

t = time.

m == amount for the time t.

Then the followin;^ theorems will exhibit the solutions of all

the cases in compound interest.

Let<
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2. Involve the timount, thus found, to such a power, as is

denoted by the number of years.

3. Multiply this power by the principal, or given sum,

and the product will be the amount required.

4. Subtract the principal from the amount, and the re-

mainder will be ihe interest.

I. /ir^= fn II. /ir^
—/2=i.

III. HL^n IV. II .^r,
r*

^

it

The most convenient way of giving the theorem for the timtf

as well as for all the other cases, will be by logarithms, as follows.

1. tXlog.r-\-lo(^.Ji—log,vi. II. log.ni~-^tXlog.r=log.fi

III.—; —^=t. IV. -^ =%. r.

log. r t

If the compound interest, or amount of any sum be requireii

for the parts of a year, it m^y be determined as follows.

I. When the time is any aliquot part ofa year.

RULE.

1. Find the amount of 11. for one year, as before, and that

root of it, which is denoted by the aiic|Uot pc;rt, will be the

amount sought.

2. Multiply the amount, thus foundt by the principal, and it

will be the amount of the given sum required.

II. JThen the time is not an aliquot part ofa year.

RULE.

1. Reduce the time hito duys, and the 365th root of the

amount oi" 11. for one ye;ir is the amount for one day.

2. Raise this amount to that power, whose index is equal t«

the number of days, and it will be the amount of U. for the giv-

en time.

3. Multiply this amount by the principal, and it will be the

amount of tae given sum iecj[uired.

To avoid extracting very high roots, the same may be done by

logarithms thus ; divide the logarithm of the rate, or amount of

11. for one year, by the denomiaator of the given aliquot part,

and the quotient v» ill be the logaiithm of the root sought.
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the compound interest of 5001. for 4 years, at

5 per cent, per annum i

1*05 = amount of 11. for one year at 5 per
1*05 cent.

525

,

1050

1*1025

11Q25

55125

22050

11025a

11025

l*21550625=4th power of 1*05.

500= principal.

607' 7531 2500=amount.

500

107'753125= 1071. 15s. 0|d. =interest required.

2. What is the amount of 7601. 10s. for 4 years, at 4 per
cent. ? Ans. 8801. 13s. 6-ld.

3. What is the amount of 7211. for 21 years, at 4 per cent,

per annum? Ans. 16421. 19s. lOd.

4. What is the amount of 2171. forborn 2^ years, at 5 per
cent, per annum, supposing the interest payable quarterly ?

Ans. 2421. 13s. 4 Jd.

ANNUITIES.

An Ai^NUiTY is a sum of money payable every year, for

a certain number of years, or forever.

When the debtor keeps the annuity in his own hands, be-

yond the time of payment, it is said to be in arrears.
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The sum of all the annuities for the time they have been

forborn together with the interest due upon each is called

the amount.

If an annuity be to be bought off, or paid all at once, at

the beginning of the first year, the price, which ought to be

given for it, is called the present ivorth.

To find the amount of an Annuitij at Simple Interest,

1. Find the sum of the natural series of numbers 1, 2, 3,

&c. to the number of years less one.

* Demonstration. Whatever the time is, there is due up-
©n the first year*s annuity, as many years' interest as the whole

number of years less one ; and gratiualiy one less upon every-

succeeding year to the last but one ; upon which there is due

only one year's interest, and none upon the last ; therefore in

the whole there is due as many years' interest of the annuity, as

the sum of the series 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. to the number of years less

one. Consequently one year's interest, mulupiied by this sum,
must be the whole interest due ; to which, if all the annuities be

added, the sum is plainly the amount. Q. E. D.

Let r be the ratio, n the annuity, t the time, and a the amount-

Then will the loilowing theorems give the solutions of all the

liifferent cases.

t^rv—tm -, 2c—2tn
1- V-tn=ia. A^- -; =r.

2 t^n—tn

III. =n. IV. 1
— —

/

2n—m
. r -c

In the last theorem d= , and m theorem first, if a sum
rn

tannot be found equal to the amount, the problem is impossible

in whole years.

Note. Some writers look upon this method of finding the.

amount of an annuity as a species o^ coin/iound interest ; the an-

nuity itself, they say, being properly the simple interest, and the

capital, whence it arises^ the principal.

Vol. L Z
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2. Multiply this sum by one year's interest of the annuity,
and the product will be the whole interest due upon the an-

nuity.

3. To this product add the product of the annuity and

time, and the sum will be the amount sought.
Note. When the annuity is to be paid half-yearly or

quarterly ; then take, in the former case, ^ the ratio, ^ the

annuity, and twice the number of years ; and in the latter

case, ^ the ratio, J the annuity, and 4 times the number of

years, and proceed as before.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of 50l. for 7 year^,

allowing simple interest at 5 per cent. ?

l4-2+3-f4-f5-f6=21=3X?'
2l. 10s. = 1 year's interest of 50l.

O

10

7

52 10
350 O = 501. X 7

4021. 10s. = amount required.

2. If a pension of 600l. per annum be forborn 5 years,

what will it amount to, allowing 4 per cent, simple interest ?

Ans. 3240L

3. What will an annuity of 2501. amount to in 7 years, to

be paid by half-yearly payments, at 6 per cent, per annum,

simple interest? Ans. 20911. 5s.

To find the present worth of an Annuity at Simple Interest,

., RULE.*

Find the present worth of each year by itself, discounting

from the time it becomes due, and the sum of all these will

be the present worth required.—
I

- — - - •

I II h i I
I I

-
1
— -.——_

* The reason of this rule is manitest from the nature of dis-

count, for all the annuities may be considered separately, as so
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EXAMPLES.

1, What is the present worth of an annuity of lOOl. to

continue 5 years, at 6 per cent, per annum, simple interest ?

106 : 100 : : 100 : 94*3396 = present worth for first year.
112 : 100 : : 100 : 89*2857 = 2d year.
118 : 100 : : 100 : 84*7457= 3d year.
124 : 100 : : 100 : 80*6451 = 4th year.

130 : 100 : : 100 : 76*9230 = 5th year.

425*9391 =4251. 18s. 9jd. = present
worth of the annuity required.

2. What is the present worth of an annuity or pension of

5001. to continue 4 years, at 5 per cent, per annum, simple
interest? Ans. 17821. 3s. P^l.

many single and independent debts, due after 1,'2, 3, Sec. years ;

so that the present worth of each being found, their sum must

be the present worth of the wliole.

The estimation, however, of annuities at simple interest is

Bighly unreasonable and absurd. One instance only will be suf*

ficient to show the truth of
thi|j|j||ertiou. The price of an an-

nuity of 501. to continue 40 y , discounting at 5 per cent, will,

by either of the rules, amount to a sum, of which one year's in-

terest only exceeds the annuity. Would it not theretbre be

highly ridiculous to give, for an annuity to continue only 40

years, a sum, which would yield a greater yearly interest Ibr-

ever.

It is most equitable to allow compound interest.

Let// = present worth, and the other letters as before.

Then<J

1 1 1
c .

1
.

^^^
l^r

^
l-|-2r^li-3r

'

l-^ir

/^-^
I —

, Sec. to —— ==n.^
l+r

^
l-f2r l+Sr 1-j-ir

The other two theorems for the time and rate cannot be given
in general tcrnrs.
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Tojind the Amount of an Annrntij at Compound Interests

RULE.=*

1. Make 1 the first term of a geometrical progrCvSsion, and

the amount of li. for one year, at the given rate per cent,

the ratio.

* Demonstration. It is plain, that upon the first year's an-

nuity, there wiii be due as muny years* compound interest, as

the given number of years less one, and gradually one year's in-

terest less upon every succeeding year to thut precedin,^- the

last, which has but one year's interest, and the lust bears no inter-

est.

Let r therefore = rate, or amount of II. for 1 year ; then

the series of amounts ol U. annuity, for several years, from the

first to the last, is 1, r, r^, r-^, 8cc. to r'-^. And the sum oi this^

according to the rule in geometrical progression, will be
,
=

amount of 11. annuity for^ yeai-s. And all annuities are propor-

tional to their amounts, therefore 1 : . : : n : X ?i =^— 1 r— 1

amount of any given annuity il.* Q. E. D.
*

'

'.
»

Letr = rate, or amount of U. for one year, and the othe#

ji
— 1 ar- ..

letters as before, then xw=a, and -7
—

r =w
r— i

»
'

And from these equations all the cases relating to annuities
or pensions in arrears, may be conveniently exhibited in loga-

rithmic terms, thus :

I. Log. n~^Log. r^^-.\„^Jiog. r^-^\=Log. a.

II. Log. a.'—'Log. r*— 1 -{- Log, r— 1 z=Log. n»

IIJ. -^°g-'"--+"-^-°'^-"=;. IV. ,^-^+^-1=0.
Log. r. n n
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52. Carry the series to as many terms as the number of

years, and find its sum.

3. Muhiply the sum thus found by the given annuity, and

the product will be the amount sought.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the amount of an annuity of 40l. to continue 3

years, allowing 5 per cent, compound interest ?

l-fl*05+l*05| 4-1*051 -fl"05l = 5*52563125

5*52563125

40

221*02525

20

0*505

12

6*06

Ans. 2211. 6d.

2. If 50l. yearly rent, or annuity, be forbom 7 years, what

will it amount to, at 4 per ceAt. per annum, compound inter-

est ? Ans. 3941. 18s. 3|d.

To find the present value of Annuities at Compound Interest*

RULE.*

1. Divide the annuity by the ratio, or the amount of ll.

for one year, and the quotient will be the present worth of

Xhe first years annuity.

* The reason of this rule is evident from the nature of the

question, and what was said on the same subject in the pur-

chasing of annuities at simple interest.

Let p = present worth of the annuity, and the other letters as

f-t
— 1

before, then as the amount =< X72,and as tlie present worth

or principal of this, accoi*ding to the principles of compound in-*

terest, is the amount divided by r', therefore
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2. Divide the annuity by the square of the ratio, and the

quotient will be the present worth of the annuity for the sec-

ond year.

3. Find, in like manner, the present worth of each year

by itself, and the sum of all these will be the value of the an-

nuity sought.

wx-r— 7 =/?j and/i X—— =w.

And from these theorems all the cases, where the purchase of

annuities is concerned, may be exhibited in logarithmic terms,

as follows.

I. Log. 71 -{-Log. 1 -—-Log.r—^l=Log./i.

II. Log.Ji-\-Log.r—^\-~'Log. 1 ^^=Log.n.

,_-. Lo^.n—Lo^.n-\-fi—/.r __.. ... n
,

^^ ^
HI. —2 S—11 __=^. IV.r'+i }-lxr^-f-=0.

Log.r fi J[i

Let t express the number of half years or quarters, n the half

year's or quarter's payment, and r the sum of one pound and |

or \ year's interest, then all the preceding rules are applicable lo

half-yearly and quarterly payments, the same as to whole years.

The amount ofan annuity may also befoundfor years and parts

of a year thus :

1. Find the amount for the whole years as hefore.

2. Find the interest of that amount for the given parts of a

year.

3. Add this interest to the former account, and it will give

the whole amount required.

The present worth ofan annuityfor years and parts of a year may
befound thus :

1. Find the present worth for the whole years as before.

2. Find the present worth of this present worth, discounting

for the given parts of a year, and it will be the whole present

wortli required.
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EXAMPLES.

1. What is the present worth of an annuity of 40l. to con-

tinue 5 years, discounting at 5 per cent, per annum, com-

pound interest ? [year,

ratio = rO5)4O*OO000(38'O95 = present worth for first

rat'o!^= l'lO25)4O'00OO0(36'281= do. for 2d year.

raavi| 3=1 '157525)40'00000(34'556= do. for 3d year.

raur| *=:1 '21 5506)40*00000(32" 899 = do. for 4th year.

f^|«=:r2r62l8)40*00000(31'342= do. for 5th year.

173' 173 = 1731.3s. 5fl. =:

whole present worth of the annuity required.

2. What is the present worth of an annuity of 211. 10s.

9|d. to continue 7 years, at 6 per cent, per annum, com-

pound interest ? Ans. 1201. 5s.

3. What is 70l. per annum, to continue 59 years, worth

in present money, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum i

Ans. 1321 '30211.

To find the present -worth ofa Freehold Estate^ or an Annui-

ty to continue forever^ at Compound Interest,

RULE.=^

As the rate per cent, is to lOOl. so is the yearly rent to

the value required.

* The reason of this rule is obvious ; for since a year's inter-

est of the price, which is given for it, is the annuity, there can

neither more nor less be made of that price than of the annuity,
whether it be employed at simple or compound interest.

The same thing may be shown thus: the present worth of an

r . n n n v „ . . \.

annuity to continue torever is —
j j j- ^^c.adinjinituni^

as has been shown before ; but the sum of this series, by th<^

rules of geometrical progression, is -JL^ ; therefore r-— I : I : :n r
r— 1
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EXAMPLES.

1. An estate brings in yearly 791. 4s. what would it sell

for, allowing the purchaser 4-j per cent, compound interest

for his money ?

4'5 -, 100 : : 79*2 :

100

4*5)7920*0(1 ''^Ol' the answer;

45

342

315

270

270

2. What is the price of a perpetual annuity of 401. dis-

counting at 5 per cent, compound interest ?

Ans. 8001.

3. What is a freehold estate of 75l. a year worth, al-

lowing the buyer 6 per cent, compound interest for his

money ? Ans. 1250L

71

., which is the rule.
r— 1

The following theorems show all the varieties of this rule.

I. —
/z. II. r— 1 Xfi=in. III. —(-l=r, or -=r— 1.

The price of a freehold estate, or an annuity to continue for-

ever, at simple interest, would be expressed by .

1

4" -f- > &c. ad infinitum ; but the sum of this

l-f3r l+4r
series is infinite, or greater than any assignable number, which

sufficiently shows the absurdity of using simple interest in these

cases.
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TofndthepreseJit worth of an Annuity^ or Freehold Estate^

in Reversion^ at Compound Interest.

RULE.*

1. Find the present worth of the annuity, as if it were to

be entered on immediately.
2. Find the present worth of the last present worth, dis-

counting for the time between the purchase and coinmence-

ment of the annuity, and it will he the answer required.

EXAMPLES.

1. The reversion of a freehold estate of 791. 4s. per an-

num, to commence 7 years hence, is to be sold : wliat is it

worth in ready money, allowing the purchaser 4^ per cent.

for his money ?

4'5 : 100 : : 79*2 :

100

4*5)7920*0(1760 = present worth, if

45 entered on im-

mediately.
.342

315

270
270

O

and 1'0A.5\
~ f 360332) 1760'000(1293*297 = 12931. 5s.

Hid. — present worth of 17601. for 7 years, or the whole

present woith required.

* This rule is sufliciently evident without a aeiiioi.str;:tion.

Those, who wish to be acquainted with the manner of comput-

ing the vahies of annuities or* lives, may consult the writings

of Mr. Demoivre, Mr. Simpson, and Dr. Price, all of wliom

have handled this subject in a very skilful and masterly manner.

Dr. Price's Treatise on Annuities and Reversionary Pay-

ments is an excellent performance, and will be found a very

valuable acquisition to those, whose inclinations lead them to

studies of tliis nature.

Vol. I. A a
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2. Which is most advantageous, a term of 1 5 years in an
estate of lOOl. per annum, or the reversion of such an estate

forever, after the expiration of the said 15 years, computing
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, compound interest i

Ans. The first term of 15 years is better than the rever-

sion forever afterward, by 75l. 18s. 7-Jd.

3. Suppose I would add 5 years to a running lease of 15

^rears to come, the improved rent being 1861. 7b. 6d. per an-

num
',
what ought I to pay down for this favour, discount-

ing at 4 per cent, per annum, compound interest ?

Ans. 4601. 14s. l|d.

POSITION.

Position is a method of performing such questions, ,as

eannot be resolved by the common direct rules, and is of

two kinds, called single and double,

SINGLE POSITION.

Single Position teaches to resolve those questions, whose

fesuits are proportional to their suppositions.

RULE.*

1. Take any number and perform the same operations

with it, as are described to be performed in the question.''' '— «

* Such questions properly belong to this rule, as require the

muldplicdtion or divif^ion of the number sought by any proposed

number ; or when it is to be increased or diminished by itself

or any parts of itself, a certain proposed number of times. 1 or

in this case the reason of the rule is obvious ; it being them

evident, that the results are proportional to the suppositions.

^ nx '. X I I na '. a

J
-

thus <i n

[

JO a

n

&;c. i X : i —J2— ) 5cc. : a,andsoon.
n m n m
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2. Then say, as the result of the operation is to the po-

sition, so is the result in the question to the number re-

quired.
EXAMPLES.

1. A's age is double that of B, and B's is triple that of

C, and the sum of all their ages is 140 : what is
eachj)e,r-

Bon's age ?

Suppose A's age to be 6G

Tiien will B's - V = 30
And Cs = f = 10

100 sum.

As 100 : 60 : : 140 :
^^ox so -- 84=A's a^c.

10 °

Consequently V' =42=B's.
And V = 14=:C's.

140 Proof.

2. A certain sum of money is to be divided between 4

persons, in such a manner, that the first shall have -i of

it ; the second 1
; the third i

; and the fourth the remain-

der, which is 28l. : what is the sum ? Ans. 1121.

3. A person, after spending
i and i of his money, had

601. left: what had he at firsts Ans. 1441.

4. What number is that, which being increased by |, |,

and \ of itself, the sum shall be 125 ? Ans. 60.

5. A person bought a chaise, horse, and harness for 60l. j

the horse came to twice the price of the harness, and the

chaise to twice the price of the horse and hai ness : what did

he give for each ?

Ans. 131. 6s. 8d. for the horse, 61. 13s. 4d. for the har-

ness, and 40l. for the chaise.

6. A vessel has three cocks, A, B, and C ;
A can fill it

in 1 hour, B in 2, and C in 3 : in what time will they all fill

it together ? Ans. -f^
hour.

Note, i may be made a constant supposition in all ques-
:tions ; and in most cases it is better than any other number.
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DOUBLE POSITION.

Double Position teaches to resolve questions by nuiking

two suppositions of false numbers.

RULE.*

1. Take any two convenient numbers, and proceed with

each according to the conditions of the question.

2. Find how much the results are different from the result

in the question.

3. Multiply each of the errors by the contrary supposi-

tion, and find the sum or difference of the products.
4. If die errors be alike, divide the diff-^rence of the pro-

* The rule is founded on this supposition, that the first error

is to the second, as the difference between the true and first sup-

posed number is to the difference between the true and second

supposed number: when that is not the case, the exact answer

to the question cannot be found by this rule.

That the ruie is true, according to the supposition, may be

thus demonstrated.

Let J and B be any two numbers, produced from a and b by
siniiloir operations : it is required to find the number, from

which ^-^is prodi|ced by a like operation.

Put X = number required, and let M—^=r, and jy--*B=s.

Then according to the supposition, on which the rule is found-

ed, r ; .9 : : x—a : .r—.3, whence, by multiplying means and

extremes, 7'ar—>7'b=sx-^sa ; and, by transposition,,?'^
—f(X=zrb—^

vb-—'SCL
sa ; and, by division, x= = number sought.

r—s

Again, if r and s be both negative, we shall have—r : —s

:: :r—a : x—6, and therefore—rx-\-rb=—sx-\-sa; and ro:-—

sx^zrh-^sa; whence x^:: ^—
> as before.

r—s

rh-\-sa
In like manner, if r or s be neorative, we shall have a:=—

;

—
,^

r-\-s

by working as before, which is the rule.

Note. It will be often advantageous to make I and the^

suppositions.
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ducts by the difference of the errors, and the quotient will

be the answer*

5. If the errors be unlike, divide the sum of the products

by the sum of the errors, and the quotient will be the an-

swer.

Note. The errors are said to be alikcy when they arc

both too great or both too little
;
and unlike^ when one is too

great and the other too litde.

EXAMPLES.

1. A lady bought tabby at 4s. a yard, and Persian at 2s.

a yard ; the whole number of yards she bought was 8, and

the whole price 20s. : how many yards had she of • ach sort?

Suppose 4 yards of tabby, value 16s.

Then she must have 4 yards of Persian, value 8

Sum of their values 24

So that the first error is -f 4

Again, suppose she had 3 yards of tabby at 12s.

Then she must have 5 yards of Persian at 10

Sum of their values 22

So that the second error is -|- 2

Then 4—2=2= difference of the errors.

Also 4;<2=8= product of the first supposition and sec-

ond error.

And 3x4=12= product of the second supposition by the

first error.

And 12—8=4= their difference.

Whence 4-4-2=2= yards of tabby, ") ,

. , , r T^ . M"^ answer.
And 8—2=6= yards oi Persian, J

2. Two persons, A and B, have both the same income ;

A saves A of his yearly j but B, by spending 50l. per annum
more than A, at the end of 4 years finds himself lOOl. in

debt : what is their income, and what do they spend per
annum ?

Ans. Their income is 1251. per annum; A spends lOOL
and B 1 oOl. per annum.
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3. Two persons, A and B, lay out equal sums of money
in trade ; A gains 1261. and B loses 8*^1. and A's money is

now double that of B : what did each lay out I

Ans. 3001.

4. A laborer was hired for 40 days, on this condition,

that he should receive 20d. for every day he wTought, and

forfeit lOd. for every day he was idle
; now he received at

last 2l. Is. 8d. : how many days did he work, and how ma-

ny was he idle ?

Ans. He wrought 30 days, and was idle 10.

5. A gentleman has two horses of considerable value, and

a saddle worth 50l. ; now, if the saddle be put on the back

of the first horse, it will make his value double that of the

second ; but if it be put on the back of the second, it will

make his value triple that of the first : what is the value of

each horse ? Ans. One 30l. and the other 40l.

6. There is a fish, whose head is 9 inches long,.and his

tail is as long as his head and half as long as his body, and his

body is as long as his tail and his head : what is the whole

lengdi of the fish ? Ans. 6 feet.

PERMUTATION and COMBINATION.

The Permutation of ^jmitkies is the showing how many
different ways the order cr position of any given number of

things may be changed.
This is also called Variation^ Alternation^ or Chang'es ;

and the only thing to be regarded here is the order they

stand in ; for no two parcels are to have all their quantities

placed in the same situation.

The Combination of ^lantities is the showing how often a

less number of thin-gs can be taken out of a greater, and

combined together, without considering their places, or the

order thev stand in.

This is sometimes called Election^ or Choice; and here

eveiy parcel must be different from all the rest, and no two

wet to have precisely the same quantities, or things.
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T'he Composition of ^lantkles is the taking a given num-

ber of quantities out of as many equal rows of different

quantities, one out of each rov/, and combining them to-

gether.

Here no regard is had to their places ;
and it differs

from combination only, as that admits of but one row, or set

©f things.

Combination of the same form are those, in which there is

the same number of quantities, and the same repetitions:

thus, abcc^ hbad^ deef &c. are of the same form j but abbc^

abbb^ aacc^ Stc. are of different forms.

PROBLEM I.

' Tofind the number ofpermutations^ or changes^ that can be

made of any given number of things^ all different from
each other.

RULE.#

Multiply all the terms of the natural series of numbers,

from 1 up to the given number, continually together, and

the last product will be the answer required.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many changes may be made with these three let-

ters, abc P

* The reason of the rule raay he shown thus : any one thing

a is capable only of one position, us a.

Any two things, a and by are only capable of two variations ;

as aby ba ; whose number is expressed by 1 X2.

If there be 3 things, a, A, and c, then any two ofthem, leavin*

out the third, will have 1 X2 variations ; aud consequently, when

the third is taken in, there will be 1x2x3 variations .

In the same manner, when there are 4 things, every 3, leaving^

out the fourth, will have 1x2x3 variations. Then, the fourtli

being taken in, there will be 1x2x3x4 variations. And so on,

a§ far as you please.
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t

2 Or 1x2x3=6 the answer.

2
3

6 the changes.
abc

ach

bac

bca

cab

cba

2. How many changes may be rung on 6 bells ?

Ans. 720.

3. For how many days can 7 persons be placed in a dif-

ferent position at dinner ? Ans. 5040 days.
4. How many changes may be rung on 12 bells, and how

long would they be in ringing, supposing 10 changes to he

rung in 1 minute, and the year to consist of 365 days $

hours and 49 minutes ?

Ans. 479001600 changes, and 91y. 26d. 22h. 41m.

5. How many changes may be made of the words in the

following verse i lot tibi aunt dotes^ v'lrgo^ qiiot sijdtra ccelo.

Ans. 40320.

PROBLEM II.

Any number of different things being given ^
to jind hoiv ma-

ny changes can be made out of the?n, by taking any given
number at a time*

RULE.*

Take a series of numbers, beginning at the number of

things given, and decreasing by 1 till the number of terms

T

* This rule, expressed in terms, is as follows : mXm— I ^

m—2xm—.3, 8cc. to n terms ; where m = number of things

given, and n = quantities to be taken ut a time.
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he equal to the number of things to be taken at a time,

and the product of all the terms will be the ansv/ci required.

In order to demonstrate the rule, it will be necessary to pre-

mise the following

LEMiMA.

The number of chang;es of jn things, taken 7i at a time, is equaPl

to m changes of m—l tilings, taken n— 1 tit a time.

Demonstration. Let any 5 quantities, abcde^ be given.

First, leave out the or, and let v = number of all the variations

of -very two, be, bd, 8cc. that can be taken out of the 4 remain-

ing quantities, bcde.

Now let a be put in the first place of each of them, abc, abd,

&c. and the number of changes will still remain the same
; that

is, -u = number of variations of every 3 out of the 5, ubcde, when

a is first.

In like manner, if 6, c, rf, e, be successively left out, tliC num-

ber of variations of all the twos will also =is i; ; and ^, r, d, e, be-

ing respectively put in the first place, to make 3 quantities out

of 5, there will still be v variations as before.

But there are all the variations, that can happen of 3 things

out of 5, when a, 6, c, cf, e, are successively put first ; and 'there-

fore the simi of all these is the sum of all the changes of 3

things out of 5 .

But the sum of these is so many times v^ as is the number of

things ; that is, 5x>, or mv, = all the changes of three things out

of 5. And the same way of reasoning may be applied to any

numbers whatever.

Demonstration of the Rule. Let any 7 things, «Z)rrfty^,

be given, and let 3 be the number of quantities to be taken.

Then ?«=7, and n—o.

Now it is evident, that the number of changes^ that can bo

made by taking I by 1 out of 5 things, will be 5, which let =x'.

Then, by the lemma, when 7w=6 and 72^=2, the nrinber of

ahanges will =7nT'=6x5 ; which let ^v a second tim^.

Again by lemma, when m=7 and ;2=3ahe number of chang-

es =i=mt;=7 X6X5 ; that is, mv=mXm— 1 X r.i—2, coiuinuji to

3, or n terms. And the same maybe sho^vfl f©r-ny otiicr num-

bers.

Vol. I. B b
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EXAMPLE,

1- How many changes may be made out of the 3 letters,.

ihc^ by taking 2 at a time

3

2 Or 3x2=6 the answer*

6 The changes*

ah

ha

ac

ca

he

ch

2. How niany^ words can be made with 5 letters of the

alphabet, it being admitted, that a number of consonants may
make a word.? Ans. 5 100480-

PROBLEM III.

Any numhe?' of things being given ^ whereof there are several

given things of one sort, several of another^, £s?c, to find
hotv many changes can he made out of them all.

RULE.#

1. Take the series 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. up to the number o£

things given, and find the product of all the terms.

* This rule is expressed in terms thus :

1X2X3X4X5, &c. to m
where m = number

lX2x3,&c. to/i XlX2x3,&c.to q^hiC.
'

©f things given, /^= number of things of the first sort, q = num-

ber of things of the second sort, &c.

The DEMONSTRATION may be shown as follows.

Any two quantities, a, 6, both different, admit of 2 changes ;

but if the quantities be the same, or ab become aa, there will be

1 x2
^ut one alteration) which may be expressed by r~^*

I X2
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2. Take the series 1,2, 3, 4, Sec. up to the number of giv-

£n things of the first sort, and the series 1,2, 3, 4, &c. up
to the number of given things of the second sort, &c.

3. Divide the product of all the terms of the first series

by the joint product of all the terms of the remaining ones,

and the quotient will be the answer required.

Any three quantities, abc^ all different from each other, afford

6 variations ; but if the quantities be all alike, or abc become

caa, then the 6 variations will b^ reduced to 1, whi^h may be

1X2X3
expressed by

-—-——= \. Again, if two of tl\e quantities on-

ly be alike, or abc become aac, then the six variations will be re-

duced to these 3, aac-, caa^ and «ca, wliich may be expressed by

1X2X 3_^^
1X2

Any four quantities, abed, all different from each other, will

-admit of 24- variations ; but if the quantities be the same, or

abed become aaaa, the number of variations will be reduced to

. . 1X2x3x4
one ; which is =7775

—
^v~t~^- Again, if three of the quan-

titles only be the same, or abed become aaab, the number of va-

riations will be reduced to these 4, aaab, aaba, abaa^ and baauy

1X2X3X4
which IS =—J-—-;—= 4. And thus it may be shown, that, if

two of the quantities be alike, or the 4 quantities be -aabc, the

number of variations will be reduced to 12, which mav be ex-

1X2X3X4
pressed by

— = 12.

And by reasoning in the same manner it will appear, that the

number of changes, which can be made of the quantities, ahbccc^

1x2x3x4x5x6
is equal to 60, which may be expressed bv . ^^^ , ..t,^^

'

IX^X.'X^Xv

=s60 ; and so of any other quantities whatever..
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examplj:s.

1. How many variations may be made of the letters inthe

"Kvord Bacchanalia f

lX2(=:numbcroffs)=: 2

1 X2X3=4(=number of «s)=24

lX2X3x4X5X6x7x8x9xlOxn(=nm-nbcr of letters iu the

\vord)=39916800

2X24=48)39916800(831600 the answer.

151

re

288

2. How many different numbers can be made of the fol-

lowing figm-es, 1220005555 ? Ans. 12600.

3. What is the variety in the succession of the foUow^ing
musical notes, fa, fa, fa, sol, sol, la, mi, fa ?

Ans. 3360.

PROBLEM IV.

To foul the changes ofany given number of things,
taken a

given number at a time ; in which there are several given

things of one sort, several of another, ^c.

RULE.^

1. Find all the different forms of combination of all the

given things, taken as many at a time as in the question.

2. Find the number of changes in any form, and multiply
It by the number of combinations in that form.

3. Do the same for every distinct form ; and the sum of

all the products will give the whole number of changes re-

quired.

Note. Tofind the differentforms of combination proceed
thus :

1. Place the things so, that the greatest indices may be

first, and the rest in order.

iT" " ' " -I I. .1. I I., II

* The reason of this rule is plain from what has been shown

before, and the nature of the problem.
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2. Begin with the first letter, and join it to the second,

third, fourth, &c. to the last.

3. Then take the second letter, and join it to the third,

fourth, &c. to the last ;
and so on through the whole, ahvays

remembering to reject such combinations as have occurred

before ; and this w ill give the combinations of all the twos.

4. Join the first letter to every one of the twos following

it ;
and the second, third, he* as before

;
and it will give the

combinations of all the threes.

5. Proceed in the same manner to get the combinations

of all the fours, &c. and you will at last get all the several

foniis of combination, and the number in each form.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many changes may be made of every 4 letters,

that can be taken out of these 6, aaabbc P

No. of Forms. No. of com- No. of changes in

forms. binations. each form.

1X2X3X4=24
1st a^b^a^c 2

-{
—=4.

{ 1X2X3 =6
1X2X3X4=24

2d a^h* 1 \ —=6.
{ 1X2X1X2=4
1X2X3X4=24

3d a^bc^ b^ac 2
-{

—=12.
{ 1X2

4X2= S

6X1= 6

12X2=24

38= the number of changes required.

2. How many changes can be made of every 8 letters out

of these 10, aaaabbccdc ? Ans. 22260.

3. How many different numbers can be made out of 1

unit, 2 twos, 3 threes, 4 fours, and 5 fives, taken 5 at a

time ? Ans. 2111.
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PROBLEM V.

Tofind the number of combinations of ariij ^tven Jiumber of

things^ all differentf-om one another^ taken any given nuni'

ber at a time.

RULE.#

1. Take the series 1, 2, 3, 4, Sfc. up to the number to be

taken at a time, and find the product of all the terms.

:^ rfi • 1 111*11* ^^ 772 I 1 772~^~>&*
Inisrule, expressed ali^ebraically, is — x X—X12 3

TW—3
, Sector terms; where mis the number of given quan-

4

titles, and n those to be taken at a time.

Demonstration of the Rule. 1. Let the number of

things to be taken at a time be 2, and the things to be combined

= m.

Now, when tw, or the number of things to be combined, is on-

ly two, as a and 6, it is evident, that there can be only one com-

bination, as ab ; but if m be increased by I
, or the letters to be

combined be 3, as abc^ then it is plain, that the number of com-

binations will be increased by 2, since with each of the former

letters, a and b, the new letter c may be joined. It is evident

therefore, that the whole number of combinations, in this case,

will be truly expressed by 1 -f-2.

Again, if m be increased by one letter more, or the whole

number of letters be four, as abed ; then it will appear, that the

whole number of combinations must be increased by 3, since

with each of the preceding letters the new letter rf may be com-

bined. The combinations therefore, in this case, will be truly

expressed by l-f-2-f3.

In the same manner it may be shown, that the whole number

of combinations of 2., in 5 thrigs, will be 1-f 2-f3+4 ;
of 2, in

6 things, 14-2+3+4+ 5 ; and of 2, in 7, 1+2+3+4+5+ 6,

Sec.

Whence universally, the number of combinations of w things,

taken 2 by 2, is =1 + 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6, £cc. to ni— 1 terms.
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2. Take a series of as many terms, decreasing by 1 from

the given number, out of which the election is to be made,
and find the product of all the terms.

3. Divide the last product by the former, and the quo-

tient will be the number sought.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many combinations can be made of 6 letters

Out of ten i

77t j*^^ 1

But the sum of this series is =— -\- , which is the same
1 2

as the rule.

2 . Let now the number of quantities in each combination be

supposed to be three.

Then it is plain, that when 7?2=«3, or the things to be combin-

ed are c6c, there can be only one combination ; but if 7n be in-

creased by 1, or the things to be combined be 4, as abcd^ then

will the number of combinations be increased by 3
; since 3 is

the number of combinadons of 2 in all the preceding letters abc^

and with each two of these the new letter d may be combined.

The number of combinations therefore, in this case, is l-|-3.

Again, if m be increased by one more, or the number of let-

ters be supposed 5
; then the former number of combinations

will be increased by 6
; that is, by all the combinations of 2 in

the 4 precedin letters, abed ; since, as before, with Ccich two of

these the new letter e may be combined.
The number of combinations therefore, in this case, is I

4-3+ 6.

Whence universally, the number of combmations of m things,
taken 3 by 3, is l-f 3-f-6+ 10, 8cc. to m—2 terms.

But the sum of this series is=—x x- , which is the12 3

same as the rule.

And the same thing will hold, let the number of things, to be
taken at a time, be what it may ; therefore the number of com-

binations of m
things, taken n at a time, will =~X^^^^^^X^^^

1)7—3
X—^> &c. to n terms. Q. E. D.
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lX2x3x4X5X6(=the number to be taken at a time)=720
lOx9X8X7x6x5(=same number from 10)=151200

720)151200(210 the answer.

1440

720

720

2. How many combinations can be made of 2 letters out

of 24 letters of the alphabet ? Ans. 276.

3. A general, who had often been successful in war, was
asked by his King, what reward he should confer on him
for his services ; the general only desired a farthing for ev-

ery file of 10 men in a file, which he could make with a body
of 100 men : what is the amount in pounds sterling ?

Ans. 180315723501. 9s. 2d.

PROBLEM VI.

Tojind the number of combinations of any given number of

things^ by taking aJiy given 7iu?nber at a ti??ie; in ivhich

there are several things of one sort, several of another, ^\\

RULE.

1. Find by trial the number of different forms, which

the things, to be taken at a time, will admit of, and the num-

ber of combinations in each.

2. Add together all the combinations, thus found, and the

sum will be the number required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let the things proposed be aaabbc ; it is required to

find the number of combinations^ that can be made of every

three of these quantities.

Forms. Combinations.

a^ 1

a^b, a-c, b^a, b^c 4

abc 1

-6 ;= number of combinations

required. .
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S. Let aaabhbcc be proposed ; it is required lo find the

number of combinations of these quantities, taken 4 at a

time. Ans. 10.

3. How many combinations arc tliere in aaaahbccde^ 8 be-

ing taken at a time ? Ans. 13.

4. How manx- combinations are there in aaaUabbbbbccccdd

ddeeeffjfg-^ 10 being taken at a time ? Ans. 2819.

PROBLEM VII.

7o find the compositions of any number^ in an equal numbef

ofsctSy the things themselves being' all different,

RULE.*

Multiply the number of things in every set continually to-

gether, and the product will be the answer required.

* Demonstration. Suppose there arc only two sets ; then

it is plain, that every quantity of one set, beinc^ combined \vith

every quantity of the other, will make all the compositions of

two things, in these two sets ; and the number of these com-

positions is evidently the product of the number of quantities in

one set by that in the other.

Again, suppose there are three sets ; then the composition of

two, in any two of the sets, being combined with every quantity
of the third, will make all the compositions of 3 in the 3 sets.

That is, the compositions of 2 in any two of the sets, being mul-

tiplied by the number of quantities in the remaining set, will pro-
duce the compositions of 3 in the 3 sets ; which is evidently the

continual product of all the 3 numberB in the 3 sets. And the

same ^.'.anner of reasoning will hold, let the number of sets be

what it will. Q.E.D.
The doctrine of permutations, combinations. See. is of very ex-

tensive use in different parts of the mathematics ; particularly
in the calculation of annuities and chances. The subiect micrht
have been pursued to a much greater length ; but v\ hat has been
done already will be found sufficient for moi^ o*^ t^e purposes, to

ivhich tilings of this nature are applicable.

Vol. I. C c
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EXAMPLES.

1. Suppose there are 4 companies, in each of which there

are 9 men ;
it is required to find how many ways 4 menmay

be chosen, one out of each company.

9

9

81

9

729
9

6561

Or, 9X9X9X9=6561 the answer.

2. Suppose there are 4 companies, in one of which there

are 6 men, in another 8, and in each of the other two

9 ; what are the choices, by a composition of 4 men, one

out of each company I

Ans. 3888.

3. How many changes are there in throwing 5 dice ?^

Ans. 7776.

MISCELLAJYEOUS QUESTIOA S.

.wHAT difference is there between twice five and

twenty-, and twice twenty-five ? Ans. 20.

2. A was born when B was 21 years of age ; how old will

A be when B is 47 ; and what will be the age of B when A
is 60 ? Ans. A 26, B 81.

3. What number, taken from the square of 48, will leave

16 times 54 ? Ans. 1440.
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4. What number, added to the thh-t}'-first part of 3813,

will make the sum 200 ? Ans. 77»

5. The remainder of a div^ision is 325, the quotient 467,

and the divisor is 43 more than the sum of both : Avhat is

the dividend ? Ans. 390270.

6. Two persons depart from the same place at the same

time ;
the one travels 30, the other 33 milts a day : how far

are they distant at the end of 7 days, if they travel both the

same road ; and how far, if they travel in contrary direc-

tions ? Ans. 25^ and 455 miles.

7. A tradesman
"

increased his estate annually by lOOl.

more tlian i part of it, and at the end of 4 years found,

that his estate amounted to 103421. 3s. 9d. What had he at

first ? Ans. 40001.

8. Divide 1200 acres of land among A, B, and C, so that

B may have 100 more than A, and C 64 more than B.

Ans. A 312, B 412, and C 476.

9. Divide 1000 crowns; give A 120 more, and B95 less,

than C. Ans. A 445, B 230, C 325.

10. What sum of money will amount to 1321. 16s. od. in

15 months, at 5 per cent, per annum, simple interest ?

Ans. 1251.

11. A father divided his fortune among his sons, giving
A 4 as often as B 3, and C 5 as often as B 6 ; what was the-

whole legacy, supposing A's share 50001. ^

Ans. 11 8751.

12. If 1000 men, besieged in a town v/ith provisions for

5 weeks, each man being allowed 16oz. a day, were rein-

forced with 500 men more. On hearing, that they cannot

be relieved till the end of 8 weeks, how many ounces a day
must each man have, that the ]n-cvision mav last that time ?

Ans. e| oz.

13. What number is that, to which if
|-
of

-I
be added,

the sum will be 1 ? Ans. f|.
14. A father dying left his son a fortune, \ of which he

ran through in 8 months
; ^ of the remainder lasted him

twelve months longer ; aff^r which he had only 41 Ol. left.

What did his father bequeath him : Ans. 9561. 13s. 4d.
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15. A guardian paid his ward 35001. for 25001. which h&
had in his hands 8 years. What rate of interest did he al-

low him ? Ans. 5 per cent.

16. A person, being asked the hour of the day, said, the

time past noon is equal to
-J
of the time till midnight. What^

was the time ? Ans. 20 min. past 5.

ir. A person, looking on his watch, was asked, what was
the time of the day ; he answered, it is between 4 and 5 ;

but a more particular answer being required, he said, that

the hour and minute hands were then exactly together.

What was the time ?

Ans. 2 1— minutes past 4.

18. With 12 gallons of Canary, at 6s. 4d. a gallon, I mix-

ed 18 gallons of white wine, at 4s. lOd. a gal. and 12 gallons

of cider, at 3s. Id. a gal. At what rate must I sell a quart

of this composition, so as to clear 10 per cent. :

Ans. Is. 3|-d.

19. What length must be cut off a board, 8-| inches

broad, to contain a square foot, or as much as 12 inches in

length and 12 in breath ? Ans. 17j| in.

20. What difference is there between the interest of 350l.

at 4 per cent, for 8 years, and the discount of the same sum

at the Qame rate and for the same time ? «

Ans. 271. 3/3 s.

21. A father devised 4^ of his estate to one of his sons,

and
-/^

of the residue to another, and the surplus to his re-

lict for life ; the children's legacies were found to be 2571.

,3s. 4d. different. \^Tiat money did he leave for the widow ?

Ans 6351. 10 l^-d.

22. What number is that, from which if you take
|-

ol
-J,

and to the remainder add J^ of
-^\'^

the sum will be 10 ?

Ans. IO^VtV
23. A man dying left his wife in expectation, that a child

would be afterward added to the surviving family ; and

making his will ordered, that, if the child were a son, | of

his estate should belong to him, and the remainder to his^

another ; but if it were a daughter, he appointed the mother
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5, and the child the remainder. But it happened, that the

addition was both a son and a daughter, by which the widow

lost in equity 24001. more than if there had been only a girl.

What vrould have been her dowry, had she had only a son ?

Ans 2100I,

24. A young hare starts 40 yards before a grey-hound,
and is not perceived by him till she has been up 40 seconds j

she scuds away at the rate of ten miles an hoiu", and the dog,

on view, makes after her at the rate of 18. How long will

the course continue, and what will be the length of it from

the place, where the dog set out ?

Ans. 60^*-^ seconds, and 530 yards run.

25. A reservoir for v.'ater has two cocks to supply it ;

by the first alone it may be filled in 40 minutes, by the sec-

ond in 50 minutes, and it has a discharging cock, by which it

may, when full, be emticd in 25 minutes. Now supposing,
that these three cocks are all left open, that the water comes

in, and that the influx and efflux of the water are always

alike, in what time would the cistern be filled ?

Ans. 3 hours 20 min.

26. A sets out from London for Lincoln precisely at the

time, when B at Lincoln sets forward for London, distant 100

miles ; after 7 hours they met on the road, and it then ap-

peared, that A had ridden
1-|

mile an hour more than B. At
what rate an hour did each of them travel ?

Ans. A r||, B
C|-|.

miles.

27. What part of 3d. is a third part of 2d.

Ans.
|..

28. A has by him 1^cwt. of tea, the prime cost of which

was 961. sterling. Now granting interest to be at 5 per cent,

it is required to find how he must rate it per pound to B, so

that by taking his negotiable note, payable at 3 months, he

may clear 20 guineas by the bargain ?

Ans. 14s. l|-g-d. sterling.

29. WHiat annuity is sufficient to pay off 50 millions of

pounds in 30 years, at 4 per cent, compound interest ?

Ans. 28915051,
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30. There is an island 73 miles in circumference, and S

footmen all start together to travel the same way about it ;

A goes 5 miles a day, B 8, and C 10; when will they all

come together again ? Ans. 73 days.
31. A man, being asked how many sheep he had in his

d^ove, said, if he had as many more, half as many more,
aric 7 sheep and a half, he should have 20 : how many had

he ? Ans. 5.

32. A person \eh 40s. to 4 poor widows, A, B, C, and

D ; to A he left
-|.

to B i, to C
|.,

and to D i, desiring the

whole might be distributed accordingly : what is the proper

share of each ?

Ans. A's share 14s.
-II

I. B's 10s. e^^d. C's 8s. 5^^d,
D's 7s. ^\d.

33. A general, disposing of his anny into a square, finds

he has 284 soldiers over and above ; but increasing each

side with one soldier, he wants 25 to fill up the square ; how

many soldiers had he ? Ans. 24000.

34. There is a prize of 2121. 14s. 7d. to be divided among
a captain, 4 men, and a boy ; the captain is to have a share

and a half ; the men each a share, and the boy j of a share :

what ought each person to have f

Ans. The captain 541. 14s. yd. each man 361. 9s. 4yd.

and the boy 12l. 3s. l|d.

35. A cistern, containing 60 gallons of water, has 3 une-

qual cocks for discharging it ; the greatest cock will empty
it in one hour, tha second in 2 hours, and the third in 3 : in

what time will it be empty, if they all run together ?

Ans.
32-5-^y

minutes.

36. In an orchard of fruit trees, |-
of them bear apples, -J

pears, |- plumbs, and 50 of them chemes : how many trees

are there in all ? Ans. 600.

37» A can do a piece of work alone in ten days, and B in

13 ;
if both be set about it together, in Avhat time will it be

finished ? Ans. 5j| days.
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38. A, B, and C are to share lOOOOOl. in the proportion
of ^, 1, and

-J-, respectively; but C's part being lost by his

death, it is required to divide the whole sum properly be-

tween the other two.

Ans. A's part is 5n42|||, and B's 4285; /^V

:*;
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L(OGARITHMS are numbers so contrived, and

adapted to other numbers, that the sums and differences of

the former shall correspond to, and show, the products and

quotients of the latter.

Or, logarithms are the numerical exponents of ratios ; or

a series of numbers in arithmetical progression, answering to

another series of numbers in geometrical progi*ession.

Thus

Or

Or

it

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, indices, or logarithms.

2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, geometric progression.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, indices, or logar.

3, 9, 27, 81, 243, 729, geometric progress.

1, 2,' 3, 4, 5, ind. or log.

10, 100, 1000, 10000, lOOOCO, geom. prog.

Where it is evident, that the same indices serve equally
for any geometric series ; and consequently there may be

an endless variety of systems of logarithms to the same com-

mon numbers, by only changing the second term 2, 3, or 10,

&c. of the geometrical series of whole numbers ; and by in-

terpolation the whole system of numbers may be made to

enter the geometric series, and receive their proportional

logarithms, whether integers or decimals.

It is also apparent from the nature of these series, that if

any two indices be added together, their sum will be the in-

dex of that number, which is equal to the product of the two

terms in the geometric progression, to which those indices

helong. Thus, the indices 2 nnd 3, being added together,

(
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inake 5 ;
and the numbers 4 and 8, or the terms correspond-

ing to those indices, being multiplied together, make 32,

which is the number answering to the inde5c 5.

In like manner, if any one index be subtracted from anoth-

er, the difference will be the index of that number, which is

equal to the quotient of the two terms, to which those indi-

ces belong. Thus, the index 6 minus the index 4=2 ; and

the terms corresponding to those indices are 64 and 16,

whose quotient =4 ; which is the number answering to the

index 2.

For the same reason, if the logarithm of any number be

multiplied by the index of its power, the product will be

equal to the logarithm of that power. Thus, the index or

logarithm of 4, in the above series, is 2 j and if this number
be multiplied by 3, the product will be =6 ; which is the log-

arithm of 64, or the third power of 4.

And if the logarithm of any number be divided by the in^

dex of its root, the quotient will be equal to the logarithm
of that root. Thus, the index or logarithm of 64 is 6 ;

and

if this number be divided by 2, the quotient will be =3 ;

which is the logarithm of 8, or the square root of 64.

The logarithms most convenient for practice are such, as

are adapted to a geometric series, increasing in a tenfold

proportion, as in the last of the above forms ; and are those,

which are to be found at present in most of the common ta-

bles of logarithms.
The distinguishing mark of this system of logarithms is,

that the index or logarithm of 10 is 1 ; that of 100 is 2 ;

that of 1000 is 3, &c. And, in decimals, the logarithm of

*1 is — 1
; that of '01 is —2 ; that of '001 is —3, &c. the

logarithm of 1 being in every system.
Whence it follows, that the logarithm of any number be*

tween 1 and 10 must be and som.e fractional parts ; and

that of a number between 10 and 100, 1 and some fractional

parts ; and so on, for any other number whatever.

And since the integral part of a logarithm, tlius readily

found, shows the highest place of the corresponding number,
it is called the indcx^ or characterintk^ and is commonly omit-

VoL. I. Dd
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ted in the tables ; being left to be supplied by the person, who
uses them, as occasion requires.

Another definition of logarithms is, that the logarithm of

any number is the index of that power of some other num-

ber, which is equal to the given number. So if there be

iV=r",then n is log. of N; where n may be either positive or

ijegative, or nothing, and the root r any number whatever,

according to the different systems of logarithms.

When n is =0, then Nis =1, whatever the value of r is ;

which shows, that the logarithm of 1 is always in every

system of logarithms.
When n is =1, then N is =r/ so that the radix r is al-

ways that number, whose logarithm is 1 in every system.
When the radix r is =2"71 8281 828459, &c. the indices ?i

are the hyperbolic or Napier's logarithm of the numbers iV;

so that 71 is ahv ays the hj^erbolic logarithm of the number

iVor 2*718, 6ci.
I".

But when the radix r is =10, then the index n becomes

the common or Briggs' logarithm of the number N; so that

the common logarithm of any number 10" or iVis ?^ the in-

dex of that power of 10, which is equal to the said number.

Thus, 100, being the second power of 10, will have 2 for its

logarithm ;
and 1000, being the third power of 10, will have

3 for its logarithm ; hence also, if 50 be =10^'^ 9 8
97^ tj^^j^

is 1*69897 the common logarithm of 50. And in general

the following decuple series of terms,

tiz. lO"*, 10^ 10^, 10\ 10°, 10~\ 10-^ lO^^lO"*,
or 10000, 1000, 100, 10, 1, *1, *01, *001, *0001,have 4, 3,2,

1, 0, —1, —2,-3, —4, for their logarithms, respectively.

And from this scale of numbers and logarithms, the same

properties easily follow, as beforementioned.

PROBLEM.

To compute the logarithm to any of the iiaturalmtmherSy 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, ^c,

RULE.

Let b be the number, whose logarithm is required to be

found ; and a the number next less than ^, so that b—^^=1,
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the logarithm of a being known -,
and let s denote the sum

of the two numbers a-\-b. Then
1. Divide the constant decimal '8685889638, &c. by 6-, and

reserve the quotient ; divide the reserved quotient by the

square of *, and resene this quotient ; divide this last quo-
tient also by the square of s^ and again reserve the quotient ;

and thus proceed, continually dividing the last quotient by
the square of s^ as long as division can be made.

2. Then write these quotients orderly under one another,

the first uppermost, and divide them respectively by the odd

numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, Sec. as long as division can be made ;

that is, divide the first reserved quotient by l,the second by

3, the third by 5, the fourth by 7, and so on.

3. Add all these last quotients together, and the sum will

be the logarithm of b-^a ; therefore to this logarithm add

also the given logarithm of the said next less number «, so

will the last sum be the logarithm of the number b proposed.

That is, log. of b is log. « -f -< -1-1 ^H
—k+,-*i+

^^'

where n denotes the constant given decimal "8685889638, &c,

EXAMPLES.

Example 1. Let it be required to find the logarithm of

the number 2.

Here the given number b is 2, and the next less number

« is 1, whose logarithm is 0; also the sum 2-|-l=:3=^, and

its square *^=9. Tlien the operation will be as follows.

3)*868588964
9)*289529654
9) 32169962

9) 3574440

9) 397160

9) 44129

9) 490

9) 545

9)
61

1)'289529654("289529654
3) 32169962( 10723321

5) 3574440( 714888

7) 397160( 5\^7o7

9) 44129( 4903

11) 4903( 446

13) 545( 42

15) 61( 4

Log. of 4 '301029995
\dd log. 1 000000000

Loj;-. of 2 '301029995
«»
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Example 2. To compute the logarithm of the number 3.

Here 6=3, the next less number a=2, and the sum a-f(5^=

5=*, whose square s^ is 25, to divide by which, always mul-

tiply by *04, Then the operation is as follows.

sy
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EXAMPLE 5.

Because 2^=8, therefore

Logarithm 2 '301029995|

Multiplied by 3 3

Gives logarithm 8 '903039987.

EXAMPLE 6.

Because 3'=9, therefore

Logarithm 3 '477121254^^

Multiplied by 2 2

Gives logarithm 9 '954242509.

EXAMPLE r.

Because 3^=5, therefore

From logarithm 10 1*000000000

Take logarithm 2 *301029995f

Remains logarithm 5 *6989700<j4^

EXAMPLE 8.

Because 3x4=12, therefore

To logarithm 3 '477121255

Add logarithm 4 '602059991

Sum is logarithm 12 1'0791 81246.

And thus, computing by this general rule, the logarithms

to the otlier prime numbers 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, &.c. and

then using composition and division, we may easily find as

many logarithms as we please, or may speedily examine

any logarithm in the table.*

*
Many other ingenious methods of finding the logarithms of

numbers, and peculiar artifices for constructing an entire table

of them, may be seen in Dr. Hutton's Introduction to his Tu"

i)le8y and Baron Masehes' Scrijitores Logarit/micL
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DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE TABLE
OF LOGARITHMS.

Integral numbers are supposed to form a geometrical series,

increasing from unity toward the left ; but decimals are sup-

posed to form a like series, decreasing from unity toward

the right, and the indices of their logarithms are negative.

Thus, -f 1 is the logarithm of 10, but— 1 is the logarithm

of
-Jg.,

or *1 ; and -f 2 is the logarithm of 100, but —2 h
the logarithm of ^J^, or *01 ; and so on.

Hence it appears in general, that all numbers, which con-

sist of the same figures, whether they be integral, or fraction-

al, or mixed, will have the decimal parts of their logarithms

the same, differing only in the index, which will be more or

less, and positive or negative, according to the place of the

first figure of the number. Thus, the logarithm of 2651 be-

ing 3*4234097, the logarithm of
-j\^,

or ^^^ ,
or -xoVo? ^^* P^^"^

of it will be as follows.

Numbers.
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And a decimal fraction, having its first figure in the 1st,

2d, 3d, 4th, &c. place of decimals, has always
—

1,
—

2,
—

3,—
4, &c. for the index of its logarithm.
It may also be observed, that tliough the indices of frac-

tional quantities be negative, yet the decimal parts of their

logarithms are alwa} s affirmative.

1. Tofind^ in the Table^ the Logarithm to any Number, "^

1. If the number do not exceed 100000, the decimal part of

the logarithm is found, by inspection in the table, standing

against the given number, in this manner, viz. in most tables,

the first four figures of the given number are in the first col-

umn of the page, and the fifth figure in the uppermost line

of it ; then in the angle of meeting are the last four figures

of the logarithm, and the first three figures of the same at

the beginning of the same line ; to which is to be prefixed the

proper index.

So the logarithm of 34'092 is i'5 326525, that is, the de-

cimal 5326525, found in the table, with the index 1 prefixed,

because the given number contains two integers.

2. But if the given Jiumber contain more thanfivefigures^

take out the logarithm of the first five figures by inspection

in the table as before, as also the next greater logaridim,

subtracting one logarithm from the other, and also one ot

their corresponding numbers from the other. Then say,

As the difference between the two numbers

Is to the difference of their logarithms,
So is the remaining part of the given number

To the proportional part of the logarithm. ^

Which pait being added to the less logarithm, before ta-

ken out, the whole logarithm sought is obtained very" nearly.

* The Tables, considered as the best, are those of Gardixer
in 4to. first pubUshed in tiie year 1742 ; of Dr. Hutton, in

8vo. first printed in 1785 ; of Taylor, in large 4to. published
in 1792 ; and in France, those of Callet, the second edition

published in 1795.
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EXAMPLE.

To find the logarithm of the number 34*09264^

The log. of 3409200, as before, is 5326525,
^nd log. of 3409300 is 5326652,

the diff. 100 and 12/

Then, as 100 : 127 : : 64 : 81, the proportional part*

This added to 5326525, the first logarithm,

gives, with the index, 1*5326606 for the logarithm of 34

'09264.

Or, in the best tables, the proportional part may often be

taken out by inspection, by means of the small tables of pro-

portional parts, placed in the margin.
If the number consist both of integers and fractions, or be

entirely fractional, find the decimal part of the logarithm, as

if all its figures were integral ; then this, the proper charac-

teristic being prefixed, will give the logarithm required.
And if the given number be a proper fraction, subtract

the logarithm of the denominator from the logarithm of the

numerator, and the remainder will be the logarithm sought ;

which, being that of a decimal fraction, must always have a

negative index.

But if it be a mixed number, reduce it to an improper

fraction, and find the difference of the logarithms of the nu-

merator and denominator, in the same manner as before.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the logarithm of |J.

Logarithm of 37 1*5682017

Logarithm of 94 1
'

973 1 279

Diif. log. of|5 —1*5950738

Where the index 1 is negative.

2. To find the logarithm of 17-^4.

First, 17-J-f
= \y. Then,
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Logarithm of 405 2' 6074550

Logarithm of 23 1*3617278

Diff. log. of 17A-f r 2457272

IL To find.,
in the Table., the natural number to any

Logarithm*
This is to be found by the reverse method to tlie former,

namely, by searching for the proposed logarithm among
tliose in the table, and taking out the correspondmg number

by inspection, in which the proper aumber of integers is to

be pointed off, viz. 1 more than the units oi the afiirmative

index. For, in fmding the number answering to aay giveiji

logarithm, the index always shows how far the first figure

m,ust be removed from th,e place of units to the left or in in-

tegers, when the index is affirmative ; but to the right or in

decimals, when it is negative.

EXAMPLES.

So, the number to the logarithm 1*5326525 is 34'092.

And the number of the logarithm—1*5326525 is *34092.

But if the logarithm cannot be exactlyfound in the table^

take out the next greater and the next less, subtracting one

of tiiese logaritlims from the otht.r, and also one of tlieir

natural numbers from the other, and the less logarithm from

the logarithm proposed. Then sav.

As the first difference, or that of the tabular logarithms,
Is to the diflference of their natural numbers.
So is the difference of the given logarithm and the last

tabular log-cuithm

To their corresponding numeral difference.

Which being annexed to the least natural number above

taken, the natural number corresponding to the proposed,

logarithm is obtained.

EXAMPLE.

Find the natural number answering to the given logarithm
1*5326606.

Vol. I. E e
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Here the next greater and next less tabular logarithms^
with their corresponding numbers, &c. are as b( low.

Next greater 5326652 its num. 3409300 ; giv. log. 5326606
Next less 5326525 its num. 34092^>0; next less 5320525

Differences 127 100 81

Then, as 127 : 100 :: 81 : 64 nearly, the numeral differ-

ence.

Therefore 34*09264 is the number sought, two integers

being marked off, because the index of the given logarithm
is 1. Had the index been negative, thus,

—1*5326606, its

corresponding number would have been '3409264, wholly
decimal.

Or, the proportional numeral difference may be found, in

the best tables, by inspection of the small tables of proportion-
al parts, placed iii the margin.

MULTIPLICATIOxM BY LOGARITHxMS.

RULE.

Take out the logarithms of the factors from the table,

then add them together, and their sum will be the logarithm
of the product required. Then, by m ?ans of the table, tike

out the natural number answering to the sum, for the pro-

duct sought.

Note 1. In every operation, what is carried from the

decimal part of a logarithm to its index is affirmative ; and

is therefore to be added, to the index, when it is affirmative ;

but subtracted, when it is negative.

Note 2. When the indices have like signs, that is, both

-f- or both—, they are to be added, imd the sum has the

common sign ;
but when they have unlike signs, that is, one

-f- and the other —, their difference, with the sign of the

greater, is to be taken for the index of the sum.
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EXAMPLES.

1. To multiply 23' 14 by 5*0G2.

^3'umbers. Logarithms.
23' 14 1*3643634

5*062 0*7043221

Product 117*1347 2*0086855

2. To multiply 2-581926 by 3*457291.

Numbers. Logarithms.
2*581926 0*4119438

3*457291 0*5387359

Product 8*92647 0*9506797

3. To multiply 3*902, 597*16, and '0314728 all together.

Numbers. Logarithms,
3*902 0'5912873

59;* 16 2*7760907

'0314728 2*4979353

Product 7S'33533 1*865.1133

Here the —2 cancels the 2, and the 1, to be carried from

the decimals, is set down..

4. To multiply 3*586, 2*1046, 0*8372, and 0*0294 all tOr

gether.

•lumbers.
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DIVISION BY LOGARITHMS.

RULE.

From the logarithm of the dividend subtract the logar-r

ithm of the divisor, and the number answering to the re-

mainder will be the quotient required.

Note. If 1 be to be carried to the index of the subtra-

hend, apply it according to the sign of the index ; then

change the sign of the index to —
,
if it be -f,

or to -f,
if it

be — ; and proceed according to the second note under

the last rule,

EXAMPLES.

1. To divide 24163 by 4567.

Num. Log.
Dividend 24163 4'3831509

Divisor 4567 3*6596310

Quotient 5*290782 0*7235199

2. To divide 37*149 by 523-76.

Num. Log.
Dividend 37'149 1'5699471

Divisor 523*76 2*7191323

Quotient '07092752 —2*850814.8

3. Divide '06314 by •007241.

Num. Log.
Dividend '06314 —2*8003046

Divisor '007241 —3*8597985

Quotient 8*719792 O' 9405061

Here 1, carried from the decimals to the—3, makes it be^

come —2, which, taken from the other—2, leaves O remain-

ing-

4. To divide *7438 by 12*^476.
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Num. Log.

Dividend 7438 —1-871456^

Divisor 12-c|4r^ 1-1121893

Quotient *05744694 —2*7592669

Here the 1, taken from the —1, makes it become —2, to

ht set down.

INVOLUTION BY LOGARITHMS.

RULE.

Multiply the logarithm of the given number by the index

of the power, and the number answering to the product will

be the power required.

Note. A negative index, multiplied by an affirmative

number, gives a negative product ; and as the number, car-

ried from the decimal part, is affirmative, their difference

with the sign of the greater is, in that case, the index of the

product.

EXAMPLES.

1. To square the number 2*5791.

Num. Log.
Root 2*5791 0*4114682

The index 2

Power 6*651 756 0*8229364

2. To find the cube of 3*07146.

Num. Log.
Root 3*07146 0*4873449

The Index 3

Power 28*97575 1'4620347
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3. To raise *09163 to the 4th power.
Num. Log-

Root *09 1 63 —2*9620377

The Index 4

Power '0000704938 —5*8481508

Here 4 times the negative index being
—

8, and 3 to ht^

carried, the difference —5 is the index of the product.

4. I'o raise 1*0045 to the 365th root.

Num. Log.
Root 1*0045 0*0019499

The Index 365

97495

116994

58497

Power 5*148888 '7117135

EVOLUTION BY LOGARITHMS.

RULE.

Divide the logarithm of the given number by the index

of the power, and the number answering to the quotient will

be the root required.

Note. When the index of the logarithm is negative,

and cannot be divided by the divisor without a remainder,

increase the index by a number, that will render it exactly

divisible, and carry the units borrowed, as so many tens, to

the first decimal place ; and divide the rest as usual.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the square root of 365.

Num. Log.
Power 365 2)2*5622929

Root 19*10498 1*2811465
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2t To find the 3d root of 12345.

Num. Log*
Power 12345 3)4*0914911
Root 23*11162 1*3638304

3. To find the 10th root of 2.

Num. Log.
Power 2 10)0' 3010300

Root r071773 0*0301030

4. To find the 365th root of l'045.

Num. Log.
Power r045 365)0*0191163

Root 1*000121 0-0000524

5. To find the second root of '093.

Num. Log.
Power "093 2)

—2*9684829

Root '304959 —1*4842415

Here the divdsor 2 is contained -^^xactly once in the nega-

tive index—2, and therefore the index of the quotient is —1.

6. To find the third root of '00048.

Num. Log.
Power *00048 3)

—4-' 68 1241 2

Root '07829735 —2*8937471

Here the divisor 3 not being exactly contained in —4, 4 is

augmented by 2, to make up 6, in which the divisor is con-

tained just 2 times ; then the 2, thus borrowed, being car-

ried to the decimal figure 6, makes 26, which, divided by

3, gives 8, &c. For—4=—6+2.

'^•. .^. >K
Ik i^:
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DEFINITIONS and NOTATION.

1.A LGEBRA is the art of computing by symbols. It

is sometimes also called Analysis ; and is a general kind of

arithmetic, or universal way of computation.
2. In Algebra, the giv€7i^ or known quantities are usually

denoted by the first letters ot the alphabet, as «, b^ c, d^ &c.

and the unknown^ or
re(j[uired quantities', by the last letters, as

^? y, z.

Note. The signs, or characters, explained at the begin-

ning of Arithmetic, have the same signification in Algebra.
3. Those quantities, before which the sign -f- is placed, 4re

called positive^ or affirmative ; and those, before which t)ie

sign
— is placed, negative.

And it is to be observed, that the sign of a negative quan-

tity is never omitted, nor the sign of an affirmative one, ex-

cept it be a single quantity, or the first in a series of quanti-

ties, then the sign -f is frequently omitted : thus a signifies
the same as -f-a, and the series a-\-b

—
c-\-d the same as -\-a-\-b—^-H^y so that, if any single quantity, or if the first term in

any number of terms, have not a sign before it, then it is al-

ways understood to be affirmative.

4. Like signs are either all positive, or all negative ; but

signs are unlike^ when some are positive and others negative.

5. Single^ or simple quantities consist of one term only,

as a, ^, .v.

In multiplying simple quantities, we frequently omit the

sign X, and join the letters; thus, ab signifies the same as

dXb^ and ahc\ the same as axbxc* And these products.
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Tiz. axh^ or ab^ and abc^ are called single or simple quanti-

ties, as well as the factors, viz. a, b^ c, from which they are

produced, and the same is to be observed of the products,

arising from the multiplication of any number of simple

quantities.

6. If an algebraical quantity consist of two terms, it is

called a binomial^ as a-\-b ;
if of three terms, a trinomial^ as

a^b-\-c ; and if of four terms, a quadrhiomial^ as a-{-b-{-c-j-d ;

and if there be more terms, it is called a multinomial^ or po-

lynomial ; all of which are compound quantities.

When a compound quantity is to be expressed as multi-

plied by a simple one, then we place the sign of multiplica-
tion between them, and draw a line over the com])ound

quantity only ; but when compound quantities are to be re-

presented as multiplied together, then we draw a line over

each of them, and connect them with a proper sign. Thus,

a-\-t)Xc denotes, that the compound quantity a-\-b is multi-

plied by the simple quantity c
;

so that if a were 10, b 6,

and c 4, then would a-f-bxc be lo-f6x4, or 16 into 4, which

is 64 ; and a~\-bxc-^d expresses the product of the compound

quantities a-\-b and c-}-d multiplied together.

7. When we would express, that one quantity, as «, is

greater than another, as ^, we write a^ /^, or « > b ; and

if we would express, that a is less than b, we write «~Z3(^, or

a <!, b,

8. When we would express the difference between two

quantities, as a and ^, while it is unknown which is the great-

er of the two, we write them thus, a^ b^ which denotes the

difference of a and b. ^

9. Poioers of the same quantities or factors are the pro-
ducts of their multiplication : thus axa-^ or aa^ denotes the

square^ or second poruer of the quantity, represented a; axa
Xa, or aaa^ expresses the cube^ or third poxvex ; and axciXa

X<it or aaaa^ denotes the biquadrate^ orfourth pozver of ^, &c.

And it is to be observed, that the quantity a is the root of

all these powers. Suppose a—5^ then will aa=:axu=5x5:=
25z=z the square of 5 ; aaas=axaX<^—5x5X5=125= the cube

Vol. I. Ff
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of 5 ; and aaaa=zaXaXaXci—5X5x5x5—625— the fourth

power of 5.

10. Powers are likewise represented by placing above the

root, to the right, a figure expressing the number of

factors, that produce them. Thus, instead of aa^ we write

«*
J instead of aaay we write a ^

; instead of aaauy we write

a*y &c.

11. These figures, which express the number of factors,

that produce powers, are called their indices^ or exponents ;

thus, 2 is the index or exponennt oi ci^ ; 3 is that of at^ ; 4

is that of A,"*, &:c.

But the exponent of the first power, though generally

omitted^ is unity, or 1 ; thus «* signifies the same as o, name-*

ly, the first power of « / axa^ the same as fl^Xfi*, or ^/* +
i,

that is, a^y and a^ xa is the sameas a^xa^y or ^2+1^ ^^ ^^3^

12. In expressing powers of compound quantities, we

usually draw a line over the given quantity, and at the end

of the line place the exponent of the power. Thus,

</-{-// 1
denotes the square or second power of

a-\-by consider-

ed as one quantity j a-j-o\ the third power ; a-j-o\ die fourth

power, &c.

And it may be obsei-\ ed, that the quantity a-f^, called

the first power of a-i-by is the root ol all these powers.
Let (2=4 and b=2y then will a-f-^ become 4-f-2, or 6 ; and

- 2 s

a-f-t] =4+2| =6^=6x6=36, the square of 6 j also a-t-o\

=
4-|-2| =6^=6X6X6=216, the cube of 6.

1 3. The division of algebraic quantities is very frequent-

ly expressed by writing doAvn the divisor under the dividend

with a line between them, in the manner of a vulgar fraction :

thus, — represents the quantity arising by dividing a hy c ;
c

, . (J \ 44
so that if a be 144 and c 4, then will — be

, or 36*
c 4

And ... denotes the quantity arising by dividing a-j-b by
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/T_l_/

a—c f suppose a=12, ^=6, and c=9, then will become
a—c

12H-6 18 ^or —=6.
12—9 3

14. These literal expressions, namely, — and , are
c a—c

called algebraicfractions / whereof the upper parts are call-

ed the numerators^ and the lower the denominators : thus, a

is the numerator of the fraction —, and c is its denomina-
c

tor ; a-\-b is the numerator of , and a—c is its denomr
a—c

inator.

15. Quantities, to which the radical sign is applied, are

called radical quantities^ or surda ; whereof those consisting

of one term only, 2& s/ a and \/ a x^ are called simple

surds; and those consisting of several terms, as S^ab-^d

and ^^a^—u^f^c^ compound surds,

16. When any quantity is to be taken more than once, the

number is to be prefixed, which shows how ma)iy times it is

to be taken, and the number so prefixed is called the nume-

red coejpcicnt : thus, 2a signifies t^^ce a, or a taken twice,

and the numeral coefficient is 2 ; 3^^ signifies, that the

quantity x^\s miiftiplied by 3, and tlie numei-al coefficient is

3 ; also 5 V^c^-fa* denotes, that the quantity \/x^-{-u^ is mul-

tiplied hy 5, or taken 5 times.

Wlien no munber is prefixed, an unit or 1 is always un-

derst3od to he the coefficient : tlius, 1 is the coefiicient of

<rorof x; for a signifies the same as 1(7, and x the same

as Ixy sir^ce any quantity, multiplied by unity, is still the

same.

Moreover, if « and 6^ be given quantities, and .r^ and y re-

quired ones ; thenj^v* denotes, that A^is to be taken « times,

or as many times as there are units in a ; and dij shows, that

y is to be taken i/ times ; so that the coefficient of ax^'is a.
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and that of dij is d. Suppose «=6 and ^=4, then will ax^

=:6.r2, and dif—^y. Again, -Jx,
or —

,
denotes half of the

quantity x, and the coefficient of |x is
-I ; so likewise

4a:, or — , signifies \ of x^ and the coefficient of \x is J.
4

1 7. Like quantities are those, that are represented by the

same letters under the same powers, or which differ only in

their coefficients : thus, 3<2, 5(7, and a are like quantities, and

the same is to be understood of the radicals Vx^-f-a^ and 7

V^v^-ptt^. ^\xt unlike quantities are those, which are ex-

pressed by different letters, or by the same letters under dif-

ferent powers : thus 2ab^u^b^ 2abc^ 5ao^,4x^, y, y^^ and z^

are all unlike quantities.

18. The double or ambiguous sign "^ signifies j5?/m5
or mi-

71US the quantity, which immediately follows it, and being
placed between two quantities, it denotes their sum, or dif-

/-^2
ference. Thus, 1 a'hx/ b shows, that the quantity

4f

,2

s/ : 6 is to be added to, or subtracted from \a,
4

19. A general exponent is one, that is denoted by a letter

instead of a figure : thus, the quantity x^ has a general ex-

ponent, namely, w, which universally denotes the ??zth pow-
er of the root x» Suppose 7W=2, then will x^:=zx^

;
if mz=.

3, then will x"^=^x^ ; if ?;i=:4, then will x"^-=.x^^ &c. In

like manner, a—b\ expresses the mth power of a—b,

20. This root, namely, a—b^ is called a residual root^ be-

cause its value is no more than the residue, remainder, or

difference of its terms a and b. It is likewise called a bi-

nomial, as well as a-^b^ because it is composed of two parts,

connected together by the sign
—.

21. A fraction, which expresses the root of a quantity, is

^so called an index^ or exponefit ; the numerator shows the
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powef, and the denominator the root : thus c"^ signifies the
1 3

same 2is \/ a; and a-j-ao\^^ the same as V a-^-ad ; hkewise

a^ denotes the square of the cube root of the quantity a,

a 2

Suppose «=64, then will a^ =i64^=4^^=16 ; for the cube

root of 64 is 4, and the square of 4 is 16.

Again a-\-b\'^ expresses the fifth power of the biquadrat-

ic rOot of a-j-b. Suppose a= 9 and ^=7, then will

a-f./;|'*—9^7|'*=l(:)|*=2*r=32 ; for the biquadratic root of

16 is 2, and the fifth power of 2 is 32.

Also a" signifies the 7zth root of a. If /2=4, then will
i 1 .

i i
a^ziia"^

J
if 71=5, then will a"=<a*, &c.

m

Moreover
a-\-L\'*

denotes the ?7zth power of the nth root

of rt-f^. If 7?e=3 and 72=2, then will a-\-i\" —u-^b^^ name-

ly, the cube of the square root of the quantity a-\-b ; and as
m

n — — "a /
' m

d" equals Va*, or Vtz, so
cr+t^l"

= a-\-o\ , namely, the Tzth

root of the mth power of a-\-b. So that the mth power of

the nth root, and the nth root of the wth power of a quantity
are the very same in effect, though differently expressed.

22. An exponential quantity is a power, whose exponent

is a variable quantity, as x'^ . Suppose x=.2^ then will x''

:=22=4; if.v=3, then will ;t*=3^=2 7.

®

ADDITION.

Addition, in Algebra, is connecting the quantities tOr

gether by their proper signs, and uniting in simple terms

such as are similar.

In addition there are three cases.
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CASE I.

WheJi like quantities have like signs.

RULE.*

Add the coefficients together, to their sum join the com^
nion letters, and perfix the common sign when necessary.

* The reasons, on which these operations are founded, will

readily appear from a little reflection on the nature of the quan-
tities to be added, or collected together. For with regard to the

first example, where the quantities are 3a and 5«, whatever a

represents in one term, it will represent the same thing in the

other ; so that 3 times any thing, and 5 times the same thing,

collected together, must needs make 8 times that thing. As if

a denote a shilling, then 3a is 3 shillings, and 5a is 5 shillings,

and their sum is 8 shillings. In like manner —2ab and -T-7aA,

or -—.2 times any thing and ——7 times the same thing, make —^^9

times that thing.

As to the second case, in which the quantities are like, but the

signs unlike ; the reason of its operation will easily appear by

reiiecting, that addition means only the uniting of quantities to-

gether by means of the arithmetical operations, denoted by their

signs -}- and —
, or of addition and subtraction ; which being of

contrary or opposite natures, one coefficient must be subtracted

from the other, to obtain the incorporated or united mass.

As to the third case, where the quantities are unlike, it is

plain, that such qviantities cannot be united into one, or otherwise

added than by means of their signs. Thus, for example, if a be

supposed to represent a crown, and b a shilling ; then the sum
of a and b can be neither 2a nor 2b^ that is, neither 2 crowns nor

2
shillings, but only I crown plus 1 shilling, that is, a-\-b.

In this rule the word addition is not vory properly us,ed, being
much too scanty to express the operation here performed. The
business of this operation is to incorporate into one mass, or al-

gebraic expression, different algebraic quantities, as far as an ac-

tual incorporation or union is possible ; and to retain the al-

gebraic marks for doing it in cases, where an iniion is not pos-

sible. When we have several quantities, some affirmative and

others negative, and the relation of these quantities can be dis»
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CASE I.

When both thefactors are simple quantities.

RULE.

Multiply the coefficients of the two terms together, to the

product annex all the letters of the terms, and prefix the

proper sign.
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9. 10. 11.

Multiply —ax
A-5XIJ

—7xyz
by — rlf —3 —Qa'jc

Product

Note 1. To rnultiply any poxvcr by another of the same
root ; add the exponent of the multiplier to that of the multi-

plicand, and the sum will be the exponent of their product.

Thus, the product of «^, multiplied into fl^,isa*+^,or«*.

Tliat of x^ into x is :c "+1.

That of a:" into x"^ is a? «+2.

Tliat of x" into x"" is x""^" .

And that of c/"^''' into ir" is c/+^''+''-'' , or cy''"^\

Again, the product of a-^x^ , multiplied into «-f a?, is

r+ 1

n'\-x\

And that oi
x-\-cj\

into x^ij\ is
x-\-j\

This rule is equally applicable, when the exponents of any
roots of the same quantity are fractional.

Thus, the product of tt^, multiplied into tt^, is a"^ X «*=
JL_lJL ?.

In like manner, x^Xoc^ X^^ ^=^^ ^ ^ =.v'^=;c *=Ar.

Hence It appears, that, if a surd square root be multiplied

into itself, the product will be rational ; and if a surd cube

root be multiplied into itself, and that product into the same

root, the product is rational. And in general, when the sum

of the numerators of the exponents is divisible by the com-

mon denominator, without a remainder, the product will be

rational.

Thus, a-^'xfi*=a* ^^=^0 "* =«*=<:/*.

Here the quantity a* is reduced to «^, by actually divid-

ing 8, the numerator of the exponent, by its denominator 4 ;

and the sum of the exponents, considered merely as vulgar

fractions, is J-f|=|=2.
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When the sum of the numerators and the denominator of

the exponents admit of a common divisor greater than unity,

then the exponent of the product may always be reduced,

like a vulgar fraction, to lower terms, retaining still the

same value.
4 2^ 6 2

Thus, x'^^x'^-x'^-x^.

Compound surds of the same quantity arc midtiplied in

the same manner as simple ones.

1 s

Thus, «-/-.. 1

2 X a-r^-.
|

^ z= a-\-.K \^
=

a-i-x\ =a-\-x j a^ -^x
^

1

8 4 1.

So hkewise V a-\-x K ^V t/-f-x = >/ a-i-x= a-\-x
"^

•

And V a-jf~x X V a-^x :=.V a-\-x= a-\-x
*

.

And V a-^-x X V a-{-x ^^a-^x*

These examples show the grounds, on which the products
of surds become rational.

Note 2. Different quantities under the same radical sign

are multiplied together like rational quantities, only the pro-,

duct, if it do become racionai, must stand under the same

radical sign.

Thus, V/7XV'3 =V7X3= V/21.

^>/7cx X^^2y =W lA^cxy,

And «V 4r/x V2cJ=" V8c^2_
87~T|

«.

It may not be improper to observe, that unequal surds

have sometimes a rational product.

As V32xV2 = v/64=8.

Vl2abxVZab-y/-:^Q>a^b^=Q>ab.
e

^Vx^yX^Vxii^~^\^x^t'^ =xy.

And Va-^x]" '+ V a-f-xi'- = V a-^.^l"'"'"' =
1 I'V 'n
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CASE II.

When one of the factors is a compound quantity,

RULE.

Multiply every term of the multiplicand by the multi<

plier.

EXAMPLES.

1. 2.

Multiply Sa-{-bc Wab—^b^+7cVax

by 3c 2b

Product 15ac-\-^bc^ e>b\\ib—Sb^-uiA^bc"^ ax

3.

Multiply 2x—Wn-\-5dVx^—y^
—Q)bs/c

by 2«Vc

Product ^ax%''c—8av 'cn4-10ad\c. ^—
« /.

^— 12abc.
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CASE III.

lVhe?i both the factors are compound quantities,.

RULE.

Multiply each term of the multiplicand by each term of

the multiplier ;
then add all the products together, and the

sum will be the product required.

Multiply

by

EXAMPLES

1.

a-j-b

a+b
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Multiply

by

Product

3.

a—5

«2—ab

—ab+b^

ai^2ab^b*f

4.

c—d

ac—be

id-^bd

ac—be—ad-\-hd

5.
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9. Multiply x^-\-x^y-\^y^-\'y^ by x—y.

Ans. x^—z/*.

10. Multiply AT* +arz/+z/* by .x-^—xy^y^.
Ans. x^-^x^y^-{-y*.

11. Multiply 3x^—2xy+5 by x^-h2xy
—3.

Ans. ox^-^x^y—4-;^*—'^x^y^-^lGxy
—15.

12. Multiply 2^j2—sax-^x^ by 5^/^—e,ax—2x«.

Ans. 10^4—2rfl3;c+34a2.r2— 18^.y3_8;c*.

DIVISION.

Division in Algebra, as well as in Arithmetic, is the con-

verse of multiplication, and is performed by beginning at the

left and dividing all the parts of the dividend by the

divisor, when it can be done ; or by setting them down like

a vulgar fraction, the dividend over the divisor, and then re-

ducing the fraction to its lowest terms.

In division the rule for the signs is the same as in multi-

plication, viz. if the signs of the divisor and dividend be

alike, that is, both -f- or both —
,
then the sign of the quo-

tient must be + ; but if they be unlike, the sign of the quo-
tient must be —.*

* Because the divisor, multiplied by the quodent, must pro-

duce the dividend. Therefore,

1. tVhen both (he terms are -\- ; the quotient must be +» be-

cause -f- in the divisor X + in the quotient produces -{- in the

dividend.

2. When the terms are both -—
-,
the quodent is also -f , be-

cause — in the divisor x 4- in the quotient produces — in the

dividend.

3. When one term is + o-^d the other -^•y the quotient must

be —, because + in the divisor X — in the quotient produces— in the dividend ; or — in the divisor x — in the quotient

gives + in the dividend.

So that the rule is general; like signs give -}-, and imiike

signs give—, in the quotient.
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CASE I.

When the divisor and dividend are both simple quantities-

RULE.

1. Place the dividend above a line, and the divisor under

it, in the form of a vulgar fraction.

2.' Expunge those letters, that are common to the divi-

dend and divisor, and divide the coefficients of all the term*

by any number, that will divide them without a remainder,

and the result will be the quotient required.
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dividend, and the remainder v/ill be the exponent of the

quotient.

Thus, the quotient of a* divided by a^ is a-3, or a*.

That of x^ by x is x"" .

That of ;c* by X* is x*^*.

That of X
"*

by x" is a.**.

And that of x" by ^'^ is x""".

But it is to be observed, that when the exponent of the

divisor is greater than that of the dividend, tbe quotient will

have a negative exponent.

Thus, the quotient of x^ divided by x'^ is :v*~^, or x~^.

And that of ax^ by x^ is ax"'^.

And these quotients, viz. x—^ and ax-^^ are respectively

1 a
equal to ^ and ^ ; for x' being actually divided by ;c»

gives ^—3^ ; and ax^ divided by ^' gives "^"^II , as

above.

ox (1

In like manner, ax'^ divided by cx^^ gives
—^~—5-

And the quotient of a^ ^x^\ divided by t.^^^^aj' jg

r/»—«

Moreover, a^ divided by c^ gives ^^ zr^d.^^a.

3 .. 1. 1=1 2

5 — 2

a-^x
9 divided by a-\^^ gives «-t--|'' =ifl-f-A|"^=

m-

And aZ'-j-A^jrt divided by a'j~\-^^\f* gives ^iii-A^I"
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SCHOLIUM.

Whenfractional exponents of the powers of the same root

have not the same denominator^ they may be brought to a

common denominator, like vulgar fractions, and then their

numerators may be added, or subtracted, as before.

Thus, the quotient oiac^x\^ divided by ac-^xl"^ ^^

• 2 1 —.—— 2—1

Note 2. Surd quantities under the same radical sign

are divided, one by the other, like rational quantities, only
the quotient, if it do not become rational, must stand under

the same radical sign.

Thus, the quotient of V2I divided by V3 is Vf,

That of V«^ by Va is Vb.

Thatof Vl6cby V2c is Vs, or2.

That of V ^r by V ~|r is l.

Andthat of 12a2x3z^5|« hy Zx^x^ij^V is4jr^2|„.

CASE II.

When the divisor is a simple quantity and the dividend a

compound quantity.

RULE.

Divide every term of the dividend by the divisor, as in

the first case.

EXAMPLES.

1. 3c)15ac-f3^c(5fl-f-Z> quotient.

2. Aab)^abV X—12a^ b^ -{-i^ab^Zs/ x—Za'^b+i quotient.
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3. Divide 3x»— 15-f6;c+3a by 3x.

Ans. X—i»4.2+^

4. Divide 3abc+12abx—9a^b by 3ab*

Ans. c-\Ax—3fl.

5. Divide 10a*x—15x*—5^ by 5x.

Ans. 2a*-—3x—1.

CASE III.

When the divisor aiid dividend are both cojnpound qua?itities>

RULE.

1. Range the terms according to the powers of some let-

ter in both of them, placing the highest power of it first,

and the rest in order.

2. Divide the first term of the dividend by the first term

of the divisor, and place the result in the quotient.

3. Multiply the whole divisor by the quotient term, and

subtract the product from the dividend.

4. To the remainder bring down as many terms of the

dividend as are requisite for the next operation ; call the

sum a dividual, and divide as before ; and so on, as in

Arithmetic.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let it be required to divide a^—3a^x—3ax^-\-x^ by

a-^x.

a-^x)a^
—3a^x—3ax^ -{-x'^(a^

—'kix-^-x^^

* The process may be explained thus.

First, a 3 divided by a gives c^ for the first term of the quo-

tient, by which we multiply the whole divisor, viz. a+^> an«^
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—4^'jc—3ax^ first dividual.

—ia^ X—^ax^

-|_ ax^ -{-x^ second dividual,

-f ax^ -j-x^

# ^

2. Divide a^-^^x—a^x^—7a^x^—6x* by a'—x^.

«* —a^x^

J^a'^x —7a^x^

-\.a'*'x
— a^x^

—Qa^x^—6>r'

—6a^x^—6x^

3. Divide a—b h\ Va—Vb.

Va^V b)a—'b{yci+V b^

a—Vr/3

the product is a ^-l-a^jr, which, being taken from the two first

terms of the dividend, leaves —^a^x ; to this remainder we

brin;5 down—oax^^ the next term of the dividend, and the sum

is—4a2.r—3ax2, ^\^q ^^^X. dividual ; now dividing —4a 2:r, the

first term of this dividual, by rt, the first term of the divisor, there

comes out —4a:r, a negative quantity, which we also put in the

quotient ; and the whole divisor being multiplied by it, the prod-

uct is—4f/2jt:—4ajf
^', which being taken from the first dividual,

the remainder is -\-ax'^ ; to which we bring doAvn x^-^ the last

term of the dividend, and the sum is -j-a:t ^-j-^^, the second divid-

ual ; and -\-ax'^, the first term of the second dividual, divid-

ed by c, the first term of the divisor, gives x"^ for the last term

of tile quotient ; by which we multiply the whole divisor, and

the product is -\-ax^-{-x^^ which being taken from the second di-

vidual leaves nothing ; and the quotient required is a-—^ax-\-x^^.

* Here a, the first term of the dividend, being divided by
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-\-Vab—b

~\-Vab—b

ac^—r^

4. Divide a^^^a^c-^ac^—2c^ by a^—^2ac-^c^

^3—9a^c+ac^

cr—2a6-fc-

—a^c+2ac^— c^

Remains + ac^— c^

Here it is obvious, that the division cannot tenninate

without a remainder ; therefore we write the divisor under

the remainder with a hne between them, and add the frac-

tion to a—c, the other two terms, to complete the quotient.

But when the dividend does not precisely contain the di-

visor, then we generally express the whole quotient as a frac-

\/a, the first term of the divisor, gives >/a for the first term of
1

the quotient. For a=sa^^ and ^a = q"^, and the difference of

the exponents is 1—1, or i
; therefore o S divided by a-, gives

a ^s=a^ = \/ai as above. Or it may be considered thus ;

ask what quantity being multiplied by n/c >nll give a, and the

unswer is >/a ; then the divisor being multiplied by V^, the

product is a—y/ab ; but there bemg no term in the dis Idend, that

corresponds to —\/«/^, the second term of this product, \vc sub-

tract a—^s/ab from a—b^ the dividend, and the sign of the quan-

tity '-^>/ab beini^ cl^anged, the remamder is +Va6—.6. Now
'\-\^ab^ the first term of this remainder, divided by \/i7, the
first term of the divisor, gives—s^b for the second term of tlie

quotient, by which we multiply the divisor, and the product, viz.

-\-\/ab —6, being subtracted from the aforesaid remainder^
nothing remains ; and the quotient is ^a-{-y/b..
Vol. I.

•

li
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tion, having reduced it to its lowest terms, or rejected the

letters and factors, that are found in every term of the divi-

dend and divisor.

5. Thus, a^h:x:4'acx^'\-ax^y divided by adx+anx^

gives ' — '
^^ T7

adx-\-aiix a-\-n

Here the quotient ~ is reduced to

adx-\~a/LX

ah-\-cx4-x^
, by dividing every term of its numerator and

d~\-n

denominator by ax.

6. And a-\-ab-\-d^^ divided by a^—ac+a^c^, gives

aMah-4-d^

Here the quotient cannot be reduced to lower terms, be-

cause the factor a is not to be found in the term d*.

But it is to be observed, that though a fraction cannot be

reduced to lower terms by a simple divisor, yet it may some-

times be so reduced by a compound one ; as will appear in

the reduction of fractions.

7. Divide a^-\-x^ by a-^-x. Ans. a^—ax-^x^.

8. Divide a^—^a^y-\-oay^
—^^by a—y.

Ans. a^—2ay-^y^\

9. Divide ex*—96 by 3x—6.

Ans. 2x^-^x^ -Ji-Sx-^ie.

10. Divide a«—Sa*x+10a^x^^lOa^x^-^5ax*-^x^ by

rz2—2ax-^x^. Ans. a*—3a*x-i-3ctx^—x^-
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FRACTIONS.

Algebraic Fractions have the same names and rules

of operation, as fractions in Arithmetic.

PROBLEM I.

Xojind the greatest common meafnire of the terms of a frac-
tion,

RULE.

1. Range the quantities according to the dimensions of

some letter, as is shown in division.

2. Divide the greater term by the less, and the last divi-

sor by the last remainder, and so on till nothing remain j

then the divisor last used will be the common measure re-

quired.

Note. All the letters or figures, which are common to

each term of any divisor, must be rejected before such divi-

sor is used in the operation.

EXAMPLES.

cx4->^'^
1. To find the in-eatcst common measure of

ca^-{-a^x

cx-\-x^ )ca^ -f-fl
* .V

or
r-f-x)rrt*-fr/2jr(«^

ca^^i^x

Therefore the greatest common measure is c-f.v.

3 / S

2. To find the greatest common measure of HI •

x^'\-20x-j-b^)jc^
—

'j^x(x
:r« f26x-^ U^x
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or x-^-b )x^'^2bxi-b^(x-\-b

x^^ bx

bx^b^

bx+b^

Therefore x-\-b is the gi-eatest common measure.

3. To find the greatest common measure of
X'

4. To find the greatest common measure of

xij-^y

Ans. x-{-i.

x^-^b^

OC —i—6^ \K

Ans. x^-\i>'^i

PROBLEM II.

To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms,

RULE.

1. Find the greatest common measure, as in the last prob-
lem.

2. Divide both the terms of the fraction by the common
measure thus found, and it will be reduced to its lowest

tferms.

EXAMPLES.

t. Reduce . to its lowest terms.

CU^-f-u^ X

cx-^x^^ca^ 4-a
^x

or c-^x )c«'-f-2^Ar(fl2

ca^-^a^x

Therefore c-{-x is the greatest common measure ; and

cx-^x^ X
g-K)^^8^2y(^

is the fraction required.
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2. Having
—

^
—-

j
-

given, it is required to reduce it

to its least terms.

x^-i-2l?x+h^)x^
—b^x{x

x^-j-2bx^4-l?^x

—2bx'^—^u^x)x^+2bx+b^
or x-i-b )x^-^2bx-^b^(x-\-6

x2-\- bx

bx^b^

bx+b^

Therefore x-^b is the greatest common measure, and

x^—b^x ,x^—bx
''+^) x^^2Ux+b^ ^''l^T^

'^ ^^^ ^^^^^*'^" required.

x^—/;* x^—b^
3. Reduce —, r^ to its lowest terms. Ans. —--7- r

X -~~
i/
^ ^

4. Reduce—r
—^ to its lowest terms. Ans.

^4 ;^'*

5. Reduce—o « ; T to its lowest terms.

Ans. f-ZL.
a—;c

PROBLEM III. ^

To reduce a mixed quantity to an improperfraction,

RULE.

Multiply the integer by the denominator of the fraction,

and to the product add the numerator ;
then the denomina*-

tor being placed under this sum will give the improper fract-

ion required.

EXAMPLES,

1. Reduce 3} to an improper fraction.

.5 3>. 74-5 214-5 26 ., ^^^^^3—= =r =— the answer.
7 7 7 7^'
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2, Reduce «— ^ to an improper fraction.

b a'' c—h ac—b
a—- =—= the answer.

x^
3. Reduce x-\ to an improper fraction.

x-^.— -j^
— —Z— the

a a a

4. Reduce 8|- to an improper fraction. Ans.
^-^

.

'^x
5. Reduce 1— -^ to an improper fraction.

a
. a—1x
Ans. .

a

6. Reduce x— "Z.— to an improper fraction.

r. Reduce 10-^ to an improper fraction.

PROBLEM IV.

To reduce an improperfraction to a xvhole or mixed quantity,

RULE.

Divide the numerator by the denominator for the integral

part ; and place the remainder, if any, over the denominator

for the fractional part ; the two joined together will be the

mixed quantity required.

EXAMPLES.

1. To reduce y to a mixed quantity.

y=17-r-5=of the answer required.

2. Reduce
^"^^

to a whole or mixed quantity.
X

ax-\-fi^ _ «2——= ax-j-a^ -;-x=fl-^ answer.
.r jr
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3. Reduce to a whole or mixed quantity.
b

ah—r/2 a*—
;

= ab—a^-=:-b=.a— -7- answer,
o

4. Reduce -^—'^— to a whole or mixed quantity.

ay-t'-^u »-^a-fv=V-f answer.

5, Let be reduced to a whole or mixed quantity.
a ^»

Ans.3d •

6. Let be reduced to a whole or mixed quantity.
a—X

Ans. rt-f-x-f__ •

a—X
or i^-y ' 3

7. Let be reduced to a whole or mixed quaraity.X—y
Ans. ^^+xy-\-y*»

PROBLEM. V.

To reducefractions to a common denominator,

RULE.

Multiply each numerator into all the denominators several-

ly, except its own, lor ihe new numerators ; and all the de-

nominators together lor the common denominator.

EXAMPLES.

1

1. Reduce _. and ._ to a common denominator.
h c

axe = ac ") ,1
F ,_ 2 r the new numerators.

bxc^bc the common denominator.
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b ac •,
b^

3re - ana
b

rjuired.

rherefore — and -=— and — respectively the fractions re«

b c be be
^

2. Reduce —
, -, and - to a common denominator.
be d

axcxd=zacd^
bxbxd—b^d> the numerators.

cxbxc=c^h J

hxcxd=bcd the common denominator.

'Fherefore —
, -, and - — _, ,

and —- respectively the
be d bed bed bed

fractions required.

2:c b .

3. Reduce— and - to equivalent fractions, having a com-
a c

51cjc ttb
mon denominator. Ans. — and —.

ac ac

At* Reduce - and
-.
to fractions, having a common de-

b c

nominator. / , /«

Ans. -—and
be be •

3jp <2,b

5. Reduce —,
—

, and d to fractions, haviner a common
2a 3e

^

denominator. ^ . . _ ,

Ans. , ,
and . .

6ac 6ac bae

6. Reduce 1,— , and a-^— to fractions, having a com-
4 3 a

mon denominator.

. 9a Sax
, t2a^4-24a:

Ans. , , and ,
•

12a 12a I2a
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PROBLEM VI.

To add fractional quantities together,

RULE.

1. Reduce the fractions to a coinmt>n denominator.*

2. Add all the numerators together, and under the sum

write the common denominator, and it will give the sum of

the fractions required.

EXAMPLES.

1. HavinsT - and- siven, to find their sum*
2 3

°

Here ~^ v the numerators.
xX2=2j7 J

And 2x3=6 the common denominator.

Therefore f--—-=— ^^ ^^ sum required.
6 6 6

2. Having—, _L, and .£, given, to find their sum.

axdKf-= adf'
Here cxbxf = cbf ^ the numerators.

exb:

iKf= adn
xf = cbf I

>Xd = ebdj

And bxd\f= hdf the common denominator.

w^, r. adf , chf ,
chd adf~\-cbf Uehd ^i ^ ^^«„:„Therefore -^—f--^4- =—^i-^ i^

, the sum reqim'
bdf bdj hdf bdf ^

ed»

3. Let a—1— and^-f C!— be added together.
b c

3^> XC = :^cx^ 1 .

V the numerators.
2ax Xb = 2abx J

* In the addition of mixed quantities, it is best to bring the

fractional parts only to a common denominator, and to affix their

sum to the sum of the integers, interposing the proper sign.

Vol. L JS.k
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And bxc = be the common denominator.

rr-i^ r ^^^
. t .

2«x 3c.r* 2a/7a:
rhereiore a r—f-^-] .=a

; f-d-f_ = a -f 6 4*

,- — the sum required.
be ''

'

4. Add — and - toprether. Ans. .

5. Add-, _, and — together. Ans. x A or —x.
2 3 4^ 12 12

6. Add ^ ' and — toerether. Ans. .

3 r
^

21

7. Add :»: 4- to 3 ar+ Ans. 4:r4. 1.3^4 12

PROBLEM VII.^

To subtract onefractional quantityfrom another.

«

RULE.

1. Reduce the fractions to a common denominator, as in

addition.^

2. Subtract one numerator from the other, and under their

difference write the common denominator, and it will give the

^Jiffererce of the fractions required.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the difference of — and— .

3 11

Here
J. the numerators

2xX 3 = 6xJ

* The same rule may be obaerveu for mixed quantities in suti-

fcraction>.as in adUitioji.
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And 3X11 = 33 the common denominator.

Therefore ^=-i is the difference required.
33 33 33

2. To find the difference of —— and .

36 oc

Here jc—a x 5c •=: 5cx—Sac 1

2rt i-x X 3d = 6ab—l^bx J
the numerators.

And 3bx5c=.15bc the common denominator.

__ 5cx-~-5ac 6ab~'»^\2bx 5cx-^5ac-~'6ab-{-\2bx . .

Then =
;

>— is the
lobe I5bc 15bc

•lifference required.

3. Required the difference of Sy and ~. Ans. —>-.

4. Required the difference of— andJl- . Ans.
7 9 63

r. , c r x4-a A dx-^Gd—be
5. Subtract - from —i— Ans. -.«^.

d ^ hd

6. Take — Irom
8 5J)

Ans. -.
4UA .J

7. Take.Y— from 3.r-f -.
c ^

Ans. ^x^—— L——
,
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PROBLEM VIII.

To viultiplyfractional quantities together.

RULE.*

Multiply the numerators together for a new numerator,
and the denominarors for a new denominator ; and it will

give the product required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required to find the product off and i5,
6 9

Here
"^'" '"' ^'

6x9 54
—. the product required-

% Required the product of i, If, and 12i\
2 5 21

Here -_ the product required.
2X5X21 210

~~
21

^ ^ -

X , xA-a
3. Required the product of— and

a a-\-c

Here —==•— -—-— the product required.
ax uK ^^+«c

Ans.
2<^

^ . , , , ^ 3j: 1
3<2 A 9<7a

4. Required the product oi --- and -~. Ans.

1. When the numerator of one fraction, and the denomina-

tor of the other, can be divided by some quantity, which is com-

:jfnon
to both, the quotients may be used instead of them.

2. When a fraction is to be multiplied by an integer, the pro-

duct is found by muhiplying the numerator by it ; and if the in-

teger be the same with the denominator, the numerator may be

taken for the product.

3. When a fraction is to be multiplied by any quantity, it is

the same thing, whether the numerator be multiplied by it, or

the denominator divided by it.
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5. Required the product of *-f— and— .ax
. abA-bx
Ans. — '

6.. Required the product of——— and
be ^4-c

Ans.
ib^-i-bc^

J?"4—1 X 1
7. Required the product of jt,

—:—
, and ,

^
<f a-tb

Ans.
ar^—ar

a^-^cih

PROBLEM IX.

To divide 07iefractional quantity by another,

KULE.*

Multiply the denominator of the divisor by the numera-
tor of the dividend for a new numerator, and the numerator

of the divisor by the denominator of the dividend for a new
denominator.

Or, invert the terms of the divisor, and then multiply hy

it, exactly as in multiplication.

* 1. If the fractions to be divided have a common denominator>

take the numerator of the dividend for a new numerator, and

the numerator of the divisor for the denominator.

2 . When a fraction is to be divided by any quantity, it is the

same thing, whether the numerator be di\ided by it, or the de-

nominator multiplied by it.

3. When the two numerators, or the two denominators, can be

divided hy some common quantity, that quantity may be thro^^•n

put of each, and the quotients used instead of the fractions firs]

proposed.
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'EXAMPLES.

1. Divide — by —.

3
"^

9

Here —X -—= _-.=:|=l|. is the quotient required*
O ^x gx

2. Divide — by —-.
b a

„ 2a d 2ad ad . , . ^ . ,Here —x—= = is the quotient required^

3. Divide .f±fL by
^+*

2x—2<5 5x-{-a

x4-a 5x4-a Sx^-^-^ax-^a^

2x—2d
^

x-^d 2x^—2^2

2x^ , 07

the quotient required.

4» Divide , by
rt3_|.;^3 x-^a

2x^ x4-a 2x^ ^: x a 2x . ., .• .

-
..

— X =— = IS the quotient re-

quired*

5. Divide by 5x, Ans.«„.
7

^
35

6. Divide f±iby2i\ Ans. '''^^

6 3 4>x

7. Divide -I- by f. Ans, ^,

a:*——3* x^ ^l>x A ^^
J8, Divide , by r* ^^s* ^'-f-—

.^2—^bx-^O^ x-^h ^
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INVOLUTION.

iNVOLUTiOf^ is the continual multiplication of a quantity

into itself, and the products thence arising arecariied the

powers of that quantity, and the quantity itself is caiU'd the

root. Or it is the method of finding the square, cube, bi-

quadrate, &c. of any given quantity.

RULE.^

Multiply the quantity into itseif; till-the qtiantity be taken

for a factor as many times as there are units in the index,

and the last product will be the power required.

Or;

Multiply the index of the quantity By the index oftfie pow-

er, and the result will be the power required.
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X *
-f-2fljr-fa

'
=squar'e

X + a

+ ax^-\-2a^x-^a^

x^+^ax^ -{-^a^ x-\-a^ =:cube

X + a

4- nx^+':^a^x^-\.2>a^x-yi^

x*+4ax^-J^6a*x^^Aa^x-\-a^ =4th power.

The third power of x* is x^""^, or x^.

The fourth power of ^a^b^ is 2*xa**/^S or 16aia^».

The mxh power of a b is cT" b .

The second power of«xp is ax^-^ , or oxj^, that is, aa-.

The nth power of ax^ is ax" ,
or ax, *

mn

And the mth power of a^ -\-x^\2>^ is «* -H.."2J3'«, or

aS-f.;c2|^, namely, the nth power of the cube root of

Note. All the odd powers, raised from a negative root,

are negative, and all the even powers are positive.

Thus, the second power of —a is —aX—a:=4-a*, by the

rule for the signs in multiplication.

The third power of—a is -{-a^X—<2=—a^«

The fourth power is —a^X—«=+«*.
The fifth power of—a is -^a^X—«=—fl*, &c.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. Required the cube of—8^^^^. Ans.—512A;<^'t/'»
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% Required the blquadrate of— ~"^a^x
^b-

Ans. .

3. Required the 5th power of a—x.

Sir ISAAC NEWTON'S Rule

I^or raising a bonomial or residual quantity to any power
whatever,^

1. To Jind the terjns without the coeffcients.
The index

of the first, or leading quantity, begins with that of the given

power, and decreas' s continually by 1, in every term to the

last ; and in the following quantity the indices of the terms

are 0, 1,2, 3, 4, &c.

2. To Jind the unicce or coeffcients. The first is always 1,

and the second is the index of the power ; and in general,

if the coefficient of any term be multiplied by the index of

the leading quantity, and the product be divided by the nmn-

ber of terms to that place, it will give the coefficient of the

term next following.

Note. The whole number of terms will be one more

than the index of the given power,- and, when both terms

* This rule, expressed in general terms, is as follows :

Sec.
2+2 -r

A

Note. The sum of the coefficients, in every power, is equal

to the number 2, raised to that power. Thus, 1 + 1=2, for the

first power ; l-|-2-|-l =4=2 2, fop the square ; l-f 3-|-3-f l=i8

5=s23, for the cube, or third power ; and so on.

Voi« I. L 1
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of the root are +, all the terms of the power will be -f- ; but

if the second term be —, then all the odd terms will be -f-,

and the even terms —.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let a-^x be involved to the fifth power.

The terms without the coefficients will be

and the coefficients will be

5^4 10 1 10:'<2 5 1
^

2 3 4 5

or 1^5, 10, 10, 5, 1 ;

And therefore the 5th power is

a^^5a'^x-\-\0a^x^-\-\0a^x^^Sax'^A'X^,

2, Let X—a be involved to the sixth power.

The terms without the coefficients will be

x^y -^^a, x'^'d^^, x^o^y x^a^^ xa^^ «®
\

and the coefficients will be

1,6,
6^'5 15v4 20V3 15V2 6vl

•>
—

;::

—
1
—

::

—
f

2 3 4 5 6

or 1, 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, 1 ;

And therefore the 6tli power of x—a is

x^—6x^a-^15x^a^—20x^a^+15x^a*—6arfl*+«*.

3. Find the 4th power of x—a.

Ans. x^—4!X^a-{-6x^a^—4.Ya'+d!*,

4. Find the 7th. power of x-^,
Ans. xf+7x^a-^21x^a^-i-35x*a^^35x3a*+21x^a'-i-

I
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EVOLUTION.

Evolution is the reverse of Involution, and teaches to

find the roots of any given powers.

CASE I.

To jind the roots of simple quantities^

RULE."*^

Extract the root of the coefficient for the numerical purt^

and divide the indices of the letters by the inaex pf the

power, and it will give the root required.

EXAMPLES*

1. The square root of ^x^ —2>x^ ^2x,

%» The cube root of ^x^ —2.^^ —2x.

3. The square root of :}>a^x^ :=^a^x^V?^=zax^V'6.

4. The cube root of—A25a^x^ .——5a^x^——5ax^,

4
8_

5. The biquadrate root of lQa'*'x^—2a'^x'^=.2ix^,

* Any even root of an affimiative quantity may be either -f or

-— : thus, the square root of -fa^ is either -j-a, or—a
; for -fc

>:+a=-f«^? ^Jid—aX'—a= -}-«2 also.

And an odd root of any quuntity Mill have the same sitrn as

the quantity itself: thus, the cube root of -\-a^ is -)-a ; and the

cube root of—a^ is—a; for -^aX-i-aX-^a^-^-u^ ; and—aX
—^X—«=—«'* •

Any even root of a negative quantity is impossible ;
for neith-

er -fax-f o? nor—ax—^, can produce —a^.

Any root of a product is equal to the product of the like roots

of all the factors. And any root of a fraction is equal to the like

root of the ivimerator, divided by the like root of the denomiua^
tor.
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CASE II.

Tofind the square root ofa compound quantity*

RULE.

1. Range the quantities according to the dimensions of

some letter, and set the root of the first term in the place of

a quotient, for the first term of the root required.

2. Subtract the square of this root from the first term, and

bring down the two next terms to the remainder for a divi-

dend.

3. Divide the dividend by double the root, and set the

quotient for the next term of the root.

4. Multiply the divisor and the last term of the root by
that term, and subtract the product from the dividend ; and

so on, as in Arithmetic.

EXAMPLES.

1. Extract the square root of 4a^4-12a^x-f-13a^A;^+6a,X'*

4ia^-\.\2a^x-\AZa'^x*^^ax^-{-x^{2a^^ZaX'\-x^

4a*

4a^-j'oax)l2a^jc-\~lUi^x^

12a^j:^ 9^2^s

4a^.\^^eax^j-a:'*

2'. Extract the square root of jt*—ix^~{-6x^— ^or-f-X,

x*—4a:3_|.6x2—.4:vH-l(a:^
—2J7-fl

^4

2jc»—2ar)
—4a»4-6ar«—4jr' -'-4:r«

'

I io^
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2x* ix:^l)2x* 4:^4-1

2x^—4a:4.1

3. Required the square root of a*-j-Aa^x-^6a*x*.}Jkix^-^

V*. Ans. a*-f-2a;c-|-x'.

^v> X 1
4. Required the square root of .x*—2^^+-- +—:•

Ans. 4P*—^+i«
5. Required the square root of <7^-f-^**

Ans. a-\ -f
—

,
&c.

CASE III.

To find the roots
oj' powers in ^'eneraL

RULE.

1. Find the' root of the first term, and set it in the place
of a quotient.

2. Subtract tiie power, and bring do\VTi the second term

for a dividend.

3. Involve the root, already found, to the next inferior

power, and multiply it by the index of the given power for

a divisor.'

4. Divide the dividend by the divisor, and the quotient
will be the next term of the root.

5. Involve the whole root to the given power, and subtract

it from the given quantity ; then bring down the next term,

and proceed as before ; and so on, till all the terms of th^

root be found.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the square root of a^—2rt^;c-f3a*.r^
—2ax^
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.

2u^ j—2a^x

a*—2u^a:-^a^x

2 \o>-,2 T"2
2a^)2a''x

a*—2d^jc-\-Sa^jc^—2a. ^
-f;f *.

#

2. Extract the cube root of .re-j-G:^*—iO^r^-f-QC;)^—*64f

x^ -f6ar*
—40a' ^

4-96ar—64(jc2 _j.2;v-

,6
a:'

3:r*}6x*
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iThus, 2^, or \/2, which denotes the square root of 2.

And 3"^ 'or 3^'3'> signifies the cuhe root of the square of

$ J where tne numerator shows the power, to which the

quantity is to be raised, and the denominator its root.

PROBLEM I.

To reduce a rational qiiantity to theform ofa surd.

RULE.

Raise the quantity to a power equivalent to that^ denoted

by the index of the surd ; then over this new quantity place

the radical sign, and it will be the form required.

EXAMPLES.

1. To reduce 3 to the form of the square root.

First 3x3=2^—9; then V 9 is the answer.

2. To reduce 2;c
* to the form of the cube root.

First, 2x3x2a:^r2.v2-2!^| =Sx^ ;

Then ^V 8x®, or ox''p,is the answer.

3. Reduce 5 to the iwrm of the cube root.
^ 3 /

Ans. iXi.|\or V125.
4. Reduce | xy to the form of the square root.

Ans. \/lx»i/2.
^. Reduce 2 to the form of the 5th root.

Ans. oJi^.

PROBLEM II,

7*19 reduce quantities ofdijerent indices to other equivalent

07ieSj that shall have a common index,

RULE.

1. Divide the indices of the quantities by the given index
and the quotients will be the new indices for those quanti-
tiesk
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2. Over the said quantities with their new indices place

the given index, and they will make the equivalent quantities

required.

Note, a common index may also be found by reducing

the indices of the quantities to a common denominator, arid

involving each of them to the power, denoted by its numera-

tor.

EXAMPLES.

11
1. Reduce 15^ and 9^ to equivalent quantities, having

the common index
|^.

^-^J—iXt=T=| the first index.

l~ |=|x4=|=-j the second index.

Therefore l^^l and b'| are the quantities required.
•

2. Reduce a* and x'^ to the same common index ^.

J"f--| ^4 f t^^ ^^^t index.

|.-^4 1^ .-T—X the second index.
4 3 4 1 4

J,

Therefore a^\^ and
x'^\

are the quantities required.

1 1

3. Reduce 3^ and 2^ to the common index ^>

Ans. 27^ and 4^.

4. Reduce a^ and ^* to the common index 4.

Ans. «*|'3"and h^\^.

4 1.

5. Reduce a and />*'• to the same radical sign.

tflH _, KIM ^
Ans. v'a and v^^
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PROBLEM III.
»

To reduce surds to their moat simple terms.

Resolve the given surd into two factors, one of which shall

be the greatest power of the corresponding denomination,
contained in the surd, that can be one factor, and set its root

before the other factor, with the proper radical sign between

them.

EXAMPLES.

1. To reduce k/ 48 to its most simple terms.

V' 48=V lDAoir:'S/l6XV3=4xV3=4N/3 the answer.

2. Required to reduce ^v^ 108 to its most simple terms.

^v'108=3V2/,s4'^3\/2rx*V4=3x3v/4=33V4 the an-

swer.

3. Reduce W23 to its most simple terms.

Ans. 5 >/ 5*

4. Reduce ^^^-i^ to its most simple terms.

Ans. 3j\ V ^'

5. Reduce ^\/243 to its most simple terms.

Ans. s^v^g^

6. Reduce ^V
-g-f

to its most simple terms.

Ans. |3v/|.
r. Reduce \/9^a^x to its most simple terms.

Ans. 7aV2x.

PROBLEM IV.

To add surd quantities together*

RULE.

1. Reduce such quantities, as have unlike indices; to other

equivalent ones, having a common index.

* When the given surd contains no exact power, it is ^dready
, ih its most simple terms.

Vol. I. M m
^
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2. Reduce the fractions to a common denominator, and

the quantities to their most simple terms.

3. Tt^n, if the surd part be the same in all of them, annex

it to the sum of the rational parts with the sign of multipli-

cation, and it will give the total sum required.

But if the surd part be not the salme in all the quantities,

they can only be added by the signs + and—.

EXAMPLES.

1. It is required to add s/ %7 and ^48 together.

First, ^27=^9^3-3^3 ;

And v/48=s/l 6 \ 3=4v/3 ;

Then, 3>/3-f4N/3=3-f-4x\/3=7\/3=: sum required.

2. it is required to add ^VSOO and *Vl08 together.

First, 3x/500=3v'125a4=52v/4;

And V108—3v27a4=3 3v'4;

Then, 5^V4+3^\/4=5+3x^V4=8^V'4= sum required.

3. Required the sum of \/72 and v/l28.

Ans. 14V2.

4. Required the sum of V27 and Vl47.

Ans. lOVs.
5. Required the sum of V

-I
and v |J-

Ans. jl v/6.

6. Required the sum of ^^40 and ^\/\o5, Ans. S^^^S.

7. Required the sum of ^y i ^^^^ *v't? -^^s. f^v''^.

PROBLEM V.

To subtract, orJind the difference of surd quantities.

RULE.

Prepare the quantities as for addition, and the difference

of the rational parts, annexed to the common surd, will give
the difference of the surds required.

B' jt if the quantities have no common surd, they can otilv

be subtracted by means of the sign
—.
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EXAMPLES,

1. Required to find the difference of V448 and Vll2.

First, V'448=\/64x 7=SV7 ;

And Vll2=Vl6x7=4v/7;
Then SV7—4.v'7=4\/7 the difference required.

1 I

2. Required to find the difference of 19:ki^ and 24T.

First, 1923=64x3|5 =4x3^;

And 24^=8x31 '=2X3^ ;

Then, 4x3^— 2X3 3^= 2x3"^ the difference required.

3. Required the difference of 2^50 and VlB.

Ans. 7V2.

.1 1

4. Required the difference of 320^ and 40"^.

1
Ans. 2x53.

5. Required the difference of v/| and V/y
Ans. ^j/15.

6. Required the difference of 3^| and ^v^si-
Ans. 3-1^3^7^3^

7, Find the difference of V^08a'';c and \/20a*A^.

Ans. 4a*—-2axX\^Sx^

PROBLEM VI.

To multiply surd quantities together.

RULE.

1. Reduce the surds to the same index.

2. Multiply the rational quantities together, and the surds

together,

3. Then the latter product,
• annexed to the former, wiU

give the whole product required ; which must be reduced U.t

its most simple ^rms.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Required to find the product of 3^8 and 2v^6.

Here, 3X2X s/SX \/6—6 \/S. .ij==&\^48=6\^T6\ 3=6X4X
V'3=:24v/3, the product required.

2. Rcq lired to find the product oF j^v/-| and ^^\/j*

7=^j^<yi5=^^ ^/15^ the product required.

3. Required the product of 5\^8 and 3^5.
Ans. 30s/10.

4. Required the product of |^ v'G and l^x/lS.
Ans. ^v/4.

5. Required the
product of |^^ and |\/-rV*

Ans. -*g.v'35.

6. Required the product of 'v'lS and 5^v/4.

Ans. 10 3s/9.

7. Required the product of ^^ and aJ,

J.

Ans. a^\^ or a.

PROBLEM VII.

To divide one surd quantity by another,,

RULE.

1. Reduce the surds to the same index.

2. Then take the quotient ot the rational quantities, and

to it annex the quotient of the surds, and it will give the

whole quotient required \ \vhich must be reduced to its most

simple terms.

EXAMPLES.

1. It is required to divide SV'lOS by 2 V6.

g^2x^/l08-^6=4>/l8=:4v/9x2=4x3\/2=12V'2 the quo-

tient required.

2. It is required to divide 8^\^5\2 by 4^ v^2.
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I

I 1111
a-i-4=2, and 512"3"-^2"^=256^=4x4^ ;

Therefore 2x4x4^—8X4'"^=8^^/4, is the quotient requir-

ed

3. Let 6\/lOO be divided by 3\/2. Ans. 10yf2.

4. Let 43^/1000 be divided by 23^4. Ans. 10^ v^2.

5. Let Iv^TTT ^^^ divided by |v/|-.
Ans. |v^3.

G. Let fV4 be divided by |V|- ^^s. |4*v/3.Ill
r. Let |>/a, or

l^/'^,
be divided by |fl^. Ans. fj^^»

PROBLEM. VIII.

To involve^ or raise, surd quantities to any power,

RULE.

Multiply the index of the quantity by the index of the

power, to which it is to be raised, and annex the result to

the power ot the rational parts, and it will give the power

required.

EXAMPLES.

1. It is required to find the square of |a"3.

First, II =|Xf-| ;

2 Jvo a 1

And 41 =fl3^^=«3=^a|7
.

Therefore
-f .^j =^^a^\^—^^y/a^, the square required.

2. It is required to find the cube of y-v/r.

rnbi, yi
—yAyXy—34-3 ,

7^ =r^=7 3|a ;

Therefore ^^7\ =-J|4-73p=m. 343|*, the cube re-

quired.

3, Required the square of 3^v^3, Ans. ^^V%
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4. Required the cube of 2"^, or v'2. Ans. 2V2.

5. Required the 4th power of jx/o. Ans. -^j.

4. It is required to find the ;zth power of a''.

Ans. a'Y.

PROBLEM IX.

To extract the roots of surd quantities.

RULE.#

i

Divide the index of the given quantity by the index of

the root to be extracted ; then annex the result to the root

of the rational part, and it will give the root required.

EXAMPLES.

1» It is required to find the square root of 9^ v^3.

First, ^9—3 ;

. 1

And 33
1

=33-^= 3^
;

Therefore 9^s/o\^ =3X3* is the square root required.

2. It is required to find the cube root of |-v/2.

First 3^1=1;

* The square root of a binomial or residual surd, A-^B^ or

v^—5, may be found thus : take y/A —^z^-D ;

A-\-D , ^A-^DThen ^/A-^B =v'~-!l—+v/
2 -^

And v/x:^^:l±£^^fz:£..
2 ^

Thus, the square root of 8-f-2-«/7= l-fVr ;

And the square root of 3—\/8=v/2— 1
;

.Put for the cube, or any higher root, no general rule is given.
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And ~\^ =2^a"^^=2^ ;

Therefore i\/2\
^ —|X2^ is the cube root required.

3. Required the square root of 10*. Ans. 10^10.
4. Required the cube root of /yft*. Ans. |a.

5. Required the 4tK root of 3x*. Ans. S*Xx^^

INFINITE SERIES.

Ant infinite series is formed from a fraction, having a

compound 1i(fnolTfl iffaror, or by extracting the root of a surd

quantity ; and is such as, being continued, would run on In-

finitely, in the manner of some decimal fractions.

But by obtaining a few of the first terms, the law of the

progression will be manifest, so that the series may be con-

tinued without the continuance of the operation, by which

ihe first terms are found.

PROBLEM I.

To reduce fractional quantities to infinite series,

RULE.

Divide the numfrator by the denominator ; and the ©pera-

tion, continued as far as may be thought necessary, will give
the series requireJ.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce to an infinite series.
1—X

1—ar) 1
(l4-jc+;t'8 4-jr3-fx*4., &c.= , and is the an-

1 ^
swer.
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1 X

-^X X*

-fa:
2

-for'
—x^

•\-x^
—x^

4-x*, &c.

Here it is easy to see how the succeeding terms of the quo-
tient may be obtained without any farther division. This

law of the series being discovered, the series may be con-

tinued to any required extent by the application of it.

\» Reduce to an infinite series.

=1—jT-for*
—x^-\-x^

—
,
&c. the answer.

l-\-x

|ere the exponent of x also increases continually by 1

fron^ the second term of the quotient ; but the signs of the

terms are alternately -f- and —.

3. ^Reduce —— to an infinite series.
'

1 a-^x

a-\-x) c ( f- -f-, &c.*=—— ,
and is the

; a u^ a^ a* -A a+x answer.

*
I^ere we divide c by a, the first term of the divisor, and the

I

quotiqnt is _, by which we multiply a-\-x, the whole divisor,
a

QC C* lO CDC
and the product is —+ __ or c-f—> which being subtracted

a a a
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4. iReduce ^ to an infinite series.
a—X

C y X X
Ans. —X '. I4.—L*^—f-

—r> Sec

from the dividend c, there remains ; this remainder, be-
a

ing divided by g, the first term of the divisor, gives— for thfe

second term of the quotient, by which we also multiply c+o-,

the divisor, and the product is —• , or—. —._1—
,

a^ a-^ a a

ex , , cx^
"which, being taken from _, leaves -f-

c a^

The rest of the quotient is found in the same manner ; and

four terms being obtained, as above, the law of continuation be-

comes obvious ; but a few of the first terms of the series are

generally near enough the truth for most purposes.

And in order to have a true series, tiie greatest term of the

divisor, and of the dividend, if it consist of more than one term,

must always stand first.

Thus in the last example ; if or be greater than a, then x must

be the first term of the divisor, and the quotient will be =
x-\-a

C etc (I C Q.^ C
——

1

— —— -f-1 ^e. the true series ; but if x be less
X x^ x" J ^

than c, then this series is false, and thtj farther it is continued,

the more it will diverge from the truth.

For let a=.2, c=l, and x=l ; then if the division be perform-

c
ed with a, as the first term of the divisor, vou wi' 1 have *ss

L _ r—1 1 _l_ 1 - 1 _J Cfp 1

Vol. I. Nn
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5. Reduce to an infinite series.
1 jC

Ans. l-^2x-j-2x^+2x^J^2a;^^ &c.

«2
6. Reduce

^
to an infinite series.

Ans. 1—— ^ , &e.

But if X be placed first in the divisor, then will _f = 1
a:-\-m

3

_i. =:l_2+4—.8+ 16—
, &:c.

1+2

Now it is obvious, that the first series continually converges
to the truth ; for the first term thereof, viz. |, exceeds the truth

by i—
J,

or
J ; two terms are deficient by -^^ ; three terms ex-

ceed it by 2^; four terms are deficient by ^; five terms will

exceed the truth by -g^g,
8cc. So that each succeeding term of

the series brings the quotient continually nearer and nearer to

the truth by one half of its last preceding difference ; and conse-

quently the series will approximate to the truth nearer than any

assigned number or quantity whatever ; and it will converge so

much the swifter, as the divisor is greater than the dividend.

But the second series perpetually diverges from the truth ; for

the first term of the quotient exceeds the truth by 1— i, or | ;

two terms thereof are deficient by | ; three terms exceed it by | ;

four terms are deficient by ^g
j five terms exceed the truth by ^^,

£cc. which show the absiu'dity of this series. For the same rea-

son X must be less than unity in the second example ; \i x were

there equal to unity, then the quotient would be alternately l,and

nothing, instead of | ; and it is evident, that x is less than unity

•in the first example, otherwise the quotient would not have been

affirmative ; for if a: be greater than unity, then 1—.r, the divis-

or, is negative, and unlike signs in division give negative quo-
tients. From the wliole of which it appears, that the greatest
term of the divisor must always stand first.
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Reduce — to an infinite series.

13 S

Ans. 2:c2-—Sx+r.r"^— 13:r2+34^^,&c.

PROBLEM II.

To reduce a compound surd to on infimte series.

RULE."^

Extract the root as in Arithmetic, and the operation, con-

tinued as far as may be thought necessary, will give the se-

ries required,.

EXAMP.LES.

1. Required the square root of <7^+x* in an infinite se-

ries.

2rt 8.^ 1 •'<

* This rule ischiefly of use in extracting the square root; the

©peration being too tedious, when it is applied to the -higher

powers.

t Here the square root of the first term, r?*, is <7, the first

term of the root, which, being squared and taken from the given

surd a^-\-x'^^ leaves x^
; this remainder, divided by 2a, twiqc the

first term of the root, gives —for the second tenn of the root,
2a

"7"
*-

which, added to 2a, gives 2a-4-^— for the first compound divisor,
2a

X^ 7"*
which, being multiplied by — ,

and the product x^-f ^ taken
2a 4a^

.^om the first remainder ^r^, there remains-— ; this ro-
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2(z4-^j.r2

^.4

;c^-f-:

4a

.2 ,4 v4r

AT'* .v^ J^:**

J

4^/^ b c^'^ O-^'W

a6 .v8
4 1 ., &:c.

'

ft 4 ,-."^/6'

J. Kequiied the square root of ri^—x^ in an infinite se-

ries.

Ans. cr— , (xc.

.i>. Convert Vl+i- into an infinite series.

Ans. l-f4—|-f^V_/^, &c.

^4
mainder, divided bv 2a^ ti;ives for the third term of the

•jpot, which must be added to the double of a-\-l— j the two first

2a

terms of the root, for the iiext compound divisor. And by pro-

ceeding thus, the series mcy be continued as far as is desired.

Note, In order to liave a true scries, the greatest term ^t

the proposed surd must be always placed first.
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4, Let Vat—pc^ be converted into an infinite series.

3 5.
r

9^

•

Ans. x^ — , Sec.
z a 16 128

5. Let ^Vl—x^ be converted into an infinite series.

jr\.n&* 1-— —. -— — —— % otL*

3 9 gl
'

SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

An Equation is when two equal quantities, differently ex.*

pressed, are compared together by means of the sign = plac*

ed between them.

Thus, 12—5=7 is an equation, expressing the equality of

the quantities 12—5 and 7.

A simple equation is that, which contains only one unknown

quantity, in its simple form, or not raised to any power.

Thus, X—a-\-b=zc is a simple equation, containing only the

unknown quantity x.

Reduction of equations is the method of finding the value of

the unknown quantity. It consists in ordering the equation

so, that the unknown quantity may stand alone on one side

of the equation wirhout a coefficient, and all the rest, or the

known quantities, on the other side.

RULE 1.^

Any quantity may be transposed from one side of the

equation to the other, by changing its sign.

* These are founded on the general principle of performing

equal operaUons on equal quantities, when it is evident, that the

results must still be equal ; whether by equal addidons, or sub*

tractions, or multiplicationsj or divisions, or roots, or powers.
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Thus, if x-f3=r, then will a:-7--3=4.

And, if X—4.-f-6=8, then will a:=8-f-4—6=6.

Also, if oc—a-j-b=c—d, then will x=c—d-^—b.

And, in like manner, if 4;^"—8=3j:-f20, then will 4x—Sir

=20-f8, or :r=28.

RULE 2.

If the unknown term be multiplied by any quantity, that

quantity may be taken away by dividing all the other terms

£>f the equation by it.

Thus, i{ ax=.ab—a, then will xzzzb— 1,

And if 2x-f4=16, then will x-{-2—S^ and x=8—2=6.

In like manner, if a^r-f2^a=3c2, ^-j^g^ will A:-f-2^=l_— , aqjfi
a

^=_—2^.
a

RULE 3.

If the unknown term be divided by any quantity, that quan-

tity may be taken away by multiplying all the other terms of

the equation by it.

Thus, if f = 5+3, then will .y=10+6=16.
2

And, if — =/J+c—d^ then will x^-ab-^-ac—ad,
a

In like manner, if -^
—2=6+4, then will 2x—6=18+12,

3

;»nd 2jc=1 8+1 2+6=36, or x=^-f =\^,

RULE 4.

The unknown quantity in any equation may be made free

from surds by transposing the rest of the terms according to
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the rule, and then involving each side to such a power, as is

Jenoted by the index of the said surd.

Thus, ii\/x—2=6, then will \/;f=6+2=8,anda:=8*=64.

And, ifV4A-t-iU=12, then will 4x-f-16=144, and 4x=144

—16-128, or x= =32.

In like manner, if V2x-f-3-f4=8, then will \ .^jCf^—S-^

4=4,

And 2x+3=:43=64, and 2x=64—3=61, or x= V=304.

RULE 5.

If that side of the equation, which contains the unknown

quantity, be a complete power, it may be reduced by extract-

ing the root of the said power from both sides of the equa-
tion.

Thus, if :v2-f.6x-f-9=25, then will a^+3=v'25=5, or x=5—3=2.

And, if 3;c2—9=21+3, then will 3:r*=21 +3+9=33, and

x^=\^=ll, or X =Vn.

In like manner, ifil- + 10= 20, then will 2ar^+30=60,

and :r2_j.i5=:3o, or a:-=20—15=15, or x=Vl5,

RULE 6.

Any analogy, or proportion, may be converted into -An

equation, by making the product of the two mean terms equ^l

to that of the two extremes.

Thus, if 3a: : 16 : : 5 : 10, then will 3.vX 10=16x5, and

30;^=80, or 07=1° =2|.

And, li -^-. : a : : h : c. then will— ^ab. and 2cx=oab,
3 3

Sab
or x=——,

2c
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In like manner, if 12—x : _ : : 4 : 1, then will 12!—v:

2

AiX—=2jr, and 2;>f-f.v=12, or Ar=:^=4*

RULE 7.

If any quantity be found on both sides of the equation

with the same sign, it may be taken away from them hoih
;

and if every term in an equation be multiplied or divided

by the same quantity, it may be struck out of them all.

Thus, if 4^-f«=^-f-«, then will Ax^b^ and x~—.

4

And, if 3«x-j-5afc8flfC, then will 2>x-{-5b=z^Cy and Jr=:

8c— 55

2jc
In like manner, if |-"V—I' ^^^ ^^^^^ 2x=16, and

3

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Given 5x—15=2^:4-6 ; to find the value of x.

First, 5x—2a:=6+15
Then 3^^=21

And x:=.y-—7.
% Given 40—6:r—16=120—14a.' ; to find x.

First, 14^'—6:^=120—40-f-16

Then 8:1^=96

And, therefore, jrr:^^
— 12.

.3. Let 5ox—ob—2dx-\-c be given ; to find .r.

First, 5ax—2dx=c-^?>h

Or Ju'—2dxx=zc-\-Zb

And, therefore, x= ——— .

rya.—Zd
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4. Let 3x^—10x=8x-fX* be given ; to find x.

First, 3x—iO—8-j-Jc

And then 3x—jc^8-f10

Therefore 2j:=18, and x ^^—9.
5. Given 6ax^—12abx^=3ax^ f6«x' ; to find x*

First, dividing the whole by 3ax^y we shall have

2x—Ab~X'^2 .

And then 2x—x=2-\Ab

Whence x=2-\-4b,

6. Let - — -+ - = 10 be given ; to find x,
2 3 4

v.- 2x
.
2a: ^^

First, a: —
^

= 20

^x
And then 2x—2x+— =60

4

And 12j:—8:r-|-6jc=240

Ihereibre 10jr=240

And ;c=W =24.

7. Given "^=5+ - =20—^^ ; to find x.^^3 2

First, ;^—.3+ Hf= 40—x—19
3

And then 3;c—9+2;f=120—3x—57

And therefore 3x+2j:+3;c= 1 20—57+9
That is, 8jc=72, or x-'^^=9.

S. Let v'|-r+5=7 be given ; to find x*

First, V |jc=7—5=2

And then |jr=2»=4
And 2ar=12, or Ar=y

—
6.

2r/»

9. Let x+\/"*i-^^ =— ,
be given ;

to find x.

First, ;v^V'a*+.v*-f-fl*+x2=2«*
V«l. X. O o
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And thevixVa^-rX^=a^—x*

And x^xa^-i-x^ —u^—jc^\=a^—2a^x^-{.x^

Or a^x^-i-x^^a^—2a^x^-\-x'*

Whence a^x^-{-2a^x^=a^

Or 3a^x^=a^

a^And consequently x* =—^,
3a'

,4,

And x=\/ =aV\.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. Given a:-f18=3jr—5 ; to find x. Ans. x=ll|.

2. Given 3^
—a-\-b=cd; to find z/. Ans. z/= .

3. Given 6—2x+10=z2Q—2x—2 ; to find x.

Ans. x=z2.

4. Given 2ax-\ 3=bx—a ; to find ^.

Ans. x= .

ba—2^

5. Given 1 f =zd; to find x*
a b c

Ans. j:= •

bc-\-ac-\-ab

6 Given f+'^— ^= | ; to find x. Ans. Ar=«
2 3 4

*

r. Given V 12+ ;t'=2+V':r ; to find o^ Ans. Ar=4.

8. Given V«2^a3=^*+j^*1^ j to find x.

Ans. 3:^= V -
^, a

'

j-i
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9. Given x-}-a=V a* -j-xv 6*-f-^* ; to find x.

4a

REDUCTION OF TWO, THREE, OR MORE, SIMPLE

EQUATIONS, CONTAINING TWO, THREE, OR
MORE, UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

PROBLEM I.

To exterminate two tmknown quantities^ or to reduce the tw9

simple equations^ containing them^ to one*

RULE 1.

1. Observe which of the unknown quantities is the least

involved, and find its vakie in each of the equations, by the

methods already explained.

2. Let the two values thus found be made equal to each

other, and there will arise a new equation with only one un-

known quantity in it, whose value may be found as before.

^ EXAMPLES.

1. Given \ Z c^~~Zr^ \ ; to find x and v»

From the first equation :r=-^—^,^
2

And from the second x=- -^'
5

AT . ^
23—3z/ 104-2Z/And consequetnly -I = iL,

2 5
^

Or 115—15y=20-f-4i/,
Or 19//= 11 5—20=95,
And £/=|f=5,
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MTience jc= -i — =4.

^. Given 4
^

-^ f I
; to find x and

i/.

From the first equation x=a—z/.

And from the second, .r=<^-fy,

Therefore a—z/=-d-fz/, or 2>j=a—5,

And consequendy, ij=—— ,

A 1 — — ^—b__aJ-5

3. Given
<J

12 3 I

[3
2

_

> ; to find X and y.

2tJ
From the first equation j:=14— ~,

And from the second, a;=24-— —i:,

Therefore, 14^5^=24--i^.

And 42—.2z/=r2— -^4^
2

'

Or 84—4t/=144—9y ;

Whence 5«/=144—84=60,
And 2/= V^12,

And :v=14—2^=14—V==6.

4. Given 4x-f-?/=34, and 4y-f;e=l6 ; to find :>f and z/.

Ans. x=8, and i/=2,

5, Given^f+£^ =^, and £f +2^ =ViV J
to find ;f and y.

6 4* 4f ^

An&. ^=-J, and
y=s^.
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6f Given x-}-}/=Sy and x^—y^=ci', to find x and y,

Ans. A=.
,
and y=.

2s
"

2*

RULE 2.

1. Consider which of the unknown quantities you would

iiist exterminate, and let its value be found in that equation,

where it is least involved.

2. Substitute the value thus found for its equal in the other

equation, and there will arise a new equation with only on^
imknown quantity, whose value may be found as before.

EXAMPLES.

%. Given ^ ^
^~

^ I ; to find x and y.

From the first equation x=17—2i/,

A.nd this value, substituted for x in the second, gives

17—2ifXS—z/=2,

Or 51—6ij
—y=2, or 51—7t/=2 ;

That is, 7^/=51—2=49 ;

Whence y=^^^7y and a:=ir--2z/=l7—14=3.

2. Given < ^ZJ^Zl q r J
^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^

\jr

From the first equation 07=13—y^

And this value, being substituted for x in the second^

Gives 13—y—z/=3, or 13—2e/=3 ;

That is, 2z/=13—3=10,

Or t/=V --5. and ;f=l3—y—\Z—5=8.

^. Given I "",3' t "% ^1
"^

I ;
to find x and y.

The first analogy, turned into an equation,

Is bx=.aij^ or x=—
,

And this value of or, substituted in the second,,
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— a
c

ch'

Gives —
b

-Hz/2~c, or ----4.z/2=:c,

Or a^y^+b^y^^cb^, or y^=z
a^-fU^'

And therefore, y.

, 2

a^-\-o^
,
and X-.

.^.2CG

a^-f-o^

1
It

4. Given — -|-7'z/=99, and -~-f7A'=51 ; to find x and y^

Ans. x=7, and y=14t,

^. oc y x-\-y X 2if
—x

5. Given -——l2=-~-f8, and -~4--—— 8=-^—;
—

2 4 ' 5 3 4

4-27 ; to find x and y. Ans. j?r=60, and z/=40.

6. Given « ; ^ : : :v : y, and x^—y^=:d ; to find x and y

Ans.
a 3

• 1 ::
1

3f . r:.
3

=;c', and
«^—^^1 a^'^b

3

RULE 3.

Let the given equations be multiplied or divided by such

numbers, or quantities, as will make the term, which con-

tains one of the unknown quantities, to be the same in both

equations ; and then by adding or subtracting the equations,

according as is required, there will arise a new equation with

ojily one unknown quantity, as before.

EXAMPLES.

1. Given -! .J^"^ ^ ?• J to find x and //•

(^ x-^2y=14< J -^

First, multiply the second equation by 3,

And we shall have ox-\JSy=^2 ;

Then, from this last equation subtract the first,

And it will give 6z/
—52/=42—40, or v=2,

And therefore, x=14-—2y=:14—4=10.
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2. Given
J^^3p^ J;

to find. and,/.

Let the first equation be multiplied by 2, and the second

by 5,

And we shall have IOj:"— 67/=l8

10x-{-25y—80;

And if the former of these be subtracted from the latter,

It will give 31i/=62, or 2/=:|f^2,

And consequendy, x= ——^j by the first equation,

Or:r=?il=V;^3.

ANOTHER METHOD,

Multiply the first equation by 5, and the second by 3,

And we shall have 25x—15y=45
6x -flj2/=:48 ;

Now, let these equations be added together,

And it will give 3107=93, or ;c=||=3,

16 2x
And consequently, t/= , by the second equation,

Or 1/= . =y =2, as befiDre.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

x-4-2 2/4-5
1. Given ^^ h8z/=31, and-H— +10.y=192 ; to find ad

3 4

and y. Ans. x=19, and 2/=3.

2. Given ^fZ::^ +14=18, and2^±f+16=19 ; to find s
2 3

and y, Ans. ar=5, and f/=2.

3. Given ^.i±^ +^1=8, and I^illHf.—z/=ll ; to find x
6 3 2

^ '

"^nd ?/. Ans. ;c=6, and y=8.
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4» Given ax-\'lfy=Cy and dx'\^y—f\ to find x and
z/.

Ans. x= ^^ and z/=
^ ^

«

(Jit—d$ ae—db

PROBLEM II.

To e:cterfninate three unknown quantities^ or to reduce th^

three simple equations^ containing thern^ to one.

RULE.

1 . Let ar, ?/,
and 2, be the three unknown quantities to be ex-

terminated.

2. Find the value of x from each of the three given equa-
tions.

3' Compare the first value of x with the second, and an

equation will arise involving only y and 2.

4. In like manner, compare the first value of x with the

third, and another equation will arise involving only y and 2.

5. Find the values of y and 2 from these two equations^

according to the former rules, and jt, z/, and 2 will be exter-

minated as required.

Note. Any number of unknown quantities may be exter-

minated in nearly the same manner, but there are often much
shorter methods for performing the operation, which will

be best learnt from practice.

EXAMPLES.

Jj?+

z/ + 2=29 T
^ ^

r^ ; to find ;r, «/, and z».

\
X If z

From the first equation :r=29—y—2.

From the second jr=62—2y—32.

2z/ 2
From the third x=20— - —•

3 2

Whence 29—y
—2=62—2y

—32,

At 2z/ 2
And 29—y—2=20— -^

— - i
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But, from the first of these equations, 5^=62
—29—22==

>33—2z,

And from the second ij=27
—

"J»

Therefore 33—22=27 , or 2=12,
2

'

And ^/=62—29—22=62—29—24=9,
And x=29—

ij
—2=29—12—9=8.

r X y X

\ X y 2
2. Given

"> "T"^ "4" +"7"=^'^ Y '>
^^ find

j:;, y, and z-.

a; 1/ 2

First, the given equations, cleared of fractions, become

12x+ 8y+ 62=1488

20-ir+l 5^/-f-l 22=2820
30ji; -f-24i/+202=4560

Then, if the second of tliese equations be subtracted from

double the first, and three times tlie third from five times

the second, we shall have

Ax-\- i/=156

10a:4-37/=420
And again, if the second of these be subtracted from tliree

times the first, it will give

12Ar—10a^=468—i20, or .v=Y =24;
Therefore y=156—4a;'=60,

1488—8v— 12.rAnd 2= -l =120.
6

3. Given jL'-f7/-f-2=31, x-\-i)
—Z=25, and x—

ij
—z—^y

to find x^ y^ and 2. Ans. x=20, i/=8, and 2=0.

4. Given j7-|-|/=a,j7-f2=^, and ^/-f2=c; to find at, y^ and 2.

r ax-}-hy-^z-=?n'
< dx-\-ey4-fz=7i
t g^-^fi^J^kz^p.

Vol. L Pp

5. Given
-J dx-{-cy4-fz=7i t

^ to find a-, ?/,
and 2.

/zv-f-^2=/'j
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A COLLECTION OF QUESTIONS, PRODUCING
• SIMPLE EQUAIIONS.

1. To find two such numbers, that their sum shall be 40,

and their difference 16.

Let X denote the less of the two numbers required,
Then will :c-}-16= the greater,

And :c-f-a7-f-16=40 by the question;
That is, 1x—m—16=24,
Or j:=y =12= less number.

And :r+l 6=12+16=28= greater number required.

2. What number is that, whose \ part exceeds its \ part

by 16 ?

Let X equal number required.

Then will its ^ part be —
,
and its J part — j

DC X
And therefore —:= 16 by the question,

That is, X——=48, or A^x—3;v=192 ;

4

Whence a:=192 the number required,

o. Divide lOOOL between A, B, and C, so that A shall

have 721. more than B, and C lOOl. more than A,

Let x=B's share of the given sum,
Then will Ar-|-72=A^s share,

And ^+ir2=C's share,

And the sum of all their shares x-\-x-\-72-\-x-\-172^

Or 3^7-1-244=::1000 by the question ;

That is, 3jr=1000—244=756,
Or X- l^^:-252\, — B's share.

And x-f-72=252-f72=3241. = A's share.

And ;v+l 72=252+1 72=4241. =C's share.

2521.

3241.

4241.

lOOOl. the proof.
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4. A prize of lOOOl. is to be divided between two per-

sons, whose shares therein are in the proportion of 7 to 9 ;

<frequired the share of each.

Let X equal first person's share,

Then will 1000— :v equal second person's share.

And X : 1000—jc : : 7 : 9, by the question,

That is, 9x- 1 ^,jj—xx 7—7000—7x

Or 16^=7000,

Whence x=- =4371. lOs. = first share,
lo

And 1000—.Y=1000—4371. lOs. = 5621. lOs. second share.

5. The paving of a square at 2s. a yard cost as much as

the inclosing of it at 5s. a yard ; required the side of the

square.
Let X equal side of the square sought.
Then 4'X=- yards of inclosure,

And A^^=: yards of pavement j

Whence 4arX5=20A: equal price of inclosing,

And jc* A 2=2A'
2
equal price of paving.

But 2:^^=20jr by the question,

Therefore, x*=10x, and .T=i0= length of the side requir-

ed.

6. A labourer engaged to serve for 40 days upon these

conditions, that for every day he worked he should receive 2 Jd.

but for every day he played, or was absent, he was to for-

feit 8d. ; now at the end of the time he haa to receive ll.

lis. 8d. The question is to find how many days he work-

^ed, and how many he was idle.

Let X be the number of days he worked.
Then will 40—x be the number of days he was idle j

Also 3-v20.-20.\'= sum earned.

And 40—.v< 8=320— 8x = sum forfeited.

Whence 20.\—3zu—8A'=360d. (=ll. lis. 8d.) by the

-question, that is, 20jc—3204-8:t^=380,

Or 28A'=380+320=700,
And .T=^^^=25:= number of days he worked.
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And 40—37=40—25=15= number of days he was idle.

7. Out of a cask of wine, which had leaked away -i, 21

gallons were dra^vn ; and then, being gauged, it appeared

to be half full : how much did it hold f

Let it be supposed to have held jt gallons,

Then it would have leaked -:- gallons.

And consequently there had been taken away 2l-f--,gaL
O

But 21 H =—
, by the question,

" V
That is, 63+->^=— ?

Or 126+2x=3a; ;

Henge Sx—2x= 126,

Or or 5= 126 = number of gallons required.

8. What fraction is that, to the numerator of which if 1

be added, the value will be | ; but if 1 be added to the de«

nominator, its value will be i ?

Let the fraction be represented by —,

Then will ^^=4,

And -^= 1,

Or 3ar-f3 = y,

And 407=2/4-1,

Hence 4j^—3x—S=i/-{-l
—

t/^

That is, X—3 = 1,

Or ;t'= 4, and 2/
= 3;c+3 = 12+3 = 15 ;

So that y"^
= fraction required,

9. A market woman bought a certain number of eggs, at

two a penny, and as many at three a penny, and sold tlion
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all again at the rate of 5 for 2cl. and, by so doing, lost 4d»

What number of eggs had she ?

Let r= number of eggs of each sort,

Then will — = price of the first sort,
2

^

And —= price of the second sort^

But 5 : 2 :: 2x (the whole number of eggs) : - ;

Therefore — price of both sorts together, at 5 for 2d.
5

X X 4*V
And

\
r =4 by the question 4-

At tj \i

1 hat IS, AT-f = 8 ;

Or 3x+ 2;f——= 24,
5

Or 15x-\-lOx—24:r=120 ;

Whence .r=120=number of eggs of each sort required.

10. A can do a piece of work alone in ten days, and B
in thirteen ;

if both be set about it together, in what time

will it be fmished ?

Let the time sought be denoted by x^

Then 10 Jays : 1 work : : x days :
,

10

^ nd 13 days : 1 work : : x days :
,

13

Hience —= part done by A in or days ;

10

And = part done by B in ;c days,
1^

X X
Consequently, J- -^ = 1 J

10 ^13
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That is, 111 4- x=13, or 13;tr-f-10x=130-;

And therefore 23:c=l30, or .^=^3^ =5|| days, the time

required.

11. If one agent A alone can produce an effect e in the

time rz, and another agent B alone in the time b ; in what
time will they both together produce the same effect ?

Let the time sought be denoted by x,

Then a : e :: x : —=
part of the effect produced by A,

And I e :: x : ^^~ part of the effect produced bv B,
o

"SVhence .: i — =e by the question ;

Or - + ^=1;ad
That is, :r -|-

_ =a ;

b

Or bx-^ax=-ba ;

And consequently, ^= = time required.

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE.

1. What two numbers are those, whose diflference is 7,

and sum 33 t Ans. 13 and 20.

2. To divide the number 75 into two such parts, that

three times the greater may exceed seven times tlie kss by
15. Ans. 54. and 21.

3. In a mixture of wine and cider, i- of the whole plus

25 gallons was wine, ^ part minus 5 gallons was cider ;
how

snany gallons were there of each ?

Aus. 85 of wine, and oS of cider.
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4. A bill of 120l. sterling- was paid in guineas and moidoresy
and the number of pieces of both sorts used was just 100

;i

how many were there of each ? Ans. 50 of each.

5. Two travellers set out at the same time from London
and York, whose distance is 150 miles; one of them goes
8 miles a day, and the other 7 ; in what time will they
meet ? Ans. 10 days»

6. At a certain election 375 persons voted, and the can-

didate chosen had a majority of 91 ; hoAV many voted for

each
,'' Ans. 233 for one, and 142 for the other.

7» There is a fish, whose tail weighs 9lb. his head weighs
as much as his tail and half his body, and his body weighs
as much as his head and his tail ; w^hat is the whole weight
of the fibh I Ans. 72lb.

8. What number is that, from which if 5 be subtracted^

I of the remainder will be 40 ? Ans. 65*

9. A post is one fourth in the mud, one third in the wa-

ter, and 10 feet above the water ; what is its whole length f

Ans. 24 feet*

10. After paying away one fourth and one fifth of my
money, I found, 66 guineas left in my bag ; what was in it

at first I Ans. 120 guineas.

11. A's age is double that of B, and B^s is triple that of

C, and the sum of all their ages is 140 ;
what is the age of

each ? Ans. A's= 84, B's= 42, and C's= 14.

12. Two persons, A and B, lay out equal sums of money
in trade ;

A gains 1261. and B loses 87l. and A's money
is now double that of B ; what did each lay out ?

Ans. 300l.

13. A person bought a chaise, horse, and harness for 60l. ;

the horse came to twice the price of the harness, and the
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chaise to twice the price of the horse and the harness ; what

did he give for each ?

Ans. 13h 6s. 8d. for the horse^ 61. 13s. 4d. for the har-

ness, and 40l. for the chaise.

14. 1 wo persons, A and B, have both the same income ;

A saves one fifth of his yearly, but B, by spending 501. per

annum more than A, at the end of 4 years finds himself lOOl.

in debt ; what is their income ? Ans. 125L

15. A gentleman has tw6 horses^ and a saddle worth 50l.

Now if the saddle be put on the back of the first horse, it will

make his value double that of the second ; but if it be put

<>n the back of the secOnd, it will make his value triple that

of the first ; what is the value of each horse ?

Ans. One 301. and the other 40l.

16. To divide the number 36 into three such parts, that

4 of the first, -|
of the second, imd ^ of the tliird, may be all

equal to each other,

Ans. The parts are 8, 12, and 16.

17* A footman agreed to serve his master for Sl. a year,

and a liver^^, but was turned away at the end of 7 months,

and received only 2l. 1 3s. 4d. and his livery ; what was its

value ? Ans. 41. 16s.

18. A gentleman was desirous of giving Sd* a piece to

some poor beggars, but found, that he had not money cnougli
in his pocket by 8d. he therefore gave them each 2d. and
had then 3d. remaining ; required the number of beggars.

Ans. 11.

19. A hare is 50 leaps before a grev hound, and takes

4 leaps to the grey hound's 3 ; but Uvo of tlie grey hound's

leaps are as much as G of the hare's ; how many leaps must
the grey hound take to catch the hare i" Ans. 300.

20. A person at play lost
-J

of liis money, and tlien won
3 shillings ; after which he lost -i of what he then had, and

then WOM 2 shillings ; lastly, he lost | of what he then had.
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and, this done, found he had but 12s. rcmaming ; what liad

he at first ? Ans. 20s.

21. To divide the number 90 into 4 such parts, that, if the

first be increased by 2, the second diminished by 2, the third

muUIpUed by 2, and the fourth divided by 2, the sum, differ-

ence, product, and quotient, shall be all equal to each other.

Ans. The parts are 18, 22, 10, and 40, respectively.

22. The hour and minute hands of a clock are exactly to-

gether at 12 o'clock ; when are they next together ?

Ans. 1 hour, 5-^^ min.

23. When will the hour, minute, and second hands of a

clock be all together next after 12 o'clock ?

Ans. Only at 12 o'clock.

24. There is an island 73 miles in circumference, and 3

footmen all start together to travel the same way about it ;

A goes 5 miles a day, B 8, and C 10 j when will thev all

come together again I Ans. 7o day^.

25. If A can do a piece of work alone in 10 days, and A
and B together in 7 days ; in what time can B do it alone ?

Ans. 2^4 days.
26. If tlirce agents. A, B, and C, can produce the eflccts

fl, A, c, in the times
e*,/, ^, respectively ; in Vvhat time would

they jointly produce tne effect d I

^ f ^
Ans. --fT + ~X^=time.

a c

27. If A and B together can perform a piece of work in 8

days, A and C together in 9 days, and B and C in 10 days ;

how many days will it take each person to perform the same
tvork alone ?

Ans. A 14|| days, B 174|,and C 23^\,

Vol. T. Q q
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QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

A SIMPLE qui»DRATic EQUATION IS that, \vhich involves

the square of the unknown quantity only.

An AFFECTED QUADRATIC EQUATION is that, which IH-

<^olves the square of the unknown quantity, together with

the product, that arises from multiplying it by some known

quantity.

Thus, a:>- ^-—b is a simple quadiatlc equation,

And ax^-^bx-=zic is an affected quadratic equation.

The rule for a simple quadratic equation has been given

already.
All affected quadratic equations fall under the three IoUow.t

ing forms.

1. x^~{-ax=ib

2.
'

x^—ax:=i b

3. x^—«.v =—b.

The rule for finding the value of x^ in each of these equa-

tions, is as follows.

RULE.=^

I. Transpose all the terms, that involve the unknown quan-

tity, to ope side of the equation, and the known terms to the

other side, and let them be ranged according to their dimen-

sions.

* The square root of any ([uantity may be either -}- or —i^

and therefore all quadrat c equations admit of tv/o solutions.

Thus, the square root of -^n- is -f "» oi"—^^ i foi' either -f"X

-fn, or-—7iX—n is equal to \-n'^. So in the first form, where

2 // *

a: -f f. is found = -y/ 6 + !L, the root may be either -{\/b-\-—
2 4.

'

4

or—y/b -\- 5
since cither of them being multiplied by itself

4

rt2

will produce b-\-— And this ambiguity is expressed by wri-
4
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2. When the square of the unknown quantity has any
coefficient prefixed to it, let all the rest of the terms be divid-

ed hv that coefficient.

tine: the uncertain si<j^n "^ before v/ ^ + — ; thus x =+v 6-f"_° " .4 4

a

2"

In the first form, where x =-^ v^6 -f , the first value—
4 2

«2 a
of JT, viz. x=4-\/ 6 +— —--is alwa5^s afrn'mative ; for since

4 2

— 4-^ is greater than — , the greatest square must necessarily
4 4

have the greatest square root ; ^y b-\- —— — will, therefcrcj
4 2

always be greater than y/— , or its equal— ; and consequently
4 2

«2 a
4- %/ '^ + ——.

- will always be affirmative.
2 2

ff- aThe second value, viz. x==—v' ^4- -
, /vvill always be

4 2

wegutive, because it is composed of two negative terms. There-

fore, when x^-\-ax=:b, we shall have ar= -f \/ ^+ - - foP"

4 2

<2- a
the affirmative value of jc, and xz=:—^/ d-\- -1 —•- for the ne-

4 2

gative value ofx.

In the second form, where ar= -\- ^ b-\- + .-, the first

4 -2

value, viz. jr=-}-^ ^_l ^ -j.
_ is alwavs affirmative, since it is

4 2

i:ompo€cd of two affirmative terns. The second value, viz. r-efc
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3. Acid the square of half the coefficient of the second

term to both sidc^s of the equation, and thvit side, which in-

volves the unknown quantity, will then be a complete

square.

2/7 fl^ b-\-Z^ +-, will always be negative ; for since 6-f-^ is

4 2 4

greater than — , the square root of 6-f .^ (^ 6+ — ) will be
4 4 4

greater than \/ —, or its equal _
; and consequently—^/f^-fl—

4 2 4

4- ?_ is always a negative quantity. Therefore, when jc^—ax

a^ . a
ssb^ we shall have .r= -fv/ (^ + - + — for the affirmative val-

4 2

a^ . o
ue of ^^ and a:=—v/ '^+ — -f - for the nec-ative value of or.

4 2

In the third form, where x=zy/— —b -j- _, both the values of
4 2

:r will be positive, supposing — is greater than b. For the
4

first value, viz. a:=-}- v^ —l? -f _, is evidently affirmative, bC"
4 2

ing composed of two affirmative terms. The second value, viz.

jc=—y/— —i^ -j- _, is also affirmative : for since — is greats
4 2 4

er than —— /5, therefore v^— or- is crreater than v^——-^5
4 4 2 4

,«^ , , a
and consequently •-—y' h -f- - will always be an affirmative

quantity. Therefore, when a«—aa:=—15, we shall have ^-=4-

*/— —6 •+ - for the affirmative value of x% and —</ -^6
4 2 4
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4. Extract the square root from both sides of the equation,

and the value of the unknown quantity will be determined^

as required.

Note 1. The square root of one side of the equation is

always equid to the unknown quantity, with half the coeffi-

cient of tlie second term subjoined to it.

Note 2. All equations, wherein there are two terms

involving the unknown quantity, and the index of one is

just double that of the other, are solved like quadratics by

completing the square.

n

Thus, A;'*-f-fa'2=Z', or a^fca^— /^,
are the same as quad-

ratics, and the value of the unknown quantity may be deter-

mined accordingly.

EXAMPLES.

1. Given a^ 4-4^=140 ;
to find x.

First, Ar2-f4.v-f4=140-|-4=:144 by completing the square ;

4- — for the neerative value of x.
3

a2
But in this third form, if b be erreater than — , the solution of

4

the proposed question will be impossible. For, since the square
of any quantity (whether that quantity be affirmative or negative)
is always affirmative, the square root of a negative quantity is

(1%

impossible, and cannot be assigned. But if <^be greater than—,

«2
then J——5 is a negative quantity ; and consequently v' _ —6

4 4

is impossible, or only imaginary, when is less than ds and
4

therefore in that case x = - +V-- — (5 is also impossible CT>
3
— 4

imaginary.
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Then S'^x^ ']-ix-\-4=:.\,^144< by extracting the root j

Or :v+2=:12,

And therefore x= 12—2= 10.

2. Given a^—6jc+8=: 80 ; to find x.

First, a.^—6a: =--- oC—8= 72 by transposition ;

Then sc^—6j:-1-9=7+92 — 81 by completing the square ;

And X—3=^81—9 by extracting- the root ;

Therefore a—94-3=12.
3. Given 2x^ -f 8:r

—20=70 ; to find x.

First, 2a72-|_8.Y=rO-f-20=90 by transposition.

Then x^-^x = 45 by dividing by 2,

And A;2-j-4^jt.f4=49 by completing the square ;

Whence .r-|-2= v' 4-9 = 7 by extracting the root,

And consequently x=7—2=5.

4. Given 3x^—3Ar-f-6=5-i ; to find x>

Here o;^-—.r+2=i|- by dividing by 3,

And x^—^~^|-
—2 by transposition ;

Also x^—ar4-i=l|-
—2-fir:-L by completing the square.

And :r—J^vVs"" i ^^Y evolution ;

Therefore a:=-J- f^ .

|.

5. Given f —
-|- 20-J=42-| ; to find x,

2 3

Here ^ — =42|—20-|=22l by transposition,
2 3

And x^ -=44-| by dividing by I
;

3

2x
Whence ^2— :i:._|_|.—44| -f 1=44^ by completing the

o

square.

And .V— ^=^441 ^ 6|,

llierefore a?=G-| -f-^=7.

6. Given ox^ -^bx=zc; to find ^\

h c
First, x^ -\ ^ = — by division v

a a
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'Then x^ +— X -^
=

j by completinp the

square ;

And X + ^ =^/l. + -— =v' -—— ^'y e^^ol^tion ;

'4acT7T' ^
Therefore a:=j:\^ ^-.

r. Given «a*—bx-\-c—d ; to find a\

Here, ax^—bx^=^d—c by traiispositioH^

And x^ _x= by division ;

a u

Also x^— —X -\
= by completmG: the

square ;

b 1
d—c b*

And X = i V -\ by evolution ;

2a a 4u2 '

Therefore cr= — "|_ v/ •—
1 .

2a
'

a 4a*

8. Given x^-{-2ax^=:b ; to find x.

Here, x*-^2ax^-\-ci^—/>-^<f^ by completing the square.

And x*-^a=:Vd -f- u* by evolution ;

Whence a.^ —v o-r^—^,

And consequently, xj^^V : ^b-\-a—a.

n

d» Given «a'—bx^—c=—d ; to find x.

First, ax**—bx^=:c—d by transposition,

And A," x^=. • by division
;

ci ^a

., b » h^ c d f>^

Also, x^ K^ ^ =: L .— by completino: the
a 4a* a 4^^

^ ^ ^

s^uar^.
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And x^ =V — 1 r by evolution ;

2a a ^u z

Therefore, x^^ — +v h—r
20" a 4a 2

And consequently, ^= ^a-- v'' h
« 4a'

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. Given a:'—8Ar+10=19 ; to find x. Ans. jr=9.

2. Given ;c*—x—40=170 ; to find x* Ans. oc=\S,

3. Given ^x^-\-2x—9=76 ; to find x, Ans. x=-5»

X X
4. Given f- 71-=20 : to find x,

Ans. ;c=5*4039, &c.

5. Given A:*-f:v=fl ; to find ^.

Ans. x=-y/a-f\
—

|.

6. Given :»?^-|-ax—^=:c ; to find x*

Ans. xzz^c + ^-^- •

4 2

7. Given j:*-—0^:=:—-^ ; to find x.

Ans. ^'=+\—— ^ -|
.— 4 2

8» Given -—. •-.ZTJ = ^: to find x.

Ans. A—iv tH y.+

9. Given 2x*—a»4-104=600 ; to find x.

Ans. :r=4.
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10. Given 3.r"—2x%——= —
; to find x.

Ans. ;c=-V^"^' >

,i
Jii/

'^

2.
n

QUESTIONS PRODUCING QUADRATIC
EQUATIONS.

1 . To find two numbers, whose difference is 8 and pror

duct 240.

Let X equal the less nurrfber,

Then will jc-f-S equal the greater,

And.vp< ^~l-8=A^-f-8x=240 by the question ;

Waence .%*-f-8.v-f 16::^ 2 iO-f16=^256 by completing the

square ;

Also x+4=v'256=:16 by evolution ;

And therefore ^^=16—4^12= less number, and 12-|-8=20=

greater.

2. To divide the number 60 into two such parts, that

their product may be 864.

Let x-=. greater part.

Then will 60—Ar= less,

And X.'. Oj—x=.^Ox—A* =864 by the question,
That is, x^—60^:=:;—864 ;

Vv'hence x^—60x-f-900=—864-f-900=36 by completing the

square ;

Also X—30=v'36=6 by extracting the root ;

And therefore j:=:6-f-30=36=: greater part,

And 60—;f=6— 36=24= less.

S. Given the sum of two numbers =10 (o), and die sum

of their squares =58 ((^) ; to find thost- numbers.

Let x^=: greater of those numbers,
Then will a—Ar= less ;

Vol. L Kr
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And x^-^-a—x\ =z2x^-\-a*—2ax=b by the question,

Or :r*+£_—CLr=— by division,
2 ^

Or jc'—ax=. - — :=.—— by transposition ;

Whence a:^—ax+— =: '—
(
—- = by completing

4 ii 4 4

the square ;

Also X =V ^^ ^'

by extracting the root ;

<i 4

And therefore x=-^s/di !L^ -j
— = greater number,~

4 2

And« "
>^. =4-v .«.-f-.= less.

2"" 4 4 2

Hence these two theorems, being put into numlpers, give 7

and 3 for the numbers required.

4. Sold a piece of cloth for 241. and gained as much per

cent, as the cloth cost me ; what was the price of the cloth ?

Let X= pounds the cloth cost.

Then 24—x =. the whole gain ;

But 100 : ;r : : :«; : 24—x by the question,

Or :r2-100A24—^=2400—IOOat ;

That is, A*+100;c:^2400 ;

Whence ar2+100x+2500=24004-2500=4900by completing
the square,

And x-}-50=V4900=70 by extracting the roots.

Consequently, ar=70—5=20= price of the cloth.

5. A person bought a nvmiber of oxen for 80l. ?ind if he

had bought 4 more for the same money, he would have paid
ll. less for each ; how many did he buy I

Suppose he bought x oxen,

80
Then— = price of each,
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And —
price of each, if x-f4 had cost 80l.

But —= f-1 by the question.

Or 80= \-x,

Or 80x4-3 20n:80x-l-A*-f4.A',

That is, ;^2_p4.^_320;

Whence x^-{Ax-i-4=320+4—o2.4^ by completing the square j

And ^,^+2=^ 324=18 by evolution ;

Consequently ;c^l8—2=16=number of oxen required.

6. What two numbers are those, whose sum, product, and

difference of their squares, are all equal to each other ?

Let x= greater number,
And 7/= less ;

Then
-j "^"T^""^^ 2 r by the question,

And 1= ' i—=x—i/, or 0^=1/+1 from the second equa-
x-j-y

tion J

Also i;-fA+t/=5/-r xy from the first equation,

Or2^+l=^2_^z/,
That is, iy'

—y=l>
Wlience ?/^

—
^/-f-l_i:il by completing the square ;

^'''^

Also
//
—-J=Vil=V J= -— by evolution ;

2

r .7 ^5
, J v/5-1-1

Consequently ?/= -4- i= !—
o "^^

And
X=ij^l::^'^±.

7. There are 4 numbers in arithmetical progression,-". ]iereof

the product of the two extremes is 45, and that ot the means

77 } what are the numbers ?

Let ;r=Iess extreme.
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And z/= common difference ;

Tuen X, x-j-y^ x-^'zy^ x-\-Zif will be the four numbers,

. , \ X x
-roij~x^ -i-^JCij^iAiS 1 by the

Whence' ^Zi)^z:^71
—45=32, and 5/2_y_^16 by subtractioa

and division.

Or z/=\/16r=4 by evolution,

Therefore x^ -\''^xij~x^ •^-X^x^A.s by the first equation.

Also x^ J-12x4-36=45+36=81 by completing the square^

And ^'•-|-6=\/81=9 by the extracting ot roots,

Consequently :^=9—6=3,
And the numbers are 3, 7, 11, and 1 5.

8. To find three numbers in geometrical progression^

whose sum shall be 14, ana the sum of their squares 64.

Let V, y^ and z be the numl^ers sought ;

J Then xz~--y^ by the nature of proportion,

•^^^^
I ^^,4^2^^2 ^84 j ""^ ^'^"^ question.

But a +2=1 4—y by the second equation.

And x^ f-2xz-]rZ^z=:196—28z/+?;'^ by squaring both sides.

Or ^2 :..2.2+25/2-~i96
—28y-^y^ by putting 2y^ for its equal

2xz;
That is, jc^ .Lz^4~y^ -196—2Sy by subtraction,

Or 196—28z/=34 by equality;

Hence y= —=4 by transposition and division.

Again, xz=y^=t6, or ^r=:— by the first equation,

1 A
And x-j^y-^z^ +4+2=14 by the 2d equation,

z

Or 16+42+2-=142, or z^—102=— 16,

Whence z^—102+25=25—16=9 by completing the square;

And 2—5=\/9=3, or 2= 3+5=8 ;

Consequently or—;i4—y—^2=14— 4— 8=2, and the num-

bers are 2, 4, ^.
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9. The sum (s) and the product (/;) of any two numbers

being given ; to find the sum of the squares, cuoes, biqua-

drates, &c. of those numbers.

Let the two numbers be denoted by x and y ;

Then will
-J ^

^~ I by the question,

2

But x-^i.'\
=x^ +2xi/-{.y^z=s^ by invokition,

And x^-\-2xii-\-y^
—^xy^s^—2p by subtraction,

That is, x^-f^*-^:^^—2/j= sum of the squares.

Again, :<^+y'^ x -^-f-.V
-*^—

-/>> Xs hy multiplication,

Ov x^ -^'^yX^-\-y-^y
^ =^' ^—

2.9/7,

Or
jr3-f-6f/?-f-?/3_^.3

—
cy,',-f? by substituting sjj

for its equal-

xyXx-f-y ;

And therefore ^ ^
-|-z/

^
-^.9

^—
3.9/?= sum of the cubes.

Inlike manner, x^-fr^^x^c^-j. ,/
-.--.9^—3sp\s by multiplication,

Or x*4-xyxx^^^-{-y'^--'i^
—^^V'

Or :r^-f./>X6^
—

2p-}-y^=6^—3^^p by substituting /?x 6^
—

-p

for its equal xyXx^-{-i^^ ;

And consequently, x*~^y *=s'*—Ss^p
—pX&^—^p=.^

*—
i-^^p

+2/?2— sum of the biquadrates, or fom'th powers; and

so on, for any power whatever.

10. The sum (a) and the sum of the squares (<^)
of four

numbers in geometrical progression being given ; to find

those numbers.

Let a: and y denote the two means.

Then will — and •_- be the two extremes, by the nature of

proportion.

Also, let the sum of the two means =5, and their pro-

duct =p.
And then will the sum of the two extremes ='^—s by thq

question,
•And their product =/? by the nature of propoiJon,
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Hence <J
x^ y^

2
v^ |^ ^^^ 1^^^ problem,

\JJ^
x^'

J

X^ 2/*
And;c2^^9 ^;^__^^_^.2^—^1

—
4^jj-i, ^y the question.

Again, ,-f.
U^z=.a—s by the question,

y X

Or V 3
4-1/

^
=:cz/X G—5 =/? X a—6'.

But
:v3_|,^3_^3

—
3,9^ [)y ^Q last problem.

And therefore
j& X 6/—.s—a^—

3.9/> by equality,
Or pa—pS'\'Zps—pa-{.2ps—s^^

Or p=
^

a-{-Zs

4.9
3

\\1\ence *2-f.fl
—

6|
—

4>p=;6^ +a—.1 — - —6 by substitu-

tion,

Or *2_|. _ ^3_ _ __ \^y reduction.
a -u.

And .9= Vf! 1-j by completing die square, and

extracting the root.

And from this value of s all the rest of the quantities /»,

A", and y may be readily determined.

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE.

1. What two numbers are those, whose sum is 20, and

their product 36 1 Ans 2 and 18.

2. To divide the number 60 into two such parts, that

their product may be to the sum o^' their squares in the ra*

tio of 2 to 5. Ans, 20 and 40.
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3. The difference of two numbers is 3, and the difference

of their cubes is 117 ; what are those numbers ?

Ans. 2 and 5,

4". A company at a tavern had 8l. Us. to pay for their

reckoning ; but, before the bill was settled, two of them

sneaked off, and then those, who remained, had 10s. a

piece more to pay than before ; how many were there in the

company ? Ans. 7^

5. A gi-azier bought as many sheep as cost him 60l. and

after reserving 15 out of the number, he sold the remainder

for 541. and gained 2s. a head by thera ; how many sheep
did he buy I Ans. 75»

6. There are two numbers, whose difference is 15, and

half their product is equal to the cube of the less number ;

what are those numbers ? Ans. 3 and 18.

7. A person bought cloth for 33l. 15s. which he sold again
at 2l. 8s. per piece, and gained by the bargain as much as one

piece cost him j
reouired the number of pieces.

Ans. 15.

8. What number is that, which being divided by the pro-

duct of its two digits, the quotient is 3 j and if 18 be added

to it, the digits will be inverted \ Ans. 24.

9. Wliat two numbers are those, whose sum multiplied

by the greater is equal to 77 \ and whose difference multi-

plied by the less is equal to 12 ? Ans. 4 and 7.

10. The sum of two numbers is 8, and the sum of their

Cubes is 152 ; what are the numbers ?

Ans. 3 and 5.

11. The sum of two numbers is 7, and the sum of their

fourth powers is 641 j what are the numbers I

Ans. 2 and 5.

12. The sum of two numbers is 6, and the sum of their

fifth powers is 1066 i what are the numbers ?

Ans. 2 and 4.
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13. The sum of four numbers in arithmetical progression
is 56, and the sum of their squares is 864 ; what are the

numbers ?

Ans. 8, 12, 16, and 20.

14. To find four numbers in geometrical progression,
whose sum is 15, and the sum of their squares 85.

Ans. 1, 2, 4, and 8.

15. Given :?^^.

of ar.

4

X^

1 .. 1
2 ^/4

4-x^^--
^•3

= 2a ;
to find the value

Aus. X ~|a^ -f. -y/
4̂

CUBIC AND HIGHER EQUATIONS.

A CUBIC EquATiON, or equation of the third degree or

power, is one, that contains the third power of the unknown

quantity : as x^—ax^-^dxz=c.
A biquadratic, or double quadratic, is an equation, that

contains the fourth power of the unknown quantity : as ;t
"*

—cLv 2
-j-b:.

^—cx=zd»

An equation of the fifth power^
or degree, is one, that con-

tains the fifth power of the imknown quantity : as x^ —ax^-[.

Ix^—cx^ -j-dx^e.

An equation of the sixth poxver, or degree, is one, that con-

tains the sixth power of the unknown quantit}^ : as x^—ax^

^h,.
^—tx^-^dx^—ex—f

And so on, for all other higher powers. Where it is to be

noted, however, that all the powers, or terms in the equation,

are supposed to be freed from surds, or fractional exponents.
There are various particular rules for the resolution of

cubic and higher equations ; but they may be all easily resol-

ved by the following rule of Double Position..

I
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RULE.*

1. Find by trial two numbers, as near the true root as

possible, and substitute them separately m the given equa-

tion, instead of the unkuo^vn quantity ; marking tlic errors,

which arise from each of them.

2 Multiply tlie difference of the two numbers, found by

trial, by the least error, and divide the product by the dif-

ference of the errors, when they are alike, but by their sum,
when they are unlike. Or say, as the difference or sum of

the errors is to tlie difference of the two numbers, so is the

least error to the correction of its supposed number.

3. Add the quotient last found to the number belonging
to the least error, when that number is too little, but subtract

it, when too gredt ; and the result will give the true root

neorh/,

4. Take this root and the nearest of the two former, or

any other, that may be found nearer ; and, by proceeding
in like manner as above, a root will be had still nearer than

before ; and so on, to any degree of exactness required.
Each new operation commonly doubles the number of true

figures in the root.

Note 1. It is best to employ always two assumed numbers,
tliat shall differ from each other only by unity in the last fig-

ure on the right ; because then the difference, or multiplier,
is only 1.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the root of the cubic equation .v^-fA;*+.v—100,

Or the value of x in it.

Here it is soon found, that .v lies between 4 and 5. Assume,

* This rule may be used for solving the questions of Double

Position, as well as that given in the Arithmetic, and is prefera-
ble for the present purpose. Its truth is easily deduced from
the same supposition.

For by the supposition, r : s :: :r—« : x—5, therefore, by di-

vision, r—s : s :: i—a : .r—d ; which is the rule.

Vol. I. S s
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therefore, these two numbers, and the operation will be as-

follows.

1st supposition.
4
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The sum of which is '064087.

Then, as '064087 : "001 : : 4' 264 : 0*0 04299

To this adding 4*264

We have x very nearly =i4'2o-+42u9

2. To find die root of the equation x^—15x^-\-63x=50y

jSfi: the value of x in it.

Here it soon appears, that x is very little above 1.

Suppose, therefore, 1*0 and 1*1, and work as follows.

1*0 X ri

1815
1*331

bJ
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Note 2. Every equation has as many roots as it contains

dimensions, or as there are units in the index of its highest

power. That is, a simple equation has only one value or

root ; but a quadratic equation has two values or roots j

a cubic equation has three roots ; a biquadratic equation has

four roots, and so on.

And when one of the roots of an equation has been found

by approximation, as before, the rest may be found as fol-

loY. s :
—Take for a dividend the given equation, with the

known term transposed, its sign being changed, to the un-

knov/n side of the equation ;
and for the divisor take x mi-

nus the root just found. Divide the said dividend by the

divisor, and the quotient will be the equation depressed a de-

gree lower tlran the given one.

Find a root of this new equation by approximation, as

before, and it will be a second root of the original equation.

Then, by means of this root, depress the second equation
one degree lov/er, and thence find a third root, and so on,

till the equation be reduced to a quadratic ; then the two

roots of this being found, by the method of completing the

square, they will make up the remainder of the roots. Thus,
in the foregoing equation, having found one root to be

1*02804, connect it by minus with .vfor a divisor, and take

the given equation v/ith the known term transposed for a

dividend : thus,

x--l'02b04)x^-15x^+6Sx-50(x^'-\S 97196:r-f48*6362r=0.

Then the two roots of this quadratic equation, or a:'—
13'97196.v=— 48' 63627, by completing the square, are

6*57653 and 7*39543, which are also the other two roots of

the given cubic equation. So that all the three roots of that

equation, viz. x^—15x^-\-6ox=::50^

are
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And the sum of all the roots is found to be 15, being

equal to the coefficient of the second term of the equation,

which the sum of the roots always ought to be, when they
are right.

Note 3. It is also a particular advantage of the fore-

going rule, that it is not necessary to prepare the equation,

as for other rules, by reducing it to the usual fmal form

and state of equations. Because the rule may be applied
at once to an unreduced equation, though it be ever so much
embarrassed by surd and compound quantities. As in the

following example.

3. Let it be required to find the root .v of the equation

^14^1.3,2 __^2 ^v^l^^.^ 190x2—x2_j_^^,|2 _ 114^ Qj. the

value of X in it.

By a few trials it is soon found, that the value of x is but

little above 7. Suppose therefore first, that a;'=:7, and then

that x—%.

First, when .v—7.
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Suppose x—7'2. Suppose x=7*\i
^.,m » I »i^ III —

47*990 Vl44a
2 — J?2 ^. _ ^ 47-973

66*402 Vl^^-^^ — ^^+^4f 65*904

114*392 the sums of these 113*877

114*000 the true number 114*000

-fO'392 the errors —0-123

0*123

'515 : *123 : : '1 : *024 the correction.

7'100

Therefore ;r::=:7* 124 nearly, the root required*

Note 4. The same rule also, among other more diffi-

cult forms of equations, succeeds very v/ell in what are cal-

led exponentuil equations^ or those, which have an unkno^\Ti

quantity for the exponent of the power j as in the following

example.

4. To find the vajue of x in the exponential equation.

XP' := 100.

For the more easy resolution of this kind of equations,

jt is convenient to take the logarithms of them, and then

compute the terms by means of a table of logarithmse

Thus, the logarithms of the two sides of the present equation

are, xx log. of ^~-2, the log. of 100. Then by a few tri-

als it is soon perceived, that the value of x is somewhere

between the two numbers 3 and 4, and indeed nearly in the

middle between them, but rather nearer the latter than ,the

former. By taking therefore first a:r=3'5, and then j?=

3*6, and working with the loga.rithms, the operation will

foe as follows.

First, suppose ar= 3*5.

Logarithm of 3*5 = 0*5440680

Then 3*5X log. Z'5 = 1-904238

The true number 2*000000

Error, too little, —^•09576^
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Second, suppose x = 3'6.

Loprarithm of 3*6= 0*5563025

Then 3'6x log. 3*6 = 2*002689

The true number 2*000000

Error, too great, +*(X)2^89

—-095762

+•002689

'098451 sum of the erVors. Then,
As '098451 : '1 : : '002689 : 0*00273

Which correction, taken from 3*60000

Leaves 3*59727=:c nearlv

On trial, this is found to be \tYy litde too small.

Take therefore again jr=3*59727, and next x=3'59728j
and repeat the operation as follows.

First, suppose x = 3*59727.

Logarithm of 3*59727 is 0*5559731

3*59727X log. cf 3*59727= 1*9999854

The true number 2*0000000

Error, too little,
—0-0000X46

Second, suppose jc=3- 59728.

Logarithm of 3-59728 is 0*5559743

3*59728 X log. of 3*59728= 1*9999953

The true number 2*0000000

Error, too little,
- —0*0000047

—-0*0000146
—0*0000047

O'00OO099 difference of the errors. Then,

As '0000099 : -00001 : ; '0000047 : 0*00000474747

Which correction, added to 3-59728000000

Gives nearly the value of x = 3*59:28474747
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5. To find the value of x m the equation :^*-f-10x*-|-

5j:=2600. Ans. ;^=1 1*00673.*

6. To find the value of x in the equation x^—2x=5,
Ans. 2*094551.

7. To find the value of x in the equation a:^-f2jr*—
23^=ro. Ans. 0^^5-1349.

8. To find the value of x in the equation x^—\7x^ +
54;c=350. Ans. a7=14*9540r.

9. To find the value of .r in the equation x*—3a*—
75jr=10000. Ans. jc=10-2615.

10. To find the value of x in the equation 2x*—IQx*

4-40jc2—30x=— 1. Ans. jr=l'2b47ii4.

11. To find the value of x m the equation x^-\-2x*-\»

3:F*-f4;c2+5^—54321. Ans. ;^=8*414-t55-

12. To find the value of x in the equation a* =
123456789. Ans. a'=x8*6400268*

¥ ^#•* • •• «' • »

•^ -^ -^^

^ ^ .^. -^tr

.*. .*. .*. ^
M :«; :^
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DEFINITIONS.

1. -LJL POINT is that, which has position,
but not magnitude.

2. A line is length, without breadth or
thickiitss.

3. A surface^ or superficies^ is an

extension, or a figure, of two dimen-

sions, length and breadth, but with-

out thickness.

4. A bodi^^ or solids is a figure of three di-

mensions, namely, length, breadth, and thick-

ness.
X 11

Hence surfaces are the extremities of solids ; lines the ex-

tremities of surfaces ; and points the extremities ol lines.

5. Lines are either right, or curved, or

mixed of these two.

* A Tutor teaches, in Harvard College, Playfair's " Ele-

ments of Geometry ; containing the first six Books of Eucud,
\vith two Books on the Geometry of Solids.'* Of this work Mr.
F. Nichols of Philadelphia has given a good American Edition.

Vol. I. T t
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G. A right line^ or straight line, lies all

in the same direction between its extrem-

ities, and is the shortest distance between

two points.

7. A curve continually changes
its direction between its extreme

points.

8. Lines are either parallel, oblique, perpendiculai', or tan-

gential.

N

9. Parallel lines are alvv^ays at the

same distance, and never meet, though
ever so far produced.

10. Oblique right lines change their

distance, and would meet, if produc-

ed, on the side of the least distance.

- II.. One line i^ perpendicular to a-

nother, when it inclines not more on

one side than on tiie other.

*

12. One line is tangential, or a tan-

gent, to another, \vhen it touches it

without cutting, if both be produced.

1 3. An ajigle is the inclination, or

opening, of two lines, having different

directions, aiid meeting in a point.

14. Angles are right or oblique, acute or obtuse.
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15. A light angle is that, which is

made bv one line perpendicular to anoth-

er. Or when the angles on each side

-are equal to one another, they are right

angles.

1 6. An oblique angle is that, which

IS made by two oblique lines, and is

either less or greater than a right an-

gle.

17. An acute angle is less than a

right angle.

18. An obtuse angle is greater than

a right angle.

19. Superficies are either plane or curved.

20. A plane superficies^ or a plane^ is that, with which a

right line may, every ^"^^J-} coincide. But if not, it is curved.

21. Plane jigvres are Doundea either by rigiit Imes or

curves.

22. Plane figures, bounded by right lines, have names ac-

cording to the number of their sides, or angles ; for they

have as many sides as angles ; the least number being three.

23. A figure of three sides and angles is called a triangle.

And it receives particular denominations from the relation?

of its sides and angles.

A

24. An equilateral triangle is that,

whose three sides ai*e equal.
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25. An isosceles triangle is that^ which

has two equal sides.

\

26. A scalene triangle is that, whose

three sides are all unequal.

27. A right-angled triangle is that,

which ha» one right angle.

//

28» Other triangles are oblique-angled^ and are either ob-

tuse-angled or acute-angled.

29. An obtuse-angled triangle has

otie obtuse angle.

/
30. An acute-angled triangle has all its

three angles acute.

51. A figure of four sides and angles is called a quadran-

gle, or a quadrilateral.
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32. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral, which has both

pair of its opposite sides parallel. And it takes the follow-^

ing particular names.

Z^, A rectangle is a parallelogram,

having all its angles right.

34. A square is an equilateral rectangle^

having all its sides equal, and all its an-

gles right.

35. A rhomboid is an oblique-angled

parallelogi-am.

36. A rhombus is an equilateral rhom-

boid, having all its sides equal, but its

angles oblique.

37. A trapezium is a quadrilateral, which

has not both pair of its opposite sides par-

allel.

38. A trapezoid has only one pair of op-

posite sides parallel.

39. A diagonal is a right line, joining any f^

two opposite angles of a quadrilateral.
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40. Plane figures, having more than four sides, are, in

general, called polijgons ; and they receive other particular

names, according to the number of their sides or angles.

41. K pentagon is a polygon of five sides ; a hexagon has

six sides ; a heptagon^ seven ; an octagon^ eight ; a nonagon^
nine ; a decagon^ ten ; an imdecagon^ eleven ;

and a dodeca-

gon^ twelve.

42. A regidar polygon has all its sides and all its angles

equal.
—If they be not both equal, the polygon is irregu-

lar.

43. An equilateral triangle is also a regular figure of three

sides, and the square is one of four ;
the former being alsO

called a trigon^ and the latter a tetragon.

Pentagon. Hexagon.

Heptagon. Octagon.

\

Nonagon. Decagon,
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Undecagon. Dodecagon.

44. A circle is a plane figure,
bounded by a cun'-e line, called the

circumference^ whiich. is every where

equidistant from a certain point with-

in, called the centre.

Note. The circumference itself

is olten called a circle.

45. The radius of a circle is a right

line, drawn from the centre to the cir-

cumference.

46. The diameter of a circle is a

right line, drawn through the centre,

and terminating in the circumference

on both sides.

47. An arc of a circle is any part of

the circumference.

•••»..•*»
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48. A chord is a right line, joining

the extremities of an arc.

49. A segment is any part of a

circle, bounded by an arc and its

chord.

50. A semicircle is half the cir-

cle, or a segment cut off by a diam-

eter.

51. A sector is any part of a

wrcle, bounded by an arc, and

two radii, drawn to its extremi-

ties.

52. A quadrant^ or quarter of a
y

/

circle, is a sector, having a quarter /

of the circumference for its arc, and -

its two radii are perpendicular to each •.

other.

-J.
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53, Tlie heig'ht, or altitude^ of a

figure is a perpendicular, let fall from

iin angle, or its vertex, to the opposite

side, called the base*

54, In a right-angled triangle, the side opposite to the

right angle is called the hypotenuse ; and the other two the

le^s^ or 6'icksy or sometimes the base and perpendicular.

55, When an angle is denoted by
three letters, of which one stands at

the angular point, and the other two

on the two sides, that, which stands at

tile angulai' point, is read in the middle,

56. The circumference of every circle is supposed to be
divided into 360 equal parts, called degrees ; and each de-

gree into 60 mimites^ each minute into 60 seconds^ and so
on. Hence a semicircle contains 180 degrees, and a quad-
rant 90 degrees.

57, The measure of a right-
lined angle is an arc of any circle, ..•-"*

contained between the two lines,

"which form that angle, the angular /

point behig the centre ; and it is \

estimated by the number of de-

grees, contained in that arc. Hence X..
a right angle is an angle of 90 de-

grees.

58. Identical figures are such, as have all the sides and
all the angles of one respectively equal to all the sides and
all the angles of the other, each to each

; so that, if one fig-
ure were applied to, or laid upon, the other, all the sides of
it would exacdy fall upon and cover all the sides of the oth-
;^r ; the two becoming coincident.

Vol. p. Uxi
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59. An angle in a segment is that, v/hlch is

contained by two lines, drawn from any point

m the arc of the segment to the extremities

of the arc.

60. A right'linedfigure is inscribed in a cir-^

cle^ or the circle circumscribes it, when all the

angular points of the figure are in the circum-

ference of the circle.

61. A right-linedJigure circumscribes a circle,

or the circle is inscribed in it, when all the sides

of the figure touch ihe circumference of the cir-

cle.

62. One right-linedfigure is inscribed in an-

other, or the latter citxumscribes the former^
when all tiie angular points of the former are

placed in the sides of the latter.

63. Similarjigures are those, that have all the angles of

one equal to all the angles of the other, -each to each, and

the sides about the equal angles proportional.

64. Tlie perimeter ofa fgure is the sum of all its sides^

taken together.

65. A proposition is something, which is .either proposed
to be done, or to be demonstrated, and is either a problem
or a theorem.

66. A problem is something proposed to be done.

67. A theorem is something proposed to be demonstrated.

68. A lemma is something, Avhich is premised or pre-

viously demonstrated, in order to render what follows more

easy.

69. A corollary is a consequent truth, gained immediately
from some preceding truth, or demonstration.
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70. A .scholium is ii remark, or obser\'ation, made upon

something preceding it.

PROBLEMS.

PROBLEM. 1.

To divide a quiver,
line A B i?ito txvo equal parts.

From the centres A and B, with

any radius greater than half A B,

describe arcs, cutting each other

in m and n. Draw the line m C /2,

and it will cut the given line into

two equal parts in the middle

point C."^

PROBLEM II.

•. i»>
,

A:
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Note. By this operation the arc A C is bisected ; and
in a similar manner may any given arc of a circle be bi-

sected.

PROBLEM III.

To divide a ri^ht angle ABC into three equal parts.

From the centre B, with any radius,

describe the arc A. C. From the cen-

tre A, with the same radius, cross the A
a.* c A C in /z ,- and with the centre C,
and the same radius, cut the arc A C
in m. Then through the points tn and

n draw B m and B ;z, and they will tri-

sect the angle, as rec^uired.* -B C

PROBLEM IV.

To draiv a line parallel to a given line AB.

GASE i^

When the parallel line is to be at a given dista?ice C.

From any two points m and

n^ in the line AB, with a rad-

ius equal to C, describe the

arcs r and o. Draw C D to

touch diese arcs, without cut-

ting them, and it will be the

parallel required-!

o
:.-»— '«..,>.

~
,—"' ' '• TV

A- -r

n
'B

m
; then the sides of the triangle B A m are respectively equal

to the sides of the triangle B C in. Therefore the angle A B t;^

=3 the angle C B /«.

* The number of degrees in a right angle is 90 ; and the

radius of a circle being equal to the chord of 60 degrees, the

arc Cm = An = 60 degrees. Therefore mn = SO degrees <=

Am = n C = ^ of a right angle.

'i For the pwints, where the right line CD touches the art&
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CASE 2.

When the panilleUine is to pass throygh a given point C.

From any point m^ in the line ^
AB, with the radius 7«C, describe ^1 :

E
s *

the arc Cn, From the centre
ji /

C, with the same radius, describe A.-
' —^jS.

the arc ?nr. Take the arc Qn
in the compasses, and apply it from m to r. Through C and

r draw DE, the parallel required.*

Note. In practice, parallel lines are more easily drawa

with a Parallel Rule.

PROBLEM V.

To erect a perpmdicular from a g^iven point A in a given

line BC.

CASE I.

When the point is near the jniddle of the line.

"•.v:

©n each side of the point A, take
^ -i*

any two equal distances Am, An. From
the centres 7n and ;;, with any radius

greater than Am or A;z, describe two

arcs, intersecting in r. Through A and

r draw the line Ar, and it will be the „ uC

perpendicular required.f ^^ vV ^

rando, are equally distant from the line AB. Therefore all the

other points, through which CD passes, are equally distant from

AB, that is, CD is parallel to AB.

* For if Cm be joined by a right line, it is evident, that the

ang'e 7imQ, =: the angle m Cr, Therefore DE is parallel te

AB.

'i Suppose right Uues drawa from r to w, and r to n j then tb»
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p^

K

CASE 2.

When the point is near the end of che line.

With the centre A, and any

radius, describe the arc m n s»

From the point w, with the same

radius, turn the compasses twice /'^
over on the arc, at ?i and s. A- /

gain, with the centres n and 6-, de- i '^^

scribe arcs,
intersecting

in r. Then draw Ar, and it will be
the perpendicular required."^

ANOTHER METHOD.

From anjr point w, as a centre,
with the radius or distance m A,
describe an arc, cutting the given
line in 7i and A. Through 7i and
in draw a right line cutting the

arc in r. Lasdy, dra^7 A r, and
it will be the perpendicular re-

quired.!
ANOTHER METHOD.

From any plane scale of equal

parts, set off A??i equal to 4 parts.

With centre A, and radius of

three parts, describe an arc. And
with centre ?», and radius of 5

parts, cross it at n. Draw A n for

the perpendicular required.

TT>

{>--

•-A.

B Til. A.

sides of the triangle mrA are respectively eqiuil to the sides of

the tmngie nrA. Therefore ttie angles at A are equal to each

other, and ?' A is perpendicular to BC.
*

i^ight liaes being dnavn from A to w, 7i to r, rto 5, and s to

A, the sides A;2, nr, of the triangle Anr, are respectively equal
to the sides A.6, 6r,ofthe triangle Asr, and Ar is common to both

triangles. Consequently the angle n Ar = the angle s Ar. And
the angle m An = the angle CAs. Thercfo-e the angles at A
are ri ;ht angles, and Ar is perpendicular to PC

t For the raiglc BAr, being in a semicircle, is a right angle,
er A r is perpendicular to B A.
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Or any other numbers in the same proportion, as 3, 4, 5,

will answer the same purpose.*

PROBLEM VI.

From a ghen point A, out of a given line BC, to let fall

a perpendicular.

CASE I.

When the pzint is ncarlif opposite ike middle of the line.

With the centre A, and any radius,

describe an arc, cutting BC in m and

n. With the centres m and n, and

the same, or any ether radius, describe

arcs, intersecting in r. Draw ADr
for the perpendicular requh'edf

-A.

B
x̂t\'

T> J-

JO.

^^'^^

CASE 2.

When the point is nearly opposite the end of the line.

From A diaw^ any hne A m to

meet BC, in any point w. Bi-

sect A m at 72, and with the centre

;?, and radius A n or m n^ describe

an arc, cutting BC in U. Draw

AD, the perpendicular required.^

A\
if

B
yv^ "'!>

* If a right line be drawn from m to n ; then is Am n a right-

angled triangle. For the square of inn is equal to tbe square of

m A, addetl to the square of Afi. Therefore A w is perpendic-
ular to AB.

t For if right lines be drawn from 77/ lo A, and A to n ; then, the

angle 77z An being bisected by AD, according to Problem 11, in the

triangle m AD, the side m A and angle m AD are respectively

equal to the side A n and angle 71 AD in the triimgle n AD, and

x\D is conimon to both. Therefore the angles at D are equals

and AD is perpendicular to BC.

§ BDA, being an angle in a semicircle, is a right angle, or

AD is perpendicular to BD.
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nft-NOTHER METHOD,

From B or any point in BC, as

a centre, describe an arc through

the point A. From any other

centre m in B C, describe anoth-

er arc through A, cutting the for-

mer arc again in 7i, Through A
and n draw the line A D tz

; and

A D will be the perpendicular

required.*

"""
*:::'. \

B

\ \

m X):

^i''..•"•^r

"•^>11

Note. Perpendiculars may be more readily raised and

let fall, in practice, by means of a square or other fit instru*

ment*

PROBLEM VII.

To divide a given line A B in the same pvoportion^ as anoth'

er line C D is divided.

From A draw any line A E

equal to C D, and upon it trans"

fer the divisions of the line

C D. Join B E, and parallel to

it draw the lines 11,2 2, 3 3^

&c. and they will divide A B, as

required.!

*
Right lines being drawn from B to A, m to A, B to w, and

w to n
; then the sides of the triangle B A m being respectively

equal to the sides of the triangle B n w, the angles of the for-

mer are respectively equal to tlie corresponding angles of the

latter ; consequently in the triangle A m D the angle A m D is

equal to the angle D in w in the triangle Y) m n\ Am is equal to

m n, and m D is common lo the two triangles. Therefore the

angles at D are right angles, and A D is perpendicular to B D.

•fc- For A 1 1, A 3 2, A3 5, &c. arc similar triang;lcsi there^^
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PROBLEM VIII.

To divide a given line A B into any proposed number of

ei^ual parts.

From A draw any line A C

at random, and from B draw

B D parallel to it. On each

of these lines, beginning at A
and B, set off as many equal

parts, of any length, as A B is

to be divided into* Join the opposite points of division by
the lines A 5, 1 4, 2 3, &c. and they will divide A B as re*

quired.*

PROBLEM IX.

At a given point A, in a given line A B, to make an angle^

equal to a given angle C.

With the centre C, and any ra-

dius, describe an arc mn»—With
centre A, and the same radius,

describe the arc rs,—Take the

distance vin in the compasses, and

apply it from r to s» Then a line,

drawn through A and *, will make

tlie angle A equal to the angle C,

as required.

fore as A 1 on A E to A 1 on A B, so is A 2 on A E to A 2 on

A B, so is A 3 on A E to A 3 on A B, Sec. so is 12 on A E to

i 2 on A B, so is 2 3 on A E to 2 3 on A B, Sec. and as A 1 to

1 2 on A E, so is A 1 to 1 2 on A B, Sec. Therefore A B is di-

vided in the same ratio as A E or C D.
*
By the Note under the last Problem A B is divided in the

s^iae proportion as A C or B D, jaid into the same nmialoeT

Vol. W w
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PROBLEM X.

At a given point A, hi a given line A B, to make an angle of

any proposed number of degrees*

With the centre A, and radius

equal to 60 degrees, taken from a

scale of chords, describe an arc

cutting A B in m, I'hen take in

the compasses the proposed num-

ber of degrees from the same scale

of chords, and apply them from 7n

to 72. Through the point n draw A
?z, and it will make thr.

angle A of the number of degrees proposed.

Or the angle may be made with any divided arc, or in-

strument, by applying the centre to the point A, and its

radius along A B ; then make a mark n, at the proposed

number of degrees, through which draw the line A n as

before.

Note. Angles of more than 90 degrees are usually tak-

en off at twice.

PROBLEM XI.

To measure a given angle A.

Describe the arc m n with

the chord of 60 degrees, as in

the last Problem. Take the

arc m n in the compasses, and

that extent, applied to the

chords, will show the degrees

in the given angle.

X>X

of parts ;
but A B and C D are each divided into the required

number of equal parts. Therefore A B is divided into the re-

quired number of equal parts.
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PROBLEM XII.

Tofind the centre of a circle.

Draw any chord A B ; and bisect

it perpendicularly with C D, which

will be a diameter. Bisect C D in

the point O, which will be the cenU'e.* ^-^

PROBLEM XIII.
;

To describe the circumference of a circle through three given

points A, B, C, which are not in a right line.

From the middle point B draw

right lines to the other two points.

Bisect these right lines perpendicu-

larly by lines meeting in O, which

will be the centre. Then from

tlie centre O, to the distance O A,
or O B, or O C, describe the cir-

cle.f

Note. In the same manner may the centre of an arc of

a circle be found.

* As the ri^ht line C D bisects the right line A B in the giv-

en circie perpendiculiivly, it p::.sses through the centre, or is a

diameter, and the centre is the middle point of it.

t For, by the Note mider the laj>t Problem, the centre must be

in c.H'h of the bisecting lines. Therefore it must be in the point
'«f their intevscction.
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PROBLEM XIV.

Through a given point A to draw a tangent to a given circle*

CASE I.

When A is in the circumference of the circle.

From the given point A,
draw A O to the centre of the

cnxle. Then through A draw
B C perpeaiicuUr to A O, and

it will be the tangent requir-

B .A.

CASE 2.

When A is out of the circumference.

From the given point A
draw A O to the centre, which

bisect in the point in. With
the centre w, and radius m A
or m O, describe an arc, cut-

ting the given circle in n*

Through the points A and n
draw the tangent B C.|

B
€?

* For a tangent is perpendicular to a radius, drawn to tlie point

of contact.

t For if a right line be drawn from n to O, the angle A n 0#

being an angle in a semicircle, is a right angle. Therefore A^-^

^ a tungent to the circle in the point n.
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PROBLEM XV.

To f.nd a thirdproportional to two ^iven Lines AB, AC.

Place the two giv^n lines, AB, A
AC, making any angle at A, and A
join BC. In AB take AD equal
to AC, and draw DE parallt:l to

BC. So shall AE be the third

proportional to AB and AC.

That is, AB : AC : : AC = AD : AE.#

B

J
,j

<^

PROSLEM XVI.

To fnd a fourth proportional to three given lines AB^
AC, AD.

Place tAvo of them, AB, AC, A-

so as to make any angle at A, and ^'

join B C. Place AD on AB, and

draw DE parallel to BC. So shall

AE be the fourth proportional re-

quired.

That is, AB : AC : : AD : AE.f

J^

•D

B

* For ADE and ABC arc similar triangles, and consequently
their like or corresponding sides are proportional.

t ABC and'ADE being similar triangles; their like sid©6 are

^j'oporLionaL
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PPvOBLEM XVII.

Tojind a mean proportional between two given lines AB, BC.

Join AB and BC in one

straight line AC, and bisect

it in the point O. Wiih the

centre O, and radius OA or

OC, describe a semicircle.

En!Ct the perpendicular BD,
and it will be the mean pro-

portional required.

A-

B-

j\.

That is, AB ; BD :: BD : BC.^

PROBLEM XVIII,

B

I*

L
O 11

To divide a line AB in extreme and mean ratio.

Raise BC perpendicular to AB,
and equal to half AB. Join AC.
Wifh centre C, and radius .CB, cross

AC in D. Lastly, with centre A,
and radius AD, cross AB in E,
which will divide the line AB in ex^

treme and mean ratio, namely, so that

the whole line is to the greater part,

as the greater part is to the less part.

That is, AB ; AE :: AE : EB.f

^-V

/
!>/

/

C

*
Right lines being drawn from A to D, and D to C ; thea

ABD, and BCD, are similar triungles, and their like sides pro-

portional.

t AB2-|-BC« = AC2 ;

but AC2=AD2+2AD.DC4•DC^ and AD2= AES
2 AD. DC=AE. AB, and DC2=CB2= A AB^ ;

)ienceABHiAB2=AE2-fAE.AB-fJAB2 ;

44i
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PROBLEM XIX.

To tnscrihe an isosceles triangle in a given circle^ that shall

have each of the angles at the base double the angle at the

vertex*

Draw any diameter AB of the given cir-

cle ; and divide the radius CB, in the point

D, in extreme and mean ratio, by the last

Problem. From the poi.it B apply the

chords BE, BF, each equal to CD ;
then

join AE, AF, EF, and AEF wdl be the

triangle required.*

and AB^=AE2-fAE.AB ;

but AE = AB—BE,
hence AB«=AE2-hAB2—AB . BE ;

•/ AE2=AB BE,
and AB : AE :: AE : BE.

* As BE = BF, the angle BAE = the angle BAF, and

AE=AF.
*.• AEF is an isosceles triangle.

Suppose right lines to be drawn from C to E and D to E.

Then, CB : CD :: CD : DB,
and CB : BE :: BE : BD ;

therefore the triangles BDE, BCE, are similar,'

and BE=ED=DC ;

Hence the anajle ABE=the anelc EDB.
But ifG represent the intersection oi AB and EF,the triangles

ABE and AEG are similar, ana tne angle ABE= the angle

AEF;
consequently the angle AEF=the angle EDB ;

but EDB=ECD+CED= 2 LCD,
and ECD=:EAB+AEC=2EAB,
and2ECD=4EAB ;

•.* AEF=4EAB=2EAF=AFE.
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PROBLEM XX.

To make an equilateral triangle on a given line AB.

-.. c,,*

From the centres A and B,
%vith the radius AB, describe

arcs, intersecting in C. Draw
AC and BC, and it is done.

A, /.

Note. An isosceles triangle may be made in the same

manner, by taking for the radius the given length of one ef

the equal sides.

PROBLEM XXI.

To male a triangle xvith three given lines AB, AC, BG.

With the centre A and radius

A C, describe an arc. With

the centre B and radius B C, de-

scribe another arc, cutting the for-

mer in C. Draw A C and B C,
and ABC is the triangle requir-

ed.

PROBLEM XXII.

To make a s'^uare upon a given line AB.

Draw BC perpendicular and

equal to AB. From A and C,

with the radius AB, desciibe

arcs, intersecting in D. Draw
AD and CD, and it is done.
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ANOTHER WAT.

On the centres A and B,

with the radius A B, describe

arcs crossing at O. Bisect A O
in 71. With centre O, and rad-

ius O 7Z, cross the two arcs in

C and D. Then draw AC,

BD, CD.*

PROBLEM XXIII.

To describe a rectaii^le^ or a parallelogram^ of a^iven length

and breadth.

Place BC perpencUcular to

AB. With centre A, and radi-

us BC, describe an arc. With

centre C, and radius AB, de-

scribe another arc, cuttinj^ the

former in D. Dravv' AD and

CD, and it is done. B-

Note. In the same manner is described any oblique

parallclogi-am, except in drawing BC so as to make the giv-

en oblique angle with AB, instead of a right one.

-«n»-

* If rit^ht Unes be drawn from A to O, and B to O, ABO
is an equilateral tri.mgle, each angle of vrhich is

•§
of a right an-

gle. But the arc AO measures the angle ABO ; therefore A n

= n O = O D = i of 90° = 30°, and the angle ABB is a right

angle. For the same reason BAC is a right angle. AB =« BD
= AC. Because BC = AD, CD is parallel to AB, and, being

included between the same parallels, CD is also equal to AB#
Therefore ABCD is a square.

Vol. I. X X
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PROBLEM XXIV.

To make a regular pentagon on a given line AB.

Make B m perpendicular and

equal to half AB. Draw Aw, and

produce it till mnhe equal to B ?w.

With centres A and B, and radi-

us B 72, describe arcs intersecting

in O, which will be the centre of

the circumscribing circle. Then
with the centre O, and the same

radius, describe the circk ;
and

about the circumference of it apply AB the proper number

of times.

ANOTHER METHOD.

Make B m perpendicular

and equal to A B. Bisect A
B in 7Z ; then with the centre

n, and radius n w, cross A B

produced in O. With the

centres A and B, and radius

A O, describe arcs intersect-

ing in D, the opposite angle

of the pentagon. Lastly,

with the centre D., and radius A B, cross those arcs again in

C and E, the other two angles of the figure. Then draw

the lines from angle to angle, to complete the figure.

A.
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A THIRD METHOD, NEARLY TRUE.

On the centres

A and B, with the

radius A B, de-

scribe two circles

intersecting 'in m
and 72. With the

same radius, and

the centre w, de-

scribe r AO B S,

and draw m n cut-

ting it in O. Draw
r O C and S O E^
which will give

two angles of the

pentagon. Lastly, with radius A B, and centres C and E,
describe arcs intersecting in D, the other angle of the pen-

tagon nearly^

m

PROBLEM XXV.

To make a hexagon on a given line A B.

With the radius A B, and

the centres A and B, de-

scribe arcs intersecting in O.

With the same radius, and

centre O, desaibe a circle,

which will circumscribe the

hexagon. Then apply the

line A B six times round the

circumference, marking out

the angular points, which

-connect with right lines.

-...O

A,
"
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PROBLEM XXVI.

To make an octagon on a given line A B.

EErect A F and B E per-

pendicular to A B. Pro-

duce A B both ways, and ,

bisect the angles m A F

and 72 B E with the lines

A H and B C, each equal

to A B. Draw C D and

H G parallel to A F or

B E, and each equal to

A B. With radius A B,

and centres G and D,

cross A F and B E, in F ^' -^^ ^^

9iid £ Then join G F, F E» E D, and it is done.

3

9

/Q

PROBLEM XXVII.

To make any regular pohjgon on a given line A B.

Draw A O and B O, mak-

ing the angles A and B

each equal to half the angle

of the polygon. With the

centre O, and radius O A,

describe a circle. Then ap-

ply the line A B continually

round the circumference the

proper number of times, and

it is done.

Note. The angle of any polygon, that is, the angle
formed by any two of its contiguous sides, of which

the angles O A B and O B A are each one half, is found
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thus : divide the whole 360 degrees by the number of

sides, and the quotient will be the angle at the centre O ;

then subtract that from 180 degrees, and the remainder

will be the angle of the polygon, and is double of O A B,

or of O B A. And thus you will find the following table,

containing the degrees m the angle O at the centre, and the

angle of the polygon,
'

for all the regular figure? from 3 to

12 sides.

No. of
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ANOTHER METHOD, NEARLY TRUE,

Draw the diameter A B, which

divide into as many equal parts

as the figure has sides. With

the radius A B, and centres A
and B, describe arcs crossing at

n ; whence draw n C through
the second division on the diam-

eter ; so shall A C be a side of

the polygon nearly.

Ak

ITl

ANOTHER METHOD, STILL NEARER.

Divide the diameter AB into

as many equal parts as the figure

has sides, as before. From the

centre O raise the perpendicular

Om, which produce till m n be

three-fourths of the radius O w.

From n draw n C through the

second division of the diameter,
and the line AC will be the side

of the polygon still nearer than

befere ; or tlie arc A C, one of

the equal parts, into which the

circumference is to be divided*

51-'.

k
•

» «
.a

•,311v
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PROBLEM XXIX,

jLbout a g-'iven
circle to circumscribe any polygon.

Find the points w, ?z, p^ &c. as in

ihe last problem, to which draw radii

wO, 720, &c. to the centre of the cir-

cle. Then through these points 7w, n,

&c. and perpendicular to these radii,

draw the sides of the polygon.

PROBLEM XXX.

Tofind the centre of a given polygon^ or the centre of its in-

scribed or circumscribed circle*

Bisect any two sides with the per-

pendiculars /«0, nO ; and their inter-

section will be the centre. Then,
with the centre O, and the distance

Ow, describe the inscribed circle
; or

with the distance to one of the an-

gles, as A., describe the circumscrib-

ing cnxie.# /

-A^.

Note. This method will also circumscribe a circle about

an)" given oblique triangle.

* O in beintj perpendicular to the chord A rn of the circum-

scribing circle, or the tant];ent of the inscribed circle at the point

of contact, must, if conti'uicd far enough, pass through the cen-

tre. The same may be said of O n. Therefore their iiUersec-

tion at O is the centre.
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PROBLEM XXXI.

In any given triangle to inscribe a circle*

Bisect any two of the angles
with the lines AO, BO, and O wiU
be the centre of the circle. Then^
with the centre O, and radius tlie

nearest distance to any one of the

sides, describe the circle.^

PROBLEM XXXII.

About any given triangle to circiinh^cribe a circle.

Bisect any two of the sides A
B, B C, with the perpendiculars

wO, nO. With the centre O, and

distance to any one of the angles,

describe the circle.

PROBLEM XXXIII.

/w, or about
^
a given square to describe a circle*

Draw the two diagonals of the square,

and their intersection O will be the cen-

tre of both the circles. Then, with that

ccntl-e, and the nearest distance to one

side for radius, describe the inner circle ;

and with the distance to one angle for

radius, describe the outer circle. f

* For if perpendiculars be let full from O on each of the sides,

it may easily be shown, that these perpendiculars are equal.

And consequently O is the centre of the required circle.

t The diagonals of a square iijutually bisect each ©tlicr. f
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PROBLEM XXXIV.

I?i, or about a given circle to describe a square^ or an octagon.

Draw two diameters A B, C D,

perpendicular to each other. Then

connect their extremities, and they

will give the inscribed square A C
B D. Also through their extremi-

ties draw timgents, each parallel
to

the other diameter, and they will

form the outer square m n o p.

Note. If any quadrant, as A C, be bisected in q, it will

give one eighth of the circumference, or the side of the octa-

gon,

^PROBLEM XXXV.

In a given circle to inscribe a trigon^ a hexagon^ or a dode*

cogon.

The radius is the side of the

hexagon. Therefore from any

point A in the circumference,

with the distance of the radius,

describe the arc B O F. Then
is A B the side of the hexagon ;

and therefore, being carried

round six times, it will form the

hexagon, or divide the circumfer-

ence into six equal parts, each

containing 60 degrees. The second of these, C, will

give A C, the side of the trigon, or equilateral triangle, and

the arc A C one third of the circumference, or 120 degrees.
Also the half of A B, or A 7i, is one twelfth of the circum-

ference, or 30 degrees, and gives the side of the dodeca-
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Note. If tangents to the circle be drawn through al

the angular points of any inscribed figure, they will form

the sides of a like circumscribing figure.

PROBLEM XXXVI.

In a gi-oen circle to inscribe a pentagon^ or a decagon.*

'i)raw the two diameters

A P, m n, perpendicular to

each other, and bisect the

radius On in q. With

the centre ^, and radius q

A, describe the arc A r;

and with the centre A, anjd

radius A r, describe the

arc rB. Then is A B one

fiith of the circumference ;

and A B, carried round five times, will form the pentagon.
Also the arc A B, bisected in S, wilJ give A S, the tenth part
of the circumference, or the side, of the decagon.^^

* If a re-^ular pentagon be inscribed in a circle, the square of

the radius is to the square of its side, as 2 to 5—-'^/5.

Suppose a right line dravni from A to r, and A to q. Thei*

Ar2= Ai,'2-j-r^2—2 rq xoq = 2 Kq^— 2 Aq Xoq =^2Aq^
—A q X A ;

but A72=Ao2 4-ory2=lAo2,
hence A<7=|Ac/v^5,

V Ar2=£Ao2—:^^5=Ao2x^i:^,
2 2 2

and consequently, Ar = A B is the side of the pentagon.

As the square of the side of a regular pentagon, inscribed in

a circle, is equal to the sum of the squares of the radius and of

the side of a regular decagon, inscribed in the same circle, and

Ar^==Ao^-{-or^,

'.* r =a tlie side of the decagon.
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ANOTHER METHOD.

Inscribe the isosceles triangle ABC,

ihaving each of the angles ABC, aCB,
double the angle BaC. Then bisect

the two arcs ADB, AEC, in the points

D, E
; and draw the chords AD, DE,

AE, EC ; so shall ADBCE be the in-

scri'jed pentagon required.^ And the

decagon is dience obtained as before.

Note. Tangent'^, being drawn through the angular
will form the circumscribing pentagon or decagon,

PROBLEM XXXVU.

pointy.

To divide the drnumfcrence of a g'lven circle into txvelve

equalparts^
each being" 60 degrees.

Or to inscribe a dodecagon by another method*

Draw two diameters 1 7 and

4 10 perpendicular to each other.

Then, with the radius of the circle,

and the four extremities 1, 4, 7, 10,

as centres, describe arcs through the

centre of the circle ; and thev M'ill

cut the circumference in the points

requTed, dividing it into 12 equal

parts at the points marked with the

numbers, t

* The angle ACB at the circumference, standing on the arc

ADB, is double the angle BAC ; consequently the arc ADB =
double the arc BC. For the same reason the arc A E C = dou-

ble the arc BC. Therefore the chords AD, DB, BC, CE, EA
are equul to each other ; and ADBCE is the required pentagon.

f The radius bein-^ equal to the chord of 60°, the arc 1 3, ia

;the quadrant 1 4, = 2 4 = 60°. Therefore the arc 1 2=2 S
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PROBLEM XXXVIII.

To divide a given circle into any proposednumber ofparts bu

equal lines ^ so that thoseparts shall be inutually equal^ both

in area andperimeter.

Divide the diameter A B into

the proposed number of eq':al

parts at the points a^ h^ c, &:c.

Then on A «, A ^, A c, &c. as di-

ameters, describe semicircles on

one side of the diameter A B ;

and on B f/, Be, B ^, &c. de-

scnbe semicircles on the other

side of the diameter. So shall the corresponding joining se^

micircles divide the given circle in the manner proposed.

And in like manner we may proceed, when the spaces are to

be in any given proportion.- As to the perimeters, they are

always equal, whatever may be the proportion of the spaces.*

= 34; and the chords of these equal arcs are equal. The same

may be said of each of the other quadrants. Therefore the

problem is truly solved.

* The several diameters being in arithmetical progression,

the common cliiference being equal to the least of them, and

the diameters of circles being as their circumferences, the cir'»

cumferences are also in arithmetical progression. But in such ^

progression the sum of the extremes is equal to the sum of each

two terms, equally distant from them ;
therefore the sum of the

circumferences on AC and CB is equal to the sum of those on

AD and DB, and of those on AE and EB, See. and each sum e-

qu.il to the semicircumference of the the given circle on the di-

anaeter AB. Therefore all the parts have equal perimeters, and

each is equal to the circumference of the given circle.

Again the same diumeters being as the members 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec.

and the areas ol circles being as the squares of their di imeters,

the semicircles will be as the numbers I, 4, 9, 16, &c. and cons^-
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PROBLEM XXXIX,

On a given Line K^ to describe the Segment oj a Circle^

capable of containing a given Angle*

Draw AC and IjC, making the

angles BAC and ABC each equal

to the given angle. Draw A D per-

pendicular to A C, and B D perpen-

dicular to B C. With centre D,
and radius D A, or Y)^^ describe

the segment AEB. Then any an-

gle, as E, made in that segment,
will be equal to the given angle.*

:e

PROBLEM XL.

To cut ojf a segment from a given circle^ that shall contain ft

given angle C.

Draw any tan-

gent AB to the

given circle ; and

a chord A D, to

make the angle

DAB equal to the ^ ^

given angle C ;

quently the differences between all the adjacent semicircles arc

as the terms of the arithmetical progression 1, 3, 5, 7, Sec. in which

the sums of the extremes, and of every two equidistant mcij:s,

constitute the several equal parts of the circle.

* Let fall a perpendicular from D upo;": A B, and it will bisect

the angle D. Half the angle D is equal lo the complemert of

the angle DBA = the angle ABC == tl^e given ang;ic.
But half
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then DEA will be the segment required, any angle E, made
in it, being equal to the given angle C."^

PROBLEM XLI.

To make a triangle similar to a given triangle ABC.

Let a ^ be one side of the re-

quired triangle. Maki the angle a

equal to the angle A, and the an-

gle h equal to the angle B ; then

the triangle abc will be similar to

ABC, as proposed.

Note. If « 3 be equal to AB, the triangles will also be

equal, as well as similar.

PROBLEM XLII.

To make afgure similar to any other given figure ABCDE.

From any angle A draw diagonals

to the other angles. Take Ah a side

of the figure required. Then draw

b c parallel to BC, and c d to CD,
and de to D E, &c.^

1j B 1j

the angle D = angle AEB = any other angle in that segment
of the circle. Therefore the required segment is described.

* For the angle BAD is equal to the angle DEA ill the alter,-

Date segment.
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OTHERWISE.

Make the angles at o, b^ e, &c.

respeetively equal to the angles at

A, B, E, and the lines will intersect

in the angles of the figure requir-

PROBLEM XLIII.

To make a triangle equal to a given trapezium A B C D.

Draw the diagonal DB, and

CE parallel to it, meeting A.B

produced in E. Join D E j

so shall the triangle ADE be

equal to the trapezium AB
CD.^

PROBLEM XLIV.

To make a triangle equal to thefgure ABCDEA

Draw the diagonals DA, DB,
•and the lines EF, CG, parallel

to them, meeting the base AB,
both ways produced, in F and

G. Join DF, DG ; and DFG
will be the triangle required.

Note. Nearly in the same manner may a triangle be

made equal to any right-lined figure whatever.

* For the tricingles DDE and DBC, bein^ on the Si\me bs^se

anti between the swne puralleis, are equal.
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PROBLEM XLV.

To make a rectangle^ or a parallelogram^ equal to a gheri

triangle ABC,

Bisect the base AB in m.

Through C draw C n O parallel

to AB. I'hrough m and B
draw m n and B O parallel to

each other^ and either perpendic-

ular to A 13, or making any angle

with it. And the rectangle or

paralielogram m ?2 O B will be "^

equal to the triangle, as required.*

PROBLEM XLVI.

To 7nake a square equal to a given rectangle ABCD.

•*^^,..—'~—-..^ Cr
Produce one side AB, till B

E be equal to the other side BC.
Bisect AE in O ; on which as a

centre, with radius AO, describe

a semicircle, and produce BC to

meet it at F. On BF make the

square BFGH, and it will be equal to the rectangle ABCD,
as required.!

* For a parallelogram on half the base and between the same

parallels is equal to a tri.aicle.

t For EB=BC : BF :: BF : BA, hence BCxBA=BF2
•/ The givjn parallelogram and square, that is iouuu, are equal.
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PROBLEM XLVII.

To make a square equal to two giveJi squares P and Q.

Set two sides AR, BC, of the

given squares perpendicular to

each other. Join thtnr extremi-

ties AC ; so shall the square R,
constructed on AC, be equal to

the two P and Q. taken together.*

Note. Circles, or any other similar figures, are added in

the same manner. For if AB and BC be the diameters of

two circles, AC will be the diameter of a circle equal to die

other two. And if AB and BC be the like sides of any two

similar figures, then AC will be the like side of another sim-

ilar figure equal to the two former, and upon which the third

figure may be constructed, by Problem xlii.

PROBLEM XLVIII.

To make a square equal to the difference of two ^iven

squares P, K.

On the side AC of the great^^r

square, as a diameter, describe a

semicircle ; in which apjjly A3,
the side of the less square. Join

BC, and it will be the side oT a

square, equal to the dlir.^rence

between the two P and R, as

required.

* For in aright angled triangle, the squure of the hvpote-

ftuse is equal to the sum of tiie squ<*res of the other two sides.
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PROBLEM XLIX.

To make a square equal to the sum ofany number ofsquans
taken together*

Draw two indefinite liies A ?»,

A «, perpendicular to each other

at the point A. On one of these

set off AB the side of one of the

given squares, and on the other

AC the side of another of them.

Join BC, and it will he the side of

a square equal to the two together.

Then take AD equal to BC, and

AE equal to the side of the third

given square. So shall D E be the

side ofa square equal to the sum of the three given squares.

And so on continually, always setting more sides of the given

squares on the line A72, and the sides of the successive sums

on the other line Aw.

Note. And thus any number of any kind of figures may be-

added together.

PROBLEM L.

To construct the lines of the plane scale.

The divisions on the plane scale are of two kinds
; one

kind having relation merely to right lin^s, and the other to

the circle and its properties. The former are called lines^

or scales^ of equal parts^ and are either simple or diagonal.

By the lines of the plane scalej we here mean the follow-

ing lines, most of which commonly, and all of them

sometimes, are drawn on a Plane Scale.
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1. A LINE or SCALE of EQUAL PARTS, marlicd E. p.

2 Chcrds Cho-

3^ , Rhumbs Rhu.

4 Sines Sin.

5. • • • • . • Tangents Tan.

6 Secants ..«,.. Sec.

7". Seniit''inge}its . . • . » S. T».

8 Longitude • • • . • Lon.

9 Latitudes Lat.

lO Hours Ho.

11 Inclination ofMeridians . In. Mer.

i.. To construct plane diagonal scales*

Draw any line, as A B, of any convenient length. Di-

vide it into 1 1 equal parts.
=^ Complete these into rectan-

gles of a convenient height, by drawing parallel and per-

pendicular lines. Divide the altitude into 10 equal parts,

if It be for a decimal scale for common numbers, or into

12 equal parts, if it be for feet and inches ;
and through

these points of division draw as manv parrallel lines, the

whole length of the scale. Then divide the length of the

first division A C into 10 equal parts, both above and be-

low ; and connect these points of division by diagonal

lines, and the scale is finished, after being numbered as

you please.

B £> 6 ^ ^ o

Only 4 parts are here drawn for want of room.
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PLANE SCALES FOR TWO FIGURES.
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5. To construct the line of rhumbs.^

Divide the arc B E into 8 equal parts, which mark with

the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
; and divide each of those

pares into quarters j on B, as a centre, transfer the divisions

of die arc to the chord ^^^ which, marked with the corres-

ponding figures, wiU be a Hne of rhumbs.

4. Co construct t.'ie line of sines»\

Through each of the divisions of the arc AD draw right

lines parallel to the radius AC ; and CD will be divided into

a line of sines, which are to be numbere;! from C to D for

the right sines ; and fro^n D to C for the v^^rsed sines. The
versed sines may be continued to 1 80 degrees, by laying the

divisions of the radius CD from C to E.

5. To construct the line of tangents.\

A rule on C, and the several divisions of the arc AD, will

intersect the line DG, which will become a line of tangents,

and is to be figured from D to G with 10, 20, 30, 40, &c.

6. To construct the line of secants.^

The distances from the centre C to the divisions on the

line of tangents, being transferred to the line CF from the

* Rhumbs here are chords, answering: to the points of the

Mariners' Compass, which are 32 in tlie circle.

t The sine ofan arc is a ris^ht line, drawn from one end of an

arc perpendicular to the radius, drawn to the other end. The
versed sine is the part of the radius, included between tlie arc and

its sine.

I The tangent ofan arc is a right line, touching that arc at one

end, and terminated by a secant, drawn through the other end,

§The secant of an arc is a right line drawn from the centre

through one end of the arc, and terminated by the ti\ng^ent,

drawn from the oUier end.
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cehtfe C, will p;ivethe divisions of the line of SPC^ntn ; which

must be numbered from A toward F v/ith 10, £0, 30, &c.

7» To construct the line of semitorfgents^
or the tangents of

> haf the arcs,

A rule on E, and the several divisions of the arc AD, will

intersect tht radius CA, in the divisions of the semi or half

tangents ; mark thesic with the corresponding figures of the

aix AD.

The semitangents on the plane scales are generally continu-

ed as far as the length of the rule, en which ihty are laid, will

admn ; the divisions bevond 9C;® are found by dividing the

arc AE like the arc AD, then laying a rule by E and these

divisions of the arc AE, the divisions of the semitangents

above 90 degrees will be obtained on the line CA continued*

8. To construct the line of longitude.

Divide AH i ito 60 equal parts ; through each of these

divisions parallels to the radius AC will intersect the arc

AE in as many points ; from E, as a centre, the divisions of

the arc EA, being transferred o the chord EA, wil: give the

divisions of the line of longitude.

The points thus found on the quadrantal arc, taken from

A to E, belong to the sines of the equally increasing sexa-

genaiy parts of the radius ; and those arcs, reckoned from E,

belong to the cosines of those sexagenary parts.

9. To construct the line of latitudes,

A rule on A, and the several divisions of the sines on CDj
will intersect the arc BD, in as many points ; on B. as a

centre, transfer the intersections of the arc BD, to the right

line BD
; number the divisions from B to D ^^ith 10, 20,

30, &c. to 90 ; and BD will be a line of latitudes.
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to. To construct the line ofhourSt

Bisect the quadrantal arcs BD, BE, in «, b; divide the

quadrantal arc a b into 6 equal parts, which gives 15 degrees

for each hour ; and each of these into 4 others, which will

give the quarters. A rule on C, and the several divisions of

the arc ab^ will intersect the line IVIN in the hour, &c. points,

which are to be marked as in the figure.

11. To construct the line of inclination of meridians.

Bisect the arc EA in c,* divide the quadrantal arc be in-

to 90 equal parts ; lay a rule on C and the several divisions

of the arc ^c, and the intersections of the line HM will be the

divisions of a line of inclination of meridians.

The xise of" these several lines will appear in the subse-"

quent parts of the work.
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>®®4

P LANE Trigonometry teaches the relations and calcu-

lations of the sides and angles of plane triangles.

The angles of triangles are measured by the number of

degrees, contained in the arc cut off by the legs of the angle,

and whose centre is the angular point. A right angle is

therefore an angle of 90 degrees ; and the sum of the three

angles of every triangle, or two right angles, is equal to

180°. Wherefore, in a right-angled triangle, one acute an-

gle being subtracted from 90°, the remainder will be the

other; and the sum of any two angles of a triangle, being
taken from 180°, will leave the third angle.

Degrees are marked at the top of the figure with a small

% minutes with
', seconds with", and so on. Thus, 57^ 30'

12", that is, 57 degrees, 30 minutes, and 12 seconds.

The complement of an arc is the difference between tliat

arc and a quadrant. So BC:i=40° is the complement of AB
=50°.

The supplement of an arc is what it wants of a semicircle.

So BCD=130° is the supplement of AB=50°.

A A a
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The sine of an arc is the line, drawn from one end of the

arc perpendicularly upon the diameter, drawn through the

other end of the arc. So BE is the sine of AB or of BCD.

The versed sine of an arc is the part of the diameter be-

tween the sine and the bec^inning of the arc. So AE is the

versed sine of AB, and DE the versed sine of BCD.

The tangent of an arc is the line, drawn perpendicularly

from one end of the diameter passing through one end of

the arc, and terminated by the line, drawn from the centre

through the other end of the arc. So AG or DK is the

tangent of AB, or of BCD.

The secant of an arc is the line, drawn from the centre

through the end of the arc, and terminated by the tangent.

So FG or FK is the secant of AB, or of BCD.

The cosine^ cotangent^ or cosecant^ of an arc is the sine,

tangent, or secant of the complement of that arc. So BH
is the cosine, CI the cotangent, and FI the cosecant of

AB.

From the definitions it is evident, that the sine, tangent,

and secant, are common to two arcs, which arc the supple-
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ments of each other. So the sine, tangent, or secant of 50°

b also the sine, tangent, or secant of 130°.

The sine, tangent, or secant, of an angle is the sine, tan-

gent, or secant, of the arc, or the degrees, by which the angle

is measured.

The sine, tangent, and secant of ei'-eiy degree and minute

in a quadrant are calculated to the radius l,and ranged in ta-

bles for use. But because trigonometrical operations with

these natural sines, tangents, and secants require tedious mul-

tiplications and divisions, the logarithms of them are taken,

and ranged in tables also ; and the logarithmic sines, tan-

gents, and secants are commonly used, as they require only

additions and subtractions, instead of the multiplications and

divisions.

There are usually three methods of resolving triangles, or

the cases of trigonometry j namely. Geometrical Construction^

Arithmetical Computation^ and Instrumental Operation,

In thejirst method-, let the triangle be constructed bv ma-

king the parts of the given magnitudes, namely, the sides

from a scale of equal parts, and the angles from a scale of

chords, or other instrument. Theai measure the required

parts by the same scale.

In the second method ; having stated the terms of the pro-

portion according to the rule, resolve it like all other pro-

portions, in which a fourth term is to be found from three

given terms, by multiplying the second and third together,

and dividing the product by the first, in working with the

natural numbers, whether they be sides, or sines, tangents, or

secants, of angles. Or, in working with logarithms, add the

logarithms of the second and third terms together, and from
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the sum subtract the logarithm of the first term ; then the

number answering to the remainder will be the fourth term

required.

To work a stating imtrumentallij ; as^ for example^ by the

logarithmic Vines on one side of the ttvo foot scales,—Extend

the compasses from the first term to the second, or third,

which happens to be of the same kind with it ; then that ex-

tent will reach from the other term to the/ourth, taking botlx

extents toward the same side.

Note. For the sides of ti'iangles the line of numbers,
marked Num. is used ; and for the angles, the line of sines,^

or of tangents, marked Sin. or Tan. according as the propor-
tion respects sines or tangents. If the extent upon the tan-

gents reach beyond the line, set it so far back as it reaches

over.

In a triangle there must be given three parts, one of which,
at least, must be a side ; because the same angles are com-

mon to an infinite number of triangles.

In plane trigonometry, there are only three cases, or varie-

ties, viz.

1. When two of the three given parts are a side and its op-

posite angle,

% When two sides and their included angle are given,

3. When the three sides are given.
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PROBLEM I.

Given three such parts ^
that an angle and its opposite side

shall be txuo of them ; toJind the rest.

In any plane triangle, the sides are proportional to the

sines of their opposite angles,* That is.

As one side :

Is to another side : :

So is sin. angle opp. the former :

To sin. angle opp. the latter.

Note 1. To find an angle, begin the proportion with a

side opposite to a given angle ; and to find a side, begin with

an angle opposite to a given side.

Note 2. An angle, found by this rule, is always ambig-

uous, except it be a right angle, or except, that the magni-
tude of the given angle prevent the ambiguity ; because the

sine answers to two angles, which are the supplements of

each other ; and accordingly the construction gives two tri-

angles with the same given parts ; and when ttiere is no re-

* DEMONSTRATION.

Let ABC be any friangle :

in AB assume any point D,
take CE=AD, and upon AC
demit the perpendiculars

DF, EG, BH ; then will DF
and EG be die sines of the

angles A, C, to the general
radius AD or CE. Now
from similar triangles we shall have

JAB : BH : : AD : DF
eCB : BH : : AD (CE) : EG,

ity,

AB : BC : : EG : DF.

and hence, of equal-
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striction or limitation, included in the proposition, either of

them may be taken. The degrees, in the table, answering

to the sine, is the acute angle ; and if the angle be obtuse,

take those degrees from 180°, and the remainder will be the

obtuse angle. When the given angle is obtuse, or right,

there can be no ambiguity ; for then neither of the other an-

gles can be obtuse, and the construction will produce but one

triangle.

EXAMPLE 1-

In the plane triangle ABC,
CAB 345 ) 1

Given ^BC 232 P^'^'

Required the other parts.

.A.

GEOMETRICALLY.

t. Draw the line AB=345 from some convenient scale

of equal parts.

2. Make the angle A=3r° 20'.

3. V/idi the centre B, and radius 232, taken from the

same scale of equal parts, cross AC in C.

4. Draw BC, and the triangle is constructed.

Then the angles B and C, measured by the scale of chords,

and the side AC, measured by the scale of equal parts, will

be found to be as follows : viz.

ZB27°
Or 78|

ZC 1151 AC 174

Or 64| Or 374|
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ARITHMETICALLY.

As side BC
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EXAMPLE 3.

lu the plane triangle ABC,
rAB 365 poles ^ f ZC 98°03'

jGiven -I /B 24° 45' i AnsJ AC 154'33 1 ^^
UA 5r 12; f UC £09' 86 P^^^^*

Required the other partsj

EXAMPLE 4.

In the plane triangle ABC,
rAB 53 miles

"^
fZB 29° 23'

Given < ZA 121° 14'
j^Ans.

< AC 53 miles.

tzC 29 23; [ LBC 92*36 miles.

Required the other parts. J

EXAMPLE 5.
'

In the plane triangle A.BC

rAB 365 poles ^ fZB 24° 45^

Given \ AC 154*33 poles
' Ans. < ZA 57 12

L ZC 98° 03' ; f LBC 309*86 p:>les.

Required the other parts. J

EXAMPLE 6.

In the plane triangle ABC,

f AC 120 ft. ^ r /R / ^4° 34.' 21"

Given
<!

BC 112ft. »

| t^^^ 25 39

LZA5r°27'; { . J yr f 57 58 39

Req. the other parts. J j X 7 07 21
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PROBLEM II.

Given two sides and the angle included by them; to find
the rest.

In a plane triangle,

As the sum of any two sides :

Is to their difference ::

So is the tangent of half the sum of their opposite angles .:

To the tangent of half their difference.*

* Demonstration.

By the first prob-

lem, the sides are as

the sines of their op-

posite angles,and con-

sequently the sum of

the sides will be to

the difference of the

sides, as the sum of

the sines is to the dif-

ference of the sines

of the said opposite

angles.

W herefore we have

only to prove, that

the sum of the sines is to the difference of the sines of two arcs,

as the tangent of half the sum of those arcs is to the tangent of

half their difference : in order to which, let BD, CE, be the

sines of the arcs AB, AC ; produce BD to the circumference at

P, and produce CE till EQ be = DP ; to the middle point (i of

the arc BC draw the tangent HGK, and draw CNBML parallel

to it ; join RH, RG, and draw ON, FB, and QL parallel to

RAMK.
Now it is evident, that CQ is the sum, and CF the difference,

of the sines j and that GK is the tangent of half the sum AG,
B Bb
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Then the half difference, added to the half sum of the an-

gles, gives the greater ; and subtracted leavu-s the less angle.
Then all the angles being known, find the uaknovva bide

by the first problem.

Note 1. When, in this case, the triangle is right angled,

the longest side will be found by extracting ihe squar-t root

of the sum of the squares of the other two sides ; and then

the angles will be found by the first problem.

Note 2. That instead of the tangent of the half sum,
we may use the cotangent of half the given angle, which is

the same thing.

EXAMPLE 1.

In the plane triangle ABC,

rAB 345 yards.
Given i AC 174*07 yd.

(.ZA 37° 20';

Require L. the other parts.

and GH the tangent of half the difference CG, of the two -ires

AB, AC
; also NM is -= JCL, for BN=NC, and BM=ML :

then, CQ : CF : : (|CQ or) OE : (.JCF or) OC,
and OE : OC : : NM : ISIC, because ON, in the triangle

CEM, is parallel to EM,
and NM : NC : : GK : GH, because CM, in the triangle

RHK, is parJlcl to HK ;

therefore, CQ : CF : : GK : GH. Q. E. D.

And that the half sum, increased and diminished by the half

difierence, gives the greater and less aiigie respectively, is evi-

dent from the figure. And that two quanuties or any kiijcl may
be found, by the same rul , from their sum and difference, ni.iy

be proved duis. Let CN represent the less and NL the greater

of any two qumtities; and let B be the mi* idle of the right line

CL. Then it is cvidcn , that BL=BC is the half sum, and BN
the half difrerence, as also, that LB-fBN=NL the greater

quantity, and CB—BN=NC the less.
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GEOMETRICALY.

1. Draw AB equal to 345, from a scale of equal parts.

2. ISIak-e the angle A equal to 37^ 20'.

3. Make AC equal to 174*07, by the scale of equal parts.

4. Join B, C, and it is done.

Then the parts being measured, we have the ZC=115°-|,
the ZB^27°, and BC— 232 yards.

ARITHMETICALLY.

As sum of sides AB+AC 519'07 2*7152259

To diff. of sides AB—AC 170*93 2*2328183

/ft /Xi
So tang. 71° 20' 10*4712979

•J

To tang.
^^~^^

44 16 9*Q888903 ,

Their sum 115 36 ZC
Their diff. 27 04 ZB

Then,
As sine ZC115° 36' or 64° 2V 9*9551259

To sine ZA 37 20 # 9*78^7958

So side AB 345 2*5378191

To side BC 232 2 o6j48 JO

INSTRUMENT ALLY.

In the first proportion, extend from 519 to 171 on t4ie

line of numbers ; that extent will reach, upon the tangents,

from 71°-|7 (fi^^ contrary way, because the tangents are set

back from 45°) a little beyond 45, which, being set so far

back from 45, falls upon 44°-l, the fourth term.

In the second proportion, extend from 64°-J to o7^^ on the

sines ; that extent will reach, on the numbers, from 345 io

232, the fourth term required.
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EXAMPLE 2.

In the plane triangle ABC,
TAB 551 .. > rZA 121° 14'

Given
]
BC 92' 36 j"^'^^^ i

Ans.j ZC 29 23

LZB29°2o'; > L AC 53 miles.

Required the other parts. J

EXAMPLE 3.

Given

1

AC
BC

V. ZC 57° 58' 39'' ,
,

Required the other parts. J

In the plane triangle ABC,
^^^

1 poles "1 f
^^ 5r° 27' 00"

I. AB 112*65 poles.
!>

PROBLEM III.

Given the three sides ; to jincl the angles.

In any plane triangle, having let fall a perpendicular from

the greatest angle to the opposite side or base, dividing it in-

to two segments, and the whole triangle into two right-an-

gled triangles ; it will be

As the base, or sum of the segments :

Is to the. sum of the other two sides : :

So is the difference of those sides :

To the diiference of the segments of the base.'*

^ Demonstration.

From one end B oi the least

side AB, of the triangle ABC,
as a centre, and radius AB, de-

scribe a circle, cutting the ©ther

two sides in E and F ; produce
CB to the circle at G, and

let fall the perpendicular BD.

Then is GB=BF=AB, and

(by 3 III.Eucl.) AD=DE, and

consequently EC=CD-—.DA the difference of the segments,

FC=GB—-BA the difference of the sides, and GC=CB+BA
the sum of the sides. But (by Cor, to 36 III. Eucl.) the rectan*
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Then half the difference, being added to and subtracted
from half their sum, will give the greater and less segment.

Hence, in each of the right-angled triangles, will be
known two sides, and the angle opposite to one of them ;

and consequently the other angles will be found by the first

problem.

Note. In the above proportions, if half the difference of
the sides be taken for the third term, then the fourth term
will be half the difference of the segments. Which will

commonly be more convenient to use than the whole differ-

ence.

EXAMPLE 1.

In the plane triangle ABC,

fAB 345
-^

Given
<( AC 174-07 )> yd.
L13C 232 J

Required the angles. ' B

GEOMETRICALLY.

1. Draw AB equal to 345, by a scale of equal parts.

2. With centres A and B, and radii 1 74*07 and 232,

taken from the same scale, describe arcs intersecting in C.

3. Draw AC and BC, and it is done.

Then, by measuring the angles, they appear to be nearly
of the following dimensions, viz. ZA=37^-|, ZB=27%
and ZC=115%.

ARITHMETICALLY.

Having let fall the perpendicular CP, it will be. As AB
=345 : BC-fC A =406-07 : : BC—-CA = 57*93 :

gle CAxCE=CGxCF, of CA : CO : : CF : CE, that is,

AC : CB+BA : : CB—-BA : CD—DA. Q. E. D.

And that the half-sum of two quantiucs, increased and dimin-

ished by their half-difference, gives the greater and less quanti-
ties respectively, was proved in the lust problem.
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40^;orv 57*93

o45
;^68"18=BP—PA.

Hence, l^^I^liS =206*59=BP.
2

And — =i:i8»41=AP.
2

Then, in the triangle APC, right angled at P,

As AC
To AP
So S. ZP

To S.ZACP

174*07
1 38*41

'

90° 00'

52 40

2'24072''9

2*i4ii675
10'00000-30

<' 00 436

Which, being taken from 90 00

Leaves 37 20 ZA.

And in the triangle BPC,

As BC 232

To BP 206*59

So S.ZP 90° 00'
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INSTRUMENTALLY.

In the first proportion, extend from 345 to 4-06, on the.

line of numbc-rs ; that extent will reach, upon the same line,

from 58 to 68*2, the difference of the segments of the

base.

In the second proportion, extend from 174 to 138J on the

numbers ;
that will r. ach, on the sines, from 90° to 52^-|.

In the third proportion, extend from 232 to 20C|-, and that

extent will reach from 90° to 03°.

EXAMPLE 2.

In the plane triangle ABC,

fAB lCy2 -] f ZA 53° 07' 43^'

<^iven <^
AC 270 ! Ans.

<;
ZB 90 00 00

LBC 2:6
;

j

\^ ZC 36 52 i2

Required the angLti.J

EXAMPLE 3.

In the plane triangle ABC,

TAB 112^65
"1 fZA 57° 27' 00"

Given
<(
AC 120 ! Ans. <( Z3 64 34 21

LBC 112;
j

L ^C 57 58 39

Required the angles. J

EXAMPLE 4.

In the phme triangle ABC,

fAB 53 ^ f ZA 121° 14'

Given ^ AC 53
[^

Ans. ^ ZB 29 23

LBC 92*36 ; f [^ ZC 29 23

Required die angles. J

Note 1. These three problems include all the cases of

plane triangles, as well right-angled as oblique-angled. 'I'here

are some other theorems, suited to some particular forms of
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triangles, which are often more expeditious in practice than

the preceding general methods. One of which, as the case,

for which it serves, so often occurs, is here given.

PROBLEM.

Given the angles and a leg of a right-angled triangle ; to Jind
the other leg and the hypotenuse.

As the radius

Is to the given leg AB
So is tang, of angle A
To the opposite leg BC
And so is secant of the ZA
To the hypotenuse AC*

* C /

EXAMPLE.

In the plane triangle ABC, right-angled at B,

Given {^^ L-or'48"} Required AC and BC.

GEOMETRICALLY.

Make AB=162, and the angle A=53° 0/ 48" ; then raise

the perpendicular BC meeting AC in C. So shall AC meas-

ure 270,. and BC 216.

.>2j
* Demonstration.

With the centre A and any radius AD, describe an arc DE,
and erect the perpendicular DF ; which, it is evident, will be the

tangent, taid AF the secant of the arc DE, or angle A, to the ra-

dius AD. And in similar ^rimgles ADF, ABC, it will be

AD : AB : ; DF : BC : ; AF : AC. Q. E. D.
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ARITHMETICALLY.

As radius 90°

: AB 162

: : tang, of 53° 7' 48^'

: BC 215'9992
And

As radius 90°

: AB 162

: : secant of 53° 7' 48"

: AC 269'9993

10*0000000

2' 2095 150

10' 1249371

2*3344521

10*0000OX>

2*2095150

10*2218477

?/43 13627

INSTRUMENTALLY.

The extent from 45° to 53° 08', upon the tangents, wiU

reach from 162 to 216 upon the numbers.

Note 2. It is common ^
to add another method

for riglit-angled triangles,

which is this. ABC be-

ing the triangle, make a

leg AB radius, that is,

with centre A and radius

AB, describe an arc BF :

then it is evident, that the A<

other leg BC represents

the tangent, and the hy-

potenuse AC the secant of

of the angle A or arc BF. f'^

In like manner, if the leg BC be made radius, then the leg

AB will represent the tangent, and AC the secant of the arc

BG, or the angle C.

^But if the hypotenuse be made radius, then each leg will

represent the sine of its opposite angle i namely, the kg AB

Ccc
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the sine of the arc AE or angle C ; and the leg BC, the sine

of the arc CD or angle A.

And then the general ride for all these cases is this ; the

sides are to each other^ as the parts, which they represent.

, • • •. « •

^^ <>•• • •• •• • \
^ • • •• • •

•• • % • * '•

i^W ^% ^%^A* ~A~ ^isr
«• • "• •• • '• •* • ••

•, * .• •. • • •- •
'

•' • '

• N •' • •. , ^ -. .' • •• »• " •*

•, A J> •. « - •. r* * *. • .•

»* • •• • • *- •• • • •• • V

V6^ 7**. /»^

if • % .' • V
•. • • •• • ••



MENSURATION

OF

SUPERFICIES.

TX HE area of any figure is the measure of its surface, or

the space contained within the bounds of the surface, with-

out any regard to thickness.

The area is estimated by the number of squares contained

in the surface, the side of those squares being either an inch,

a foot, a yard, &c. And hence the area is said to be so many

-square inches, or square feet, or square yards, &c.

Our ordinary lineal measures, or measures of length, are

as in the first of the following tables ; and the annexed table

of square measures is taken from it by squaring the several

iiumbers.

LINEAL MEASURES.

12 inches 1 foot

3 feet 1 vard
6 feet 1 fathom

164 feet, or ") . , ,

5| yards j
^ P°''= °' '°'^

40 poles 1 furlong
8 furlongs • .... 1 mile.
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SqUARE MEASURES.

X44 inches 1 foot

9 teet 1 yard
36 feet 1 fathom

27:^i feet, or > . , ,-

30| yards j
• • • ^ M^ or rod

1600 poles 1 furlong
64 furlongs .... 1 mile.

PROBLEM I.

Tofind the area ofa parallelogram ; whether it be a square^

a rectangley
a rhombus^ or a rhomboid.

BULE =3«=

Multiply the length by the breadth, or a perpendicular

"height, and the product will be the area.

* Take any rectangle ABCD, and divide each of ts sides in-

to as many equal parts as is expressed by the number of times

they contain the linear measuring unit, and let all the opposite

points of division be connected by right lines. Then, it is evident,

that these lines divide the rectangle into a number of squares,

each equal to the superficial measuring unit, and that the number
of these squares, or the area of the figure, is equal to the num-
ber of linear measuring units in the length as often repeated, as

there are linear measuring anits in the breadth or height, that is,

equal to the length multiplied by the height, nvhich is the rule.

And since a rectangle is equal to an oblique parallelogram

standing upon the same base, and between the same parallels ;

(Euc. I. 35) therefore the rule is true for any parallelogram in

general. Q. E. D,
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EXAMPLES.

1. To find the area of a square, whose side is 6 inches,

,Qr 6 feet, &c.

6 A. , .
—

, .
—.—.B

6

3G

Answer 36

2. To find the area of a rectangle, whose length is 9, and

breadth 4 inches, or feet, &c.

9
4

36

Answer 36
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3. To find the area of a rhombus, whose length is 6*20

thains, and perpendicular height 5 '45.

5-45

6-20

10900
32 ro

Ans. o3*7900 square chains.

.''/

A

I

6-20

4. To find the area of the rhomboid, whose length is 12

i^et 3 inches, and breadth 5 feet 4 inches.

ft.
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PROBLEM It.

Tojhul the area of a triangle.

RULE 1.*

Multiply the base by the perpendicular height, aiid half

die product will be the area.

IIULE 2.f

When the three sides only are (five?! ;—add the three sides

together, and take liidf the siun ; from the half sum sub-

tract each side sepiirateiy ; multiply the half sum iuid the

three remainders continually together ; and the square root

of the last product will be the area of the triangle.

* A triangle is half a parallelogram of the same base and al-

titude,) Euc. I. 41) and therefore the truth of the rule is evi-

dent.

t Demonstration.

Take any triangle ABC, and let

iim/i be its inscribed circle, whose

centre is O ; join AG and CO, and

let fall the perpendiculars 0«, O/w,

and O/z ;
in CA produced take AH

= B/r, and erect the perpendicular

HG, meeting CO produced in G ;

make BL and III each equal to

An, and join GL, GI, GB, andGA.

Now, as C/i=zCin, A/i—An, and Bw=B;/, it is evident, that

CH, or CL, will = half the perimeter of the triangle, and that

HA, A//, and/;C wiJl be the differences between tlie half peri-

meter and each side respectively. And since CH=CL, CG
common, iind the angle HCG = angle LCG, therefore GL=
GH, and the angle GLC= angle GHC =a right angle. Also,

xL^
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EXAMPLES.

1. Required the area of the triangle, whose base is 6*25

chains, and perpendicular height 5*20 chains.

as GH=GL, HI=LB, and the angles H and L are right an-

gles, therefore GI=GB. In like manner, as GI=GB, AI=
AB, and GA common, therefore the angle GAI = angle GAB.

But the points A, w, O, /2, full in the circumference of a cir-

cle, therefore the an^Ie IAB= angle fiOn ; (Euc. III. 22) and

consequently their halves HAG and AO/^ are also equal to each

other, and the triangle AHG similar to the triangle AfiO^ And,

as the triangles CfiO and CHG are also similar, we shall have

HG : /2O : : HC : Cp and //A : HG : : /2O : AH ; whence HG
X/2A:/20xHG : : HCx/zO : C/2XAH or /2A . fO • - HC
XpO : C/2XAH, or/2AxCH : /iOxCH : : HCx/^O : C/^

XAH, which is the same as the rule ;
for if this be expressed

algebraically, it will be VCHx/2AxCy2XAH, which is the rule,

='N/CfPx/r62'===CHx/20 = the area. Q. E. D.

CoR. I. If the triangle be right-angled, the rectangle of the

half perimeter, and the difference between the half perimeter and

the hypotenuse will be the area ; because when CAB is a right

angle, BL will be equal to/zO.

Cor. 2 . If the triangle be equilateral, |>/3, multipl'.ed by the

square of the side, v/ill be the area ; because, in that case, the pe-

rimeter is three times the side, and the three differences are all

equal to each other.

Rule 3. Any two sides of a triangle being multiplied togeth-

er, and the product again by half the natural sine of their includ-

ed angle, will give the area of the triangle.

Demonstration.

This follows from Rule 2, mentioned in the note under Prob.

I. for a triangle is half of a parallelogram of the same base and

height.
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6-25

5-20

12500
3125

2)32-5000

16*25 square chains, the answer.

2. To find the number of square yards in the triangle,

whose three sides are 13, 14, 15 feet.

13

14
15

2)42

I sum 21 21 21

13 14 15

21
6

Rem. 8 6 126

r

882

8

. . 9)

705C( 84 feet

64 C^ sq. yds.

164

7056 4

356

356

Ans. 9^ square yards.

3. How many square yards are contained in a right-angl-

ed triangle, whose base is 40feet, and perpendicular 30 feet ?

Ans. 6C| ..quare yards,

4. How many square yards are contained in the triangle,

whose base is 49 feet, and height 25^ feet ?

Ans. 6C4|, or 68-7361.

5.r. To find the area of the triangle, whose ba^e is i8 feet 4

inches, and height 11 feet 10 inches.

Ans. 103 feet 5 Mfihes 8".

D Dd
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PROBLEM III.

To Jind one side of a righUangled triangle.^ having the other

two sides given.

The square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the

squares of the two legs. Therefore,

1. To find the hypotenuse ; add the squares of the two

legs together, and extract the square root of the sum.

2. ToJind one leg ; subtract the square of the other leg

from the square of the hypotenuse, and extract the root of

the difference.^

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle,

whose base is 40, and perpendicular 30.

40 30 C
40 30

1600 900

900

2500(50 the'hypot. AC.
25

00

2. What is the perpendicular of a right-angled triangle,

whose base AB is 56, and hypotenuse AC 65 ?

*By Euc. 47, I. AB24.BC2=ACS or AC^—AB2=BC2,
and therefore v^AB^-fBC2=AC, or V^AC*—AB2=BC, and

ig the same as the rule.
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56
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PROBLEM IV.

To find the area ofa trapezoid*

RULE.*

Multiply the sum of the two parallel sides by the perpen-

dicular distance between them, and half the product will be

the area.

EXAMPLES.

1. In a trapezoid, the parallel sides are AB 7*5, and DC
12*25, and the perpendicular distance DE or B« is 15*4

chains ; required the area.

12*25

•i m

19' 75
15*4

111 <f

7900
9875
1975

2)304 150

152*075 square chains, the answer.

* Demonstration.

The A ABD is = , and the A BCD= , or,
2 2

(because B;i=DE).=Illl^^, A .. ABD+ABCD,or the
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J}. How many square feet are in the plunk, whose length

is 12 feet 6 inches, the breadth at the greater end 1 foot 3

inches, and at the less end 1 1 inches ?

Ans loAJ feet.

3. Required the area of a trapezoid, the parallel sides be-

ing 21 feet 3 inches and 18 feet 6 inches, and the distance

between them 8 feet 5 inches.

Ans. 167 feet 3 inches 4" 6'".

PROBLEM V.

To find the area of a trapezium.

CASE I.

For awj trapezium,

RULE.

Divide it into two triangles by a diagonal ; then find the

areas of these triangles, and add them together.

Or, if two perpendiculars be let fall on the diagonal from

the other two opposite angles, the sum of these perpendicu-
lars being multiplied by the diagonal, half the product will

be the area of the trapezium,^

whole trapezoid, is = -f =

AB+DCxDE r. ^ ^
-..—: Q. E. D.

2

* Demonstration.
«

BExDF
The area of the triangle BDE is =——_ ; and the urea of

BFx \C
the triangle BAE is =—^—^—

; and therefore the sum of their

BExDF
areas, or the area of the whole trapezium, is = —^-^ f-

BExAC DF+AC
2 2

^^^-
Q.E.D.
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CASE 2.

JV/ien the trapezium cafi be mscribed in a circle,

RULE*.

Add all the four sides together, and take half the sum, and
subtract each side separately from the half sum ; then multi-

ply the four remainders continually together, and the square
root of the last product will be the area of the trapezium.

* A trapezium may be inscribed in a circle, when the sum of

any two opposite angles in it is equal to two right angles, or 180".

In order to facilitate the demonstration of the rule, it is thought

expedient to premise the following

LEMMA.

In a trapezium of the above description, if any two adjacent

sides be multiplied together, and also the other two ; and if the

sum of these two products be multiplied by the sine of the anglcj

included by either of the pairs of sides multiplied together ; then

half of the lust product is the area.

(ADxDC+ABxBC) X s. ZD or s. ZB
Thus, ^^ = the area.

Demonstration-

For this product is equal to the two triangles ADC, ABC, ac-

cording to Rule 3, mentioned in the notes under Prob. II, since

the sines of the opposite angles D, B, of a trapezium, inscribed

in a circle, are equal to each other.

I
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EXAMPLES.

1. To find the area of the trapezuim ABDE, the diago-

nal BE being 42, the perpendicular DF 18, and the perpen-

dicular AC 16.

Demonstration of the Rule.

For, upon the sides AD, DC, let

fall the perpendiculars BS, BT ; put
5= the sine of the angle A, or of

the angle C ; and a, b, Cy d^
= the

four sides AB, BC, CD, DA|gre-

spectively.

Then 1
•

6-
• • $

"" ' c'=BS,men i . 6 . .

^ ^ . ds=BTy

.- J a : Qk/ 1—55=AS,

l/j : f,^ 1—5s=CT;
And 1

Hence SD=:d-\-a^ 1—6s, and DT=c—b^ 1—ss.

But, by right-dngled triangles, BS*+SD^=DT2-fTB^, that

is, dd-\-2adx/ 1—o6- -\-aa=cc~^2bc^\^^ss-{-bby

bbA-cc—'Cia—dd
And hence y/ 1— ^i- =

2ad-\-2bc

And 5=V'(2aa'4-2ur)'—(' -'>-}-cr—r/r^— :

(i)'

2ad^2hc

Then, by lemma, \s^{2ad->f-2bcy
—

{bb-\-cc—aa—dd)^^ the

area, and this expression of the area ^^\y/{b-\-c
— a—d )

W{^+f>-\-f^—d)x{a-\-b-^c+d)x{a^b+c-\-d)x[^-a-\-b+c+d)^

y/s—a xs.—b xs—'C X6—rf, if 5 be half the sum of the four

sides. Q. E. D.
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AC 16

CD 14

AD 12

AC 16
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30
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AC
FD
GC
Gfii

Bfi

GO
Ep
By

5*i?

5'2

4*4

1*3

1*8

1'2

08
2'i

1st. for trapezium
ABCG.
13
1*8

3*1

5'5

155

155

2d for trapezium
GDEF.

1*2

O'S

2*0

5*2

104

17"05 double ABCG.
10'40 double GDEF,
10*12 double GCD.

2)37*57 double the whole,

18*785 the answer.

3d for triangle

GCD.
4*4

2*3

132

88

10' 12
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PROBLEM VIT.

To find the area of a regular polygon*

RULE 1.=^

Multiply the perimeter of the figure, or sum of its sides,

by the perpendicular falling from its centre upon one of its

sides, and half the product will be the area.

RULE 2.f

Square the side of the polygon ; multiply that square by
the multiplier, set opposite to its name in the following table,

and the product will be the area.

* Demonstration. Every regular polygon is composed of

as many equal triangles as it has sides, consequently the area of

one ot those triangles, being multiplied by the number of sides,

must give the area of the whole figure ; but the area of either of

the triangles is equal to the rectangle of the perpendicular and

half the base, and therefore the rectangle of the perpendicular

and half the sum of the sides is equal to the area of the whole

AB
polygon; thus, OPx is =area of the aAOB, and OP X

= area of the polygon ABODE. Q. E. D.

t Demonstration. The multipliers in the table are the

areas of the polygons, to which they belong, when the side is

unity or 1 .

Now, as all regular polygons, of the same number of sides, are

similar to each other, and as similar figures are as the squares of

their like sides, (Euc. VI. 20) therefore 1^: multiplier in the

table : : square of the side of any polygon : area of the polygon ;

or, which is the same thing, the square of the side of any polygon

X its tabular number is = area of the polygon.

Q. E. D,
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N(j. ot skf^s.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Required the area of the regular pentagon, whose side

AB is 25 feet, and perpendicular OP 17'20477o7'

*v

BY THE FIRST RULE,
t

i 7*204774 perpendicular,

125 perimeter.

88023870

34409548

17204774

2)21 50*596750
1075'29S3r5 answer.

BY THE SECOND RLTLE,

First 25 Then 1*7204774

25 G25
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125
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Again, xvhen the radius and height PD are given.

Then CD—DPrr^CP ; Lmd vCa^^CP^z^AP.
And when AP and PD ore given* Then as DP : PA

P A 2 P A 2

: : PA : CD+CP=i-2_, and 2CDz=iiL -lPD.
PD ' PD

EXAMPLES.

1. Suppose the radius AC or CD to be 10, and the half

chord AP 8.

Then V^AC2—AP2=V 100— 64 =^/36-6=CP ;
and

CD—CP=10—6=:4rz:PD J and vAP^i-i-D2=^644- lD=

-S/80—8-9442n91=AD.

2. If the radius be 10, and PD 4.

Then CD—DP^IO— 4 = 6=CP ; and ^CA^—Cp2=:
VlOO—36=v'64=8=AP.

3. When AP is 8, and DP 4.

Then £A!z= y =:16=:CD+CP.PD ^

And 2CD=16-fPD=20, or CD=10.

PROBLEM IX.

Tofind the diameter and circumference ofa circle^ eitherfrom
the other*

RULE 1.*

As 7 is to 22, so is the diameter to the circumference.

As 22 is to 7, so is the circumference to the diameter.

* The ratio of the diameter of a circle to its circumference has

never yet been exactly attained. Nor can a square, or any other

ri^ht-lined figure, be found, that shall be equal to a given circle.

This is the famous problem, called the the squaring of the circle,

which has exercised the abilities of the greatest mathematicians

for ages, and has been the occasion of so many endless disputes.
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RULE 2.

As 113 is to S55, so is the diameter to the circum*

ference.

As 355 is to 113, so is the circumference to the di-

ameter.

Several persons of considerable eminence have, at different times,

pretended, that they had discovered the exact quadrature ; but

their errors have soon been detected, and it is now generally

looked upon as a thing impossible to be done.

But though the relation between the diameter and circumfer-

ence cannot be expressed in known measure, it may yet be tip-

proximated to any assigned degree of exactness. And thus that

incomparable Geometer, the great Archimedes, about two thou-

sand years ago, had discovered this ratio to be nearly as 7 is to

JJl, which is the same as ourjirst rule.

By inscribing and circinnscribing polygons of 96 sides, he

found the ratio to be less than 34, but greater than
3^-"}-

to 1 ; and

thence inferred the ratio above mentioned, as may be seen in his

book ih; dimensione circuli. And in this manner was the problem
more anciently performed by Philo Gedarensis^ and by Ajiolloniufi

Pargaeus^ in a work, not come to our hands, called Ocyteoboos, as

we are informed by Eiitoclus, in his commentary on Ar-

chimedes.

The ratio of Ficta and Melius is that of 1 13 to 355, which is

something more exact than the former, and is the same as the se-

co7id rule.

But the first, who ascertained this ratio to any great degree of

exactness, was Van Ceulcfi, a Dutchman, in his book de Circulo e:

Adscrijitis. He found, that if the diameter of a circle was 1.

the circumference would be 3" 14159265358979323846264338

3279502884 7iearly. And this is exactly true to 36 places of de-

cimals, and was effected by means of the conthmal bisection of

an arc of a circle, which was so exceedingly troublesome and

laborious, that it must have cost him incredible pains. It is said

to have been thought so curious a performance, that the number.-;

were cut on his tomb stone, in St. Peter's church yardaX. Leyden.
This last number was not only confirmed, but extended to double

the number of places, by the ingenious Mr. jibraham !^harp.

F F f
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RULE 3.

As 1 is to 3' 141 6, so is the diameter to the circum-

Ter'^'nce.

As 3*1416 is to 1, so is the circumference to the di-

ameter.

But since the invention oi Fluxions^ and the Summation of In-

finite Series, there have been several methods found out for doing
the same thing with less labor and trouble, and far more expedi-

tion. Mr. John MacMn, Professor of Astronomy in Gresham

College, has, by these means, given a quadrature of the circlci^

ivhich is true to 100 places of decimals ; and M. De Lagny and

M. Euler have carried it still farther. And these last expres-
sions are so extremely near the truth, that, except the ratio could

be completely obtained, we need not wish for a greater degre«
of accuracy.
The method of obtaining this proportion from the doctrine of

,fluxions may be shewn as follows :—
Take Ac any arc ol a circle, and let cr be an indefinitely small

tangent at the point c.

Then draw the lines as in the figure, and put OA=r, Al:=x,

hc=:y, AT=/, and Ac=z
j and for the fluxion of a simple quan-

tity put a point over it.

Now, since the triangles rcn, chO, and TAO are similar, wc'

rx
^hall have be

(i/)
: cQ (r) : : en

(.^) : cr =: z =^ — =
y

rr

y2ru.—jfS
=fluxion of the arc, in terms of the versed sine*.

And also, ©/^(v'/
-—

ij'^)
: Oc (r) : : nr[y) : cr ^=s z

rv

v^r-

- ssfluxion of the urc> in terms of the sine.
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EXAMPLES.

1. To find the circumference of a circle, whose diameter

AB is 10.

And, in like manner, AT (t)
: OT (^r^^t^) : : en (x) t

.cr=z =
J

; but OT {^r^^t^) ; QA (r) : : Oc (r)

: 03= -

,
anrl thprfforp. A A (^)^r— , whosc

fluxion IS -issx ; and consequently

»
;;

— X 1 =« o
, ,2
= fluxion of the arc in terms of

the tangent.

Now, from any of the three forms of fluxions here found,
their fluents, or the value of the arc itself, will become knoAMJ.

But the third form, expressed in terms of the tan.^ent, \\ ill be
the most convenient, because it is enUrely free from radical quan-

tides ; and therefore, if — be converted into an infinite se-

• • • •

ries, we shaU have z ^''21 =?~.'-^-f-^-*^.-''-!l, Sccaua
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BY RULE 1.

7 : 22 : : 10 : 31-42857

10

7)220

Or 31*42857, answer.

^3 fS (7 f9
its fluent =z=i' +—. —_-j , &c. = lenj^th of

the arc Ac.

Then, by taking Ac=to any given arc, whose tangent can be

found in terms of the radius, the series will become known ; and

being repeated as often as Ac is contained in the whole circum-

ference, we shall have the length of the circumference in terms

of the diameter.

Thus, if the radius be 1, and Ac be J part of the circumfer-

ence, or 45°, its tangent will be equal to the radius, and the se-

ries will become 1 — } +^—t+ 1""*^ +tV' ^^* = ^^'^ of

45^ and 8 x : 1— | +i— j + -^--tt + -^j &c. = whole

circumference.

This series is the simplest form, that can possibly be obtain-

ed, but in order to get another, that will converge faster, we

must take a smaller arc ; as, for instance, suppose that of 30®

or -^^ part of the circumference.

Then, since the tangent of S0°, to radius 1, is ^^, the gene-

ral series will become >/4x : 1— 1
——

: —. ——r 4- :>2
3-3 5-32 7-33 ^9-3*

&c. = arc of 30°, and 12 v^-ix : 1— 1 r* +'

,

3-3
^

5-32 7-33

, &c. = whole circumference, and so for any other arc
9*3* \

whatever. \
Those, who would wish to see the methods of Mac/tin, Eulcry

&c. may consult Dr. H-utton*s Mensuration, and a paper of his in

the Philosophical Transactions, upon this subject.
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3Y RULE 3.

31416 : 1 : : 50 : 1J^'915«

50

3* 141 6)50'000(1 5* 91 5d
' •••• 18584

2876

49

18

2

•3. If the diameter of the earth be 7958 miles, as it is ve-

ry nearly, what is the circumference, supposing it to be exr

actly round I

Ans. 25000*8528 miles.

4.. To find the diameter of the globe of the earth, suppos-

ing its circumference to be 25000 miles.

Ans, 795r| nearly.

PROBLEM X.

To Ji7id the length of any arc of a circle,

RULE 1.

As 1 80 is to the number of the degrees in the arc^

So is 3*1416 times the radius to its length.

Or, As 3 is to the number of degrees in the arc,

So is '05236 times the radius to its length.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the length of an aix ADB of 30 degrees, the,

xadius beijag 9 fee:t.
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[Sep figure under problem VIII. page 425.]

3*1416

9

As 180 : 30

Or 6 : 1 : : 282744 : 4*7124

Or 3 : 30 : ; '05236x9 : 47124
3(

4*7124 the answer.

RULE*.

From 8 times the chord of half the arc subtract the chord

of the whole arc, aud | of the remainder will be the length

of the aix nearly.

* Demonstration. Let the radius CA=r, and sine AP

IS. Then will the chord AD = v^T^ 4. PD^ == v/^*-}-/-—CPf

^ ^
8ra I28r*

And therefore 8 times the chord AD = 85 4- -— + 7-7-71 Sec.
r* lor*

And consequently 8 times the chord AD— chord AB(25) =
^37,,^ n3 ^ ,S

^^ -^71 -^ T7~I> ^c. whose -J-

part is 2* + -_-- -f -i^-, Sec.
r 10/ o/'i 48/

_
•

But the length of the arc AD, whose sine ^s 5, is kno\yn to be

a 4- -T-r + TT~> Sec. and therefore the arc AB = 2* 4- <r--7"+
6r* 40r* '

Sr-*

7—7, &c. which differs from 2.9+ 77^4-7^-7, Sec. only by a

small quantity, and shows the rule to be very near the truth.

Q.E.D.
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2. The chord AB of the whole arc being 4*65874. and

the chord AD of the half arc 2*34947 ; required the length
of the arc.

2*34947

18 79576

4*'65874

'

3)14" 13702

Answer 4*71234

3. Required the length of an arc of 12 degrees 10 min-

utes, the radius being 10 feet. Ans. 2*12o4|,
4. To find the length of an arc, whose chord is 6, and

the chord of its half is ?i. Ans. 7^.
5. Required the length of the arc, whose chord is 8, and

height PD 3. Ans. 10|.

Cor. When the chord of the whole arc is given, the rule

^^^ 2

Will be — -I sL 1««.;---»-^

3

A great number of approximating rules might be given for

finding the arc of a circle ; but the two, given in the text, and the

three following ones will be found sufficient.

RULE 1.

'01745, &c. xrad. X number of degrees in any arc = the

fength of that arc.

RULE 2.

3PD
4CD X v/ GCD—PD ^ ^^^ ^^^ nearly.

RULE 3.

5PD
lOCD X N/r5cDZ:3PD' + ^ ^^^^ X PD X I = arcADB

t'xtrevidy near.
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6. Required the length of the arc, whose chord is 6, the

radius being 9. Ans. 6' 11 706.

PROBLEM XI.

To find the area of a circle*

The area of a circle may be found from the diameter and

circumfenuice together, or from either of them alone, by the

following rules.

RULE I.*

Multiply half the circumference by half the diameter.

Or, '1 ake \ of the product of the whole circumference

and diameter.

RULE 2.|

Multiply the square of the diameter by '7854.

* Demonstration. A circle may be considered as a regu-

lar polygon of an infinite number of sides, the circumference

being equal to the perimeter, and the radius to the perpendicular.

But the area of a regular polygon is equal to half the perimeter

multiplied by the perpendicular, and consequently the area of a

circle is equal to half the circumference multiplied by the radius,

or half the diameter. Q. E. D.

t Demonstration. All circles are to each other as the

squares of their diameters. (Euc. XII. 2.)

But the area of a circle, whose diameter is 1, is '7854, &c.

(by Rule 1.) Therefore P : d^ ... '7854, &c. :
7854, So:. X ^^

=5*7854, &c. Xc^^= area of a circle, whose diameter is d.

Q.E. D.

The following propositions are those o^ Metius and Archimsdet.

G Gg
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RULE 3.

Multiply the square of the ch-cumference by '07958^

RULE 4.

As 14 is to 11, so is the square of the diameter to the

area. .

RULE 5,

As 88 is to r, so is the square of the circumference to the

area.

As 452 : 355 :; square of the diameter : area.

As 14 : 11 :: square of the diameter : area.

If the circumference be given, instead of the diameter, the

area may be found as follows.

The square of the circumference X "0795 8 = area.

As 88 : 7 : : square of the circumiference : area.

As 1420 : 113 :: se^uare of the circumference : area.

And if d be the diameter, c the circumference, a the area, and

/i=3*14l59, &c. then

1. ,i=i. = ff = 2v/-^.foe fi

4,rt

2. c =fod = — =2v7?o.
d

fid^ c2 clc~
4 4^

""
4""

The following table will also show most ofthe usual problemsj

l^elating to the circle and its equal or inscribed square.

1'. Diameter X '8862= side of an equal square.

3. Circumference '2821= side of an equal square.*

3". Diameter x *707l=sideof the inscribed square.
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EXAMPLES.

1. To find the area of a circle, whose diameter is 10, and

Wcumference 31'41 59265,

By Rule 1.

31*4159265

10

4)314' 159265

Area 78*539816

By Rule 3.

986*96044 square circum.

85970 inverted.

6908723
888264
49348
7896

Area 78*54231

By Rule 2.

'7854

100

78'54^C

:By Rule 4o
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By Rule 5,

31*4159265 circumference.

562951413 inveited.

94247779

3141593

12S6637

31416

15708

2827

63

19

2

88 : 986*96044

8

11

6908' 72308
863*59038

78*50821

2. Required the area of the circle, whose diameter is 7,

and circumference 22.

Ans. 38|.

3. What is the area of a circle, whose diameter is 1, and

circumference 3' 1416 ?

Ans. '7854,

4. What is the area of a circle, whose diameter is 7 ?

Ans. 38*4846.

5. How many square yards are in a circle, whose diame-

Ans. 1069.
ter is 3^ feet ?

6. How many square feet does a circle contain, the cir^

cumicrence being 10' 9956 yards ?

Ans. 86*19266.
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PROBLEM XII.

Tofind the cwea of a sector of a cireie.

RULE I.*

Multiply the radius, or half the diameter, by half the arc

of the sector for the area. Or, take ^ of the product of the

diameter and arc of the sector.

Note. The arc may be found by Problem X.

RULE 2.f

As 360 is to the degrees in the arc of the sector, so is the

whole area of the circle to the area of the sector.

Note. For a semicircle, take one half ; for a quadrant,

one quarter, &c. of the whole circle.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the area of the sector CAB, the radius being

10, and the chord AB 16 ?

100=AC2
64=:AE»

36(6=CE
10=CD

4=DE

'^=DE»
64=AE*

1>

* The rule for finding the area of the sector is evidently the

same, as that for finding the anea of the whole circle.

t Demonstration. Let r= radius, rf= number of degrees
in the arc of the sector, and A= its area.

Then will 4r2x'7854=r2 x 3* 14 16= area of the whole cir*

cle, and 2r x3' 141 $=its circumference.
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86(8'9442ri9=AD
8

71*5541752

16

3)55*5541752

2)l8*5l80584=arc ABD
9-2590297=:half arc

10=radius

92*590297 answer.

2. Required the area of the sector, whose arc contains 1^

degrees, the diameter being 3 feet.

^7854

9

7'0686 tlie area of the whole circle.

Then, as 360 : 18

Or, as 20 : 1 : : 7*0686 :

*

35343 answer.

3. What is the ai-ea of the sector, whose radius is 10, and

arc 20 I

Ans. lOOe

4. What is the area of the sector, whose radius is 9, and

the chord of its arc 6 ?

Ans. 27*52678,

2rfrX3*1416
Also S60 : 2rx3'1416 : : d: — = length of the

2(/rX3'1416 dr^ XS'\416
strc of the sector. But r-— xiXrr=- ;— =A,

360 »>oO

by the last rule. And consequently 360 ; rf : : r* x3*1416 :

^.
Q. E. D.
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5. Required the area of a sector, whose radius is 25, its

arc containing 147 degrees 29 mmutes. Ans. 804*4017.

6. To find the area of a quadrant and a semicircle, to the

radius 13.

, Ans. 132*7326 and 205*4652.

PROBLEM XIII.

To find the area ofa segment of a circle,

RULE I.

1. Find the area of the sector, having the same arc with

the segment, by the last problem.

2. Find the area of the triangle, formed by the chord of

the segment and the radii of the sector.

3. Then the sum of these two will be the answer, whea
the segment is greater than a semicircle ; but the difference

will be the answer, when it is less than a semicircle*
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EXAMPLE.

Required the area of the segment ACBA, its chord AB
being 12, and the radius EA or CE 10.

100 AE2
36 AD*

64 DE»

Its root 8 DE
From 10 CE

. 2 CD
i
\

4 CD*
36 AD«

40 chord AC^

Its root 6*324555 chord AC
8

\*•

J4.

F
6 AD
8 DE

48 areaofAEAB.

50*596440

12-

3)38-59644

2)12-86548 the arc ACB.
6*43274 I arc.

10 radius.

64-3274 area of sector EACB.
48-00')0 area of triangle EAB.

Ans. 16-3274 area of segment ACBA.
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RULE 2.*

1. To the chord of the whole arc add
-J

of the chord of

hah' the arc, or add the latter chord and
-|

of it more.

2. Multiply the sum by the versed sine or height of the

segment, and
-j^-

of the product will be the area of the seg-

ment.

Demonstration. Let c/= the diameter CF, and Ty= the vers-

ed sine CD
;
then v^c/z^—v^—BD, and the fluxion of the half

segment =vx/dvX : 1—^— ^7^ T7~3 ^^' ^^^^ its fluent,

or the value of the half segment, =vy/dvx : f — T/"^

x>

5d 2Sd^

2

8cc. Consequently its double 2v ^dvX '- |
—

t^
—

.g ? Sec. is

the value of the whole segment.

Now suppose the segment =2CD x ?« X BD +/;xBC =

2v X ni >/do—v'^ + n ^/dv = 2vy/dv X wv^l-^Z+w =
d

-\-m 7nv niv'^

^
-\-n 2d 8d^

Then let the coefficients of the corresponding terms be equat-

ed, and we shall have m-fn =|, and— == | ; whence m=|, and

Then, by substituting these values of m and w in the assumed

quantity, we shall have 2CD x m X BD -f ;i x BC = 2CD x

|BD4-^BC = /o CD X 2BD+4BC, wA/cA /.9 the ride.

Hnh
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EXAMPLE.

Take the same example, in which the radius is 10, and the

chord AB 12.

Then, as before, are found CD=2, and the chord of the

half arc AC.
6*324555

Hence ^ is 2*108185

AI5 12'

20*43274-0

CD 2

40*86548

•4

Ans. 16*546192, area nearly.

RULE 3.*

1. Divide the height of the segment by the diameter, and

find the quotient in the colijmn of heights or versed sines, in

the table of the areas of the segments of a circle.

2. Take out the corresponding area in the next column on
the right, and multiply it by the square of the diameter,
for the answer.

* The table, to which this rule refers, is formed of the areas

of the segments of a circle, whose diameter is 1
; and which is

supposed to be divided by perpendicular chords into 1000 equal

parts, and is at the end of Mensuration.

The reason of the rule itself depends upon this property.—.
That the versed sines of similar segments are as the diameters

of the circles, to which they belong, and the ureas of those seg-

ments as the squares of the diameters ; which may be thus

proved :
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EXAMPLE.

The example being the same as before, we have CD equa)

to 2, and the diameter 20.

Then 20)2 (*1

And to '1 answer '040875

Square of diam. 400

Ans, 16*3500.

Let ADBA and adba be any two similar segments, cut off from

the similar sectors ADBCA and adbQa by the chords AB and ab^
and let fall the perpendicular CD.

Then, by similar triangles, DB : dd : : BC : ^C,

and DB : db : : Dm : dnj

•whence, by equality, BC : bC : : Dm : dn,

or 2BC : 2bC : : Dm : dn.

Again, since similar segments are as the squares of their chords,

it will be AB'^ : ab : : ADBA : adba
;

but AB2 : ab^ : : CB2 : Cb^,

and therefore, by equality, ADBA : adba : : CB^ : CA^,
or ADBA : adba : : 4CB2 : 4C62. Q. E. D.

Now, if d be put equal to any diameter, and v the versed sine.

V
it will he d : V : : \ (diameter in the table) ;

— = versed sine of

a similar segment in the table, whose area let be called a.
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OTHER EXAMPLES.

2. What is the area of the segment, whose height is 2,

and chord 20 ?

Ans. 26-878787.

3. Wliat is the area of the segment, whose height is 1 8,

and diameter of the circle 50 ?

Ans. 636'375.

4. Required the area of the segment, whose chord is 16,

the diameter being 20,

Ans. 44*7292.

PROBLEM XIV.

To find the area ofa circular zone^ ADCBA.

FIGURE 1.

Then P i d'^ -. -. a -. ad'^ ^ area of the segment, whose

height is -y, and diameter cf, as in the rule.

* The space included between any two parallel chords and

their intercepted arcs.
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FIGURE 2.

RULE 1.

Find the areas of the two segments AEB, DEC, and their

difference will be the zone ADCB.

RULE 2.

To the area of the trapezoid ARDQP add the area of

the small segment ADR ; and double the sum for the area of

the zone ADCB.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the area of the zone, less than a semicircle,

figure 1
, having the greater chord 1 6, the less chord 6, and the

diameter of the circle 20 ?

Here 00=^0L.^^DH^=yliX)—i>=v'01=9'539392.

And OP=v'OA^—-c^x^*=v/l00—o4=v'36=6.
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10 OE
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Here, as before, we liave

TR=|AP-f|DQ=10+7i=iri

PQ : AP^-DQ : : RT : OT=::^!-^^=|oo

OP=TP—OT=4PQ—OTrrrI 5

OG=OA=VOi:'»-fAi^2 -,,, i^2^^^^2_25

ir677669

GR=OG—OR=25— 1 7' 677069=7* 3223 3 1

50)7' 322331

'1464466, its tab. seg. -071349

square diam. 2500

^/Vreaofseg.
AGDR 178"37

But ]^xTR=trap. ADQP 612*5

Sum 790*87

2

Whole zone ADCB 1581*74

4. If one end be 48, the other 30, and the breadth or dis-

tance 13 ; what is the area of the zone ?

Ans. 534*4249*

PROBLEM XV.

Tofind the area ofa circuhr
J'in^g"^

or space included betwee7i

two concentric circles,

RULE. *

The difference between the two circles will be the ring*

Or, multiply the sum of the diameters by their^differencc, iuid

multiply the product by '7854 for the answer.

* Demonstration. The area of the circle AIEBA= AB^
X '7854, and the area of the small circle GFD is = GD* x
>7854 ; therefore the area of the rine: = AB^ x '7854—.GD^

rr8S4=AB+GDxAii--GDx'7854. Q. E. D.
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EXAMPLES,

1. The diameters of the two concentric circles being AB
10 and DG 6 ; required the area of the ring contained be-

tween their circumferences AEBA and DFGD.

10

6

Sum 16

Diff. 4

64

7854
64

31416
47124

50'2656 answer.

2. The diameters of two concentric circles being 20 and

10 ; required the area of the ring between their circumfer-

ences.

Ans. 235*62.

3. What is the area of the ring, the diameters of whose

bounding circles are 6 and 4 ?

Ans, 15' 708.

Cor. If DI be a perpendicular at the point D, then will

the area of the ring be equal to that of a circle, whose radius is

Dl.

RULE 2.

Multiply half the sum of the circumferences by half the dif-

ference of the diameters, and the product will be the area.
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PROBLEM XVI.

To measure long irregular figures.

RULE.

Take the breadth in several places at equal distances.

Add all the breadths together, and divide the sum by the

number of them, for the mean breadth, which multiply by the

length, for the area.

EXAMPLES.

1. The breadths of an irregular figure, at five equidistant

places being AD 8*1, mp 7"4, nq 92, or 10*1, BC 8'6 ; and

the length AB 39 ; required the area.

3>

-A.

<^1

itL II 3

S'l

7*4

9*2

10*1

8*6

5)43*4

8*68

39

7812

2604

33 8' 5 2 answer.

Vol. I. Ill
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2. The length of an irregular figure being 84, and the

breadths at 6 places 17*4, 20'6, 14'2, 16' 5, 20*1, 24*3 ;

%vhat is the area ?

Ans. 1583*4.

PROBLEM XVII.

Tofind the circumference ofan ellipse,^

RULEJ.

Add the two axes together, and multiply the sum by
1*5 r08, for the circumference nearly.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the circumference of an ellipse, whose two

axes are 70 and 50.

,.A_
'

70

50

120 sum
1*5708

188*4960 circum. nearly.

* For definitions oS. elUtise^ fiarabola^ -dxAhyfierbola^ see Conic

Sections.

f It will be evident, that this rule is very near the truth, if it

be considered, that this arithmetical mean between the axes ex-

ceeds their geometrical mean ; and, that the geometrical mean

is the diameter of a circle, equal in area to the ellipse ; which

circle is of less ambit than the ellipse> or any other figure of the

same area.
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2. What is the periphery of an ellipse, whose two axes are

24 and 20 ?

Ans. 69*1152.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To find the area of an ellipse*

RULE.*'

Multiply the transverse by the conjugate, and the product,

multiplied by '7854, will be the area.

Or, Multiply *7854 by one axe, and the product by the

other.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the area of an ellipse, whose two axes are 70

and 50.

'7854

50

39*2700

70

2748*9000 answer.

2. What is the area of an ellipse, whose two axes are 24

and 18 t Ans. 339*2928.

* The demonstration of tliis rule is contained in that of the

next problem.
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PROBLEM XIX.

Tojind the area of an elliptic segment*

RULE.*

Divide the height of the segment by the axis of the ellipse,

of which it IS a part ; and find, in the table of circular seg-

ments, a circular segment having the same versed sine as

this quotient. Then multiply continually together this seg-

ment and the two axes, lor the area required.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the area of an elliptic segment EAF, whose

height AF is 20
j the transverse A 13 being 70, and the con-

jugate CD 50 f

ro)20(*285f the tab. vers.

The corresponding seg. is

* Demonsxration. Let the transverse diameter AB=:«, the

conjugate CD=c, AG=x, and EG=z/ ; then, by the prop-

c

aerty of the curve, we shall have y= —^a ^ ^, and the flux

ion of the area EAF=::(t/x)=
— x x ^a.t—.a 3, g^^t xs^ax-x^

is known to express the fluxion of the corresponding circular seg-

ment, whose versed sine is ^
,
and diameter a. Let the fluent of

this expies'-iion, therefore, be denoted by A, and then the fluent

f_ .
c

of n y< ^ \/ cij.—.1
- will be =—X A, whence the rule is form-« a

ed.

Q. E. I,

CoR. The ellipse is equal to a circle, whose diameter is a

mean proportional between the two axes, and hence the rule is

formed for the whole ellipse.
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'185166

70

12*961620

50

64<8"ObiOOO

2. What is the area of an elUptic segment, cut off parallel

to the shorter axis, the height being 10, and axes 25 and J5 I

Ans. 162'0210.

3. What is the area of an elliptic segment, cut off parallel

to the longer axis, the heiglit being 5, and the axis 25 and 33 ?

Ans 97' 8458*

PROBLEM XX. ^

Tofuid the length of a parabolic curve*

RULE.'^

To the square of the ordinate add ^ of the square of the

absciss, extract the square root of the sum, and double it for

the length of the curve, cut off by the double ordinate,

nearly.

* Demonstration. Let x=x any abscissa, ?/= its ordinate>

ac=-| the parameter of the axe, and <7=-^ . Then it is shown by

the writers on fluxions, that

2

aqs/\+(f^-[-ay. hyp. log. of </-f v/1 -Hy^

^
2-3 2-4'5

'

2-4-6-7 2-4-d-8'9

= length of the curve.

72 r/-* , Sr/6
Butv^l+iy2= 14- Ji \' +_1Z Sec.

2-3 2-4'9 2-4-6-2r
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EXAMPLES.

1. Tlie absciss VB being 2, and the ordinate AB 6 ; rt-

quired tlie length of the curve AVC.
2=:VB

4=VB2

3)16
'r» I II L

5 3333

36 =AB«

41*3333(6*4291 root

36 2

124

4
533 12*8532= arc AVC nearly.
4.96

1282 3733
2564

1284)1169(91
• • 1156

13

2. What is the length of the parabolic curve, whose ab-

sciss is 3, and ordinate 8 ?

Ans. 17"4356.

Therefore — =s^\-\-i(j^ nearly. And consequently
2y

c=r2y^l-fi</2=-^2/2-j-|>t a,the same as the rule. Q. E. D.

The following rule is a still nearer approximation :

^v'j/^+l^^—4x ^^-ii—x| = length of the arc extremslif

near*
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PROBLEM XXI.

To find the arm ofa parabola.

RULE.^

Multiply the base by the height, and | of the product will

be the area.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the area of the parabola AVCA, the abscise

VB being 2, and the ordinate AB 6.

12

2

24
9

3)48
16 answer.

2. What is the area of a parabola, whose absciss is 10,

and ordinate 8. Ans. 106|

* Demonstration. Let BV=jc, AB=t/, and tlie parame-

ter 3S=/2-

Then/ix=z/2 or /zxj^
= y by the nature of the curve.

i •

Whence the fluxion of the area (=j/:t) = /^^l^ oc^ audits fluent

But because 7/=/^ ^x ', therefore |/
» x * x ^ =|^ = area

of the parabola, ana is the ?am.e as the rule.

CoR. Every parabola i5>=| of its circumscribing parallelo-

gram.
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PROBLEM XXII.

Tofind the area of a parabolicfrustum,

RULE.*

Multipl)^ the difference of the cubes of the two ends of the

frustum by double its altitude, and divide the product by

triple the difference of their squares, for the area.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the area of the parabolic frustum ACFD,
AC being 6, DF 10, and the altitude BE 4.

Ends. Squares. Cubes.

10 100 1000

6 36 216

64 diff. 784

3 8

192) 6272(324||=32| answer.

576

512

384

128

2. What is the area of a parabolic frustum, whose two

e'iids are 6 and 10, and its altitude 3 ?

Ans. 24|.

* Demonstration. Let D=DF, f/=AC, and fl!=EB.

Then, by the nature of the curve,

D2—rf2 : c : : D2 :

"^"^
=VH,

and D2^t^2 Mj : ; c^2 J -il^ =VF.
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PROBLEM XXIII.

Tofind the length of a hyperbolic cuvce,

RULE.*

1. To 19 times the transverse add 21 times the pai'ameter

of the axe, and multiply the sum by the quotient of the abscis-

sa divided by the transverse.

2. To 9 times the transverse add 21 times the parameter,

and multiply the sum by the quotient of the abscissa divided

hy the transverse.

And therefore 2v_^£l-—^v ^^' -S^yP'—^'

= area of the frustum. Q. E. D.

* Demonstration. Let ^= semitransverse axe, c= semi=

conjugate, x-=. ordinate, and t/= abscissa. Then will

z/X : 1+ — y y^-\-— !- w<^, Sec. =^
6c* 40c8

" ^
112ci2

^ '

length of the arc, as is shown by the writers on fluxions.

a v^c2-f-t/2 2c
But :c= —

a, and —- = parameter =/, by the

nature of the curve. Consequently the rule is

l5/z+19^-f21/z 30c
, 19/+42/' ^\/, -J-^ni

:
^ -——

f-
^

X a

•Xt/=-
15/z-f- 9/-f 21/2 _

^

"^
30c 9 / -f 42 ? aVc ^

-}- v~^—+—
^

X ^— -« xy.

And if this be thrown into a series, it will be found to agree
very nearly with the three first terms of the former, and there-
fore the rule is an approximation.

Vol. I. K K k
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3. To each of the products, thus found, add 15 times the

parameter, and divide the former by the lattt-r ; then, this

quotient, being multiplied by the ordinate, will give the

length of the arc nearly*

EXAMPLES.

1. In the hyperbola GAF, the transverse diameter twice

AC is 80, the conjugate ED 60, the ordinate GH 10, and

the abscissa AH 2' 1637 ; rec^uired the length of the arc

AG.

8*0)2*1637

•02J'04

80 :
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80= twice AC. 80= twice AC.

19 9

720

80
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PLOBLEM XXIV«

Tojlnd the area of a hijperhoku

RULE.=^

1. To the product of the transverse and abscissa add ^ of

the square of the abscissa, and midtiply the square root of

the sum by 21.

2. Add 4 times the square root of the product of the

transverse and abscissa to the last found product, and divide

the sum by 75.

* Demonstration. Let, t=z transverse diameter, c= con-

jugate, x-=. abscissa, y=. ordinate, and 2= . Then it is111
well known, that 4:ri/x:|

—f^T^^— 3. 3. ^ """^"TYT "^'

^c. = area of the hyperbola.

ty
But — =c= conjugate axe, by the nature of the hyper-

bola. Consequently the expression for the rule

_ i£fl X 2i^^->^-+f^'^+4v/^j^ =4jr^x il2^if±i^_±li:^.

And this, thrown into a series, "will very nearly agree with the

former, which shows the rule to be an approximation. Q. E. I.

RULE 2.

If 2Y, 2v= bases, V, and-y their distances from the centre^

5ind the other letters as before, then will
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5. Divide 4 times the product of the conjugate and ab-

scissa by the transverse ; and this last quotient, muUipliedby
the former, will give the area required, nearly.

EXAMPLES.

1. In the hypeibola AVC, the transverse is 30, the con-

jugate is 18, and the abscissa or height is 10 j what is the

area ?

30

10

300

71'42S571-|. of the squ. of the absc.

371'42857i(19'272
1 21
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